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HE WHAKARAPOPOTOTANGA
ABSTRACT
This thesis has three primary objectives: to deconstruct the genealogical representation of
Maori as a physical, unintelligent and savage people, to examine the role that education,
and particularly physical education, has played in perpetuating these representations by
channelling Maori into physical curriculum areas, and to provide a functional kaupapa

Miiori philosophy of health and physical education.

Postmodem theory underpins this thesis because it encourages the search for multiple
truths. In the colonial context, specifically, it provides an ideal tool by which to
deconstruct the supposedly objective and preordained single truths of the colonisers. As I
demonstrate, these single truths proved to be politically motivated and false.

I also

employ a Foucauldian understanding of European history to describe how European
bourgeois nationalism and normalisation mutated into biopower, where the normalised
Self was able to control, limit, describe and kill the Other.

Travellers, missionaries and settlers transposed biopower from Europe to colonial New
Zealand. Later, descriptions of the Other - or rather the juxtapositioning of the Self next
to depictions of the primitive/anti Other - by anthropologists and historians aided this
process. For the benefit of enlightened liberals, colonisation in New Zealand required a
specific rhetoric to recast ruthless aspects of the process as mere anomalies on the road to
Utopia.

The modernist Western world validated colonisation under the guises of

humanism and progress: the savage, primitive, pre-philosophical Maori provided the
perfect contrast against the civilised, mature, philosophical Self. This genealogical
representation formed the basis for Pakeha and Maori relations - and continues to do so.

Representations of Maori as intrinsically unintelligent and physical, framed politically
motivated educational policy. Initially, racist educational directives channelled Maori
into physical vocations to provide labour-for untamed rural New Zealand.

iii

In the 1960s and '70s, racially biased intelligence tests were employed to debilitate Maori
students by streaming them into non-academic classes. Later, the so-called empowering
rhetoric of the neo-colonial era informed curricula by promoting diluted and sanitised
versions of tikanga Miiori such as Taha Miiori, its physical education offshoot Te Reo

Kori, and the current New Zealand Health and Physical Education Curriculum.
Promoted under the liberal banner of biculturalism, these initiatives primarily benefited
Pakeha and further misrepresented Maori culture as simplistic and irrelevant to
contemporary society.

Deconstructing grand narratives encourages researchers to construct knowledge outside
such totalising truths. Thus, the theoretical approach and historical disseminations
outlined above provide the foundations for part two of this thesis, which is a contribution
towards Maori knowledge. Employing an interpretivist, indepth interviewing and
collaborative narrative epistemology, I constructed korero with kaumatua and pakeke.
These focus on health and physical education from a Maori position.

Subsequent

discussion examines certain aspects of each korero, to form a functional Maori
philosophy of physical activity delineated by hauora, a Maori notion of holistic health.
The discussion also outlines a number of issues surrounding the incorporation of tikanga

Miiori into mainstream education.
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HE KORERO WHAKATAKI

A PERSONAL INTRODUCTION

It is something of a paradox that I find myself writing a PhD thesis in a School of
Physical Education, with half of the thesis devoted to deconstructing stereotypical
images of the 'physical' Maori.' A key to relationships between Pakeha' and Maori' is
the genealogical depiction of Maori as a savage, physical and unintelligent race. Such
stereotypes initially emanated from the tales of early travellers; they were then
scientifically validated by anthropological studies, and perpetuated by various forms,
institutions including the media .and the education system. Stereotypes of the savage'
Maori are so ingrained in the minds of New Zealanders, that they inform most
dialogue between Maori and Pakeha, For example, the common misbelief by physical
educators that they have had a long, equal and sharing relationship with Maori, is
merely an extension of the view that Maori relate better to the physical rather than the
intellectual world.

So how did a boy from Opotiki,' who at one time was extremely passionate about
sport, come to conclude that Maori sports people, by and large, are inappropriate rolemodels for young Maori? My journey to this conclusion has been clouded to say the
least. I was raised in a culture where it was necessary for both Maori and Pakeha to be
physical people. My passion for the physical is not dissimilar to many boys in New

Maori is a generic word imposed on the Indigenous peoples of the Pacific Islands, now called New Zealand, since
colonisation. The generalisation of the word Maori to people who did not see themselves as such is typical of the
simplification of Maori culture attached to the colonisation process. Durie (1998) has this to say about being Maori:
"Before European contact, the word Maori simply meant normal or usual. There was no concept of a Maori identity in the
sense of cultural or even national similarities. Instead, the distinguishing features which demarcated groups were mainly
attributable to tribal affiliations and the natural environment. Thus members of Rangitane took their identity from Rangitane
ancestors as well as the Manawatu River and the Ruahine mountain range... The original inhabitants of New Zealand did
not refer to themselves as Maori; rather they were Rangitane or Ngati Apa or Ttlhoe or any of forty or more tribes (p. 53)."
Currently Maori is the generic term used to describe the Indigenous people of New Zealand.
2 Common name for New Zealanders who predominantly identify with a European genealogy. Pakeha literally means
foreign.
3 As with most Maori nouns, the singular also refers to the plural. Hence the sentences "I am Maori" and "I am a Maori" are
both grammatically correct.
4 As will be elaborated upon in Chapter 2, savage is the underpinning representation of Maori that informs most other
stereotypes, in particular, Maori as physical and unintelligent.
S A small (pop. ,...; 4000) rural Bay of Plenty town that services a vast geographical area, including several outlying M aori
communities. Op5tiki's population consists of approximately 700/0 Maori,
I
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Zealand," Being physical and especially playing sport was, for me, a means to feel
successful. Whether it was the stamina required for pig-hunting, athleticism on the
rugby field, the dexterity in surfing, or the challenge of diving for kai moana,
expressing my physicality gave me confidence and allowed me to strive for success
without facing ridicule.

In Opotiki, physical prowess was revered. In contrast academic achievement was at
best acknowledged but usually derided. Opotiki is a town where both Maori and
Pakeha literally live off the land and, therefore, being physical was not a leisure
pursuit, hobby, or sport - it was a way of life. As a 14-year-old I could walk into the
local "Stag & Boar Bar" and play pool with the late Barry Crump' (the quintessential
New Zealand 'man-alone'S) without batting an eyelid (in fact it was important not to).
Opotiki was the Wild West of New Zealand, a place where helicopter pilots such as
the late Joe Collins, and deer recoverers, such as Milton Kiri, were living legends and
icons of manhood, their feats recorded forever in prose and literature," They were
tough and silent men who refused to yield physical pain. Opotiki was a place where
acts of humble dare devilry marked the person, where feats of silent attrition, such as
carrying a 250 pound boar out of the bush, were championed over copious amounts of
beer. In Opotiki, a person had to be extremely confident in their physicality or they
would face social ostracism. Opotiki' s physical culture at times brought people
together, and at times set people apart, at times allowed people to embrace, and at
times forced people to fight. So embroiled in this culture was I, that I believed
physicality defined New Zealanders, both Maori and Pakeha.

Only recently have I revised my opinions and beliefs. Through my research, I have
come to realise that many of the physical representations of Maori are stereotypes that
are detrimental to Maori, In particular, I have learned that what underpins the image

Many writers employ AotearoalNew Zealand to depict the nationstate. I refrainfrom employing Aotearoabecause its use
implies that there was or is such a thing as a Maori nation. The popularised use of Aotearoa symbolises the idea of a united
. .md contented people living under a 'long-white-cloud.'
l[be late Barry Crump was one of the most nationallyfamousNew Zealanders, a writer of vast amountsof semi
:dographical novels, and poetry, describinglife as the eternal New Zealand vagabond. He lived, more often than other
'J1aces at least, in secluded bush on the outskirts of Opotiki,
''1ew Zealand literature often refers to the 'man alone,' a theme whichdescribes the silent, durable, drifter who lives outside
he conventions of the middle-class - particularlymarriage.
See Rex Forrester, The Chopper Boys.· New Zealand's HelicopterHunters (1983).
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of the 'physical' Maori differs significantly from what underpins notions of the
physical Pakeha.

Since leaving Opotiki, I have become aware of a New Zealand culture that is
transforming itself to lie beyond that silent physical world that I once considered
normal New Zealand culture.

Although New Zealanders still pay homage to

themselves as close to nature, as physical, as humble, as rural" - the reality is no
longer the case. The cosmopolitan New Zealander is now virtually a global citizen.
While Pakeha culture follows global suit, portraying its men as new-age and sensitive
and showing them sipping cafe lattes, Maori are still largely constructed as physical
people. While the physicality of Pakeha culture is conveniently seen as congruent
with the transition from a physical to a technological society, Maori physicality is seen
as biologically determined and, therefore, part of the genetic makeup, and in turn
reflected in the activities Maori are channelled into.

Yet, as this thesis makes

apparent, representations of Maori as a physical people are not clear-cut stereotypes.
While at times Maori physicality is easy to differentiate from Pakeha physicality, at
others they are intertwined; at times the stereotypes are negative, at others they are
positive; at times simple and at others discursive.

So why do these stereotyped representations of Maori as a physical people persist? In
the first instance, I believe that the construction of Maori as sports people helped
contribute to the reinvention of Maori as a physical culture. 11 The common myth that
Maori are natural sports people stems from an overarching representation of Maori as
a savage, physical and unintelligent race. The latter is the central theme of Part 1 of
this thesis. Maori achievement in sport and especially rugby and rugby league is a
construction in itself. Maori achieve in sport because in a sense they are permitted to
do so. The many overlaps between the stereotypes of sports people and the constraints
on the representations of Maori mean it is in the best interests of those who hold power
to permit Maori to succeed in sport. The stereotypical sports person - aggressive,
violent, physical and unintelligent - is highly congruent with savage images of Maori,

10 See

the plethora of television advertisements that signify New Zealand society as rural and close to nature (e.g. "Welcome
to our world" Toyota advertisements on television).
i 1 The discussion of Maori and sport is too large a topic to be discussed in full here. However, I am planning to write a
number of commentaries on Ma-ori and sport in the near future.
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Essentially, Maori success in sport reinforces the idea that Maori - the Other - stem
from a savage culture. This point will be elaborated on in Chapter 1, where I argue
that discursive representations of the Other not only frequently "mutate?" or transform
into something else, but can appear superficially to be positive while serving an
oppressive function. I suggest that the basic savage representation of Maori has
mutated to reflect the changing times (especially the fluctuating threat of tikanga

Miiori to the dominant culture) but has retained the essential oppressive thread.

It must be stressed here that I am not suggesting that embracing sport is inherently bad
for Maori. Anyone who has ever been to a Maori sporting event, or has played sport
against Te Whanau-a-Apanui at Te Kaha, will understand that sport can (but not
always) play an important role in bringing people together to share culture. However,
when sporting images reinforce perceptions of tikanga Miiori as savage, then such
representations must be deconstructed and examined from a historical and sociological
perspective so that we can understand their oppressive functions. Stereotypes of
Maori are not dangerous because they are false representations of a given reality; they
are dangerous because they limit Maori to certain roles and, therefore, constrain
individuality.

My relationship with sport began before I was born -on a paddock in Maketu, on a
rugby field at Ardmore, on a cricket field in Rotorua - and was solidified in a bond
between a father and son, particularly a Maori farther who saw sport as an avenue to
communicate with his son and as a bridge to other facets of his life. Here, I discuss
my father and his era's cultural integration through sport as it may aid to the
understanding of the contradictory constraints and embellishment of Maori culture
through sport. My father, like many Maori of his generation, lived for sports. My
father grew up in an era where sport was one of the few areas in which Maori could
achieve success and could play with Pakeha as equals on an 'even playing field.!" In
other words sport and displays of physical prowess were among the few areas where
Maori could gain mana in the Pakeha world. Not surprisingly then, Maori embraced
12

I use the word mutate to mean a constructor image that can change over time but retains its essential oppressive thread. In
this context, that thread is savage, physical and unintelligent.
13 By even playing field I am referring solely to when Maori and Pakeha played against each other. Clearly, the benefits of
playing rugby for Auckland Grammar as opposed to Opotiki College are obvious. Just becauseobjective rules frame sport
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sport and placed it on a pedestal. One need only look at the obituaries in Mana
Magazine to recognise that Maori are eulogised for their sporting feats. Similarly, the
whaikorero heard at tangihanga, for Maori men of my father's era typically laud

sporting success.

When I heard my own father praised in this fashion at his

tangihanga, I felt disappointment that his ability to play rugby and cricket was

privileged over his achievements as a creative and compassionate school teacher of 40
years standing.

It should not be forgotten that, in comparison to other walks of life, Maori were
permitted to play sport, or more precisely, not denied access. When the integration of
Maori into New Zealand society became inevitable," means to meld the two peoples
were sought. Because sport and recreation in the late nineteenth to mid twentieth
century, New Zealand was largely viewed as lying outside the realms of society
proper. It was seen as an area where the 'attributes' of Maori (i.e., their physicality)
be used to assimilate Maori, Explicitly, sport at that time had minimal effect on the
institutions of tangible power such as politics and business. Consequently, Maori
success in sport served two roles by firstly, ingratiating Maori to the Pakeha public
and, secondly, by perpetuating stereotypes of Maori savagery. Indeed, the first
national New Zealand rugby team to tour Britain was the 1888-89 'Native' Team, who
were depicted by the British Press as a circus sideshow; exhibiting savages from the
South-Seas .15

While Maori at times place self-constraining representations on themselves, one
cannot draw the simplistic conclusion that Maori have, in Gramscian terms, a false
consciousness. Sport was an avenue by which Maori could not only gain mana in the
Maori world, but one of the few locations in where they could succeed in Pakeha
society. Maori leaders saw sport as a way to embellish their own culture while
integrating themselves into the dominant society. For a culture on the brink of
extinction and subjected to explicit racism in nearly all walks of society, sport offered
Maori something of a salvation. Furthermore, given the national hysteria for rugby
does not mean that Maori did not face prejudice. In other words, it was far more likely for a Maori to play for the All
Blacks in 1920, than it was for them to play for Auckland Grammar.
: In the nineteenth century and the early parts of the twentiethcentury, it was commonly thought by Pakeha that Maori were
:~:oing to become extinct. See Chapter 2 for further discussion.
See Greg Ryan, Forerunners of the All Blacks: the 1888-89 New Zealand Native Football Team in Britain, Australia and
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throughout the twentieth century and the consequent status of the game, it is not
surprising that Maori placed mana on being a great footballer. And so 'mana tests'
have been played out in hundreds of rural communities throughout New Zealand since
the late nineteenth century. While rugby helped perpetuate violent, aggressive and the
physical savage representations, Maori themselves revere the intelligent tacticians, not
the aggressive oxen.

Maori also embraced European sport as a means to propagate their own culture. One
need only to look at the plethora of sports-based clubs in New Zealand that are, ,or
were, whiinau or hapii based to confIrm this point. In the Eastern Bay of Plenty where
I grew up, the local rugby competition contained a smattering of Pakeha based teams
(e.g. Whakatane United, Whakatane Marist, Opotiki City) but the bulk of teams
centered around whiinau, hapii, and iwi. Opotiki United drew from the Whakat5hea

iwi, particularly the Wai-o-weka hapii, OMP (Opotiki Maori Players) drew from
Whakat5hea in general, and Apanui from Te Whanau-a-Apanui, Ngai Ttihoe fed
Ruatoki and Waimana, while most of the Whakatane teams stemmed from various
Mataatua and Tiiwharetoa hapii, e.g., Matata, Poroporo, the infamous Te Teko, and
Kawerau. Matches between these teams were more than just games of rugby - they
were played with a pride and intensity that I have yet to witness elsewhere. Whanau
versus whiinau, hapii versus hapii, iwi versus iwi; winning and loosing was not the
catalyst for the feeling - mana was at stake, for both the individual and the community.

While Maori acceptance of European culture has been analysed from Gramscian
consciousness. I maintain that it was a strategic move bv Maori

nersnectives of
false -r---r----·---------

#

. . . . . . . . .

leaders facing cultural genocide. Regardless, the acceptance of European sport into
Maori culture ultimately led to the indoctrination of European mores. Maori adopted
European sport at a time (the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries) when
European values were being inculcated into Maori culture. Thenceforth, certain
aspects of European culture were thought of by both Maori and Pakeha as 'traditional'
Maori culture. In reality, they were merely assumed qualities. Consequently, ensuing
representations of 'traditional' Maori life are, in the main, false constructions
conceived to reinvent the power structures between Maori and Pakeha,

I~W Zealand

(1993), for further discussion.
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For example, the common belief that Maori belonged to a staunchly patriarchal society
is false.

Ironically, it stems from the patriarchal European culture of the time.

Sportswriter Spiro Zavos, for instance, dismisses a particular Maori reading of the 'Ka

Mate' haka" because it refers to the protection of men by women through the
symbolic description of Te Rauparaha being given life by a woman's genitals.
Zavos's (1998) stance typifies many Pakeha who base their explanations of Maori
culture according to their own precepts:

... it does not ring true to Maori tradition Maori culture is male hegemonic... It
seems implausible that the All Blacks would embrace a haka that had such
embarrassing connotations ... The hairy man in this haka is an archetype of
strength, a figure of power, capable of bringing about the triumph of life over
death ...When the All Blacks chant their haka ... they will lead their great team,
and the nation that identifies with it, into the sun that shines (pp. 71-73).

In short, a Maori interpretation of the Ka Mate haka is rejected because it threatens
both the false construction of traditional Maori culture, and dominant constructs.
Given that rugby culture in New Zealand is a bastion of male hegemony, it is
implausible among many rugby followers that their beloved haka in part, focuses on
the protection of men by women.

The above example demonstrates the ability of the powerful to describe the Other. In
the last ten to fifteen years, as the New Zealand male has moved increasingly away
from the quintessential physical image, Polynesian players have flooded into the
game. While colonial Pakeha physicality has transformed with the changing times,
Polynesian physicality is still considered by many to be based on biological
constraints.

Essentially, the myth suggests Maori and Polynesian players are

genetically better suited to playing rugby because of their inherent physicality. As
Haka is the generic name for all types of dance or ceremonial performance that involve movement. The haka, Ka Mate,
composed in the 1820s by a famous chief of the Ngati Toa tribe - Te Rauparaha, has gained iconic status in New Zealand
because of its performance by the All Blacks prior to each game. Moreover, Ka Mate has been popularised as a 'war
dance.' According to Karetu (1993, p. 37), however, haka have been "erroneously defined by generations of uninformed
as 'war dances', the true 'war dances' are the whakatu waewae, the tutu ngiirahu and the peruperu", Karetu (1993) points
out that when Ka Mate was composed it was intended as a ngeri. Ngeri "are short haka to stiffen the sinews, to summon up
the blood, but unlike haka taparahi have no set movements, thereby giving the performers free rein to express themselves
as they deem appropriate" (p. 41). Karetu (1993) expresses his concern with the popularised version of Ka Mate, which has
"become the most performed, the most maligned, the most abused of all haka. Jumping is not a feature of either haka
taparahi or ngeri and it is these irritating perpetrations that lead to a lot of discord" (p. 68). For further discussion about Ka
Mate and sport, see Jackson, S., & Hoko, B. (2002) Globalising Indigenous Culture: Haka, the New Zealand All Blacks,
and the Politics of Identity (forthcoming).

16
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New Zealand rugby becomes increasingly run by business, and less and less about
cultural norms and values, players are becoming the pawns of the entertainment
industry; the gladiatorification of sport.if you will. And it is the Polynesian players
who will emerge as the gladiators in the new arena of professionalism in New Zealand
sport. Reiterating the power of the dominant group to reconstruct the savage thread of
the Other, as they desire. It will be the representation of Maori culture as inherently
physical that will continue to channel Maori into physical vocations.

Similarly, representations of Maori as team players, as opposed to assertive individual
athletes who strive for personal bests, goals and achievements, has constrained and

limited" Maori individuality and expression. The culture of many New Zealand
teams perpetuates and, at times, demands that individuals curtail or suppress their
initiative for the supposed benefit of the team. My father was the classic unassuming,
behind the scenes sports-club member - the engine room worker, a stalwart of the
Opotiki Cricket Club. I remember one club player commenting on the different
attitudes of my father and I. Dad was apparently "more English than the English."
Looking back, I recognise some truth in the statement. My father learnt to play in the
1950s, when cricket embodied the 'gentleman's game.' And, indeed, my father was a
gentleman; caring more about the stoic values and the unwritten rules of the game than
the game itself. Yet, it did not appear to bother him that in some of the Auckland
cricket clubs that he played against in the 1950s, they would not serve him drinks at
the aftermatch function because of the colour of his skin.

I respected my father's humility, but his expectations that I be equally humble were at
times disheartening. When I was eleven there was an incident after a game of rugby
that shaped my behaviour for years to come. I had recently watched Hika Reid, the
'Hooker from Ngongotaha,' raise his arm in suppressed exultation after scoring a most
memorable All Black try to beat Australia in the 1982 second test at Ballymore.
Following which, I emulated Reids celebration with youthful zealous after scoring a
scintillating try to win a game for my club. Eagerly, anticipating my father's praise
after the game, I was sadly deflated by a "what was this crap" and an arm raised in
mockery. That day I learned to staunchly mute my achievements.

xx

Of course, stoicism is not particular to Maori. Yet, complacent muteness is another
representation of Maori that aids their oppression. It suits the powerful that Maori
suppress their individuality, expression and motivation; in such an environment they
can depict Maori land claims and protests as the actions of a few malcontents working
outside the hub of the community.

According to hypocritical mainstream

representations of Maori, the capitalist philosophy 'of individualistic drive does not
apply to Maori because we should always be working for the benefit of the
community. Yet, the one person and one vote "equality for all ethos" is constantly
bandied around when Maori attempt to change structures within mainstream
institutions for the betterment of their community.

A good example was the

decentralising education policy called Tomorrow's Schools where Maori parents who
were minorities on the locally run Boards of Trustees, struggled to have their concerns
for their children heard within a democratic voting process.

Essentially, the

government passed the buck, regarding issues of Maori education, to local school
boards where the population of most schools meant Maori initiatives could easily be
outvoted by the majority.

As a secondary school teacher, I saw the effects of suppressed emotions on Maori
teenagers. They employed the concept of whakamd to hide their fear at being looked
at and to justify their muted expression. Moreover whakamd is a classic example of
tikanga Miiori mutating under the gaze of a domineering culture to mean something

related to the original meaning, but at the same time insidiously different. Shyness
and shame, two normal human traits, have come to be thought of as significant parts of
one's culture, and therefore, as justifying behavioural constraint. It saddens me to
think that prior to colonisation, Maori had a highly expressive culture. A photograph
that sticks in my memory is of a group of Maori in front of their wharenui ..Several of
the men have their arms around each other, while other men are cuddling their
children. It is a striking image because of the openness of their affections; a picture
far removed from the contemporary images of the Maori male as the violent sexual
predator.
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WhenI talk about constraining or limiting representations, I do not meanthat beinga team player, for example,is
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Thus far, I have talked generally about my physical upbringing and the colonised
roles my father played out. A turning point in my life experiences occurred in 1985
when a Waikato University careers adviser visited my school. I asked him about the
School of Physical Education atthe University of Otago (ODSPE). He replied, "PE is
not for you. It involves biology, anatomy, physiology and other scientific subjects; its
not just about running around and jumping." I walked away extremely despondent,
unable to comprehend why I was being told I could not do PE. The adviser did not
even know my name; he knew nothing about my academic record, or my capabilities.
All he knew was that I was Maori, had an earring and long hair. He saw my interest in
physical education as stemming from a lazy countenance; according to him I was
searching for an easy, non-academic career. Needless to say this experience only
served to motivate me. But I wonder the effect had I struggled to pass the science
subjects?

Ten years later, after university and an overseas experience, I found myself back at
Opotiki College, but this time as a semi-power holder - a teacher. I had high hopes of
providing students with a positive learning experience. But after only two years, I
realised how futile my efforts were at trying to help those kids who needed it most. I
found myself in a system that put intelligent, but 'naughty,' Maori kids into classes
with Pakeha children who were classified as slow learners. Many staff 'jokingly'
called these the 'lock the door and throwaway the key classes.'

Despairingly, too many intelligent Maori kids left school at fifteen and I knew that
sooner or later their names would appear in the court news: "Eighteen-year-old, ----- ----, was remanded in custody." A classic example was Paul, an extremely intelligent
Maori student, who found himself relegated to the lowest streamed 4 th form class
because he had behaviour problems. In my 4 th form math class, he demonstrated
ability beyond his years, but the labelled troublemaker gained during primary school,
stuck, and he was thrown into a class that few teachers could control and where
intellectual endeavours held no currency. When I questioned his placement in the
class, the reply from above was that his disruptive nature would affect the performance
of other classes. This was a school where only some students received an education,

cessarny a negative condition. Rather, I refer to the sub-group within a group who are constrained by generalisations.
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the rest were dispensable. Paul left school before finishing the 4th form. Unable to
find employment, he soon got in trouble with the police.

The majority of Maori senior students at Opotiki College were, in American terms,
'jocks'. They did no schoolwork and staff allowed them (i.e., by turning a blind eye)
to hangout in the social room, to play games, talk and wait for PE and/or rugby or
netball practice. While these kids played sport at the highest level for their school
(and in some cases for their province and country), no one placed academic demands
on them. Even more insidious, younger Maori students admired their elder peers and
afforded them greater status in the school. At Opotiki College, Maori students
achieved success through physical rather than academic pursuits. Now I understand,
why people suggest that struggle comes out of adversity, or at least that action can
come out of witnessing adversity. A great deal of my passion to enter a PhD
programme came from discernment with how mainstream education is failing Maori,

Midway through my first year as a PhD student I was called into a School of Physical
Education curriculum meeting to enlighten staff about Maori content in the School's
curriculum. They assumed I was the resident expert on Maori physical activity.
Chairing the meeting was a well-intentioned staff member who, being new to New
Zealand, wrongly presumed that I knew all about the Maori philosophy of physical
education. I gave a feeble response and was consequently embarrassed because I am
proud of being Maori and because it was not unreasonable (although presumptive) of
him to expect that as a Maori and a PhD student in physical education, that I should
have had a reasonable knowledge of Maori physical philosophies . Yet, even though I
spent 13 years at Opotiki Primary and Opotiki College and then 4 years at OUSPE, I
was a Maori physical educator who knew nothing about Maori physical education.
Although I was schooled in an area where the percentage of the Maori populace is the
greatest, New Zealand State education did not appreciate, let alone inculcate, tikanga

Maari. I succeeded but only in Pakeha terms, and then only because I was raised as a
Pakeha. Had I been raised as a Maori in a Maori environment, I have no doubt that I
would have failed; it does not surprise me that intelligent Maori pupils are failing in
the present system, or rather the system is failing them.
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The overwhelming majority of Pakeha New Zealanders have a false consciousness
regarding tikanga Mdori. That is, they have been duped into believing that promoters
of tikanga Mtiori are the enemy within the State. Moreover, they perceive Maori
culture as simple, savage, immature, undeveloped, prehistoric and therefore irrelevant
to the modem world. In my own field, I wonder what New Zealanders think of Maori
'physical' activities such as mau taiaha, mau rdkau and poi. Indeed they are complex
and sophisticated physical activities, but most New Zealanders including some Maori,
erroneously believe them to be archaic and irrelevant to contemporary practice.

About the same time that I was called into the curriculum meeting, I was also asked to
comment upon the 1997 draft of the developing New Zealand Health and Physical
Education Curriculum (HPEC).18 I examine the production of the 2001 Health and
Physical Education Curriculum in Chapter 4, but suffice to say here, that the HPEC
demonstrated to me the ability of the powerful (in this case curriculum writers) to limit
and control the representation of the Other. The HPEC deliberately omitted taha

whenua from the definition of hauora (which HPEC defined as "total-wellbeing").
Why? Firstly, because the spiritual connection between people and land was deemed
irrelevant by the writers; in other words, only Maori notions easily translated into a
Pakeha version of total-wellbeing were acceptable. Secondly, and probably more
definitively, how could Ministry of Education employees representing the New
Zealand Government acknowledge the importance of land to Maori given their
historical and contemporary land grievances? Such an admission would suggest that
for Maori to be 'totally well' , they needed their land returned.

Many other definitions in HPEC insult Maori, including the definition of taiaha as "a
single-pointed spear." Even a person with an elementary knowledge of taiaha knows
that it is not a spear. Such is the mana of a taiaha that it should never ever be thrown.
A taiaha is only ever used in close combat and is given the same respect that one
would give tipuna.

Herein lies the ability of the powerful to reconstruct another's culture and/or identity
based on what suits their needs at any given time. The HPEC was written during a

iter to become the 2001 Health and Physical Education Curriculum.
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time when biculturalism was the catchphrase for curriculum writers. Hence the
inclusion of Maori words into Pakeha philosophies to give an air of biculturalism,
while insidiously misrepresenting Maori culture to Maori and Pakeha students.
Following the implementation of the new curriculum in 2001, will those Maori
without access to authentic tikanga Miiori believe that hauora means total well-being,
and the taiaha is a single pointed spear?

Synopsis
I have employed a mihi" to introduce this thesis because I believe it is essential that
the reader understands how my experiences have informed this thesis. Simply, I
believe that my subjectivity should be open and explicit. Discussing parts of my
personal journey to this point is also, I believe, an effective way of tying the reader to
many of the questions addressed throughout. For example, how and why are Maori
represented as a physical people?

Why are the positive Maori role models in

mainstream media sports people? Why are Maori separatist movements heralded as
unpatriotic and radical, yet the Maori All Blacks are positively portrayed? Why do
both State owned Television New Zealand and privately owned Television 3 employ
Pakeha news-readers and Polynesian sports casters? Why has the Maori Battalion
become an iconic representation? Why do negative representations of Maori explicitly
refer to Maori, while positive representations depict Maori as New Zealanders? Why
do New Zealand physical educators believe they have an empathetic relationship with
Maori? And why do tens of thousands of New Zealanders practice Asian martial arts,
when there is an array of Maori martial arts locally available?

These questions and others fall under two broad themes: the deconstruction of Maori
as the physical Other, and the reconstruction of Maori physical activity philosophies.
Logically then, this thesis is comprised of two parts. The first part (Chapters 1-4)
deconstructs images, stereotypes and representations of Maori that centre around
Maori physicality. However, these could just as easily be focused on deconstructing
unintelligent or savage representations of Maori because the images are so intertwined.
The second part of the thesis (Chapters 5-7) is primarily concerned with reconstructing

19 Usuallyan oral

addressed.

introductionto oneself,describing where one is from and how one is linked to the audience being
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functional Maori knowledge or philosophies centering around physicality, which
themselves focus upon hauora, the Maori concept of health. .
In Chapters 1 and 2, I deconstruct the representations of Maori from a theoretical and
historical standpoint. My objective is to demonstrate that the grand narrative that
represents the Other as a reflection of the Self's progress from primitivism, is a
genealogical illusion with real and grave consequences for Maori - the Other.
Throughout this deconstruction I draw on postmodernism, a body of theory and
thought that allows me to reject modernist grand narratives and totalizing theories.

Chapter 1 is a personal challenge to understand and locate myself, as a Maori
researcher within the complex paradigm of postmodernism.

Here, I define and

theorise my research in the context of postmodemism without shackling myself to
rigid inflexible precepts and definitions of postmodernism. Chapter 1 is also an
answer to the call for Maori to become versed in and conversant with Western theory
and, more importantly, to write as a Maori instead of being written about.

I examine the relevance of Michel Foucault's work to my thesis, and especially his
treatment of the power/knowledge relationship. I look at the influence of Foucault on
researchers working in the colonial context, such as Edward Said, bell hooks, Gayatri
Spivak and Homi K.Bhaba, and I examine how some colonial researchers have
distanced themselves from Foucault's nihilism while still remaining in the postmodem
frame. In particular, I describe how I interpret the postmodem as a deconstruction of
modernistic representations and a reconstruction of reason rather than the radical other
of modernism. Simply, I align \vith those colonial researchers who deconstruct the
powerful's representations of the Other, while allowing for a reconstruction of
knowledge outside any grand narrative.

Accordingly, a key theme of the thesis is the construction and reproduction of Maori
as the Other, as a binary representation that opposes the coloniser. In other words, I
am interested in how the construction of the Pakeha Self occurred in part through the
construction of the Maori Other. In Chapter 2, I link the notion of the Other and the
Self to early nineteenth century traveller's' tales and scientific representations through
anthropological discourses. Proposing the history of the Other prior to the arrival of
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the Self, is ultimately the story of the weaker Self and was/is located in the realm of
anthropology. Colonial history is the history of the Self's attempt to bring its weaker
past up to speed, a justification for colonialism, and for racist representations. I
employ a Foucauldian understanding of European history to understand modern
racism, suggesting that modem racism developed in the context of European bourgeois
nationalism and normalisation. Biological racism was born out of the State's attempts
to normalise itself and its citizens, its construction of the Other, and its assumption of
the right to kill based on reinforcing the life of the normal Self. I believe that these
notions demarcated the colonial attitudes brought to, and perpetuated, in New Zealand.
The racist ideas that arrived on the shores of the South Pacific Islands (now called
New Zealand) in the early nineteenth century, began a genealogy of representing
Maori as a physical and savage people and were symptomatic of the colonisers
thinking of themselves as the normalised Self, and of Maori as the internal abnormal
Other.

Again I explicitly relate biological racism to traveller's' tales and

anthropological discourse. I then demonstrate how such racist discourse defined the
New Zealand context for Maori, while simultaneously justifying colonialism via
humanism and liberalism.

In Chapters 3 and 4, I outline how representations of Maori as savages, simultaneously
justified a humanist approach to the education of Maori and a racist curriculum. By
recasting Maori as a physical people who had little need for an academic education,
the colonists also met their economic interests by providing manual labour for an
expanding colony. In Chapter 3, I show how mainstream educational texts reproduced
travelers' tales and anthropological representations of Maori and sowed the seeds for a
structural imbalance between Maori and Pakeha in State education. In the Native
school curricula, Maori were confined to learning physical tasks as a method to
prepare them for manual work.

In short, Maori were presented with limited

educational opportunities that channeled them towards the physical and hindered their
access to academic and professional qualifications. By the twentieth century, Maori
were largely restricted to physical forms of employment.

In Chapter 3, I also suggest places where Maori philosophies should have been
incorporated into physical education curricula. The lack of tikanga Miiori in physical
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education curricula, I argue, is consistent with Foucault's idea that the silence of the
Other signifies the Self's control of power and knowledge. Furthermore, one of the
main aims of Chapter 3 is to deconstruct the strongly held misperception of New
Zealand physical educators - that physical education and Maori enjoy a uniquely close
relationship. Critical here is a discussion of Philip Smithells, a key actor in sowing the
seeds of this myth and popularized the coinage 'Maori Rhythm.'

Chapter 4 shifts tack and concentrates on unravelling the hypocrisy in the assimilation
policies of mainstream education and exposing the racist assumptions that underpin
curricula. From the 1960s, new empowering curricula attempted to address the socalled 'Maori problem'.

But the educational attitudes that accompanied these

curricula fall within the ambit of neo-colonialism because they merely amounted to a
change in the consciousness of the coloniser from assimilation to paternalistic
emancipation. Increasingly, neo-colonialism blamed Maori culture for the lack of
success among Maori students. Substantiating these racist conclusions, were batteries
of normative intelligence tests.

In the 1980s, New Right education policies

defederalised, and hence disavowed, the Labour government's commitment to
resurrect Maori education.

In particular, the Boards of Trustees system was

detrimental to the educational aspirations of Maori. Subsequently, I debunk the
effectiveness Taha Miiori as an educational policy for Maori, describing it as a
watered-down version of tikanga Miiori and a useless yet subversive educational
practice. Similarly, the physical education offshoot of Taha Miiori, Te Reo Kori, is
equally ineffective for Maori and even dangerous given that it inaccurately redefines
tikanga Mdori practices.

I conclude Chapter 4, and the first part of this thesis, by deconstructing the supposedly
bicultural 2001 Health and Physical Education Curriculum.

I examine the

development of the curriculum over its four-year gestation. In so doing, I demonstrate
the continuing emancipatory rhetoric of the curriculum writers, the dilution of tikanga

Miiori (contrary to the advice given by Maori educators) and the disempowerment of
Maori via false representations of tikanga Miiori. Chapter 4 demonstrates how Maori
continue to be misrepresented, and how this misrepresentation serves to bolster the
status of Pakeha.
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My stance on the 2001 Health and Physical Education Curriculum leads me directly to
the second part of the thesis and a reconstruction of Maori knowledge of physical
philosophies. Underpinning Part Two is a concern that Maori redefine their own
culture before it is yet again taken out of their hands under the guise of Pakeha
philosophies that merely appropriate Maori words. Part two of this thesis is based on
interviews with a number of Maori in which they present their perspectives of physical
philosophies. The findings challenge both the general perceptions of Maori physical
activity that pervade our society and the current physical education curriculum with
respect to its misrepresentation of Maori concepts.

Any research with Maori, however, must be cognisant of the appalling history
modernist science has had in objectifying and subjugating Maori, Maori are especially
critical of modernist methods that search for objective and apolitical validity. Their
experiences make Maori suspect of any method that ignores the complex relationship
between power and knowledge. The relationship between the modernist researcher
and participants, by definition, resembles that of the oppressor and the oppressed
because the search for universal truths implicitly denies alternative knowledge. In
Chapter 5, I address the power relationships inherent in research and I depict
interpretivism as a postmodern tool whereby people come to "describe, explain, or
otherwise account for their world in which they live" (Gergen, 1985, p. 266). Here I
argue that interpretivist description can be reformative when it gives voice to the Other
so that they can construct themselves. Alternative thought challenges power because
it undermines the ability of the powerful to limit description.

The indepth interview method employed here partly address power issues by allowing
the interviewees to question the interviewer, and to ask and answer questions that they
consider important. Furthermore, to create a fairer representation, the interviewee
must be included in the reconstruction of meaning and, ultimately, the meaning
represented in the text. The korero in this thesis are mutually constructed meanings;
the tuiikana and myself negotiated text to agree what would be the best conveyor of
meaning.
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The korero in Chapter 6 and the discussion in Chapter 7 create Maori knowledge. The
korero do not centre the Self and describe the Other, nor do they relegate Maori to a
peripheral existence. Rather, they are the creation of knowledge beyond grand
narratives. They stem from a desire to insert the voice that is absent from the Self's
narrative, the Maori voice: "Indigenous peoples want to tell our own stories, write our
own version, in our own ways, for our own purposes" (Smith, 1999, p. 28).

The

korero and the discussion in Chapter 7 form knowledge that lies outside the genealogy
of savage Maori representations that have historically underpinned most images of
Maori, and continue to do so.

My research stems from a philosophy that believes Maori should define their own
concepts by giving meanings to what belongs in their world, outside the totalising
narrative of Pakeha, The celebration of functional Maori knowledge in contemporary
society is an immense challenge for monocultural New Zealand and inherently
challenges the limiting representations of Maori culture, and in the case of this thesis,
the image of Maori as a physical people.

The idea of Maori as being presented or represented is a theme that occurs repeatedly
throughout this thesis because it is my contention that Maori have been, and will
continue to be, constructed as a physical, unintelligent and essentially savage people.
My focus on representation of Maori comes from my belief that constructions or
images of the Other created by the powerful are crucial to maintaining existing power
relations. In Foucault's words, "history constantly teaches us discourse is not simply
that which translates struggles or systems of domination but is the thing for which, and
by which, there is struggle" (1981, pp .. 52-3).
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PART ONE

TE WHAKAITI I TE MAORI
Deconstructing Representations of Maori

2

CHAPTER ONE
HE MAHA NGA HUARAHI

POSTMODERNISM, FOUCAULT,
MAORI: CONSTRUCTING THE 'OTHER'
Indigenous peoples have been, in many ways, oppressed by theory. Any
consideration of the ways our origins have been examined, our histories
recounted, our arts analysed, our cultures dissected, measured, torn apart,
distorted back to us will suggest that theories have not looked
sympathetically or ethically at us. (Smith, 1999, p. 38)

This chapter is a personal challenge to understand and locate myself as a Maori
researcher within the complex paradigm of postmodernism. It defines and theorises
what is admissible and comprehendible to my research, rather than presenting all
encompassing definitions of, for example, postmodernism. It locates this thesis within
a framework that allows flexibility and dispenses with rigid, formal and static
precepts. Importantly, this chapter answers the call for Maori to become versed in and
conversant with West~m theory; to write of, instead of being written about.

Early European colonisers considered theory as lying outside the realms of the Maori
world. When Europeans presented their imperial project and aspirations back to
Europe as a universal civilising mission, they represented pre-colonial history as
mythology. The enlightenment of barbarians was a religious and civilising project that
ironically limited Maori access to theory; indeed, the representation of Maori as prephilosophical was a discursive tactic that on the one hand justified colonisation and on
the other would justify channelling Maori into practical vocations.

According to Emesto Laclau (1990), the colonised peoples were essentially historyless

Of,

in other words, incapable of universal thought. Eighteenth and nineteenth

century translators circulated Indigenous' mythology in the West, describing it as

I

Indigenoushas been given an initial capitalletter in this thesisas it is a convention adopted by many Indigenous
peoples. It is a statementof identification to the world in the sameway that names of races, nationalities, tribes,
religious and geographical collectivities generallytake initialcapitals.
.
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"irrational fairytales produced by unconscious history, meant for savages and
children" (Nandy, 1983, p. 60). European philosophers such as Hegel described the
primitive Other as generically possessing a "character of spirit in a state of dream," as
incapable of action and therefore "pre-historical," and in turn facing the necessary fate
of European subjection (Hegel, 1899, pp. 204-25). Cartesian reasoning added further
impetus to the civilising intervention on the grounds that it would "enable humans to
dominate mature and create moral and just societies" (Best & Kellner, 1997, p. 39).
History here is seen as the reality, as representative of mature social thought and,
consequently, more valid than cultures living by immature myths.

Colonisers

presented themselves as advanced, and the colonised as infants, hence "the paradigm
of the adult-child relationship" (Nandy, 1983, p. 60).

Notions of evolution meant that European missionaries, travellers, and philosophers
depicted Indigenous theory as primitive and uncultured, as unworthy of consideration,
and located somewhere between the thought of the civilised Self and the ape deceptive, delusional, childlike. In New Zealand, "European descriptions produce
reliable knowledge, while Maori descriptions do not" (Salmond, 1983, p. 310). The
renunciation of Indigenous knowledge led to an "overwhelming silence." "The act, let
alone the art and science of theorising our own existence and realities, is not
something that many indigenous peoples assume is possible ... many indigenous
scholars who work in the social or other sciences struggle to write, theorise and
research as indigenous [sic] scholars" (Smith, 1999, p. 29). A century-long theoretical
void coupled with isolating modernist theories, means many Maori remain wary and
intimidated by theory. For some Maori, embracing Western theory is to eat at the

most Maori rebuff the modernist paradigm of social theory, some have embraced the
inverted and multi-lensed postmodern paradigm which locates the Other outside the
grand narrative of the coloniser and outside the totalising social theory of modernism.

Postmodernism
In the late twentieth century, a number of social theorists and researchers experienced
what Kuhn calls a paradigm shift - a paradigm being an "entire constellation of
beliefs, values, techniques, and so on shared by the members of a given community"
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(Kuhn, 1970, p. 175). Although this paradigm shift has been called postmodernism,
there has been, as yet, no sweeping change in social thought that could justify the
present context being called postmodemity. The postmodern paradigm is embryonic
and strongly resisted by modernist orthodoxy: "modem neo-positivist approaches still
prevail in the social sciences, behaviourism dominates psychology, and the AngloAmerican analytic tradition still governs philosophy" (Best & Kellner, 1997, p. 19).
The conditions of a modem world are still all encompassing, just as one may ask,
"Postmodem? Did modernism stop?," Aboriginal activist Bobbi Sykes asks, "What?
Post-colonialism? Have they left?" (cited in Smith, 1999, p. 24).

Parker (1992, p. 72) describes postmodemity as a cultural condition that "encloses and
informs the abandonment of the grand narratives of humanised science."
Postmodernists reject unifying grand narratives or totalising theories in favour of an
"emphasis on difference, plurality, fragmentation, and complexity" (Best & Kellner,
1997, p. 255). There are instances of contemporary culture where the sanity of the
modernist world is challenged, where the world has been described as undetermined,
relativistic and individualistic, but they are few.

By the early twentieth century, European imperialism had constructed a false sense of
a cohesive human project. Two world wars, the holocaust, the atomic bomb and
Stalinism, debilitated and undermined confidence in that project. Barrett (1958)
believes "August 1914 shattered the foundations of [the modern] world. It revealed
that the apparent stability, security, and material progress of society had rested, like
everything else, upon the void" (p. 34). The first world war forced Europeans to come

been kept at bay, or at least kept offshore. Young (1990) suggests fascism and the
holocaust, unmasked Europe's "strategic blindness." While both were subsequently
represented as aberrations, fascism and the holocaust were "simply colonialism
brought home to Europe" (Young, 1990, p. 125). The enlightened European was
forced to come "face to face with himself as a stranger" (Barrett, 1958, p. 34).

American philosophers experienced a similar deflation in the innate progression of
positivism. The shock waves of Hiroshima and Nagasaki reverberated at a time when
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the United States was "intoxicated with unlimited growth, expansion, and Manifest
Destiny," all of which were built upon a blind and unerring belief in the "Cartesian
position that reason is the essential substance of human life" (Best & Kellner, 1997, p.
7). The holocaust and atomic warfare, in particular, exposed the lengths the West
would go to secure its positivistic dream for a better humanity (at this stage the horrors
of colonialism were largely covert and justifiably civil). Existentialism became "the
philosophy of the atomic age" (Barrett, 1958, p. 65). The mid twentieth century,
therefore, witnessed a paradigm shift in a community of European and American
philosophers; for some, anti-rational thought replaced visions of progress and
certainty.

Nineteenth century existential philosophers, such as Nietzsche and

Kierkegaard, were resurrected.

The revival of Nietzschean thought is a point. of reference in the development of a
twentieth century movement that challenged Western normalisation and unity.
Nietzsche "saw the press and mass culture engendering a levelling process that was
destroying individuality and community while producing homogenised, herd
conformity" (Best & Kellner, 1997, p. 57). The society, that Nietzsche lived in,' stifled
individual self-expression because of the imposition of occupational, professional, and
gender roles. The embodiment of such roles was, according to Nietzsche, so profound
that it was difficult to distinguish between the role and the person.

Nietzsche's ideas which would later endear him to postmodem philosophies, emanated
from his denial of universal values.

Nietzsche dismissed notions of facts and

objectivity as false constructions; there are only interpretations, laden with individual
conjecture and bias. The most limited person, for Nietzsche, had but one perspective the more perspectives a person could comprehend (or at least acknowledge), the
greater their scope of thought. Complex thought required one "to employ a variety of
perspectives and interpretations in the service of knowledge" (Nietzsche, 1968, p.
119). Likewise, the essential quality of multi-Iensed thought and, later, postmodern
theory, is that it makes us "rethink our basic presumptions, methods and modes of
practice" (Best & Kellner, 1997, p. 26).

2

Elucidations, such as "the society in which he lived," instead of simply "society," acknowledge the other
societies that Western philosophers, such as Nietzsche, and Western philosophies or paradigms, could not have
encompassed.
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Nietzschean thought is 'evident in the works of the French philosopher Michel
Foucault who followed the German's scepticism, nihilism and disbelief in universal
categories and general theories of society as privileged forms of knowledge. A truth
is only a truth in the eyes of the claimer or, in the words of a Cree hunter about to be
"administered the oath," "I'm not sure I can tell the truth, I can only tell what I know"
(cited in Clifford, 1986, p. 8). Foucault also developed and applied Nietzsche's
method of genealogy,' as a way of explaining the reconstitution of power. A central
premise of Foucauldian thought is that power and knowledge are inseparable.
Foucault's notion of power/knowledge has heavily influenced the study of
decolonisation, and particularly heterology, the construction and reproduction of the
Other.

Edward Said was prominent in insisting that power was central to

representations of the colonised.

I am mindful here of concerns expressed by fellow Maori and Indigenous researchers'
who question the relevance of postmodern theory to Indigenous struggles. Their
anxiety is valid: the application of Western theory to Indigenous research appears to
reiterate colonial dominance. Yet, to denounce postmodemism because it originated
in the West suggests that Indigenous researchers cannot inform or change theory; it is
to underestimate "the extent to which [decolonising] struggles have intervened in
changing the trajectory of Western thought" (Niranjana, 1992, p. 171). At the very
least postmodernism should be acknowledged as a useful tool for deconstructing
narratives about the Other and reconstructing the colonial condition. Furthermore,
activists and intellectual supporters of decolonisation must understand Westem theory
to aid the process, for if one cannot understand the philosophies underpinning
modernism, one cannot understand colonialism.

One Maori researcher who questions the validity of postmodernism for Maori is
Leonie Pihama:

3 Genealogy of power suggests that the knowledge we understand as 'true' today is a transformation or what I call
a 'mutation' of past knowledge. Essentially, the power of knowledge has a discursive whakapapa that allows the
past to manifest itself in a mutated fashion in the present.
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the complexities and fragmentations that are a part of postmodem theorising
assert that there is not only no position, but there are no meanings, no
realities. The ability to talk about notions of oppressed and oppressor are no
longer possible in a postmodern framework... the extreme potential of
postmodemism is to deny any 'real' existence... I don't see anything useful
in 'postmodern' assertions that deny any form of identity or which fragment
us to such a point that we are unable to move or say who we are ... Kaupapa
Maori Theory provides a frame of reference that is premised on an
assumption that te reo Maori me ana tikanga is valid and legitimate and that
as Maori we are able to theorise, understand and represent our world from a
place of centrality (1997, pp. 12-13).

Conversely, we, this constructed group called Maori, have to ask what benefits derive
from thinking of ourselves as Maori, and what are the costs? Indeed, what is kaupapa
Miiori theory? Why do Maori have to be unified under one umbrella of theory - and

why does the absence of kaupapa Miiori theory invalidate te reo Miiori me ngii
tikanga? Miiori do not come from a place of centrality, and should not feel that they

have to. Such an idea imposes its own constraints and is consistent with the notion
that Maori do not have diverse thought, are simplistic, atheoretical, and practical
minded. Postmodemism allows Maori to conceptualise themselves as they choose: as
resistors, as passive bystanders, as colonial lackeys. We as Maori theorists can
suggest paths to decolonisation, but to disclaim alterity of thought is to reject a
fundamental principle of taha hinengaro, that is, Te Ao Hurihuri, Te Ao Miirama.
Postmodernism does not champion self righteous concepts based on race; it allows
Maori to "analyse plural objects as such rather than offering forms of integrated
understanding that simply comprehend them within totalising schemas" (Young, 1990,

p.l1).

Importantly, \ve should not reject postmodemism as nihilistic: Nihilism is but one
branch of postmodemism. To think that theory has to be reduced and reduced until the
essence, its bare skeleton is exposed, undermines the very notion of postmodernism.
To render postmodemism nihilistic is a limited positivistic assumption and misses the
key point: postmodemism allows the thinker to posit thought outside of restriction; it
allows for multiple truths

Postmodemism enables for the fragmentation of such notions as the nation state and
Maoridom. But it does not have to fragment tikanga Miiori such as whakapapa, iwi,
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hapii, and whtinau, Nor is postmodemism set in concrete - it is still developing and

will be informed by Maori who grasp it, tease it apart, and develop it for their own
uses. The development of postmodernism could benefit from the integration of
Indigenous ideas such as whakapapa that enable an initial identification, "linked not to
difference but to similarities, to making the links and connections with each other as
opposed to the notion of placing differences as a primary focus" (Pihama, 1997, p. 13).
From my perspective, postmodernism can work to create links between people who
share similar thoughts while at the same time undermining notions of an allencompassing truth.

Decolonial theorists such as bell hooks, Gayatri Spivak and Rami K.Bhaba have
created new conceptual space by distancing themselves from nihilism while remaining
in the postmodem frame. Their versions of postmodemism interpret the postmodem
as a deconstruction of modernistic representations, and a reconstruction of reason,
rather than as modernism's radical Other. Explicitly, while modernism strives for a
single truth, postmodemism need not be modernism's antithesis and sink into nihilism.
Decolonial theorists accept truth and commonality of beliefs, but realise there are
several truths. Decolonial work remains deconstructive but presents 'reason' from the
Others' perspective. More specifically, work in this field exposes the falsity of
modernist constructions of the Other, whilst offering constructions of the Indigenous
self that lay outside totalising modernist narratives. Essentially, the reconstruction of
the Indigenous self is based on Indigenous reason and vision.

My perspective of postmodemism does not in itself dismiss notions of oppressors and

repressed Maori, I accept that Maori are oppressed economically, but oppression can
take many forms, none more so than ideological. In this research postmodernism
allows me to show how core representations of Maori as savage, constantly mutate to
enact a desired temporal portrayal. Representations of Maori have a chameleon
quality that allows knowledge holders to constantly rework knowledge to reassert their
power. As Pakeha make up approximately eighty per cent of the population, and
consequently, hold the only real democratic power, it is obvious to me whom these
negative misrepresentations of Maori are aimed. Maon are not the primary victims in
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or, in other words,
the delimitation of knowledge; Pakeha, in general, have been duped
them, apart from
ideologically controlled to believe tikanga Miiori has nothin g to offer
rs align with
perhap s the All Black haka. I find it laugha ble when Pakeh a schola
gically oppres sed
theori es that advoc ate empow ering Maori; who exactl y is ideolo
on the threads of
here? The answe r lies in a Pakeh a culture that at the mome nt hangs
the last All Black
an embitt ered pioneering past, an elitist Ameri ca's Cup victory, and
game.
passes both the
Piham a (1997) maintains that "the notion of anti-co loniali sm encom
ling with and
need to move beyon d colonial imperatives whilst simult aneou sly strugg
loniali sm as a
agains t coloni al ideologies and actions" (p. 13). She analys es anti-co
ful analytic tool
part of Kaupapa Mdori theory. But decolonisation is a more power
Aftera ll, who
than anticolonisation becaus e it loosens the notion of "us and them."
should decon struct
consti tutes us, and who constitutes them? Revol utiona ry though t
that under pinned
repres sive notion s rather than reinfo rcing the binary oppos itions
colonialism.
should move
Follow ing on from the latter, I believe that critica l Maori resear chers
ically relate to
beyon d traditional anti-colonial Marxist approaches, unless they specif
that Maori are
the ideolo gical contro l of Pakeh a. While I do not totally refute
y have no use for
ideolo gically contro lled, I do sugges t that Marxi st notion s largel
lower classes and
Maori , Simplistically, Marxi st thought grapples to revolu tionise the
class. Rathe r it is
the masses. But Maori are not the masses, nor is the struggle about
tely be doome d.
one of cultural representation. As a minority, any revolt will ultima
notion s; we are a
Moreo ver, Maori are not a class who can unite aroun d materi al
cher wishin g to
divers e cultur e, with divers e backg round s and thoug ht. A resear
of Maori are
empow er, may convin ce a Maori studen t that cultur al stereo types
is still within a
embod iment s of materi al intere sts but ultima tely the studen t
a is a worthy
debilit ating school system . On the other hand, to de-ide ologis e Pakeh
ets of Maori , it
project. Ironically, the answer to the 'Maor i proble m" is not the minds
is the mindsets of Pakeha,

4

plight of Maori.
A common, ignorant and derogatory term for the economic and educational
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Kierkegaard foretold of the neo-Marxist Antonio Gramsci's concept of "hegemony,"
that is, "social control gained more through manipulated consent than force, a control
more powerful because it is hidden and mystified and penetrates the most intimate
aspects of everyday life" (Best & Kellner, 1997, p. 47). Neo-Marxism catapulted into
the limelight with positivistic zeal during the 1960s, and emphasised liberation and the
overturning of traditional power and hierarchical structures. While the Other resisted
the centrality of the white male as subject in the neo-Marxist grand narrative, they
nonetheless found themselves located in the margins of that narrative. Ironically, one
of the central figures in this resistance was a white male, Marx (though I acknowledge
Marx was a Jew). Marx's pivotal concept was false consciousness, which described a
class-based control of consciousness. Even more sardonic was Marx's elitist belief
that "only a few gifted with critical intelligence could seize the rationale of the
historical process and present a scientific view of the conditions that shaped both
thought and practice" (Semmel, 1993, p. 12).

False consciousness is a distorted representation of reality, as with Gramsci' s
conception of hegemony. Gramsci believes social control is a function of the state
apparatus and civil society. State apparatus refers to the coercive departments of the
state, including the army, police and legislature, while civil society gains power
through consent via the school, the family, the church, and the media. To Gramsci,
overt power could promote fear and stifle resistance, but only the dissemination of
ideology allowed consensual social control.

Gramsci departs from Marx' s notion of false consciousness because he believed that
the practices and roles of subjects formed ideology. But like Marx, Gramsci's notion
privileges material conditions. Some scholars believe that Gramsci's hegemony helps
explain the persistence of colonialism. Niranjana (1992) claims that influential
projections of colonial subjects became legitimate representations of the Other, and
eventually came to acquire the status of truth even by the colonised themselves, as
oppressive roles materialised into authentic roles.

For example, according to

hegemony theory, schools condition pupils to serve the State. As hierarchical
institutions, schools impress on students who they are and what they are capable of
achieving. Schools carefully fabricate individuals into the social order. One way they
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do this is by disciplining the body's movements by imposing "norms on its activity,
watch[ing] out for any deviation, and exclud[ing] the non-conforming. In these ways,
the body is connected with processes of meaning: it is tied to an identity" (Sarup,
1996, p. 73).

One of the leaders of revolutionary thought in the 1960s and a disciple of Marxism
was Frantz Fanon. He transplanted the notion of false consciousness from the context
of Europe and located it in the colonial condition. In The Wretched of the Earth,
Fanon argues that colonised people were the intended objects of the coloniser. Fanon
thus sought to liberate the consciousness of the oppressed colonised Other. For this to
occur, the self-identity of the oppressed had to change from subservience to
revolutionary political consciousness.

Not surprisingly, some Maori theorists, such as Andrew Vercoe, believe that English
colonisers were successful in New Zealand because of ideological control: "we have
accepted the colonial dictum and have responded by fulfilling reconstructed identities
- where the culture and identity of being Maori is the cumulative outcome of white
history" (Vercoe, 1998, p. 53).Vercoe believes George Grey pre-empted Gramsci's
hegemony by using state education to assimilate Maori, and consequently Maori "have
become so absorbed by the values of the Pakeha and the Western world that we never
question the nature of things - we take reality for granted" (1998, p. 44).

While I agree that some Maori are ideologically controlled, I reject such an
unquestioning acceptance of hegemony and, furthermore, question the relevance of
Marxist notions to Maori. Presented as such, hegemony theory fails to explain the
development of resistance, except for those rare instances (i.e., moments of resistance)
where an elite vanguard politicise the consciousness of the masses.

Foucault

dismisses such theories. He argues that resistance is an inherent component of power.
For Foucault, power will be naturally resisted: "if power was never anything but
repressive, if it never did anything but say no, do you really believe that we should
manage to obey it" (Foucault, 1979, p. 36).
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In this quote, Foucault is hinting at two things. Firstly, when power relations are
based on definable qualities such as race and sex, the results of that bias are blatantly
obvious to most of their victims and, hence, will be consciously resisted. And this is
certainly the case for Maori who have constantly resisted the mechanisms of
colonisation. Secondly, Foucault alludes to the inherent resistance to power control
which suggests when people are constrained by biological constructs, resistance within
these constructs reasserts the power relation. For Foucault, race is a discourse
counterfeited by those in power, and anybody who thinks within the boundaries of the
construct of race or who have, what I call an 'us and them mentality,' inherently
support the notion of racism. Explicitly, those who seek to liberate based on the
notion of race fundamentally recreate it, for any liberating discourse on race is
righteous because it professes the common good of a false construct. I discuss
Foucault's notion of biological racism in depth later on in this chapter.

Returning to the discussion on hegemony, I believe the master/slave representation of
power is analytically constrictive. It fails to explain why so many Indigenous people
have managed to transform the rules of power, as I refer to above. In the New Zealand
context, for example, if all Maori are in a state of false consciousness, how does this
explain resistance and the retention of tikanga Miiori. Most Maori have been through
state schooling and have, therefore, experienced an education system that shuns
tikanga Miiori whilst trying to assimilate Maori; similarly the media constantly
reproduces stereotypical images of Maori as, for example, violent and unintelligent.
But it is highly doubtful whether such attempts at ideological control have been
successful. Following the near extermination of the Maori people at the end of the
nineteenth century Maori knew that they had to conform or die. If this is so, initially
j

at least, Maori normalisation was simply a strategy of survival. Later, beginning in the
1970s the high drop-out rate of Maori high school students reflects resistance to a
dominant system. Statistics demonstrating Maori educational failure are constantly
bandied about, but are Maori failing the system, or is the system failing to
ideologically control Maori?

In Gramscian terms, state education is the civilising school because it subconsciously
induces submission to the dominant ideology. I propose, however, that New Zealand
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state education, up until the 1950s at least, reflected a state apparatus in that it overtly
provided and located Maori students within a limited curriculum that coerced them
into menial labour (see chapters 4 and 5). Of course some Maori may have accepted
these roles as real, but for many, state education simply limited Maori access to an
education that allowed them to compete with Pakeha in the workforce. Whether this
is true or not is superfluous because, as I have already described, my foremost
rejection of ideological control and its inherent opposite, empowerment, is based on its
irrelevance to Maori,

For Maori, the twentieth, century could be viewed as a period of assimilation into the
Pakeha world, where Maori consented to a false consciousness. On the other hand, it
could be seen as a century of survival for Maori within an alien state, during which
they were able to retain essential elements of tikanga Miiori by compromise and
learning how Pakeha could serve Maori, It is possible that unrelenting rebellion and
non-conformity would have precipitated cultural suicide, and I believe past Maori
leaders had a vision for survival and the eventual resurgence that has occurred. Yes
there were generations of Maori told by their parents to learn the tools of the Pakeha
regardless of the ramifications, but probably for good reason - survival. Mana
tangata is based on the protection of past, present and future generations, as opposed

to merely the present.

My rejection of hegemony or empowering theory should not be misrepresented as
reinforcing Maori conformity. While Maori passivity and acceptance of middle class
values could be seen as reflecting ideological control, they can also be viewed as
screens that allowed them to live to fight another day. As Nandy (1983) puts it, "there
are many types of failure - some of which succeed" (p. 104).

Maori passivity is being eroded: ka puta anii, ka

tu te ihihihi?

Maori have survived

along with key aspects of tikanga, and are now constructing their own kaupapa
outside the grand narrative.

5

This translates as the fighting spirit will return again.
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Paradoxically, the liberation of false consciousness implicitly reinforces the very
power dysfunction it opposes. Intended to describe the Other in foreign lands, racial
discourse actually described the Self,6 and notions espousing the liberation of the
Other from the Self inherently reinforces the description of the Self as the natural
power holder: "the discourse of the oppressor and the discourse of the oppressed
cannot be distinguished...

The oppressed is defined by its difference from the

oppressor, such a difference is an essential component of the identity of the
oppressed... [and therefore] the latter cannot assert its identity without asserting that
of the oppressor as well" (Sarup, 1996, p. 60). As Althusser explains in his 1970 essay
on "Ideology and Ideological State Apparatuses," an ideology can only be constructed
in the confines of a struggle with an opposing ideology. Opposition to power realises
the systems from which that power emanates: "no colonialism could be complete
unless it universalised and enriched its ethnic stereotypes by appropriating the
language of defiance of its victims" (Nandy, 1983, p. 73).

Similarly, the constructed concept of race is, in itself, false, yet almost universally
accepted. The Europeans' desire to understand the complex world outside their own,
led them to transpose cultural differences into biological differences. European
representations of the Other in the sixteenth, seventeenth and early parts of the
eighteenth century were entirely based upon travellers' tales and fiction (Miles, 1989).
In the late eighteenth century, fictional and scientific discourses combined to produce
the notion of race in European thought.

Science validated arbitrary differences

between the European and the Other, that is, science provided objective evidence that
races were real and based on "primarily biological and natural difference[s] which
wjere] inherent and unalterable" (Miles, 1989, p. 70). Science did not replace the
fantastic sketches of savagery and barbarism narrated by travellers tales and fiction,
rather it honed them by providing clear delimitations of each race and their biological
relationship to the civilised self: "The, Other was represented as a biologically distinct
entity, as a race apart, whose capacities and achievements were fixed by natural and
unalterable conditions which were common to that collectivity" (Miles, 1989, pp. 312). The mis-notion of race, therefore, was initiated to enable the classification of

6

See Young (1990) for discussion on the development of European discourse on race.
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behaviour via biology, enabling unfounded judgements of an individual based on their
physical characteristics.

The idea that race is a mis-notion is important to Maori, not only because Maori have
been subject to racism, but also because of the common belief that Maori are a racial
group with shared features. Prior to colonisation Maori did not think of themselves as
Maori, nor was there any sense of a national identity. Maori meant normal or usual.
At this time "the distinguishing features which demarcated groups were mainly
attributable to tribal affiliations and the natural environment."

Thus members of

Ngati Rangitane, for example, "took their identity from Rangitane ancestors as well as
the Manawatu River and the Ruahine mountain range" (Durie, 1998, p. 53). Up until
the arrival of Pakeha, the Other for Maori were in reality members of other iwi, hapii
or whiinau.

Thinking of oneself as belonging to a race of people was alien to Maori, and only
arose out of a perceived need for Maori solidarity as a defensive strategy against
imperialism. An embryonic form of Maori nationalism emerged in the 1850s with the
Te Kingitanga or the King Movement. This was an attempt to unite tribes under one
banner, to create a greater military force and forge political nous so as to protect their
lands from the usurping British: "Maori opposition to the endless stream of settlers
crystallised around an emerging sense of Maori nationalism" (Walker, 1990, p. 111).
The movement arose, therefore, from a dire need for Maori to protect their whenua,
rather than an acceptance of themselves as a collective group. Indeed, many tribes
refused to join the movement, including Nga Puhi, Ngati Kahungungu, and the
Then as now, many Maori considered the notion of Maori
nationalism a Maori construction to debilitate Maori and to deny them their rights to

mana motuhake. Recently an elder stated "we have become as the Pakeha, assuming
that power is at the centre of things. This is not kaupapa Mdori. Our power is vested
in our people, not in the leaders who represent them" (cited in Vercoe, 1998, p. 43).
Nonetheless, Pakeha changed how Maori viewed themselves forever. Under duress
and ideological pressure to believe in the binary oppositions ingrained in European
society, most Maori have come to see themselves as Maori, a race of people that
would eventually become the Other in the New Zealand. At a hui of chiefs in 1857,
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Maori disgust in Pakeha behaviour led the famous chief Te Heuheu of Ngati
Tuwharetoa to suggest a good "reason for separation of the races" (Walker, 1990, p.
112).

It is vitally important for Maori to overcome nationalism and reassert themselves as
vibrant, fragmented individuals or communities, rather than a unified but encumbered,
traditional culture stranded in the past. In a similar vein, Nandy rejects "most versions
of nationalism as bound irrevocably to the West - in reaction, jealousy, hatred, fear
and counterphobia" (Nandy, 1983, p. 74). An encumbered society is one that does not
challenge itself and its conventions, does not create new thought or theory, one that
has very little room for discussion about change, one that is stifled.

European History and Racism
As I have already stated, an important function of decolonising theory is to understand
the philosophies and history of the colonists in order to understand the genealogy of
power in the colonial context. Smith (1999) argues that decolonisation begins when
alternative knowledges are inserted into text, that is, when Maori people deconstruct
the occident's history and the treatment of Maori, alternative theories or histories can
be produced: "Transforming our colonized views of our own history (as written by the
West) ... requires us to revisit, site by site, our history under Western eyes. This in
turn requires a theory or approach, which helps us to engage with, understand and then
act upon history" (p. 34). I employ here a Foucauldian understanding of European
history and its inherent racism. Although this is not a deconstruction of New Zealand
history, it is a deconstruction of how Europe justified colonialism, the reproduction of
notions of power from the European to the colonial context, and ultimately the concept
of binary oppositions that has informed Maori and Pakeha relations.

In Foucault's largely unpublished 1976 lecture series at the College De France,' he
provides a genealogy of racism. Foucault demonstrates the interrelationship of history
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Only the first two of these lectureswere publishedlegallyin Gordon's (1977) Power/Knowledge. They were
wholly publishedillegallyin Italian in Difendere la societa. According to Foucault's estate these lectures cannot
be publishedin English,consequently, many of 1976quotes I use are citations from Stoler (1995) who has
herself translatedthem from Italian into English.
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and racism from the sixteenth century to the twentieth century - how the use of racist
notions were developed and employed as strategic weapons of power by seventeenth
century aristocrats and later by nineteenth and twentieth century bourgeoisie.

According to Foucault, prior to the seventeenth century, absolute sovereign rule (rule
divined as a function of the monarch's direct relationship with god) precluded notions
of nationalism in narrations of wars: the monarch warred on behalf of god. The theory
of conquest that originally justified sovereign rule was "turned against its inventors,"
and became the first theory of opposition to be based on secularism as opposed to
religion (Hill, ·1958, p. 57). In both France and England, the sixteenth century theme
of "two foreign nations inside a state" provided the catalyst for seventeenth century
accounts of the nation (Foucault, 1976, cited in Stoler, 1995, p. 76). Foucault
illustrates the changing historical narrative using the Norman conquest of Saxon
England, which he suggests provided the first European historical discourse to present
history in terms of the rights of the English people to defend their country, rather than
the divine right of kings to secure their lands against invaders.

The new form of historical knowledge was not derived from an ousting of ignorance
and flow into enlightenment. Rather it emanated from a secular aristocracy whose
claims to privilege and property were no longer being upheld by sovereign rule. By
challenging unitary sovereign history, the beleaguered aristocracy challenged the
knowledge-power mechanism by reasserting the direction of history. In other words,
they used history as a political weapon. But that weapon included more than just a
State's soliloquy. It contained a new antagonistic rhetoric, one in which the Other was
positioned in opposition to the state.

The distancing of history from a divine sovereign right opened "the possibility of a
plurality of histories ... in short the history of some is not the history of others"
(Foucault, 1976, cited in Stoler, 1995, p. 70). The function of historical accounts to
uphold sovereign rule was upended by a "contre-histoire" that revealed power as not
objectively divine, but as defined by some form of subjectivity, typically ethnic or
class. In terms of European historical knowledge, contre-histoire represented the
arrival of a permanent social war. Counter history encapsulated revolutionary thought,
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and underpinned most European historical accounts in the seventeenth, eighteenth,
nineteenth, and twentieth centuries: "the battle was not between knowledge and
ignorance as most accounts of the enlightenment would have it, but rather over which
forms of knowledge could lay claims to truth-values about the contemporary social
order" (Staler, 1995, p. 77).

Indeed, the idea of the nation emerged when the aristocracy considered itself an object
of its own historical narrative: "hence the fundamental concepts of nineteenth century
nationalism will be born; hence will emerge the notion of race: hence will appear the
notion of class ... The aristocracy invented history because it was decaying, above all
because it was waging its war and could consider its own war as an object of analysis"
(Foucault, 1976, Staler, 1995, p. 76-7). The new nation needed the Other.

As with most of Foucault's beliefs, power/knowledge is not a simple unitary system,
but one that resembles a chameleon - mutating to best suit every context. History,
thus, can be used to oppress, just as it can be used to liberate, to colonise and to revolt,
to inform racism and to reject it:

"[historical discourse] must not be considered as either an ideological
product nor as the effect of the nobility's class position, but as a discursive
tactic, of a technology of power-knowledge that precisely because it was a
tactic could be transferred and could become both the law governing the
formation of knowledge and the critical form of all political battles"
(Foucault, 1979, p. 125).

Knowledge as a tactic is able to inform several different agencies, some of which seem
to be opposites, for example, "racism is, literally, revolutionary discourse put in
reverse" (Foucault, 1976, cited in Staler, 1995, p. 71).

During the French revolution, the nobility used a historical discourse to fight three
battles using three different tactics of the same notion tied to three forms of knowledge
- nation, class, and race: "to speak, to work, to live" (Foucault, 1979, p. 125). The
French revolution refocused history onto the national duality between the aristocracy
and the bourgeoisie. As the bourgeois subsumed discourse on nationalism in the early
nineteenth century, the notions of opposition took the form of survival of society
against itself, that is, the Other within society against the Self: "dangers that are born
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in its own body ... to administer itself, to, direct, to govern, to assure itself' (Foucault,
1979, pp. 142-6), as opposed to the opposition of the nation in defending or
dominating the Other outside its own margins.

As a result of the bourgeois

appropriation of historical discourse, Foucault marks a key change in the use of
power/knowledge. Essentially, a discourse on legitimating the inherent domination of
the rights of sovereign kings, and then of a beleaguered aristocracy was transformed
into "one of the great inventions of bourgeoisie society... [a discourse that] has
nothing in common with that of law, rule, or sovereign will. The disciplines may well
be the carriers of a discourse that speaks of a rule, but a natural rule, a norm. The code
they come to define is not that of law, but that of normalisation" (Foucault, 1976, cited
in Dirks, 1993, pp. 219-20).

The theme of unjust power that enveloped the French revolution eventually turned in
on itself - a discourse directed against power holders became one organised by them.
The bourgeois State saw itself as "the protector of the integrity, the superiority, the
purity of race" (Foucault, 1976, cited in Stoler, 1995, p. 71). For Foucault, it was the
internal enemy within the society of normalisation that developed into modern racism.
The Self was no longer sovereign defending its right to rule, or an aristocracy
defending its right to privilege, it was the State. The Other was no longer outside its
borders - it was within the Self, and to that end the discourse promoted "defend[ing]
ourselves against all the biological dangers of that Other race, of that sub-race, of that
counter-race that despite ourselves we are constituting" (Foucault, 1976, cited in
Staler, 1995, p. 67).

The normalising state found itself morally obligated to protect the wellbeing of its
subjects by defining suitable behavioural and physiological traits with in the body
politic. Herein lies the epitome of the bourgeois project - to define what is normal,
what is knowledge, what is not knowledge, who and what should be privileged, what
is included as beneficial to the subject, what is excluded. In this context racism was
essential to uphold the moral good: "what inscribes racism in the mechanisms of the
state is the emergence 'of biopower... racism inscribes itself as a fundamental
mechanism of power that exercises itself in modern states ... [by vindicating] a
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fundamental division between those who must live and those who must die" (Foucault,
1976, cited in Stoler, 1995, p.-84).

Foucault believed the key to the genealogy of racism began when historical discourse
ruptured with the unity of a sovereign narration, thereafter binary oppositions became
inherent in the fabric of European society. Seventeenth century discourse on theories
of conquest appeared as wars of races, a binary conception of Europe's social makeup
that provided the "matrix within which all forms of social war will be sought
afterwards" (Foucault, 1976, cited in Stoler, 1995, p. 66). Two themes were apparent
in subsequent social wars. The first was explicitly biological, and justified nationalist
struggles against the state, and colonisation; the second transcription was based on
racist ideals, but subsumed them and redefined them as class struggle.

Biological racism was necessary in European society because it assigned to the Self
the right to kill and subject the Other, while reinforcing life and objectifying the Self.
Racism gave credence to the claim "that the more degenerates and abnormals are
eliminated, the lives of those who speak will be stronger, more vigorous, and
improved" (Staler, 1995, pp. 84-5). Encompassing the essential concept of nineteenth
century Europe, what Foucault calls the "statisation of the biological," that is, the
biologised state where the sovereign right "to kill and let live," was transformed into
"to make live and let die" (Foucault, 1976, cited in Stoler, 1995, p. 81). Explicitly, the
sovereign right to kill and let live was diluted, into the bourgeois concept of
normalisation, that delineated what was an acceptable life, and encouraged the
removal of non-conformists. Within this frame, modem racism abounded and was
morally justified in nineteenth century Europe:
On behalf of the existence of everyone entire populations are mobilised for
the purpose of wholesale slaughter in the name of the life necessity:
massacres have become vital. It is as managers of life and survival, of
bodies and the race, that so many regimes have been able to wage so many
wars, causing so many men [sic] to be killed... at stake is the biological
existence of a population. If genocide is indeed the dream of modern
powers, this is not because of a recent return of the ancient right to kill; it is
because power is situated and exercised at the level of life, the species, the
race, and the large-scale phenomena of the population. (Foucault, 1985, p.
137)
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The racism of the biological state was based on the selection of the Self over the
Other, the selection of the better-adapted race (those who held the power to normalise)
over the race identified for purging.

Foucault's understanding of the statisation of biology and its profound weave into the
fabric of European society stemming from seventeenth century discourse of the war of
races, allows him to account for fascism and nazism and the permanency of social war
in Europe. The use of biopower as a political technology in Europe "brought life and
its mechanisms into the realm of explicit calculations and made knowledge/power an
agent of transformation of human life" (Foucault, 1985, p. 143).

Colonialism and racism
According to Foucault, racial discourse in the colonial context was an extension of
Europe's social makeup. Colonial racism did not occur because of a simple ignorance
or hatred for an alien culture, rather it eventuated because of a relocation of focus from
the enemy within, to the enemy outside. Douglas Lorimer describes English racism as
resting "upon established attitudes toward distinctions of class" and that midVictorians "perceived race relations abroad in the light of class relations at home
(1978, p. 93); "London poor were considered a race apart, that servants were also not a
distinct class but... a separate race" (1978, p. 105).

Likewise, Foucault explicitly

links the discourse of internal colonialism within Europe to the colonisation of
countries outside Europe, drawing on an analogy between the Norman conquest of
England and the European colonisation of the Americas, both of which were
discursively linked through the right of the more powerful race to rule the weaker
Other: "It should not be forgotten that colonisation with its techniques and juridical
and political weapons transported European models to other continents" (Foucault,
1976, cited in Stoler, 1995, p. 75).

The construction of race in the European sense was less about cultural differences and
more about differences in power. Biological differences only served to justify and
confirm the natural power structure of colonialism. Colonisation would have been
impossible to justify without the discourses of power, race and the right to rule. If the
"theory of imperialism without winners and losers was established, imperialism
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[would loose] out on cognitive, in addition to moral grounds ... [Europeans] liked to
see colonialism as a moral statement on the superiority of some cultures and inferiority
of others" (Nandy, 1983, p. 100).

The moral excuses for colonialism were, ironically, humanism and liberalism. In line
with Foucauldian thought, the tenets of colonialism were tactics that were able to
simultaneously justify colonialism while permeating racist discourse. In brief, it was
the coloniser's civilising humanistic duty to tame the savage half beast, yet these
images were constantly used to represent the Other. The colonial doctrine ascertained
the need to de-shackle the savage from his/her primitive past, but at the same time
established binary oppositions between the colonised and the coloniser. Where the
savage was represented as immoral and sinful, ruled by mythical ritual, and burdened
by an encumbering collective, the civilisers were virtuous, secular, liberated in thought
and autonomous.

Humanism became the sardonic mouthpiece for the inhumane. Humanism suggests
that at the most emaciated level, human beings have a single nature. The abhorrence
of the Other was moderated by a belief in some underlying goodness - the savage's
saving grace: "any classical humanism postulates that in scratching the history of men
a little, the relativity of their institutions or the superficial diversity of their skins ...
one very quickly reaches the solid rock of a universal human nature" (Barthes, 1972,
p. 101).. Social anthropology, for example, aimed to demonstrate the uniformity of
man at varying stages of evolution.

But in reality humanism meant normalisation, that is, the subsumption of differences:
"for centuries they have stifled almost the whole of humanity in the name of a socalled spiritual experience ... they never stopped proclaiming that they were only
anxious for the welfare of man: today we know with what sufferings humanity has
paid for everyone of their triumphs of the mind" (Fanon, 1967, p. 251). Arendt
(1948) focuses Fanon's sarcasm, she believed that the interpretations of racial politics
in colonialism were balanced on the rights of man, but these rights applied only to
those deemed worthy. The rebellious savage was killed, while the beckoning savage
was allowed to work and be civilised for the betterment and progress of society.
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Anthropology, History and Racism

Decolonisation involves deconstruction of modernism, and places science itself on
trial. Because of the violence bestowed by anthropology and history" on the Other,
one cannot challenge colonialism without challenging what underpins these
disciplines. A tenet of postmodemism is that theory determines reality. This is in
contradistinction to the claims of objective science. Postmodemism views science as a
bulwark of the powerful. This notion is extremely important in the deconstruction of
colonialism because it unveils modernist claims to truth as fraught with bias and
agendas.

The process of decolonisation involves deconstructing the validity of representations
and inserting alternative knowledge.

Indeed, the positivist notion of validity,

essentially, the justification for theory and epistemology, must itself be deconstructed.
More explicitly, the notion that any thought is objectively justifiable based on a human
construction must be rejected. Modernist validity is a mere tool for instilling bias as
truth. Thus the deconstruction of the correspondence, coherence and pragmatic
criterions of truth, allows us to describe that what is not rational, logical or practical
according to European thought.

Kuhn discusses the history of modernist science and stresses that claims to truth are
validated by research that builds upon the reliability of previous findings, whereby the
continuance of similar findings gives the truth-claim an invincible career. Reality
becomes the accepted, natural world of the scientist. In the postmodem paradigm
there is 110 objective world and, consequently, modernist scientists are described as, at
best, dangerous fools, and at worst agents of lies who find what they want to find. As
Nietzsche asserts, "the will to truth and scientific lust for objectivity are masks for a
will to power and advancement" (cited Best & Kellner, 1997, p. 60).

The shroud of objectivity has often been likened to the advancement of religious
humanism. As Horton (1971) notes

8

When talking about history and colonialism I use the past tense, however, I am cognisant that modernist and
colonising attitudes still prevail.
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when we hear a Western theologian proclaim... that the essence of religion
has nothing to do with explanation and prediction of worldly events, but is
simply communion with god for its own sake ... we sneer at him for trying to
disguise retreat as advance ... he can claim to be undertaking much the same
kind of purifying and refining operation as the scientist. .. purging his subject
in the pursuit of objectivity. (pp. 240-1)

Complicit with this analogy is renowned Pakeha researcher Evelyn Stokes' (1992)
belief that modernistic science has been conceptualised as a divine right for
researchers to make judgements on others.

The mastery of modernism was "the power to divide, classify and allocate in thought
and in practice" (Sarup, 1996, p. 49). Civilisers, for example, demanded historical
representations of Others living in pre-philosophical dream-worlds.

Historians,

philosophers, biologists and anthropologists subsequently built a universal or global
picture of the primitive Other.

The breadth of consistent representations gave

reliability, the scope of peoples covered gave generalisability, and the divinity of
objective science gave validity. Kvale (1996) calls this the 'trinity' of modernistic
science.

Throughout the eighteenth century, European thought about the Other was based upon
the idea of the 'Great Chain of Being,' the belief that god had created all living things
and organised them into a hierarchy of existence (Miles, 1989). Evolutionism
provided scientific theory to support the fragmentation of the human continuum into a
hierarchy of races, where "races are classified as good, fit and superior ... the
murderous qualities of the normalising State, are sub-themes in a genealogy of racism
in which the exclusion and/or elimination of some assures the protection of Others"
(Stoler, 1995, p. 85).

Although nineteenth century science legitimated hierarchical racism, it did so as a
continuation of the permanent social war in Europe. Foucault identifies how, over two
centuries, the discourse on race was transformed from a discourse on war between
peoples, to a discourse on war between peoples' biological differences; "from a power
based on discipline, to one transfigured into normalisation; from an ancient sovereign
right to kill, converted into a deadly principle in the modern states biopolitical
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management of life" (Stoler, 1995, p. 89). The seventeenth century struggle of races
was consistently reworked to effect European society as essentially binary, where two
nations existed within one state.

In the nineteenth century the 'us and them' mentality mutated into the concept of an
upper race and lower race. Racism sanctioned a discourse of purification based on
biological differences; it legitimated the hierarchy of power and, consequently,
justified violence directed towards the Other. Biopower legitimated the right to rule
over another, whilst permitting the colonisers to kill. How else could a civilised State
kill without theories of evolutionism and racism? Biological distinction allowed for "a
fundamental division between those who must live and those who must die" (Foucault,
1991, p. 53). Essentially, biopower enabled the colonising State to normalise racism.

Biological racism is a discourse that opposes returning to the savage past, in order to
avoid tainting the pure biology of the civilised present with the impure biology of the
Self's materialised past. This suggests to me that the colonised Other is a construct of
the Self's primitive past. The Other is merely how the Self viewed themselves prior to
civilisation.

In the colonial context, anthropology is arguably the most important academic
discipline to deconstruct because this discipline validated the construction of the Other
as the Self's primitive past. Science verified that the Other was a lower race in the
evolutionary sense. Colonialism made social anthropology possible and anthropology
made colonialism possible. The unequal power relationships between the coloniser
and the colonised meant that the Other became the Self informing subject to be
researched.

Research on the Other by anthropologists', whose "stock in trade"

included "objectivity and disinterestedness" (Beatie, 1964, cited in Niranjana, 1992,
pp. 72-3), provided administrators, traders and missionaries with useful facts that
would "provide scientific recipes for facilitating colonial control" (Onoge, 1979, p.
47). Indeed, by the early twentieth century anthropology proved invaluable to the
advancement of colonies. The establishment of the London Imperial School of
Applied Anthropology in 1920 confirms this view. The school was
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in the highest interests of Empire, it is necessary so to extend and complete
the organisation of the teaching of Anthropology at the Universities of Great
Britain [so colonialists] will acquire ... a sound and accurate knowledge of
the habitats, customs, social and religious ideas and ideals of the Eastern and
non-European races subject to his Majesty the King-Emperor (British
Anthropological Society Member, cited in Niranjana, 1992, p. 73)

Anthropological representations employed by colonial policymakers soon acquired the
status of facts among colonists. Their racist truths were firm evidence of the existence
of racial deficiencies. Moreover, these truths continue to underpin representations of
Indigenous people today.

The Other only became valid when s/he was opposed to the Self in colonial narratives.
Prior to that, barbarism was in effect and so the Other's philosophy was superfluous
because it lay in the realm of myths, and thus it could not inforro-futuresociet)T.----It-----------could, however, inform the Self about its savage past, thereby justifying a totalising
human project. The barbaric Indigene's uncivilised contortions of reality provided
ample evidence that Europe was on the right track and had been for some time. The
history of the Other prior to the arrival of the Self was, therefore, located within the
realms of anthropology. Anthropology is, in effect, the story of the weaker Self; the
study of the Self through the study of Other who, for reasons of lesser intelligence, did
not evolve as rapidly as the Self.

Much modernist history involves a focus on causes of events rather than the structures
behind those causes, on advancement and evolution towards a 'better' society as
opposed to understanding one's self and one's culture. Modernist history is "a
chronology of good and bad actions and their causes" (Nandy, 1983 p. 60). The
7

progress towards a better society is the utmost goal of history, regardless of the
vanquished being pushed off the path of positivist advancement. History informs the
reader as to the desired conclusions of society, and events along the way are mostly
heroic, and if not so they are justified as a means to an end. Modernist history
fabricated the single truth of those who held power, by justifying and playing-out the
intended conclusion. Colonialism, as an instrument of progress, was warranted as an
unseemly step towards a better humanity. Unseemly because European purity was
forced to mix with its impure past.
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Colonial history is the history of the Self's attempt to civilise its primitive Self where
this project's failures are the fault of a sickly biology and encumbering culture, and its
successes are due to the grooming of a caring elder sibling. Colonial history is the
story of the winners. Its claims of truth, its representations of people and events, and
its justifications for colonialism, are drawn together in a purse of a single reality bound
by modem scientific notions of validity and objectivity.

Decolonises depict the historical process of striving towards a single truth as a
rationalised aggressive act that suppresses alternative knowledge by discounting other
descriptions of truth as false. For if truth is preordained then thought that opposes that
truth is false. Modernist history's positing of predetermined yet objective teleological
conclusions are dispelled within a postmodemist critique. Postmodemism suggests
any interpretation of history asserts subjective meaning and is, therefore, creating
history that has no fate.

The decolonist's rejection of a single objective history lies in the implicit violence of
ontology itself: "in Western philosophy, when knowledge or theory tries to understand
the Other; then the alterity of the Other vanishes as it become's part of the same. In all
cases it involves violence towards the Other" (Sarup, 1996, p. 68), where the Other is
neutralised by encasement: "ontology amounts to a philosophy of power, an egotism
in which the relation with the Other is accomplished through its assimilation into the
self' (Young, 1990, p. 13). This point is critical: by simply placing the Other in text,
the colonist is making judgements about the Other to understand the Self, but within a
framework that does not allow alternative representations. One of the tactical moves
of colonial discourse "is to present the colonial subject as unchanging and immutable"
(Niranjana, 1992, p. 37). The Other becomes a neutral mute clay target, moulded by
Westem words, as Edward Said sarcastically notes:

since the Orientals cannot represent themselves, they must therefore be
represented by Others who know more about Islam than Islam knows about
itself... note that there is no question of an exchange between Islam's views
and an outsider's: no dialogue, no discussion, no mutual recognition. There
is a flat assertion of quality, which the Western policy maker, or his faithful
servant, possesses by virtue of his beingWestem. (1978, p. 97)
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Simply put, history is about power. Those who hold it can verify their story .and
disqualify another's. The power/knowledge tactic was strategically employed in
colonisation, and has underpinned the construction of the colonised Other. Othering is
a critical tactic of the colonist because it allows for the dissemination of certain
representations that justify policy towards the Indigenous people. Truth in the colonial
context is undoubtedly tied to the desires and aspirations of the colonist, confirming
Foucault's essential juncture between power and knowledge, that is, the relations
between force and truth.

The inherent relationship between truth and power is evident in the various
representations of the Other that followed changes in the colonists' aspirations for
them. Colonists constructed representations not based on objective facts, as most
history books have us believe, but rather to legitimate their actions. Furthermore,
representations of the Other were to some degree dependent upon the stage of
colonisation, and hence the colonists' understanding of the Indigenous people. The
representations of the Aboriginal people of Australia, for example, changed from the
general colonial discourse of civilisation to one of "subordination and genocide"
(Miles, 1989, p. '26) following extensive Aboriginal resistance to conform to manual
labouring roles.

The representation of the Other within the modernist frame of single truths limits
disjunction but also promotes stereotypical constructions. Representations achieve
their reliability on the basis of the volume of testament, and gain their generalisability

through breadth of context: scientific objectivity and the infallibility of time confer
validity. Ironically, constant representations over time do, for some of the Other,
come true and these people will be constantly highlighted as evidence that what is said
in text actually occurred in the past and continues to occur.

Just as power is a tactic that can be reformed for seemingly opposite ends, so
representations are formed, reinforced and reformulated to congeal the power
relationship. As Edward Said argued, colonialism "can create not only knowledge but
also the very reality [it] appear[s] to describe" (1978, p. 94). European representations
of the Other were generated and reproduced to place a biological barrier between the
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higher morals of progressive European society and the inferiority of an interrupted
primitive form of the Self. To a large extent these representations were reformulated
to serve the economic interests of the colonists. Early representations of Maori as
simplistic and unintelligent later mutated to mean practical mindedness once the
colonist realised that they needed a manual workforce to create a South-Seas rural
paradise. As will be explained in Chapter 5, the representation of Maori as simplistic
justified limiting the type of education Maori received, and hence their employment
opportunities for generations. The upshot was that caricatures of Maori provided
evidence for repressive policy.

Furthermore, representations and the material reality of those representations
structured what Gramsci termed a 'common-sense' discourse about the Other. In
general, the genealogy of representations created effective history or "that part of the
past that is still operative in the present" (Niranjana, 1992, p. 37). As Miles puts it,
"these discourses became a 'relation' of production - an ideological component of the
totality of relations that constituted... a whole way of living" (1989, pp. 100-1).
While concurring with these analyses of the colonial project, I believe many Maori
resisted, either silently or openly, such representations. From my perspective, Pakeha
are the ones largely limited by the common sense discourse, and thus it is their
consciousness that needs to be raised, as I will discuss further in Chapter 7.

Narrating the Self through the Other

In the eighteenth century, the dominant mode was "ethnography as
allegory," centring around the key concept of utopianism in which the
"noble savage" played his ennobling role as a therapeutic image. In the
nineteenth century, the "savage" was no longer noble, she was either
"fallen," in the continuing biblical allegory, or a figure of therapeutic irony-a
minatory Satanic finger, or an instance of the primordial "primitive," a
"living fossil" signifying past imperfection healed by time in the emerging
evolution. In the twentieth century, the "savage" was no longer even
"primitive." She was only "data" and "evidence," the critical disproving
instance in the positivist rhetoric of political liberalism. (Tyler, 1986, p.
127)

Representation, Foucault reminds us, is crucial to the continuance of power: "as
history constantly teaches us, discourse is not simply that which translates struggles or
systems of domination, but is the thing for which and by which there is struggle"
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(Foucault, 1981, pp. 52-3). The dismissal of the pre-colonial past as savagery and prehistoric, for example, was a move to dominate and exclude alternative voices from the
boundaries of representation. As Smith (1999) suggests, "history was the story of
people who were regarded as fully human. Others who were not regarded as human
(that is, capable of self-actualization) were pre-historic" (p. 32).

European contact with the Other demanded an explanation, as Levi-Strauss points out,
the antipodean experience in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries meant the
humanistic European had to first comprehend and then contemplate its
"unrecognisable image in this mirror" (1973, p. 30). Poststructuralists, and especially
Foucault, are interested in how the Self is constructed in discourse, but also how the
Other is construed when talking about the Self. The Cartesian claim that the world
may change but identity remains permanent, is challenged by poststructural analysis
which describes identity change to reflect the change of the power/knowledge tactic.

A genealogy of representation is less concerned with the ongoing renewal of the
Other, rather it is the ongoing renewal of the Self, which is of importance. De Man,
for example, describes allegory as

"not simply one form of figurative language among others; it represents one
of language's essential possibilities: the possibility that permits language to
say the other and to speak of itself while speaking of something else; the
possibility of always saying something other than what it gives to be read,
including the scene itself' (Derrida, 1986, p. 36).

In the colonial context, allegory is simply the construction of the Self, specifically, the
creation of the Self's present position and desired position, through the construction of
the Other. To say the Other is pre-historical and encumbered, for example, is to say
the Self is creating history and heading towards a conclusion. Allegory in the colonial
context pivots on the dialectic of the centre and the Other, where the Self, even though
it is looking towards its periphery, has the aim of describing the centre: "that one is not
what the Other is, is critical in defining who one is" (Sarup, 1996, p. 47).

Using this notion, the issue of racial differences is simply a process of describing the
qualities one expects to see in the self: "a negative representation of the Other...
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served to define and legitimate what was considered to be the positive qualities of both
author and reader" (Miles, 1989, p. 21). When defining the Other as barbaric, inferior
or childlike, the European explorers were implicitly defining themselves as civilised,
superior, and advanced. Anthropological and historical accounts of the Other were at
one level mere accounts of the Self's antithesis, and at another, accounts of the Self's
development out of savagery. Note that such representations of the Other were not
necessarily negative but were necessarily imposed images of the Self prior to
civilisation. The noble savage construct, for example, held the Indigene as being in a
superior dream-like state of existence by virtue of their connection with nature and
distance from the treachery of civilised society. The commentary here does not,
however, suggest modern society should revert to the naturalistic tendencies of the
Other, but rather it is a critique on the state of civilised society.

Whether viewed positively or negatively, these constructions relied upon a simple
difference in the State of development, expressed in multitudes of dichotomies
representing Self and Other. The Self appropriated a blank slate, a civilising ethic, and
free rights to passage and, consequently, moulded stereotypes based upon their image
of themselves in an uncivilised State, or more accurately, of their anti-being. As
Nandy, in his book The Intimate Enemy points out, those traits supplanted onto the
Other were often anti-behaviours of positivism, that is, those qualities not wedded to
achievement and productivity, for example, femininity, childhood, and primitivism:
"colonies came to be seen as the abode of people childlike and innocent on the one
hand, and devious, effeminate and passive-aggressive on the Other" (1983, p. 38).

Even though the most outlandish portrayals of the Other were often described, the
underlying theme of humanism appeared in narratives. Hence, images of the Other
were often. paradoxical, for example, barbaric yet noble, animal-like yet human,
juvenile yet naturally wise. Diverse representations allowed colonisers access to a
wide range of ammunition for various situations. Animal-like descriptions justified
genocide, the unintelligent and lazy stereotypes warranted manual labour, exotic
narratives sold tourism, humanistic rhetoric promoted civilisation, and the noble and
brave/warrior justified co-existence during times of war.
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Critically though, it is the inherent savagery of the Other, delineated by biology, that
remains constant through representations, even when they are used for opposing ends.
Representations of the Other, because they are tactics of power, necessitate having a
genealogical fluidity. That is, representations based on core notions, such as savagery,
are employed repeatedly but for what can be radically different purposes. At the
center of that fluidity is the emerging Self, who is constantly restructuring itself, which
in turn means the constant restructure of the Other. Just as Foucault perceived the
development of an internal war-like mentality in Europe, so too did the colonies
emerge as a battle between the realisation of the Self and the stifling features of the
Other.

In the New Zealand context, as thoughts of extinction passed in the late nineteenth
century and the realisation of co-existence eventuated, the Self had to see themselves
as more inclusive, and consequently the Other as functional within a civilised society.
Hence, the humanistic rhetoric that surrounded the civilising of the savage mutated
into a warmer paternalistic or elder sibling image, where the dutiful and caring relation
nurtures or guides the youth into adulthood. One need only look at the representations
of Maori as warriors to realise the discursive nature of representations. During New
Zealand's civil war, which began in Taranaki in the 1860s, Maori were represented as
violent, savage, base and near animal-like (Belich, 1988). The overarching desire for
land eclipsed humanistic ideals for the time being. Yet, the Maori Battalion, which
fought in the second world war, has been inculcated as a New Zealand icon for
displays of exceptional bravery and fortitude. While the feats of the Maori Battalion
bestowed mana on Maori , for Pakeha the inevitability of co-existence meant searching
for representations of Maori that could be positive, yet did not threaten Pakeha culture;
the noble-warriors of the Maori Battalion fitted the bill. It is not my intention here to
belittle the mana of the Maori Battalion; these men stood forth and gave mana to a
flagging culture. My objective is to illustrate the hypocrisy of Pakeha representations.
In one instance the savage warrior justified the use of British military aggression to
protect confiscated Maori land during the mid-nineteenth century civil land wars, in
the next instance it sanctions the assimilation of Maori into the dominant culture. The
essential quality of the representation remains constant, but can be employed for
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alternative ends. Irrespective of how the description may have served Maori at the
time, the warrior-like representation was and still is a limiting stereotype.

Reconstructing Knowledge

Attempts to decolonise thought reflect the paradigm shift that marks the cultural crisis
known as postmodernism, a "radical alternative to the contemporary order of world
power" (Young, 1990, p. 119). Yet alternative does not necessarily mean opposing.
The desire of decolonising research should be to demonstrate that the grand narrative
that represents the Other as a reflection of the Self's progress from primitivism is a
genealogical illusion that has a historicity of real and grave consequences for the
Other.

The deconstruction of colonial narratives by Indigenous peoples has essential affinities
with post-structuralism. Poststructuralism provokes a deconstruction of the 'truths'
written into texts by those who have the power to have their work published. It disshelves representations as scientific, objective or authentic accounts of the Other; it
enables the deconstruction "of the concept, the authority, and assumed primacy of the
category of the West" (Young, 1990, pp. 18 - 9); "it involves constant revisitation and
questioning of what knowledge is being produced and why, and essentially it
questions "the authority of the investigating subject" (Spivak, 1987, p. 201).
Narratives of the Other by the colonist are not dangerous because they are false
representations of a given reality; they are dangerous because they are "an arrested,
fixated form of representation that, in denying the play of difference, constitutes a
problem for the representation of the subject" (Bhabha, 1983, p. 27).

Postmodernism in the colonial context is best thought of as the European and
Indigenous awareness that occipital thought is not the centre of the grand narrative,
nor is the Indigene in the margin. For Maori to build on and construct knowledge, we
must stop thinking of ourselves as the antithesis of Pakeha, or as the supervised tyro.
Such thinking reinforces the centrality of the European as Self and imposes new
burdens: "to be perfectly non-Western only constricts [the] ... cultural self... [forcing
the Other] to stress only those parts of his [sic] culture which are recessive in the West
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and to underplay both those which his [sic] culture shares with the West and those
which remain undefined by the West" (Nandy, 1983, p. 73).

Although Foucault's quest to deconstruct universality, and thus to isolate and
foreground singularity is, by definition, a vision that refuted all conceptualisation,
movement from the universal to the singular can merely mean that a notion may make
sense to some people and not to others. Certainly, in the case of Maori, there should
be variation in individual thought; but equally some Maori may think alike. Take
Foucault, for example, whose thought preaches fragmentation, yet his
power/knowledge concept is so popular because it can be employed wherever power is
an issue. Hoards of researchers, including myself, have chosen to align with some of
his thinking at least. In a sense, Foucault's popularity and the transferability of his
power/knowledge concept makes a mockery of his nihilism and fragmentism. The
point here is that postmodemism need not be nihilistic because, Foucault's ideas for
example, as with any sound individual thought can never remain fragmented because
it will attract others to think similarly. Accordingly, I reject describing Maori within
the boundaries of positivist thought, yet also reject the rationale that postmodernism
necessitates nihilism. My objective is to produce knowledge that is functional for
Maori but outside the Self's grand narrative.

As an example of my middle ground I simultaneously reject the notion of a Maori
nation and the idea of the fragmented individual. I recognise the importance of

whiinau; hapti and iwi to kaupapa Miiori theory. Therefore, rather than believing in
grand narratives or fragmented thought, I believe in families of researchers where
individuals share similar notions but diverge on particularities. Similarly, I reject a
grand Maori narrative, but accept that Maori theorists will converge and diverge;
nothing else would be acceptable to a vital culture. In the past, Maori may have had to
converge for solidarity, but now we must accept that we, as a cultural group, will
contain people who have radically different ideas.

Foucault's concept of genealogy deconstructs representations, and thus calls for
descriptions that are neither the centre describing the Other, nor the Other describing
its peripheral existence. Rather it involves the creation of knowledge outside any
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grand narrative. From my perspective, decentring means locating knowledge outside
the genealogy of representation that has underpinned most representations in the New
Zealand context, rather than creating fragmented abstract thought.

Deconstructing historical accounts can lead to a re-reading of the past through an
alternative logic, based on inserting a voice into the silence of the Other, and
dethroning the reality of the centre. The desire to re-represent does not come from
breaking with the past. Rather it comes from a reinterpretation of the past and a desire
to insert a voice that is absent from the Self's narrative; that is a Maori voice. This act
of remembering, as Bhabha points out "is never a quiet act of introspection or
retrospection... [rather] a painful re-membering, a putting together of the
dismembered past to make sense of the trauma of the present" (1968, p. xxiii). The
past cannot be made whole again, but the present can be better understood:
"indigenous [sic] peoples want to tell our own stories, write our own version, in our
own ways, for our own purposes" (Smith, 1999, p. 28). In Chapters 3, 4 and 5, I
attempt to break down representations of Maori, especially those constructed by
travellers' accounts, and anthropologists. I also demonstrate how these representations
have a genealogy and thus have been used as a power/knowledge tactic within New
Zealand's State education system. I re-read the history of New Zealand education and
in particular physical education from a Maori position. The collaborative stories that
follow in Chapter 6 and the discussion in Chapter 7 are attempts to insert Maori
knowledge into this context.
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CHAPTER TWO

NGA KORERO A NGA MIHINARE ME NGA KAI KAITITIRO
TlKANGA

SOWING THE SEEDS OF SAVAGERY:
MISSIONARY, TRAVELLER & ANTHROPLOGOCIAL
ACCOUNTS OF MAORI

Travellers' tales had wide coverage. Their dissemination occurred through the
popular press, from the pulpit, in travel brochures, which advertised for
immigrants, and through oral discourse. They appealed to the voyeur, the
soldier, the romantic, the missionary, the crusader, the adventurer, the
entrepreneur, the imperial public servant and the Enlightenment scholar. They
also appealed to the down-trodden, the poor and those whose lives held no
possibilities in their own imperial societies, and who chose to migrate as
settlers ... In the end they were all inheritors of imperialism who had learned well
the discourses of race and gender, the rules of power, the politics of colonializrn.
They became the colonizers. (Smith, 1999, p. 9)

Introducing this thesis, I suggested that even though the construction of Maori and

Pakeha stemmed from their respective physical cultures, it is the representation of
Maori as innately savage that has limited, and continues to limit Maori participation in
society to physical roles. In this chapter, I present evidence to show the initial stages of
a genealogy that represented Maori as a inherently barbaric and physical people.

A key theme of the present thesis is the construction and reproduction of Maori as the
Other. By deconstructing Maori as Other, I also reconstruct the Self, based on the
assumption that the Other is a mere anti-construction of the Self. As I showed in
Chapter 1, the concept of the savage Maori is rooted in eighteenth and nineteenth
century Europe. A Foucauldian understanding of modern racism suggests that it
developed conterminously with bourgeois nationalism and normalisation in Europe.
Biopower racism was born out of the Self's proclaimed right to define what is normal,
and hence the right to construct the Other based on what the Self delineated as
abnormal. This is the key point to Maori and Pakeha relations in contemporary New
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Zealand. Firstly, Pakeha and Maori believe that they are different culturally and
biologically. Secondly, Pakeha culture is defined and accepted as normal; Maori
culture is that of the abnormal Other. The crucial point here is that, regardless of the
real cultural and physical differences between Maori and Pakeha, these differences
have not constrained Maori, socially, economically or politically, rather the constraints
lie in the misrepresentations of their culture. Moreover, these constraints have been
attributed to biology and thus amount to racism.

The present chapter demonstrates that conceptions of the Self and Other fuelled a
genealogy that represents Maori as a savage and physical people. In the first part of
this Chapter, I debunk the construction of what I refer to as, 'traditional Maori society.'
I conclude that there is no such thing as traditional Maori culture; the representation of
Maori culture as traditional is merely a construction to locate tikanga Miiori in the
realms of an ancient past, where it is incapable of informing contemporary practices. I
then examine early European observers' misrepresentations of tikanga Miiori,
especially those that portray Maori as animalistic, barbaric, and uncivilised and link
them to notions of the Maori as Other, and hence the Self. Lastly, I discuss how the
'science' of anthropology validated travellers' tales and missionaries' stories.
Anthropological discourse, the story of the undeveloped Self, propagated biological
racism. The following particularly focuses on the New Zealand anthropologist, Elsdon
Best, to illustrate the representation of Maori culture as savage.

Traditional Maori Society
New Zealand missionaries, early European travellers and anthropologists, employed the
word traditional to mean "Maori life before Europeans arrived in New Zealand"
(Salmond, 1983, p. 316). Traditional, in the context of this discussion, stemmed from a
colonial belief that pre-European Maori society was an inferior culture that had
stagnated and failed to evolve into a civilised state. While, early European observers
saw themselves as progressive and enlightened, they considered Maori savage and
encumbered by traditional practices and murky ancient mythology.

The study of traditional Maori society, was the first of many deceptions that helped to
reconstruct a fictitious Maori culture. As Salmond (1983) points out, notions of
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traditional were misleading in that no Pakeha method of investigation could ever depict
Maori life prior to colonisation:
Bits and pieces of information from anywhere between 1769 and 1969 have been
cobbled together in accounts of "traditional" behaviour that included practices
which never would have coexisted in any given Maori community at any given
time ... In scientific accounts, traditional Maori society has been presented as a
stable structure functioning in equilibrium at about 1769, and European contact
as a devastating collision which disrupted the structure and confounded the
balance. (p. 316)

Games and Pastimes of the Maori (1976, first published in 1925), written by the

anthropologist Elsdon Best confirms Salmond's claims:
The most amazing event of Maori history... The advent of Europeans and of
their customs and manufactures had a startling and permanent effect on native
life, which was to a great extent disturbed and disarranged by such intrusion.
One effect of this contact with foreigners was the abandonment, more or less
sudden, of certain old usages, including indulgence in racial sports and pastimes.
So many new interests claimed attention, that some former pursuits and
recreations were bound to be practised to a lesser extent, or to fall into desuetude.
(pp. 14 - 15)

Beliefs about traditional Maori life, coupled with the positivist assumption that contact
with Europeans would contaminate the authenticity traditions, invariably led
researchers and observers to hasten their collection of Maori 'artefacts.'

Ernest

Beaglehole, the New Zealand anthropologist, in discussing the lack of money for the
anthropological study of Maori, reminds his fellow academics that time to gather
"authentic" accounts was running out: "Natives however have an unfortunate habit of
dying before they ought" (1937, p. 160). Clifford (1988) contextualises Beaglehole's
thoughts when he notes that "collecting - at least in the West, where time is generally
thought to be linear and irrev.ersible - implies a rescue of phenomena from inevitable
historical decay or loss" (p. 231).

Smith (1999) identifies the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries as eras marked by
combative collecting: it was thought that "rescuing artefacts from decay and
destruction, and from indigenous [sic] peoples themselves, legitimated practices which
also included commercial trade and plain and simple theft" (p. 61).
confirms, at least in part, Smith's concerns:

Beaglehole
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A disintegration of the culture brought about by intense pressure or longcontinued contact with another culture conceived as in some way or other
superior to the indigenous culture, does in some measure result in a disintegration
of the personality ... of the individuals living in times of rapid change. (1937, p.
164)

Pakeha researchers created the myth that Maori were abandoning their customs to
further justify the rescue of significant Maori artefacts. Such rhetoric sowed the seeds
of a "throwaway culture" stereotype. The idea that they were rescuing Maori lore from
Maori themselves gave observers a pretext to construct images of uncivilised beings.
As will become apparent, the image drawn was skewed heavily by observers' ignorance
of, arrogance towards and, at times, repulsion for, those that they painted.

Furthermore, the negative construction of the Self as over-civilised or unnatural
necessitated that Maori as the Other be at times constructed as noble savages, complicit
with their natural surroundings: Maori could not teach Pakeha new tricks but they could
at least demonstrate what civilisation had lost. In short, the idea that a traditional and
noble culture was about to be gorged by an encroaching civilisation, prompted the hasty
imperative to collect.

Cultural traders, consequently, produced warrants to research, capture and rescue
traditional Maori practices and artefacts. Such cultural collection served several
important colonising functions. None was more important than locating the Self as the
dominant knowledge holder, and the Other as the. pre-civilised Self. As Beaglehole
(1937) reminded his readers,
In the study of anthropology we limit ourselves not solely to the past or present
achievements of western European society, but bring within our enlarged vision
and our widened tolerance of societies modelled on plans entirely different to our
own, motivated by ideals no matter how crude or extraordinary ... But if we can
see the logic of what he does tolerantly and sympathetically, we are in a much
better position to understand our own society. (p.163)

Beaglehole's rationale clearly shows that the Self warranted the arrest of the Others'
culture based on a supposedly better understanding of its own society and the
development of humankind. Herein lies the crux of anthropological assertions over the
Other's culture. Cultural appropriation was justified on the grounds of producing a
better humanity because the Self stood at the apex.
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Representing Miiori Knowledge Holders as Unreliable 'Informants'

To capture Maori knowledge, European anthropologists relied on Maori informants.
Yet, the informants had to be constructed as unreliable so that their perceptions could
be discredited if needs be. The Self's representation of Maori had to be validated,
which meant invalidating Maori perceptions of their own culture. Expelling Maori
from the arena of philosophical debate has, in Salmond's (1993) words, had "far
reaching implications for the study of Maori life:"
To begin with, they suggest a fundamental disparity between European and
Maori traditions of accounting for reality. European descriptions produce
reliable knowledge, while Maori descriptions do not. This disparity places Maori
elders and others as "informants", while anthropologists and others act as
interpreters of the information they provide. For "Traditional Maori Society"
specifically, such arguments suggest that a Western thinker with the resources of
Western scholarship at his command, can rapidly and easily produce valid
explanations for past Maori practices, while a Maori thinker working with the
resources of Maori scholarship cannot. (p. 310)

In this explanation, we see clearly why Foucault placed so much emphasis on
describing power and knowledge as a single construct. Those who control knowledge
can construct the Other according to their design and ultimately achieve power. By
invalidating Maori epistemologies, Europeans constructed themselves and their
methods as the only authentic voices of knowledge.

Best's (1976) description of his encounters with Maori informants supports Salmond's
(1983) argument. For example, "Tuta Nihoniho has explained that the sling used for
stone throwing on the East Coast was called tipao or kiitaha, that it was used by lads as
a pastime, and also, he believed, in attacking a village" (Best, 1976, p. 35). Later Best
confounds Tuta Nihoniho's account:
It seems probable that the stone-casting sling seen used by persons of Tuta's
generation was made known to the Maori by Europeans. [Maori people] of that
generation are always liable to error, as in maintaining that certain implements,
practices, etc., were pre-European, when, as a matter of fact, they had been
introduced by early European visitors, traders, etc. We have an illustration of
this in the case of pump drill, which certain old natives of the present time
maintain was used here prior to the coming of Europeans, of which there is no
reliable evidence. (p. 36)

The above passage illustrates how anthropologists undermined Maori perceptions of
their own culture, and in so doing, passed the right to describe.
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Best (1976) accepts the korero of Maori informants as data, but he refutes many of their
conclusions. For example, Mohi Turei suggests to Best, that

mu torere was

the old

name for a tactical game, "E mu tiirere mai ana ranei koutou ki au, e hoa mal"] (cited
Best, 1976, p. 112). Mu torere bears little resemblance to the European game of
draughts - it is not played on a chequered board and its primary objective is to prevent
the opponent from moving, as opposed to the taking of an opponents' pieces in the
European game . Nevertheless, Best (1976) declares, "I am not inclined to view mii

torere as an old time Maori game" (p. 113). Some years after, Philip Smithells? offered
his interpretation of the origin of mu tiirere:
As far as the old natives knew this was an old Maori game. A similar draught
game under the same name mu, was played in Hawaii which seems to point to an
origin within the races. However, because no trace of the game can be found on
other islands and because in New Zealand it was limited to the Ngati Porou tribe
it has been suggested that the Maoris copied from the early Pakeha inhabitants
and the word 'mu' was used because it approximated the word move so
frequently used in the English game. East Coast natives state that mu panihi
(Spanish draughts) used to be played among them - probably introduced by some
strolling Spaniard. (Excerpted from Smithells papers, Hocken library, date
uknown)

Smithells and Best both suggest that Europeans introduced mu torere contrary to Maori
testimony. Yet, both acknowledge that there is a similar game played in Hawai'i that is
also associated with the word mu or papa mu. This seems fair evidence in itself that the
game mu torere was Polynesian in origin. Perhaps Best and Smithells believed that
Maori did not have the intellectual facilities to create such a game.

In another example of anthropological conceit, Best (1976) says "any child who was
clever and quick learning to make or 'set up' the more intricate patterns [of whai] was
deemed to be worthy of being taught higher things, perhaps even to be entered as a
pupil in the whare wananga" (p. 80). Best again cites Tuta Nihoniho: "Na wai koe, i ki

kia rite koe ki te tangata ka rapa te whai'l'" (p. 78) and "He whare wananga taua mea
te whai" (p. 80). In his korero , Tuta Nihoniho intimates that a person who excels at
whai, will excel in many things, including the whare wananga. Yet Best belittles the
importance ofwhai and agrees with an earlier 'scientific' analysis by Haddon (1908):

1 This

translates as "Are you striving against me, or are you looking for trouble?" (Best, 1976, p. 110).
Inaugural and longstanding Dean of the School of Physical Education, University of Otago.
3 "Who said you, the ignoramus, should be equal to the person who can make intricate whai designs?"
(Best, 1976, p. 78).
2
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These statements are very interesting, and suggest that we have here to do with
some symbolism that has in course of time become obscured. On the other hand
Maui may be merely a pastime, and the string figures may be nothing more than
casual illustrations of the mythology of the natives. There do not appear to be
sufficient data at present to settle this point. (cited Best, 1976, p. 77)

Concurring with Haddon, Best (1976) insists that: "These remarks are just, and we have
no evidence to show that such representations are anything more than 'casual
illustrations' of Maori myths" (p. 77). Thus, Maori reality is defined by Western
constructs of scientific validity that deem that Maori people are unable to draw their
own conclusions and, indeed, do not even have the right to think. Under these
conditions, Maori knowledge is something to be debated over within Western
discourses of 'higher' .learning.

The belittling of Maori knowledge and Maori repositories of that knowledge, the false
construction of a traditional Maori society, along with anthropological
miscategorisation (discussed below), elevated Pakeha researchers to the position of 'all
knowing.' Western observers were, thus, manoeuvred into positions of power where
the Self represented Maori understandings of the world in accordance with the goals of
colonisation. The following section, specifically examines what form the construction
of the Maori as Other took, and why.

The Inherently Savage Maori
I am waiting for them to stop talking about the other, often this speech is a mask,
an oppressive talk hiding gaps, absences, that space where our words would be if
we were speaking ... often this speech about the "Other" annihilates, erases: no
need to hear your voice when I can talk about you better than you can speak
about yourself. No need to hear your voice. Only tell me your pain. I want to
know your story. And then I will tell it back to you in a new way. Tell it back to
you in such a way that it has become mine, my own... I am still author,
authority, coloniser. (Hooks, 1989, pp. 151 - 2)

It is my contention that the placement of Maori culture under the dominant Pakeha lens
of description constructed and then reconstructed an image of Maori that constrained
and limited Maori culturally, educationally and economically. A discussion of Maori
physical activity practices highlights that not even the often marginalised area of
physical activity escaped the construction of the Self through the Other. Here the
reader must be cognisant that the construction of the Other was always either a
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construction of the anti-Self or a construction of the primitive Self. As described in
Chapter 1, a genealogy of representation is less concerned with the ongoing renewal of
the Other, rather it is the ongoing renewal of the Self, which is of importance.

The essential thematic representation of Maori rotates around savagery,
correspondingly, the Self is synonymously described as fully civilised. Maori, as the
Other, were not entirely human or, at least, had not evolved to the intellectual heights of
the cultured being.

The following discussion demonstrates that different

representations of Maori (as animalistic, barbaric, mythical, unintelligent, bewildered,
noble) had a purpose and allegorical justification that served the colonisers; if the Self
could demonstrate that the Other lacked what the Self had evolved into, then
colonisation was a warranted humanist project or mission.

Traveller and Missionary Accounts

The role played by images of the exotic Other created by traveller accounts should not
be underestimated. They provided an increasingly literate European public with
dreams of other lands and verification of themselves as civilised. Traveller tales
were an increasingly significant source of representations from the sixteenth
century because the development of printing and the emergence of the book as a
commodity permitted their wider, although still far from extensive, circulation.
Travel books ... were most popular in England... [and] were published ... to
educate and entertain, and their intended mass audience included the partially
educated as well as the ruling class. (Miles, 1989, p. 21)

Importantly, it was the same European people who were to colonise much of the world
and, as a result carried embryonic representations of the Other to their destinations.

The correspondence of missionaries and early travellers spawned the dominant
perceptions of Maori on New Zealand soil.

The initial portrayals of Maori by

missionaries and travellers deeply influenced the already tainted attitudes of the early
settlers to New Zealand, and in turn, fostered the genealogical representation of Maori
as savage.
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The majority of immigrants regarded Maoris [sic] with strong antagonism and
such a feeling formed a permanent background to colonisation in New Zealand ...
The attitudes of the settlers toward the Maori people are reflected in the fiction of
the time ... attitudes were either hostile or patronising, ranging from the racial
(rights of conquest) to paternalistic ('our Maori'). Talk of 'blacks' and 'niggers'
was common, and Pakehas generally regarded Maori as dirty, degraded, lazy and
immoral. (Harker, 1985, pp. 57 - 8)

Keenan (1995) believes early European observers viewed Maori communities as they
did the terrain - a natural impediment to colonisation: "Maori people appeared as an
organic barrier to the colonising aspirations of new settlers.

Little effort was

accordingly made to distinguish Maori preoccupations and well-being from settler
endeavours to possess and secure the land" (pp. 54 - 5).

The Mdori as Animalistic

Early European travellers to various parts of the World consistently drew conclusions
that the peoples they met were "half human, half beast" (Giddens, 1993, p. 30); this was
invariably the case in New Zealand. For instance, referring to the raised pole seen in
morere, Wade (1977) describes "boys and girls, stark naked, and the women with only

a rough garment around the loins, run[ning] up the pole as readily as monkeys" (p.
157). Similarly, Wakefield (1845) believed the Maori passion for storytelling had all
the sensibility of a primate: "Nothing can remind one more forcibly of the monkey who
has seen the world, than a Maori thus relating news. He is an incorrigible exaggerator,
and swells each minute circumstance into an affair of state" (cited Best, 1976, p. 120).
Maning (1956) likened the haka to a "dance and caper" performed by "mad-monkeys"
(p.44).

Constant references to physical and animalistic characteristics advanced the idea that
Maori lived in a state of savagery and placed them in the realms of the primitive Self.
Maori offered a snapshot of the Self in an unevolved condition. There was more to this
type of description than expedience. Oppressive systems of imperialism had been tried
and tested elsewhere prior to the colonisation of New Zealand and the dehumanisation
of 'Natives' vanquished the moral dilemma that civilised colonists faced when
oppressing another:
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The European powers had by the nineteenth century already established systems
of rule and forms of social relations which governed interaction with the
indigenous [sic] people being colonized ... The principle of 'humanity' was one
way in which the implicit or hidden rules could be shaped. To consider
indigenous peoples as not fully human, or not human at all, enabled distance to
be maintained and justified various policies of either extermination or
domestication. (Smith, 1999, p. 26)

The delineation of Maori as distant relations on the evolutionary scale desensitised
immigrants to the atrocities of colonisation.

The Miiori as Barbaric

The Protestant Ethic contributed to the modernisation of Western Europe. In the
colonial setting, the duty of the Protestant missionary to deliver the barbarian from
savagery was framed as the adult saving the child from a state of "unrepentant,
reprobate sinfulness through proper socialisation, and help[ing] the child grow towards
a Calvinist ideal of adulthood and maturity" (Nandy, 1983, pp. 15 - 16). Where would
religion be without barbarians?

Introducing the diary of the early missionary Rev. William Yate, Binney (1970) notes
that, "in the eyes of the Evangelical missionaries, New Zealand was a world of two
cultures in conflict. As divine instruments in a divine plan, they were pledged to
conquer these last reaches' of God's kingdom" (p. v). Smith (1999) discusses how the
ideals and realities of Christian conversion promoted the representation of Maori as
barbaric.
For Missionaries there was the huge and exciting minefield of lost and fallen
souls who needed rescuing. The savagery, abhorrence and 'despicability' of the
natives challenged their very vocabulary... What may have begun as early
fanciful, ill-informed opinions or explanations of indigenous life and customs
quickly entered the language and became ways of representing and relating to
indigenous peoples. In the case of religious missionaries the viewpoints
expressed were designed as much to justify further financial support from their
central base as to justify any ideological motivations. The more horrendous and
evil the people, the stronger the imperative was to carry out God's work. (pp. 78 9)

In the United States Catholic Magazine, an unknown author describes "the happy
change which the preaching of the gospel has already wrought amongst these
neophytes" and blames their inadequate writing abilities on the fact that a mere, " five
years back" they had known only "the barbarous language of savages" (p. 375).
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Missionaries and others with little propensity to understand the complexities of Maori
culture, simply described practices as barbaric:
Amongst the most unusual games they reckon the ruriruri, which consists in
sitting at first in a circle or semicircle; then each one at the same time and in
measure, strikes his legs and breast, moves with rapidity his arms and fingers,
and whistles pronouncing with volubility a kind of burden of a song; among all
these movements, gestures, whistling, cries, and rapidly uttered words, there is an
astonishing accord. (United States Catholic Magazine, 1845, p. 380)

Facial expressions in games and haka inevitably confirmed the savagery of Maori
culture among European onlookers.
Because piikana... whetero ... ngangahu (similar to pilkana, performed by both
sexes), and p6tete (the closing of the eyes at different points in the dance,
performed by the women only), are essentials of Maori dance ... many observers
confined themselves to such epithets as 'grotesque', 'savage', and 'indecent.'
(Karetu, 1993, p. 29)

In his narrative of a haka, Polack (1840) uses words such as "howling," "demonical,"
"distorted" and "grimace" (pp. 86 - 7). Polack also contrasts the heathen Maori
practice with his own civilised scientific knowledge: "yelling, howling, loud and loud,
that threaten hard to destroy the auricular organs" (p. 87). Polack goes on to describe
"rolling the eye-balls to and for in their sockets ... as the most diabolical appearance"
(p. 87). Moreover, with reference to whetero , Polack paints the picture of an animallike practice: "The tongues of the performers were thrust out of their mouths, with an
extension that rivalled the well-known chameleon" (p. 88).

Similarly, Edgar (1786) describes a savage race after observing a haka during Cook's
third voyage: "The War dance or Heva consists of a variety of violent motions and
hideous contortions of the limbs, there is something in them so uncommonly savage
and terrible, their eyes appear to be starting from their head, their tongue hanging down
to their chin" (cited, Best, 1976, p. 86). Likewise, Earle's (1909) narrative of a haka
depicts a hideous performance: "they soon work themselves up to a pitch of frenzy; the
distortions of their face and body are truly dreadful, and fill the mind with horror" (p.
62). Such decontextualised versions of haka presented by early observers merely
confirmed the savagery of the Maori race.
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Among Maori, the expressions in haka reflect their culture. The following passage
contrasts the descriptions of Maori as a barbaric race with a contextualised
understanding of haka:
the eyes are the windows of the soul and ... say much that the rest of the body
can't. .. the tongue is the avenue whereby the thoughts of the mind is conveyed to
the audience. It is, therefore, correct that the tongue should be so honoured as it
is in carvings of male ancestors ... Like pukana, whetero is used to emphasise
certain words, phrases or references in the haka. (Karetu, 1993, pp. 29-31)

The Miiori as Physical/Unintelligent

The stereotype of the physical/unintelligent Maori began as a commentary on the
primitive Other (and the civilised Self). It has been recycled as an oppressive tool
throughout the colonisation of New Zealand and still persists. Given the holistic
relationship Maori had/have with the natural world, the common myth that physicality
is inversely related to intellect was brought into play to construct Maori as an
intellectually inferior race.

In Chapter 3, I describe how the genealogy of the

representation of Maori as a physical people has carried over into limiting Maori access
to education and employment. And it is a major contention of this thesis that the image
of Maori as a physical race has mutated and resurfaced again and again throughout
colonisation, to limit Maori access to intellectual walks of life.

In his 1871 book, The Descent of Man, Charles Darwin emphasises the key differences
in intellectual development (i.e. language, observation, curiosity, memory, imagination
and reason) between primitive and civilised peoples (Kuper, 1988). Darwin and other
evolutionary theorists played an indirect but nonetheless highly significant role in the
tainting of European accounts of Maori,

European observers consistently drew conclusions about the Maori intellect based on
science that amounted to quackery. In his, The Story of New Zealand.' Past and
Present, Savage and Civilised, Thomson (1859), an early traveller to New Zealand,

illustrates his fallacious understanding of the link between Maori intellect and practice.
Simplistic 'scientific' theories, such as craniometry, reinforced his views:
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It was ascertained by weighing the quantity of millet seed skulls contained and
by measurements with tapes and compasses, that New Zealanders heads are
smaller than the heads of Englishmen, consequently the New Zealanders are
inferior to the English in mental capacity... ... the memory they possess is the
memory of boyhood; and their minds may be compared to mirrors, always ready
to reflect the present, but incapable of retaining any trace of the past... The
faculty of imagination is not strongly developed among them, although they
permitted it to run wild in believing absurd superstitions... Reason and
judgement... were little cultivated by the New Zealanders... This analysis
shows that the New Zealanders have the minds of children. (pp. 81- 4)

Few missionaries or early travellers statements referred to Maori as intelligent.
Loughnan (1901) is one of few exceptions. He recognised the sophistication of Maori
weaponry: "In the days of the spear, the mere and the taiaha, when they fought at close
quarters, they were masters of fence and tacticians of the first order, as fertile in
stratagem, as brilliant in courage" (p. 106). Likewise, Brown (1845) wrote: "one of the
mental exercises which they appear most fond of is the game of draughts. Many of
them are admirable players, greatly superior to the white people" (cited Best p. 181).
Rev. Yate (1970) also describes the high degree of practice required for proficiency at ti

ringa or matimati,
Ti is a game with their fingers, in which they count, and are remarkably
dexterous in detecting an error. He who the greatest number of times can place
his fingers instantaneously in a certain position, on the repetition of a word
chosen out of a given number, at the option of the opponent, is the winner. The
rapidity with which words are spoken, and the dexterity with which the hands are
placed in the required position, are astonishing: practice from childhood is
requisite to make a person perfect master of the game. (p. 38)

Yet, although Rev. Yate (1970) describes an encouraging picture of this particular
activity, his representation of Maori as physically capable, like many others served only
to bolster the representation of Maori as intellectually undeveloped. Early travellers

consistently portrayed Maori as competent in their physical skills within a natural
environment but lacking a mature intellect.

Moreover, physicality, such as basic reactions, were praised, yet intellegance was
represented disparagingly. For example, Thompson (1859) describes Maori riddles as
having "little merit" (p. 195). Thompson (1859) also infers that Maori lacked the
insight to truly value physical activity: "The games and amusements of the New
Zealanders are chiefly sedentary ... They cannot conceive why two Europeans prefer
walking about talking to sitting down" (p. 197). In a similar vein, Polack (1840)
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bewailed the failure of Maori to excel in the "wholesome sport" of wrestling: "the best
performances [are] puerile, without the subtle knowledge of the art which renders it
interesting" (p. 167). With regard to teka, Polack (1840) suggests that "throwing spears
and reeds at a given mark is also a favourite amusement, but they do not excel, and
their attempts ... are a sad apology for the art as practised by the British" (p. 170). As
Polack's descriptions of Maori physical activity testifies, whenever anything in Maori
culture resembled British culture, the Maori version was inevitably underdeveloped,
unsatisfactory, or overly simple. While neither Thomson or Polack bemoan the
physical capabilities of Maori, they unerringly belittled a lack of sophistication and art.
Hence, they deduce that Maon were not wanting physically but lacked intelligence and
sophistication.

Rev. Yate' s conclusions about Maori games are typical of early depictions. He paints
an uncomplicated race, easily interpreted and lacking a moral code:
their list of games is very short: their most delightful recreation is talking, and
telling wonders; which exercise occupies most of their idle hours, and many of
those which are shrouded in darkness and ought to be devoted to sleep. Before
the introduction of the musket, the spear was much used as a sport, to throw at
small birds in the woods, or at the ducks on the lakes and rivers. Running,
climbing, swimming, wrestling, flying kites, and tossing the poi. are most of
the games of native origin. (1970, pp. 112 - 3)
Of

Miiori knowledge as Myth
Do people consider the resurrection of Christ and/or the saga of Noah's ark, as the
works of an imaginative child? Rich Jeni suggests that religious war is "basically
killing each other to see who's got the better imaginary friend" (Montreal, Comedy
Festival, 2000). In other words, defining another's cultural practices as savage and
base, while casting one's own culture as sensible and rational, is no less than arrogant
and ignorant.

Early European observers defined many Maori practices with reference to myth, fable,
and ancient traditions. Such terminology places these practices in the past - of a time
prior to civilisation. "History was the story of people who were regarded as fully
human. Others who were not regarded as human (that is, capable of self-actualization)
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were prehistoric" (Smith, 1999, p. 32). Best (1976) clearly subscribed to this tradition
as his description of how Maori perceived their world reveals:
Apart from a considerable number of games and pastimes whereby to wile away
his evenings and idle days, the Maori evolved and preserved by means of oral
tradition a great mass of myths, folk tales and demon lore. The recital of the
popular forms was a much-favoured pastime among young and old. The
orthodox sacerdotal versions of such superior myths, as those concerning the
origin of man and the offspring of the primal parents ... were known only to be
initiated, through popular versions, 'fireside stories,' of such myths were known
to all and related at pleasure. Perhaps the most interesting feature of Maori
myths is that illustrating the genius of the men of yore for personifying almost
every conceivable thing, heaven and earth, the elements, natural objects, moral
qualities and mental activities. (p. 13)

In his depiction of Te Whai Waewae a Miiui, Dieffenbach (1843) wrote, "It seems to be
intimately connected with their ancient traditions, and, in the different figures which the
chord is made to assume whilst held on both hands, the outlines of their different
varieties of houses, canoes, or figures of men and women are imagined to be
represented" (p. 32). Similarly, Taylor (1855) notes that Te Whai Waewae a Miiui or
what he calls "cats cradles,"
is a game very similar to our own, but the cord is made to assume many more
forms, and these are said to be different scenes in their mythology, such as Hinenui-te-po, mother-night bringing forth her progeny, Maru and the gods, Maui
fishing up the land; men, canoes, houses, etc., are represented.' (p. 172)

Lastly, Anderson (1920) dismisses whai as an ancient pastime of a pre-historical
people, "its origin is in myth accredited to Maui, one of the old heroes, demigods, or
personifications so well loved by uncultured man" (p. 81).

Like all cultures, Maoriemployed narration as a principal means to depict their
worldview.

It is hypocritical of the above writers to deride Maori storying as

"uncultured" and reflective of the "genius of the men of yore." For Maori in particular
it was crucial that people were bestowed the wisdom to act appropriately within their
world, as utu was a prime, and on occasion deadly, mediator of social control (Walker,
1990). Western cultures too depend on storytelling to convey culture. Indeed, Western
science, including anthropology is a form of narration (i.e., talking of the Self through
narrating about the Other).
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The 'Noble Savage'

In line with Foucauldian thought, savage representations could be positive and negative
depending on the context. The majority of Europeans believed the South-Seas savage
to exist in a state of barbarity. However, a significant minority, such as Rousseau,
believed the savage Other to be of moral superiority because they lived closer to nature
(Miles, 1989). Nevertheless, the commentary on the Other was still a commentary on
the Self, and the notion of the noble savage is interrelated with the notion of the Other
as a confused child, where the innocence of childhood closely resembles the image of
the noble savage, blissfully unaware of the corruption of civilised society.

Consistent with noble savage representations, many early travellers romanticised Maori
society as being part of a South-Seas paradise, a "natural world" filled with "innocence
and purity," as opposed to the "corruption and decay" of the developed world (Smith,
1999, p. 49). Angas (1847) believed that Maori children lived a carefree existence far
removed from the rigour of the modern world:
The children ... pass their early years without restraint, amusing themselves with
the various games of the country: such as flying kites, which are formed of
leaves; the game of Maui (eat's cradle); throwing mimic spears made of fern
stalks, and sailing their tiny flax canoes on rivers, or watching them tossed about
by the waves of the sea. These are the most favourite sports of these merry and
interesting children. (cited Best, 1976, p. 16)

Similarly Skinner (1923) discussing the maritime practices of Ngati Porou, relates an
invigorating tale of the 'bronzed Maori' competing in a long lost primordial battle
against nature.
The canoe if properly handled was now rushing through the tide ... its expert
helmsman, as rigid as one cast in bronze, watching intently the gradual curling of
the roller... until at the moment he judges the time has come, with a swift twist
or turn of his paddle (a movement so deft and graceful that it could scarce be
detected by those close at hand) the canoe was turned sharply to the right, the
wave breaking as it passed beneath its keel, and riding gracefully down the outer
slope of the roller, turned seaward to repeat the manoeuvre. Rangi never made a
mistake in this respect. .. The most lasting impression made on my mind in this
surfing incident, was that of the poise and skill of Te Rangi Tuataka Takere, the
high born Ranagatira, as he sat statue like, steering-paddle firmly grasped, his
fine muscular figure and clean cut tattooed features, reproducing, with the
general surroundings, a grand picture of pure Maoridom as it had been for
centuries prior to AD 1884. Alas! that we were to witness such a scene never
again. (pp. 35 - 7)
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In this romantic tale, Skinner (1923) reproduces many of the misrepresentations of
Maori aforementioned: The "pure Maoridom as it has been for centuries prior", the
animal-like Maori in harmony with his physical prowess and natural surroundings, and
the noble savage.

Miiori as the Bewildered Child
A further way of distancing a nation temporally is through describing the
inhabitants of a country as children; in this way the people are considered distant
from the time of adult Europeans. (Mills, 1991, p. 89)

The supposedly contradictory nature of Maori behaviour led most early European
observers to view Maori

~s

confused in their understandings of the world. Because

Maori were not enlightened, they were represented as children or immature adults with
childlike fancies, "an inferior version of maturity, less productive and ethical, and badly
contaminated by the playful, irresponsible and spontaneous aspects of human nature"
(Nandy, 1983, pp. 15 - 6). Indeed, the image of Maori as immature was important to
the civilising justification for colonisation. For in the more humanitarian nineteenth
century colonisation rested on moral precepts.

Accordingly, McGregor and McMath (1993) found that early European travellers often
likened Maori to ignorant children for whom maturity was beyond the horizon. Some
relegated Maori culture to the world of the "fairy tale" (Schwimmer, 1966, p. 7).
Bidwill (1841), for example, describes what he perceives to be the childish
possessiveness of a chief: "The only thing he ever refused was to lend me his
tomahawk to cut sticks for firewood - it being 'taboo,' for cutting open men's heads, I
suppose: however he had no objection to cutting a walking-stick or a tent pole with it a distinction which seems rather ridiculous" (p. 27). Polack (1840) considered that
Maori acted on childlike whims, with little pre-thought or intellectual judgement:
"Sports are not undertaken systematically as among civilised nations, who commence
when the labour of the day has past; on the contrary, the instant one of the company is
struck by a sudden whim to play a certain game, he becomes excited in an instant, and
his companions are as quickly aroused to join in the amusement he has pointed out" (p.
165).
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Subscribing to the popular view that sports and pastimes' indicate national character,
Polack (1840) deduced that the pastimes of the Maori reflected deficiencies of character
and in particular a predisposition to indolence:
[They] delight in the laborious dexterity inseparable to the posture changing
dance. The variety in the movements, which are unceasing, actively employs the
head, shoulders, arms, body, legs, hands, and even the eyes, tongues, and fingers
of the performers, not to mention the horrible distortion of every feature, and the
deafening shouts that accompanies the whole. This overacted excitement leaves
a debility that has induced the natives, agreeably to their love of ease, to practise
such games from the Europeans as enable them to unite indolence with
amusement (p. 165)

The insinuation, of course, is not simply that Maori pastimes are pointless but that
Maori culture lacks substance. Such a view is based on ignorance of Maori practices
and steeped in notions of cultural superiority. In another passage Polack claims that
"the natives have not the remotest idea of promoting health by exercise." They "often
observe, on seeing Europeans in busy converse, walking to and fro under their
verandah, that the argument, they imagine, could be equally well pursued in a sitting
posture, and which they regard as a wise determination: but walking in such case, as an
act of folly" (p. 165). Even though Polack was obviously completely ignorant of Maori
methods of health and exercise, as demonstrated by his list of a mere seven Maori
physical activities, he still saw fit to pass extensive judgements on the lack of cultural
intellect. Such is the power of the Self when constructing the Other. The Self believes
and needs his/her construction of the Other to be true, and so sets about describing it as
such.

Links between the Subjective and Objective Constructions ofMtiori
There is a marked difference between the belligerence of the travellers' tales and the, at
times, intricate descriptions of Maori practices by anthropologists. Yet, ignorance and
cultural arrogance fashioned both. Compare Polack's (1840) offensive and overly
simplistic sketch of teka (see earlier) with Best's (1976) narrative and conclusions.
In the old Maui myths, the hero Maui-potiki uses the bodies of his brothers in
place of an earthen mound, from which to cause the dart to glance off, and hence
the hollow along the backbone of man ... This curious conceit enters into the
story of Whare-matangi. In this fine old legendary tale, Uru-te-kakara, daughter
of Raumati, marries one Ngarue, of Taranaki (p. 62 - 3)

4

I italicise here to indicate my aversion to the description of Maori culture under the European categorisation
of 'pastimes.'
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In this legend, as told by Best (1976), Ngarue leaves his wife's home at Awakino after
being jeered by his wife's family. He implores his wife to name their son Wharematangi in memory of his father's comfortless cold and windy hut. He also asks his
wife to tell their son to seek him by looking to the lone peak of Taranaki, and to trace
him by casting his dart. Consequently, Whare-matangi' s mother urged him to practice
the art of dart throwing. When Whare became a young man, an organised competition
(hui whakataetae) took place. The lads met at the marae teka or marae toro teka, or
papa pere (names for the carefully prepared ground and venue where dart throwing was
practised). Whare won the event, but was jeered because of his father's ignominy, and
because of the unavenged and ignoble death of his grandfather Raumati at the hands of
Te Arawa. To aid Whare in finding his father, his mother took him to a lookout where
they could see the Taranaki peak. Whare's mother instructed him to bounce the dart off
her back, for only with the aid of the female element could he succeed. Whare cast the
dart and it flew through space. He found the dart in TIrau, and cast it again and it
landed in Otara. Eventually, Whare cast the dart for the final time and it landed at
Huirua, the home of Ngahure, Seeing the dart, Ngahure realised his son would soon
arrive and readied himself (Best, 1976, pp. 63 - 7). Best considered this story to
embody "the element of the marvellous beloved of uncultured man" (p. 67).

While Best does provides an insight to Maori culture, his conclusions are more
insidious than accounts by missionaries and travellers because they are supposedly
validated by scientific methods. The story of Whare-matangi demonstrates how Maori
used physical practices and the narratives that accompanied them, to pass on multiple
cultural concepts. The story communicates utu, kawa, mana tangata and the power and
importance of women, whiinau, and land. Yet Best maintains that this narrative is a
pure myth, fine old legendary tale and thus places it in pre-historical terms. By
referring to teka and its associated cultural context as an "element of the marvellous
beloved of uncultured man," Best infers Maori culture lacks sophistication and derived
from the fantastical imagination of a child. In other words, Maori thought and opinion
are beneath serious philosophical consideration.

While Best provides the most complete written description of Maori physical activities
in Games and Pastimes of the Maori (1925), it also suffers many of the same shortfalls
and deficiencies. Indeed, Best was one of "those observers of indigenous [sic] peoples
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whose interest was of a more 'scientific' nature" and was thus "far more dangerous"
than accounts by early European observers "in that they had theories to prove, evidence
and data to gather and specific languages by which they could classify and describe the
indigenous world" (Smith, 1999, p. 82).

Anthropology and Miiori Physical Activity
In the eighteenth century, the dominant mode was "ethnography as allegory ,"
centring around the key concept of utopianism in which the "noble savage"
played his ennobling role as a therapeutic image. In the nineteenth century, the
"savage" was no longer noble, she was either "fallen," in the continuing biblical
allegory, or a figure of therapeutic irony-a minatory Satanic finger, or an instance
of the primordial "primitive," a "living fossil" signifying past imperfection
healed by time in the emerging evolution. In the twentieth century, the "savage"
was no longer even "primitive." She was only "data" and "evidence," the critical
disproving instance in the positivist rhetoric of political liberalism. (Tyler, 1986,
p.127)

The eighteenth century notion of the primitive Other was based upon the idea of the
Great Chain of Being, the belief that god had created all living things and organised
them into a hierarchy of existence (Miles, 1989).

As the nineteenth century

approached, positivist theories of the progress of humankind and corresponding
theories of evolution abounded throughout Europe, replacing Enlightenment ideals
based on egalitarianism and humanity. Evolutionism provided scientific theory to
support the fragmentation of the human continuum into a hierarchy of races. Biopower
legitimated the right to rule over another, whilst permitting the colonisers to kill. A
civilised state simply could not kill without theories of evolutionism and racism.

Accordingly, anthropology emerged as a discipline focusing on the heterogeneity of
human development rather than ideals of homogeneity propounded by Enlightenment
thinkers. Anthropology stratified the primitivism: "race took on meaning not as a
measure of aesthetic differences but as a way to rank human worth as well as a
collective expression of fears and myths about dark-skinned people, with blacks the
lowest rung on the ladder of civilization" (Entine, 2000, p. 121).

Colonialism made social anthropology possible and anthropology made colonialism
possible. Prior to colonisation, barbarism rendered the Other's philosophy superfluous
because it lay in the realm of myths and could not inform future society. The Other
could, however, inform the Self about its savage past, whilst concurrently justifying the
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totalising human project. That is, the barbaric nature of the Other verified Europe's
progress towards Self-fulfilment, and in so doing it justified its paternalistic role as
coloniser, as civiliser. Therefore, the history of the Other prior to the arrival of the Self
was located within the realms of anthropology, the story of the weaker Self and the
anti-being of the civilised Self.

In The Origin of Species by Means of Natural Selection (1859), Darwin outlined an
unprecedented scientific theory of human development. Darwin proposed that the
'fittest' of species and/or the strongest strains within a species would survive, while
those that could not advance in the changing environment would die out (i.e. natural
selection). As has been discussed, concepts of the half-human were common among
travellers prior to Darwinism. Nevertheless, evolutionism gave the half human concept
scientific validation. In short, provided the scientific link between cultured and
primitive being:
The idea of primitive social structure which crystallised in the late nineteenth
century was remarkably simple ... originally an organic whole. It then split into
two or more identical building blocks ... These social forms, no longer extant,
were preserved in the languages and in the ceremonies of primitive peoples.
After countless generations this system gave way to a form of society based on
territorial units, the family and private property, and eventually, the state ... For
the past 130 years social anthropologists have been engaged of this elementary
concept. (Kuper, 1988, p. 231)

Indigenous societies provided evidence of intermediary stages during the evolution of
the ape to civilised beings. Even before publication of The Origin of Species much of
the discourse centring around the radically declining Maori population.' often drew on
concepts similar to natural selection. For instance, in 1846 Dr. Isaac Featherston, a
surgeon and member of parliament, believed that: "a barbarous and coloured race must
inevitably die out by mere contact with the civilised white ... all we can do is to smooth
[the] pillow of the dying Maori race" (cited Durie, 1998, p. 30). Maori extinction was
considered as an unfortunate but natural phenomenon: "just as the Norwegian rat has
displaced the Maori rat, as introduced plants have displaced native plants, so the white
man will replace the Maori'' (Unknown, cited Durie, 1998, p. 30).

Maori population decline is said to be in between 40 and 90% of numbers prior to colonisation. The discrepancy
lies in the inaccuracy of various initial census figures, which places the pre- European Maori population somewhere
between 100,000 and 500,000 (for discussion - see Durie, 1998).

5
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The enduring stereotypes surrounding various Indigenous peoples were largely etched
prior to any discourse between anthropologists and the Indigenous people they
observed. Because many anthropologists based their research on evolutionary theory
(Salmond , 1983), they expected to find the primitive Self; barbarians whose culture
contrasted the developments of modern society. For Europeans, civilised society was
defined by high-intellect and rationality, the "territorial state," a "monogamous family,"
and "private property;" primitive society was preconceived as "nomadic, ordered by
blood ties, sexually promiscuous and communist... illogical and given to magic"
(Kuper, 1988, p. 5).

In the New Zealand context, Salmond (1983) believes that anthropology implicitly and
explicitly drew upon theories of evolutionary hierarchy that delineated Maori culture as
primitive. Smith (1999) concurs. She argues that anthropology was the most insidious
of all Western branches of learning:
Of all the disciplines, anthropology is the one most closely associated with the
study of the Other and within the defining of primitivism... The ethnographic
gaze of anthropology has collected, classified and represented other cultures to
the extent that anthropologists are often the academics popularly perceived by the
indigenous [sic] world as the epitome of all that it is bad with academics. (pp. 66
- 7)

Thus, under the validating guise of science, anthropology proved the stereotypes first
conceived by early travellers and missionaries. The Pakeha anthropologist Beaglehole
(1937), in discussing anthropological conclusions drawn about Maori, demonstrates his
overwhelming confidence in the inherent truth of Western science:
The study of cultural change is scientifically a valid one. It is scientific because
it utilises anthropological techniques. It is valid because it throws light on the
process of cultural dynamics, whether sociological or psychological. It is of
practical value because ... only in terms of its history can a present culture be
understood. (p. 158)

Anthropological reconstructions of traditional Maori society have had a severe impact
on the subsequent images of Maori represented through dominant discourses (Salmond,
1983; Smith, 1999). The overarching representation of tikanga Mtiori as "easy to
decipher," "pre-philosophical" (p. 309) and underpinned by "deceptions and delusions"
(Salmond, 1983, p. 310) has a chameleon rationality. In one instance, Maori behaviour
that resembled European action was described as poorly performed; a primitive version
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of the Self's capabilities. Yet when the Self failed to understand behaviour or, more
importantly, failed to find a corresponding version in their own culture, that behaviour
was depicted as the wonderful imaginations of a confused child. The essential point
here is that unique Maori philosophies were written off because they had no matching
representation in the Self's re-construction of themselves as primitive. As evidence of
evolutionary theory, Maori were the primitive Self - the simplified version of the
civilised Self - and had to be constructed as such. Maori behaviour that could not be
linked to the evolved Self was discarded as delusional.

Best (1976) consistently dismissed Maori perceptions of physical activity or pastimes
and rendered them meaningless. For example, in the "peculiar jingles" associated with
ti rakau, "too many of the expressions our native friends can assign no meaning - if

they ever had any meaning" (p. 33). In one instance, Best deemed the meaning of a
phrase recited by a child during a game of tutukai as nonsensical or a "senseless
effusion" because he could not decipher or translate it. Interestingly, Karetu (1993)
puts the term effusion in its cultural context:
There were observers who appear to have had a serious interest in the haka and
its social function, but there is still a prudish, if not prurient, obsession with the
'indecent' and the 'immodest'. One could conclude that these adjectives emanate
from a Christian and Victorian perspective. Haka run the whole gamut of human
experience and those topics that one culture might find offensive ,or lewd are not
so in another. Many of the anthropologists... when confronted with a lyric
considered, from their standpoint, to be indecent, would not translate it but would
refer to the words as an 'effusion.' (p. 33)

Thus, instead of acknowledging the unseemly nature of Maori culture or, rather, the
unseemly nature of an earlier version of themselves, many commentators chose to
define these observations as senseless or absurd. Ironically, those scientists who
deemed Maori culture meaningless because it did not conform to reconstructions of
themselves, violated their own cardinal tenets of scientific objectivity. Indeed, the
function of objectivity was to access information to aid in the reconstruction of the Self
and to represent this creation as valid.

As stated earlier, Best (1976) compiled the most complete written account of Maori
physical activities and pastimes. As one of New Zealand's most eminent and highly
regarded anthropologists, Best's depictions of Maori carried potential dangers. Best's
research fragmented Maori ways of perceiving their world. For as Horton (1971)
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suggests, "the quest for explanatory theory is basically the quest for unity underlying
apparent diversity; for simplicity underlying apparent complexity; for order underlying
apparent disorder; for regularity underlying apparent anomaly" (p. 209).

The European context meant that early European observers interpreted various essential
Maori systems of social interaction as pastimes or a means to "wile away his evenings
and idle days" (Best, 1976, p. 13). As McGregor and McMath (1993) put it, "the
cognitive cultural baggage associated with the concept of leisure, led Europeans to
define Maori lifestyles consistent with categories with which they were already
familiar, instead of developing new categories for the behaviours they observed" (p.
45). In reality, Maori drew little distinction between work and leisure in Pakeha terms
(Matunga, 1995).

The method with which Best (1976) masses all Maori physical activity practices under
the general heading, Games and Pastimes of the Maori, instantly undercuts Maori
understandings of their world. Many of the practices depicted simply do not fit the
Pakeha notion of a game or pastime. Furthermore, the rationale for Best's system of
classification was to categorise Maori activities according to British classifications at
the time. Indeed, even Best (1976) admits that his classification system is "arbitrary"
(p. 23). His categories include "Military Exercises," "Aquatic Games," "Games
requiring Agility or Manual Dexterity," "Games and Pastimes requiring Calculation,
Mental Alertness or Memorising Powers," and "Games and Pastimes of Children."

The complex Other had to be represented as the simple primitive Self. Classifications
that denigrated Maori understandings of the world were part of an imperial system of
fragmentation (Smith, 1999). The breaking down of Maori life into sections, subsections and categories that aligned with European ways of perceiving the world, was
the most significant violation of Maori knowledge.

Crucially, European

compartmentalisation of tikanga Maori formalised the Other as the Self's temporally
distant barbaric Self-image. Valid scientific classifications of Maori culture enclosed
Maori within the world of the simple Self. Tikanga Maori was distorted to fit these
classifications. If Maori behaviour did not equate with the Self's reconstruction of
themselves as primitive beings, it was simply labelled fantastical, childlike or
delusional. Salmond (1983) claims there was an "absence of any serious attempt to
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discover how Maori material could be ordered in Maori ways ... it answers the Western
demand for orderly descriptions of "areas" of life, but it also cuts across tribal ways of
understanding the past... [which] are organised along very different lines" (p. 318).

For instance, Best's placement of manu tukutuku (kite flying) along with tobogganing,
swinging, skipping, and the like, in the chapter, "Games and Pastimes of Children" is
nonsensical given the centrality of kites in Maori life. As Best himself notes,
kites were given special names, in many cases the names of ancestors of the
owners. It would also appear that, at least in some cases, special names were
assigned to the cords by which such kites were flown. Many such names of kites
and their cords, of former generations, have been preserved by oral tradition ...
Te Matorohanga, of Wai-rarapa, repeated a list of forty such names that had been
preserved by the tribal whare wananga... some of these names were those of
kites (manu pakau) made at Hawaiki, prior to the settlement of Maori in New
Zealand. (p. 131)

Maori do not assign names of their tiipuna to things lightly. While children did play
with kites of lesser significance, this fact only serves to highlight the ineptness of Best's
system of classification. Although kites were flown by adults and children alike, Best
classifies them under Children's Games, demonstrating, firstly, that he neither
understood or wanted to understand how Maori conceived their world, and secondly, he
fragmented the Maori world to resemble, as closely as it could, his European world.
Herein lies the problem of Pakeha classifications of things Maori. While kite flying
may have been a child's pastime in early twentieth century England, that was certainly
not the case for Maori prior to colonisation.

But this fact was irrelevant to

anthropologists; what was important was constructing the Other in a lesser evolved
state than the Self.

As this example of manu tukutuku indicates, Maori did not frame their behaviours
according to Pakeha customs. Similarly, in the 1920s, when Best first published his
book, Europeans viewed death and pastimes as opposites, yet in Maori society piitaka
ttikiri, moari and other Maori physical practices, were used in the contexts of both

death and leisure. Best (1976) himself gives an example:
When a clan had been defeated in battle, and visitors came to condole with them,
all assembled on the plaza of the village, and there chanted the lament of the
dead. At the conclusion of each couplet of the song, many tops were spun, and
these wailing tops helped to avenge the defeat, as the Maori puts it. (p. 161)
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More than likely, it was the association of potaka takiri with breath that was of
importance, rather than the contexts in which they were used. For as Best (1976) notes,
"The humming tops that remained spinning for a considerable time were said to possess
a long breath, which was considered desirable" (p. 157). Thus, while the rituals of
death excluded leisure in the Pakeha, in the Ngai Tiihoe world no such limitations
existed. Unfortunately, and for no apparent reason, other than humming tops were a
child's game in Europe at the time, Best (1976) categorises humming tops as a "game
and pastimes for children." Again, while potaka tdkiri was a game played by children
and adults alike, they also had a far more serious function.

Best (1976) relays another example of the misunderstood entanglement of death and
European pastimes when two moari were erected following the killing of several of the
Tawhaki clan by the Urewera hapii. The ensuing story led Best (1976) to discover
another "extraordinary mental processes of uncultured people:"
Its members [the Tawhaki hapu] decided to equalise matters by means of one of
those singular procedures that mark the Maori character, and which puzzle the
European enquirer. Said old Piatini:- "Our people were much concerned over
this matter. The death of their relatives grieved them. Then the desire grew, and
from the desire sprang the thought: we would avenge that disaster. Tu-kairangi,
chief of the clan Tawhaki rose, and erected those two Moari, Tama-te-ngaro, and
Tara-kai-korukoru. Then was composed a song to be chanted by the swingers
when whirling round the staffs. And this would be the revenge for the death of
our friends. No! Of course it was not blood vengeance, or even a real equivalent
for our loss; it was simply to dispel our grief and end the brooding over the
trouble, hence it was looked upon as avenging or equalising matters. (pp. 51 - 2)

Best (1976), however, took little heed of what these different behaviours meant to
Maori because he judged Maori to be Stone Age, as this exert attests:
These performances may be viewed as connected with mourning for the dead,
and in such observances the Maori indulged in actions quite foreign to us.
Primitive man connected dancing and chanting with all his more important
functions, and these customs have come down through the changing ages to
neolithic Maori, who mourns for his dead with singing, wailing, much weeping,
and certain forms of haka. (p. 52)

The manu atukutuku, potaka tdkiri, and moari examples, highlight the way practices
were taken by anthropologists from their appropriate context and made to fit a
European arrangement. The examples demonstrate, firstly, how Maori knowledge was
broken down into categories recognisably European and, thus, Maori were created as
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the Neolithic Self. Secondly, how the lack of comprehension of the Maori world made
it necessary for anthropologists to define Maori as in a state of childlike delusion,
which would evaporate once they evolved into the civilised adult. The representation
of such rhetoric into prevalent forms of media is discussed briefly in the following
section of this chapter, and in depth in ensuing chapters.

A Genealogy of Misrepresenting Miiori
In the preceding sections, I largely recounted descriptions of Maori physical activity by
early European observers and anthropologists, to demonstrate the representation of
Maori as an inherently savage and, therefore, physical, unintellectual and prephilosophical people. Underpinning this construction was the classification of Maori as
the primitive Self. The intent of the next section is too briefly discuss the genealogy of
these representations of Maori within dominant discourses, by again employing
knowledge created within the sport/physical education area. The section serves as an
introduction to the following two chapters where I examine how the image of the
savage Maori is perpetuated into educational policy and practices, and employed to
constrain Maori,

Whether unwittingly or not, the early European travellers and missionaries sowed the
seeds of the genealogy that represented Maori as inherently savage. Over time this
genealogy has mutated, like a chameleon, to reflect the context. Smith (1999) points
out that these early accounts are accepted as authentic depictions of Maori life and have
been ingrained "in the language and attitudes of non-indigenous [sic] people towards
indigenous peoples" (p. 79). Smith (1999) elaborates on the significance of such
correspondence to both Maori and Pakeha alike:
There were a number of books published in the nineteenth century which told the
stories of life in the New Zealand colony and of contact with Maori through the
eyes of British colonizts ... their encounters with 'real life savages' continually
fed the imaginations of people 'back home' ... new migrants set off for their own
adventures in the colonies armed with all their newly acquired misinformation (p.

82)

Smith (1999) believes that imperialism contains a collective memory that aids in the representation of the Other, "perpetuated through the ways in which knowledge about
indigenous [sic] peoples was collected, classified and then represented in various ways
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back to the West, and then, through the eyes of the West, back to those who have been
colonised" (pp. 1 - 2).

Similarly, Keenan (1995) suggests that impressions of Maori in a local context soon
informed generalised perceptions of Maori;
The years of first contact saw many European visitors writing about Maori
communities ... The differences that appeared in such writings largely reflected
the influence of local factors. However, such disparate local impressions very
easily became uniform national representations. (p. 54)

A common representation is of the aggressive, if not savagely violent, Maori male.
This stereotype is a classic example of a discourse initiated in the earliest days of
colonisation, and perpetuated thence forth. The roots of such dialogue can be seen in
early accounts, such as those by Able Tasman, whose encounters with Maori were not
happy and "infiltrated into the general consciousness of Europeans as travellers' tales.
Maori were represented as savages ... [giving] Maori a bloodthirsty reputation in
Europe" (Smith, 1999, p. 80).

Smith (1999) discusses the regeneration of the

aggressive Maori stereotype in relation to two apparent myths: '
This 'myth' says that the main group of Maori people arrived in New Zealand in
about 1300 AD in a Great Fleet of canoes. Elsdon Best was a supporter of the
idea that there were some Maori whose origin was more 'Melanesian' and who,
as a people, must have been conquered and assimilated by the more aggressive
Maori of Polynesian ancestry. This belief reinforced the second major myth of
the Moriori. This 'myth' says that there was a more peaceful group of people in
New Zealand before the Maori arrived and because Maori were naturally more
aggressive they conquered and wiped out the Moriori. The power of these two
'myths' lies partly in the fact they have shaped the understandings about Maori
of generations of both indigenous [sic] and non-indigenous [sic] school children,
and partly in that they have also shaped academic discourses on Maori by
scholars. (p. 87)

The myth that Maori were aggressive colonists, helped justify European colonial
practices. Today images of the aggressive Maori male are reinforced daily through
images of Maori men in the popular media. Maori men are depicted as the "primitive
savage warrior, the immoral sexual predator, the naive comical simpleton, the
spiritual/irrational environmentally-aware tribesperson" (Wall, 1997, p. 41). The
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"quintessential Maori" is epitomised by Jake Heke the violent, simple character in the
film Once Were Warriors. 6

The icon of the barbaric Maori is ubiquitous within the dominant dialogue. For
example, kapa haka remains a spectacle of Maori culture that fulfils certain stereotypes
prevalent in dominant discourses. The observance of the whetero cpiikana, and other
practices in kapa haka, outside the appropriate cultural context, confirms for many New
Zealanders the savagery of Maori culture. Consequently, when observing haka, some
people choose to see heathens, rolling their eyes and sticking their tongues out.

As discussed earlier, anthropological re-presentations of Maori were, and are, regarded
by Maori as having more oppressive power than early anecdotal literature.
Anthropological accounts carry the power of scientific validity falsely presented as
inherent to the rigours of positivist science. As a result, Best's portrayal of Maori
cultural practices have been consistently used as a reference point for distinguishing
traditional Maori culture.

Deed (1977), for example, in his book Maori Games, believes that "Elsdon Best's great
monograph is probably the best authority on the subject of Maori games and pastimes"
(p.5). Deed (1977) re-presents a series of photos of naked Maori children who adorn
the author's glossy narrative and who were apparently typical of Maori children at
leisure in pre-European times, "the village of my tribe, the cool and green bush with its
secret places, the sparkling lakes and streams, the sandy beaches - these are our
playgrounds" (p. 8). Here, Deed re-constructs the romantic image of the noble savage
child - content in the simplicity of his/her uncorrupted life. Similarly, Armstrong
(1986), who also references Best, describes a becoming scene in the whare tapere - the
house of amusement: " In the summertime the village marae served as a whare tiipere
and as darkness fell pitch pine torches would be lit and cast their fiery glare over the
merry scene" (p. 32).

6

Once Were Warriors is a controversial New Zealand film that received large box-officesuccess around the world.
Controversial becauseof its portrayal of Maori as barbaric, unintelligent and violent.
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Deed (1977) describes just 17 physical activities partaken in by Maori children. The
following excerpt demonstrates the simplification and misrepresentation of Maori
culture painted to both Maori and Pakeha children in mainstream discourses:
The games that we boys play teach us how to be warriors. In one game we stand
in two long rows and a stick is thrown back and forth between us. Any boy who
misses the stick when it is thrown to him has to retire until only the winner is left.
This teaches us to catch spears thrown in a battle. (p. 30)

Deed is quite correct when he states that stick games helped improve dexterity for
battle. But his understanding of why Maori played such stick games is flawed. This
particular game taught hand-eye coordination and concentration - not how to catch
spears thrown in battle! Furthermore, this particular variation of tf riikau (of which
there are many) is said to have been played in intervals over months because of the
tireless dexterity of the competitors (White, 1887). Deed acknowledges Best as the
authority in this field, yet he ignores Best's understanding of spear throwing,
Spear throwing was not practised so much by the Maori of New Zealand as it
was by some other branches of the race in Polynesia. The Maori certainly used
throwing spears, but not as a common usage in fighting, he preferred a hand to
hand struggle, hence spear throwing was not looked upon as so important an
exercise as those pertaining to the thrusting spear, the taiaha, the patu, etc. (1976,
p.25)

While Best offers a far more complex account of Maori 'Games' than Deed, it may
have been Best's constant reference to Maori as uncultured, uncivilised, and childlike
that most impressed on Deed. The latter guilefully concludes his book with what he
proposes as a Maori saying, "Let the white hair remain here, let the black hair get up
and go, but hold fast always to the words of your ancestors" (p. 58). Here Deed
imploring Maori children (and others) to heed his words, because they have been
authentically reconstructed from those of tiipuna; a classic example of the dominant
group's power and arrogance to construct the Other based on their own misinformed,
ignorant and ultimately dangerous beliefs.

In similar vein, Armstrong (1964) gives a brief representation of Maori physical
activity that contains many of the misrepresentations discussed:
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The sudden, tremendous upheaval of traditional ways caused by Pakeha
civilisation brought to an abrupt end the old leisured life. As the Maoris began to
cope-hesitantly at first and then with increasing confidence-with the demands
imposed on them by the sudden impact of a new language and alien social and
cultural usages, they also abandoned most of their ancient pastimes and
amusements. (p. 31)

Of particular interest here is Armstrong's (1964) reference to the old leisured life - an
unconscious if not conscious referral to a South-Seas paradise. Also of note is his
description of Pakeha immigration as the arrival of civilisation and the end of
traditional and ancient practices. Armstrong's perception of traditional Maori society
demonstrates the discursive effect early misrepresentations of Maori had on future
representations.

In the above excerpt, Armstrong (1964) describes Maori abandonment without
reference to colonial besiegement and appropriation. Another legacy from early
observers and anthropologists is the belief that Pakeha must preserve Maori culture
from its wilful abandonment. This conviction gave Pakeha the power to take some if
not entire ownership of Maori practices and led to the stereotyping of Maori as the
'throwaway culture.' For those who subscribe to this stereotype, it also allows a
bludgeoning of conscience, in that it infers Maori have nobody else to blame for the
loss of their culture but themselves.

Collecting and rescuing Maori artefacts continued well into the twentieth century, and
such concepts were at times divvied out by people of power and influence, such as
Phillip Smithells:
My colleagues on the Physical Education staff of the Education Department did
an excellent job of collecting many of these games from places where they were
still to be found and in some cases it can be said as a certainty, that they rescued
games which were fast disappearing from our culture which by now might have
. been lost entirely. I can think, for instance, of a particular variety of the stick
game which one of the organisers of physical education, herself part Maori,
discovered in a little school called Kokaho near Waikaremoana. (Smithells
papers, p. 3)

Philip Smithells, position, role and depictions of Maori culture will be discussed in
more depth in the next chapter.

The above exert serves only to highlight the

supercilious nature of some Pakeha in believing that Maori culture needed to be rescued
- a notion that assumed Maori did not have their own methods of preservation. It also
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presumed Maori wanted that aspect of their culture saved.

The latter of these

assumptions comes from a perception of Maori culture as an entity that ceased growing
with the arrival of Europeans. While growing so-called civilised cultures never lament
the loss of their own practices (eg. the 'hoo-la-hoop'), stagnant and barbaric cultures
are deemed worthy of preservation because they are evidence of the pre-historical Self
(the notion of 'traditional' Maori culture will be discussed in depth in Chapter 7).

With the onset of colonial assimilation policies Maori cultural practices declined. In
part, Maori were prohibited and dissuaded from participating in many of their physical
activities (discussed in depth in the following chapter). Although some chose, in the
face of adversity, to allow certain aspects of their culture to recede. Nevertheless,
Maori were able to retain and, develop many aspects of their culture using their own
mechanisms of preservation. Consequently, what we see in contemporary society today
are not traditions of a foregone era, but rather practices of a growing culture.
Armstrong (1964) and Phillip Smithells both make reference to taiaha as a dying
practice and they assumed Maori were going to let this happen. Yet, taiaha is an
example where Maori, even under adverse conditions, had the facilities to protect their
culture.

The descriptions of Maori as animal-like, barbaric, childlike, violent, aggressive and
prehistoric are related under what could be summed up as the discursive inherently
savage genealogical representation of Maori, The representation of Maori as savage is
inherent because it stems from biological as opposed to cultural racism; it is
genealogical because it has a whakapapa or strong historical ties with past
representations; and it is discursive because it can cross many different borders and
mutate itself to mean seemingly opposite things whilst holding on to the same tenets.
Furthermore, the limiting images of Maori are just as powerful if not more powerful
than when they originated, because they operate largely at the unconscious level for
Pakeha at least. In the following chapters, I attempt to demonstrate how, firstly, the
overt misappropriation of power in limiting Maori access to education, and secondly,
the more covert Neo-colonial era, where emancipatory rhetoric masks, continued the
misrepresentation of tikanga Mtiori.
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CHAPTER THREE
NGA MAHI WHAKAPAKARI TINANA A TE MAOR]

THE 'PHYSICAL' EDUCATION OF MAORI

In this chapter and the next, I demonstrate how New Zealand education in general, and
physical education in particular, oppressed Maori, I outline how the representation of
Maori as a race who needed to be civilised initially justified their education, while
concurrently divorcing young Maori students from their culture, preventing access to
academic qualifications, vindicating a racist curriculum and perpetuating a false
consciousness in Pakeha students. In essence, the education system applied false
constructions of Maori to limit them to a 'physical' education; simultaneously it denied
Pakeha knowledge of Maori culture by deeming it invalid.

The genealogy of representing the Other as savage, began in Europe, later transferring
to colonial settings, where it was perpetuated through traveller accounts and validated
by anthropology. Later, it mutated in the New Zealand educational system to debilitate
Maori competitiveness in the non-manual workforce. The following shows that Maori
were decreed a limited form of education that channelled them into non-academic areas.
In so doing, Maori were blockaded access to intellectual qualifications and subsequent
white-collar employment.

I begin by examining missionary education, followed by discussions on how stereotypes
of Maori permeated early colonial educational policy and curricula, how the structures
of power in early colonial education sowed the seeds for future treatment of Maori in
State education, the advent and effects of Native Schools, the deficit theories of the
1960s, and the development of the neo-colonial era with its supposed policies of
empowerment. I also scrutinise the mis-notion that suggests physical educationalists
have had a historically strong relationship with Maori,
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Setting the Scene
The writer commodifies [them] so that [they] can be exploited more effectively
by the administrator. Exploitation is the reality behind the rhetoric. The rhetoric
offers an overt benevolent ambition for colonialism: to 'civilise' the savage,
while the covert, malevolent purpose of colonialism is to exploit the colony's
natural resources. (Mangan, 1993: a, p. 9)

Any sense of humanitarian ideals for colonising New Zealand that may have initially
existed soon evaporated (not in the least because of the fragmentation of Maori culture
by anthropologists).

Economic pressure to usurp land and human resources, an

ungrounded moral superiority that prevented settlers valuing Maori perceptions,
scientific racism and Maori resistance to assimilation, quickly quelled settler empathy
towards Maori. Accordingly, New Zealand state education, initially founded on a
humanitarian philosophy, was quickly enveloped by racist policy.

The process of colonisation shaped New Zealand's educational policy (Simon, 1990;
Smith, 1999). As already discussed, the biological racism that preceded colonisation
pre-empted perceptions of Maori, Consequently, impetuous but ultimately defining
accounts of Maori by early travellers and missionaries dominated initial settler
discourses and in turn reinforced colonial motives for educating the Indigenous
inhabitants. As Mangan (1993: a) puts it: "ideology shaped the fiction and fiction, in
turn, formed the ideology" (p. 10).

Initially, British liberals and humanitarians, guided by Enlightenment thinking and
cognisant of atrocities that occurred in other lands, demanded that colonialism in New
Zealand proceed in accordance with humanitarian philosophy and practice. In essence:
"the rulers could not afford to be moral cripples" (Mangan, 1993: a, p. 10). The
depiction of Maori as barbaric, and hence in need of civilisation, was a necessary
discourse to justify policies of control and assimilation through education. Early settlers
portrayed education as an evangelical duty to civilise Maori, The advancement of Maori
from their heathen culture and into modern civilisation, therefore, stemmed from a
"contrived moral doctrine" that in turn founded educational policy (Mangan, 1993: a, p.
11).

Settlers saw the education of Maori as their humanitarian duty, while missionaries
justified it as god's work. For the settlers and the embryonic New Zealand government,
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at least, such civilising justifications were a smokescreen for capital gain (Smith, 1999).
It was hoped the product of educating Maori would avoid what would ultimately occur
if all else failed - extermination!

Assimilation through education was seen as a

desirable alternative to force to overcome Maori resistance, but only because it would
appease liberals and humanitarians in Britain. Education of Maori, therefore, was
politically rather than morally motivated; the rhetoric though, represented Maori as
children who, given a chance, would blossom into adulthood.

Missionary Education
From being direct descendants of sky and earth parents, Christianity positioned
some of us as higher-order savages who deserved salvation in order that we could
become children of God. (Smith, 1999, p. 33)

In 1808, Samuel Marsden recommended the construction of missionary schools for "a
nation who have derived no advantages hitherto either from commerce or the Arts of
Civilisation, and therefore must be in a State of Heathen Darkness and Ignorance, in
which every nation must unavoidably be, who has no connection with the Civil
Religious and Commercial part of Mankind" (Cited in Harvard-Williams, 1961, p. 115).
Thus, guided by righteous intent the first missionaries, led by Marsden, arrived in 1814
to replace Maori cultural institutions with civilised European faculties, and to
subsequently absorb Maori into the European population (Simon, 1990). The first
mission school opened in 1816 at Rangihoua in the Bay of Islands (Ka'ai-Oldman,
1980).

Marsden's assimilation philosophy encouraged Maori to adopt European

customary, moral and commercial practices as a "fitting preparation for receiving the
Christian gospel" (Simon, 1990, p. 51).

Most missionaries deplored Maori values, attitudes and perceptions, and attempted to
invalidate Maori views of the world by interrupting the flow of tikanga from one
generation to the next. Missionary education imposed on Maori an alternative way of
understanding the world. For example, missionary intervention drastically changed
children's play. Missionaries frowned upon play although they accepted it as a respite
from the classroom (McGregor & McMath, 1993). For Maori, such an approach:

undermined the important role of children's games as preparation for adult life ...
play often meant the acquisition of skills that could mean the difference between
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life and death of not only the individual, but more importantly, the community.
'Play' while being fun was serious stuff. (McGregor & McMath, 1993, p. 46)

Even today, Maori recognise the importance of play in preparation for life. Maori
children, Pere (1991) says, "are encouraged to participate in challenging tasks, games
and exercises as soon as possible. Maori hand games, stick games, and posture dances
are known across the world" (p. 24).

Sutton Smith (1951) recognises the detrimental impact that missionaries had on Maori
games. According to Sutton Smith, the games that still existed by the mid twentieth
century only remained because they paralleled European games. While many Maori
games were banned outright, missionaries showed more lenience towards "pastimes that
they recognised as the pastimes of 'civilised' , and not just 'heathen' children" (p. 319).
Thus Maori children were explicitly encouraged to continue playing games that were
"intelligible to the European way of life" (p. 319). In the late 1940s, Sutton Smith
found that games such as knucklebones, stilts, whip tops, and string games sparsely
remained in some Maori communities and that they all had "counterparts in the
unorganised play of Pakeha children" (p. 319).

Armstrong (1986) describes, in a retroactive article, the "abandonment" of Maori games
as a natural occurrence of a race similar, but more primitive in their practices, to
Europeans: "the majority of pre-European Maori games were the same as those which
Pakeha children have played since time immemorial ... when the white man came to
New Zealand it was only a matter of time before the dominant culture began to take
over" (p. 7). In describing the rules enforced by early missionaries, a Maori elder paints
a different picture to the natural progression of subordination described by Armstrong:
"we were much puzzled about the new laws made for our people. We were not to spin
humming tops on Sunday" (cited Best, 1976, p. 15). The American voyager, Wilkes,
confirmed in 1839 the kaumiitua complaint: "social amusements are prohibited by
severe penalties, although the people are evidently fond of them" (1845, p. 175).

In 1845, the missionary William Brown, told of Maori dancing and singing but noted
with pride that "amongst the missionary natives they are entirely discontinued" (cited
Best, 1976, p.15). Karetu (1993) attests to the ,effect of missionary policy on haka,
suggesting many tribes performed them less as the influence of missionaries intensified.
Accordingly, as time elapsed haka became obsolete in some tribes. For example, one
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tribe had to be taught the haka by another so that they were able to host the 1934
Waitangi celebrations. Many tribes, however, "refused to let the missionaries dictate to
them so haka continued to thrive (Karetu, 1993, p. 35).

Some commentators criticised the missionaries but only because Maori activities were
rarely replaced by European games, and hence the perceived loss of opportunity to
assimilate. Dieffenbach (1843) illustrates this attitude: "their numerous dances, songs
and games were regarded as vices, and were not exchanged for others, but were given
up altogether. The missionaries, while abolishing the national dances and games, might
with safety [have] introduced those of England." (cited Best, 1976, p. 15). Best (1976)
condemned the missionaries actions as unwise but only because he did not perceive
these activities to be threatening or "any way harmful," rather they vented a "natural
desire for cheerful social intercourse" (p. 15).

While there was no official political sanction of missionary practices until 1847, neither
were they checked. British representatives viewed missionary education of Maori as a
cheap means to stave off ultimate military subjection (Mangan, 1993: a). Politicians
only officially approved the civilising doctrine of mission schools after Maori
acceptance of the missionary movement began to wane. Many Maori initially viewed
missionary settlements as a means to attaining certain skills (such as literacy)! necessary
to deal with Pakeha, Yet, Maori resistance (or 'apathy' as it was and is commonly
described) to mission schools grew as Maori became increasingly aware of missionary
repression. Furthermore, Maori realised that missionaries taught a constrictive (i.e.,
biblical) form of literacy that would hinder their negotiation capabilities with settlers
and the emerging government (Simon, 1990). The inability of missionaries to prepare
Maori for working in a Pakeha world can be seen in the words of Te Matenga, a
kaumiitua from the Bay of Islands: "we have been taught three things - reading, writing

and arithmetic. What we want is that education should be progressive... We want more
than these three things to enable our descendants to cope with the Europeans" (cited
Ward, 1974, p. 267).

1

See Judith Simon, for her discussion on Maori literacy in these early days. For a numberof years Maori literates
outnumberedEuropeans. There are several accounts of Maori learning to read and writeEnglish in a mere few
days. Of course such facts are largely unknown as they do not accedeto the dominant stereotypes of Maori,
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home environment. Throughout New Zealand's educational history, teacher attitudes
and educational policies have explained the cause of Maori scholastic underachievement as parental laziness or cultural deficiencies. Such explanations cloaked the
reality of oppressive educational policies towards Maori, Resistance to assimilation
prompted the government to subsidise mission schools, and to take responsibility for the
education/assimilation of Maori, The following section examines the initial and telling
influence of State education on the oppression of Maori.

The Genealogy of State Education
The roots of New Zealand State education began long before 1840, within a system
unrelated to Maori, According to Too (1998), education has a "lineage and inheritance"
that requires past epistemology to inform the present (p. 3). Western pedagogy was
founded upon the classical Greek learning system where the ideal person, "democratic,
inquiring, original," was now as then the "antitype of the barbarian" (Too, 1998, p. 4)
and, therefore, by an aristocratic tenet where "fathers educated their sons to rule" (p. 9).
Thus education was to be a preserve of the civilised ruling class; heathens would remain
constricted by their limited intellectuality and better suited to manual pursuits.

Colonisation imposed Western systems of education that were informed by classical
Greek education. Colonial education needed an "authoritative and exemplary past...
[that could] be used to make sense of the present and to guide future policy making and
action" (Cartledge, 1998, p. 24). That is, the higher moral ground of British education,
stemming from and supposedly imbued within a classical Greek education, became the
benchmark for New Zealand's emerging educational policy, while miitauranga Miiori
(or any savage epistemology) was the antithesis. Maori, who had no affinity with, for
example, school emblems endowed with Greek mottos of morality also had no claim to
its inheritance and were, consequently, delineated as history-less outsiders in an
education system located on the their and their ancestors' whenua.

Until the mid 1860s, almost exclusively missionaries provided Maori with European
forms of education. Parliamentarians who debated the Native Schools Act (1867)
clearly feared that Maori who were not educated, were more likely to revolt against
colonial practices; hence, the sanctioning of a ubiquitous education system. Henry
Carleton, the Under-Secretary of the Native Department insisted that "the traditional
Maori lifestyle could not be tolerated to continue ... things have now come to pass that it
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of Maori perceptions of the world from New Zealand education, while, initially at least,
Britain's educational system was applied with just cause.

From my perspective the most important factor that has shaped the New Zealand scene
was that Pakeha students were provided an education that led to a false consciousness
regarding the relevance of tikanga Miiori to them. McGeorge (1993) suggests that
throughout New Zealand's educational history many Pakeha have resented the inclusion
of tikanga Miiori in the syllabus, finding it "disconcerting and threatening" (p. 77).
Thus, Maori were presented access to those things decreed appropriate for them from
the Pakeha world and barred from others, such as academia. Pakeha children were
taught Maori culture was futile and dying. McGeorge (1993) believes Pakeha could not
comprehend that Maori culture was "valid" in the modem world; Maori culture merely
supplied "ethnographic curiosities" (p. 78). As a result, Pakeha children who were to
become the constructors of norms (i.e., what is acceptable/unacceptable,
normal/abnormal, valid/invalid) banned tikanga Miiori as relevant to them and their
generations to follow. Not surprisingly, tikanga Miiori received little or no respect in
mainstream culture, except as 'traditional' archaic practices or if those activities
perpetuated the representation of Maori as savage (e.g., sport, the Ka Mate haka, kapa

haka, the Maori Batallion).

According to Smith (1999), mainstream books have typically marginalised Maori so
that "we do not see ourselves ... [or] barely recognise ourselves when we do" (p. 35).
While many Maori pay little credence to such books, generations of Pakeha have been
fooled into believing kaupapa Miiori is irrelevant to the modem world. For example,
the steady decline in the Maori population that struggled to fight European diseases,
prompted James Pope in 1884, the first inspector of Native Schools, to write Health For
The Maori. While many would view this as a humanitarian effort, the lack of reference
to Maori practices of health deprived generations of New Zealanders valuable
knowledge in one foul swoop.

Simon (1990) explains: "the Native schools, in

presenting European knowledge on health as the only valid knowledge, simultaneously
condemned all Maori knowledge on health as invalid" (p. 94). It has only been in the
last few years, with the increasing public demand for non-conventional health care that
Maori medicinal knowledge has resurfaced.
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In New Zealand, the classical Greek education of "subjects, disciplines and syllabi as
sets or provinces of meaning" (Young, 1971, p. 27) undermined the holistic nature of

miitauranga Miiori. As a distinct subject physical education, for example, contrasts a
Maori holistic view of health and physical activity (Durie, 1994). Physical education,
along with every other academic discipline, took no heed of Maori philosophies or
practices. Initially, physical education in New Zealand (for the working classes at least)
was military based, yet it demonstrated no interest in the ingenious and tactical success
of Maori in the conflict against British troops (Belich, 1988). The attitude of physical
educationalists of this time demonstrates the state's unwavering dismissal of anything
Maori; Maori could not possibly offer anything to the modem world, especially if they
contradicted British notions of superiority.

New Zealand physical education was initially an extension of British philosophies, and
later drew from Australian and North American curricula (Burrows, 2000). The
Education Act of 1877 saw the advent of universal education in New Zealand, with
primary school education becoming "free, secular and compulsory" (Simon, 1990, p.
90). The act provided for physical training: "education boards were required to ...
appoint people with military experience" to train boys (Stothart, 1996, p. 7). However,
the unstated aim was the "production of a docile work force" (Burrows, 2000, p. 184).
Girls physical education in contrast was delimited by scientific and medical discourses
which "positioned girls' bodies as fragile, unhealthy and in need of remedial physical
therapy to ensure the survival of the race" (Burrows, 2000, p. 185).

While most Pakeha believe that traditional Maori society was male hegemonic, this was
simply not the case. Smith (1999) reminds us that travellers' tales largely informed
early settlers' perceptions of Maori women and that these were "constructed around
their own cultural views of gender and sexuality" (p. 8). Anthropological views added
scientific nous. For example, Elsdon Best suggests that "as in most other barbaric
lands, we find that women were looked upon here as being inferior to men" (1934, p.
93). Furthermore, settler interaction with Maori excluded discussion with women on
important matters: "relations were gendered, hierarchical and supported by rules"
(Smith, 1999, p. 26). Thus, while nineteenth century British perceptions viewed
females as fragile and in danger of loosing their child-bearing capacity if overly exerted,
Maori considered women strong and physically capable, and did not adhere to the
notions that women were biologically inferior to men. Indeed, Maori society viewed
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women as superior to men in many regards. Te Awekotuku (1991) recognises the
strength of Maori women and disputes the misconception that women were subordinate
to Maori men:

No one can deny that in the last two centuries Maori women have lost, or been
deprived of, economic, social, political, and spiritual power... Mana Wahine
Maori - reclaiming and celebrating what we have been, and what we will
become... its ultimate aim is a rediscovery and renaming of that essential strength
and harmony, that complimentary relationship between genders that may have
occurred on these islands two centuries past. (p. 10)

Representations of Maori culture as male hegemonic, demonstrate how the powerful
can misrepresent another's culture for their own ends. Physical education in New
Zealand added to this discourse by limiting what Maori women could do. It was but
one cog in an educational wheel that used knowledge as power to constrict Maori and
dupe Pakeha. In the discussions that follow, I will examine how educational policy
employed misrepresentations of traditional Maori life to justify the exclusion of Maori
from all facets of education.

The Savage Other in Education
British colonisation played an "enormous role in shaping today's perceptions of race"
(Mangan, 1993, p. i).

In the early nineteenth century, Maori were perceived as having

the capacity to eventually reach 'civilisation.' By the mid nineteenth Century, however,
Maori were considered a hindrance to the social and economic development of the new
colony. Accordingly, anthropological and other scientific findings were employed to
depict Maori as "inherently inferior" (Simon, 1990, p. 85). The change in attitude
J

occurred just before the civil Land Wars, precisely as settler impatience with Maori
resistance to land sales peaked. For example, Thompson (1859) and others used
craniometry to prove Maori were of inferior intelligence. Simon (1990) argues that the
application of biological evolution theory to explain power disparity between races
produced Social Darwinism. In the New Zealand context, Social Darwinism validated
claims that Maori were inferior to settlers: "British political and economic might...
[was] an indication of the 'survival of the fittest'" (Simon, 1990, p. 56).

Imperial education perpetuated the racial images of the early travellers and propagated
racist scientific theory. Its main purpose was "to appropriate attitudes of dominance
and deference ... to shape the ruled into patterns of proper subservience and 'legitimate'
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While embracing Maori as colonial subjects, the authorities actively removed tikanga

Miiori from the process of nationalisation. The writers of school journals and novelists
ransacked Maori culture to present the antitype of civilised society. Imperialistic
rhetoric demonstrated the virtues of being a British colonial subject. Early journals
demonstrated a hard won history based on bloodshed and valour. A perfect example is
The Story of the Union Jack: "It is only a small bit of bunting, It is only an old coloured
rag, Yet thousands have died for its honour, And shed their best blood for The Flag"

(N.Z. Education Department, 1908: b, p. 52). British history was the story of a "long
struggle to preserve ancient freedoms and of the clearer and clearer manifestation of the
British passion for liberty and justice... weaker races could count themselves lucky to
be under British rule" (McGeorge, 1993, p. 65).

Esland (1971) contests that dominant vocabularies mould the way groups of people
perceive each other, with the outcome being an interaction that stabilises "the taken for
granted world" (p. 81) of the dominant. Early depictions of both Maori and Pakeha
became "icons of representation" that mirrored the power relationship between the two,
and invariably led to "an appropriate vocabulary and a set of verbal images depicting
significant difference ... stylised figures rather than real people were created" (Mangan,
1993: a,

pp. 8-10).

Images of Maori in school texts around the turn of the twentieth century perpetuated
earlier sketches, that were in some cases over a 100 years old: "the power of past
images should not be underestimated.

They remain impressed on a culture as a

palimpsest shaping and colouring all the images that evolve at later dates" (Oilman,
1985, p. 239). Early school texts mostly regurgitated familiar travellers' tales. Thus,
Maori were represented as aggressive: "At last they saw the North Island ... Angry
brown men came rushing down with spears to drive them back" (N .Z. Education
Department, 1908: a, p. 135). The myth surrounding the Chatham Island Moriori
continued to appear in schoolbooks in the 1920s. Maori were depicted as a violent
people who savagely disposed of "a weaker, darker race" (McGeorge, 1993, p. 77).
McGeorge (1993) suggests that the same myth is still endures especially among
"redneck Pakeha's spluttering over Maori land claims" (p. 77).

Maori were also represented as naive, confused, or disobedient children: "Maoris were
very troublesome, and tried to steal anything to which they took a fancy" (N .Z.
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Maori were represented as grateful, law abiding and assimilated citizens within a
budding egalitarian society. The Imperial Readers, for example, explain the emerging
appreciativeness of the new age Maori, Maori students supposedly demonstrate the
submissive acceptance of the status quo that, from a colonist's perspective, had to be
imbued in the generations of Maori to follow:

The men of our race sometimes complain because the white people have taken
away so much of their land; but I am sure that our teacher is right when he tells us
that we have more land left than we can use. He says, too, that the white men
have given us peace and order, and a thousand blessings that we could never have
enjoyed but for their coming to settle among us. (Whitcombe and Tombs, 1899,
p.20)

The school journals increasingly described an egalitarian society in which Maori
neighbours had been assimilated: "we are accustomed to seeing Maoris sitting at tables
with Europeans, talking to them in the street and competing on equal terms in various
sports and occupations. The good Maori stands as high as the good Pakeha and the bad
Pakeha sinks as low as the bad Maori" (N.Z. Education Department, 1909: b, pp. 1156). Note the word various, meaning in some areas of life but not all!

The Inspector of Native schools, William Bird, believed that education for Maori should
"bring an untutored but intelligent and high-spirited people into line with our
civilisation.

Education gave Maori settlements European school buildings and

European families," who would "serve as teachers, and especially as examples of a new
and more desirable mode of life" (1903, p. 10).

The settlement school proved

instrumental in fragmenting Maori because it worked entirely within Western
educational frameworks, complete with built in sets of values and assumptions that cut
through the social fabric of Maori society. The hidden curriculum in the schooling of
Maori attempted to change them to "resemble white children as closely as possible"
(Harker & McConnochie, 1985, p. 123); up unto a point. Maori citizenship in an
egalitarian state meant subjection to an education system that limited their access to
knowledge and ultimately confined them to the lower classes.

Physical Labour

By the end of the nineteenth century, Maori faced a future of ever increasing
dependence on Pakeha, Much of Maori land had been confiscated and Maori economic
systems had collapsed under the weight of colonisation and near extinction. With a lack
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of resources, political power and the imposition of a capitalist mode of agricultural
production, Maori were "allocated a peripheral role only in the reproduction of labour
through subsistence" (Simon, 1990, pp. 87 - 8). In short, lack of resources and political
power, meant Maori resistance was rendered impotent, and consequently, much of the
population, barring a small intelligentsia, formed a large part of the proletariat for the
emerging colony. Maori communities were "reduced to serving as a reserve army of
wage labour for Europeans" (Simon, 1990, p. 88). Schools were a critical function in
this system, serving "as a social filter, determining the composition of a new middle
class, deciding who would enter the white collar professional occupations and who
would not" (Fairbum, 1975, p. 9).

The idea of an agricultural British paradise in the South-Seas demanded a
corresponding emphasis in school curricula on manual, technical and agriculture skills.
Essentially, Maori were to receive a 'physical education' that constrained access to the
skills and qualifications necessary to compete in the workplace. The proponents of the
egalitarian educational state justified such curricula on meeting the needs of a
developing pastoral economy. The provision of free education was underpinned by an
egalitarian rhetoric of universal education for all, yet as Oliver (1988) points out, the
products of free education was a docile and virtuous labour force, "designed to secure
the interests of the middle class, white, male establishment" (p. 11). With most of the
land being owned by Pakeha, the training of Maori with farming skills can only be
viewed as the training of workers to increase profits.

As will be demonstrated throughout this chapter, Maori had their rights to universal
education blocked. In New Zealand as in most other countries, "those in positions of
power will attempt to define what is to be taken as knowledge, [and] how accessible to
different groups any knowledge is" (Young, 1971, p. 32). The education provided for

Maori largely enclosed them in rural areas as subsistence labourers. Smith (1999)
believes education was used to discipline Maori, that is, to deny, exclude, marginalise
and enclose: "this form of discipline worked at the curriculum level... as a mechanism
for selecting our 'native' children and girls for domestic and manual work" (Smith,
1999, p. 68).

From the 1880s through to the 1940s, educational policies reflected "a narrow and
limited view of Maori potential and the role of Maoris [sic] in New Zealand society"
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(Barrington, 1988, p.45). Prior to 1880, much of the Native Schools curricula was
based on reading and writing in English and arithmetic. The appointment of James H.
Pope as Inspector of Native Schools led to the broadening of curriculum in Native
Schools to include agricultural, technical, and health instruction. As Pierre Bourdieu
observes, "academic communities tend to appoint successors who are homogenised, or
easily homogenised" (1988, pp. 143-4). Not surprisingly then, consecutive Ministers of
Education from 1880 onwards deemed the education suitable for Pakeha children as
"too academic" for Maori, Accordingly, Maori were thought to be better matched to
"manual and technical" skills (Barrington, 1988, p. 45).

Barrington's (1988) discussion on educational policy and Te Aute College, a Maori
denominational boarding school, provides unsettling reading. Under the leadership of
Headmaster John Thornton, the achievement of Maori boys in maths and science was
equal to any in the country, while producing scholars such as Sir Apirana Ngata and Te
Rangi Hiroa (Sir Peter Buck). In 1866, the Inspector of Native Schools, James Pope,
complained about the academic achievement suggesting Te Aute should be an institute
where "Maori boys could be taught agriculture, market gardening, stock farming,
poultry keeping and bacon curing; and yet all the resources of the estate were being
diverted to literary work" (cited Barrington, 1988, p. 47). The discrepancy led to a
debate between George Hogben, the Inspector General of Schools, and representatives
of Te Aute. The outcomes of the debate had "significant implications" for the future of

Maori (Barrington, 1988, p. 47). Hogben proposed radical changes, asking school
authorities to drop Latin, Eucid and Algebra from the Te Aute curriculum. Hogben's
success in enforcing changes at Te Aute was "not only a local victory ... but also a
general reaffirmation by educationalists" (p. 54).

All the Maori denominational

colleges that emphasised academic subjects were attacked in a similar vein, and these
attacks were based on "a biological and racist assumption". The "natural genius" of the
Maori, according to Hogben, "lay in manual labour" (cited Barrington, 1988, p. 54).
The ultimate objective was to prevent Maori from offering serious competition in the
professional, commercial, or bureaucratic arenas.

In 1905, compulsory schooling for Maori children was introduced two years after
William Bird succeeded Pope as inspector. The following year Bird declared that
Maori were "inherently" unsuited to academic subjects: "The natural genius of the
Maori in the direction of manual skills and his natural interest in the concrete, would
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appear to furnish the earliest key to the development of his intelligence" (cited in
Simon, 1990, p. 98).

Bird believed that Maori education should not include

socialisation with Pakeha or preparation to compete with Europeans in trades and
commerce (Barrington, 1988). By 1913 Bird's beliefs had been fully realised:

In none of the secondary Maori schools at the present time is there any attempt or
desire to give what is usually understood by a 'college' education. Generally
speaking, the girls schools afford further training in English subjects and in
various branches of domestic duties - cooking, sewing and dressmaking,
housewifery, nursing and hygiene; the boys schools in English and manual
training - woodwork, elementary practical agriculture and kindred subjects and
that is all. (cited Barrington, 1988, p. 53)

Some Maori parents, however, questioned the level of their children's education: "I do
not think so very much of farming being taught to the children - a Maori can easily
teach himself [sic]", said Ihaia Hutana, "but there are other trades of which the Pakeha
possess a knowledge that I would like to see established" (cited in Simon, 1990, p. 99).
Mainstream discourses, however, continued to portray Maori as unintelligent and suited
only to physical work. Some evidence of the success of these discourses appear in the
comments of Rev. Butterfield, the headmaster of a Gisbome Maori boarding school. He
told the Young Maori Party in 1910 that Maori were not

fitted to the various professions. About 999 out of 1000 could not bear the strain
of higher education. In commerce Maori could not hope to compete with the
Pakeha. In the trades the Maoris were splendid copyists, but not originators. As
carpenters. they would cope under a capable supervisor but not otherwise.
Agriculture was the one calling suitable for Maoris ... it was therefore necessary
to teach them the 'nobility of labour' (cited Barrington, 1988, p. 49)

In the first half of the twentieth century Maori were largely confined as agricultural
workers on mainly Pakeha lands. According to Simon (1990), Thomas Strong, the
director of education from the late 1920s to the mid 1930s continued to place
"boundaries and limitations" on access to knowledge (p. 110). Strong was surprised
and disturbed to find that in some schools, Maori were allowed to learn "the intricacies
of numerical calculations." Strong suggests that when educating "the dark races,"
encouraging "pupils to a stage far beyond their present needs or their possible future
needs" is a "fatal facility" (Strong, 1931, p. 194). Strong's philosophy regarding Maori
education was similar to that of his predecessors and formed the core of Maori
educational policy throughout the early twentieth century: "to lead the Maori lad to be a
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good farmer and the Maori girl to be a good farmer's wife" (cited Harker &
McConnochie, 1985, p. 95). Consequently, as Harker & McConnochie (1985) point
out, the curricula in Maori schools had a practical and agricultural "bias" with the aim
of producing a "rural based peasantry" (p. 95).

The preceding section outlined the seeds underpinning the history of New Zealand's
State education of Maori.

I demonstrated how educational policy and practice

perpetuated misrepresentations of Maori, in some areas, by drawing directly from
travellers' tales and scientific rhetoric. Impressions of Maori as aggressive and
childlike are consistent with those representations of Maori discussed in the previous
chapter. Stereotypes of Maori as natural and physical, logically led to depictions of
Maori as unintelligent or, more precisely, as unsuited to intellectual endeavours. Thus,
justifying educational policy and practice that directed Maori into agricultural labouring
roles. The following section explains how those seeds have consistently been re-sown
and further consolidated early impressions of Maori as physical/non-intelligent. I will
also show where Maori physical practices and philosophy have stood hand in hand with
physical educational practices of the day.

Education and Physical Education in the Twentieth Century
The Early Decades
By the early 1900s, most Pakeha, and increasingly more and more Maori leaders,
assumed that assimilation was the only option for Maori. The plight of Maori was, in
the eyes of many, near completion when Maori leaders began to see the only path
available to them was to act like Pakeha. In 1906, for example, Sir Maui Pomare
contributed to a report for the Health department, in which he submitted: "there is no
alternative but to become a Pakeha... no hope for the Maori but in ultimate absorption"
(cited in Harker & McConnochie, 1985, p. 59). This did not mean, however, that Maori
wanted to discard their culture; it meant that Maori leaders realised the sheer numbers
of Pakeha alone demanded that Maori must participate in a Pakeha world to survive.

In 1901, a Public and Native Schools Act made physical drill for boys and girls, eight
years old and over, mandatory. The Act was partly a reaction to a sense that New
Zealanders should protect their own shores. The primary premise of the act, however,
was that New Zealand should aid Mother England. At this stage the health of the child
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was of little consideration (Bedggood, 1955). Maori, as already discussed, had
demonstrated great military intelligence and, moreover, most observers believed that
Maori physical education practices were often pretexts to war . Yet, even the Native
Schools accorded Maori military and weaponry drills no recognition. Early observers
also noted that Maori had completely different work and leisure patterns to Pakeha,
partly informing the stereotype of Maori as lazy. Tikanga Miiori, and in particular
Maori physical activities were largely rejected. The seemingly unstructured way that
Maori mixed leisure with work undermined the protestant ethos needed to build a new
society: "Maori culture may have been seen as a threat to the Europeans and their 'work
ethic' - a seductive temptation to the hard-pressed pioneer" (Harker & McConnochie,
1985, p. 59).

In 1909, the English Board of Education syllabus of physical exercises was the first
official curriculum to provide a "clearly defined space" for physical education. Its
introduction marked the increasing awareness that exercise could facilitate mental
aptitude, and signalled an intended shift away from military drill (Roydhouse, 1947).
According to the syllabus, educational excellence could only be achieved if it were
"realised that mental culture alone is insufficient, and that physical exercise is necessary
to the development not only of the body but also of the brain and the character" (cited
Ewing, 1970, p.127). But the reference to holistic health completely ignored tikanga
Miiori. Among Maori, health stems from the complex idea of mauri, which includes
hauora, and in turn is regulated by whenua (relationship with the land), wairua (the

spiritual element), hinengaro (the mental element), whiinau (the family element), and
tinana (the physical element). A Maori philosophy of physical activity and health

encompasses the concept of a healthy body/healthy mind. Such an idea could have been
integrated into the curriculum as it was consistent with the basic assumption that
informed physical education policy and practice in New Zealand: "a healthy body
breeds a healthy mind" (Burrows, 2000, p. 206).

While Pakeha educationalists ignored Maori philosophies of health and physical
education, Maori faced severe health problems. Poor Maori health, combined with a
lack of political power and economic hardship, "provided the climate for the
government, through the education system, to consolidate its paternalistic role" (Simon,
1990, p. 108). While Native Schools were held up as beacons of a caring government
dedicated to "improving the lot of its Maoris," educational authorities forbid Maori
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language in the classroom and playground. A regimen of corporal punishment enforced
this prohibition. Maori language was being forced to regress at a rapid rate. In short,
"it was a period in which raw. power was used to suppress the heart and soul of a
people" (Ka'ai-Oldman, 1980, p. 23).

Native Schools -1930 - 1960
Economic poverty consigned Maori to the ranks of second-class citizens. Cissie Wright
vividly remembers a Scottish teacher at primary school:

This particular morning she picked on Mary, who came from a poor family as we
all did, to give a morning talk ... and the teacher kept on interjecting with
everything she said: 'Didn't you turn back the covers on your bed?' 'Didn't you
fold back your sheets?' 'Didn't you go for a wash?' ... each step she picked it to
bits. 'Didn't you make Porridge?' We didn't have porridge in those days, and we
had whatever was left over from tea the night before. And she cleaned the
house ... she took out the mats, the bags as we had in those days, super bags
washed out and put on the floor ... And the teacher said: 'The bags?' just like that.
And I was whakamaa for her ...from that day to this I've "always felt that a Pakeha
or white person had always felt a little bit above Maoris, that even the lowest of
Pakehas still feel they are above coloured people. And I've been embarrassed
over and over again ... (cited Metge, 1986, pp. 55-56)

Harker & McConnochie (1985) believe the overwhelming role of education for Maori
in the 1930s and '40s, stemmed from the state's determination to fulfil a paternalistic
duty and develop Maori children with "a set of skills, values and behavioural
characteristics which approximate as closely as possible, those of their European peers"
(p. 107). Even when in 1931 the curriculum of Native Schools introduced, for the first
time, selected elements of tikanga Miiori were into, Simon (1990) believes that the New
Zealand government was "strongly upholding" its primary goal of assimilation while
providing Maori an education that limited their access to knowledge and hence
"economic advancement" (p. 109). The Labour government of the 1930s supposedly
restructured the education system on an "ethos of Egalitarianism" (Simon, 1990, p.
126), yet the egalitarian rhetoric remained a smokescreen for oppression that would
later lead to the acceptance of deficit theories regarding the failure of Maori within State
education.

The educational attitudes of the 1930s have been subject of strong debate. Watson
(1967) believes that the "adaptive powers" of Maori were now recognised as was "their
pride as a people" (p. 1). Watson accepts the educational rhetoric of the time and
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in the first half of the twentieth century,
Sir Apirana Ngata. One of the most significant and effective Maori leaders
gaining plaudits and positions of power in both the Maori and Pakeha worlds.
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Native education came to mean ... education which was given by a more civilised
to a less-advanced people... unfortunately, the native people for whose benefit so
much enthusiasm and energy were spent failed to appreciate the benefits so
lavishly offered... The impression that will last longest with the visitor, however,
is the memory of the Maori boys and girls whose undisguised eagerness, brighteyed responsiveness, and thorough enjoyment of every activity make a
tremendous appeal. (1941, pp. 189-90)

To reinforce the supposed benefits of separating of children from their elders, the state
publicised fabricated words of Maori children, grateful for their Native School lives:
"our home, the pride and joy of the school, is a very modern four-roomed cottage,
where we girls are able to obtain a practical knowledge of housekeeping ... we are free
to indulge our fancy without interruption or correction from our elders" (Department of
Education, Education Gazette, 1941, p. 191).

The inclusion of tikanga Miiori in the curricula of Native Schools can also be seen as a
political move by the Education Department to. further justify assimilation. In short,
inclusion of tikanga Miiori gave educational authorities fodder to spout a 'new age
sensitivity' in regard to Maori: "instead of trying to remake the Native people suddenly
in the likeness of themselves, the better plan might be to recognise the social realities of
the Maori and then to assist him to make the necessary adaptation" (Department of
Education, Education Gazette, 1941, p. 189).

Subsequently, the Native School

curriculum included Maori "arts and crafts" as it was "part of our obligation to the
Native race to restore and maintain what was formerly of very real social and tribal
significance to a proud people" (Department of Education, Education Gazette, 1941, p.
195).

The Department of Education assumed Maori people stemmed from an archaic culture
who, following colonisation, were lucky to receive the education of a modem society:

at the conclusion of the great colonising era many of the less-civilised peoples
found themselves under the protection of stronger and more advanced nations ...
missionaries ... and the Government did everything they could to hand the Maoris
the best of the European way of life. (1941, p. 189)

Maori practices are represented as the ancient ways of a primitive people who led
culturally barren lifestyles helping to justify the limited agricultural and domestic
education given to Maori:
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The most primitive people take care to pass on to their children the knowledge
and skills upon which their very existence as a social group depends. These are
their most precious possessions ... jealously guarded by tapu and initiation rites.
They include methods of food growing and food-preparation, the building of
canoes and huts, the making and use of weapons, the manufacture of mats and
articles of clothing. This is Native education in its normal and real sense.
(Department of Education, Education Gazette, 1941, p. 189)

The Department of Education, therefore, used orthodox colonial history to justify a
heavily practical education that denied Maori the opportunity to attain the same
qualifications as Pakeha children, while simultaneously representing the education
provided as egalitarian. The Department insisted that differences in curricula were
purely token:

In the Native school today the casual eye would see little that would differentiate
it from the public school. The same subjects are taught ... the same standards of
attainment are reached. Nevertheless, there are important and subtle
differences ... the Native school stresses the importance of the home and health...
both boys and girls ... [practice] the art of home-making ... only through practical
and personal experience can character and personality develop fully. Facilities
.for "doing" are therefore freely provided. (Department of Education, Education
Gazette, 1941, p. 190)

Again, the state seized the words of pupils to tell New Zealanders that Maori were
contented and grateful:

we have many household tasks to get through, but these are made easy, for we
work to a time-table with an eye on the clock on the mantelpiece, and there are
certain days for certain weekly or twice weekly tasks - polishing silver, washing
the school towels, polishing brass, polishing the linoleum, and so on. We scrub
and sweep, dust and polish, and in fact keep everything spick and span. (Maida
Gordon - Form 2, cited Department of Education, Education Gazette, 1941, p.
192)

While the girls are presented as competent in domestic duties and regulated by a
supervised timetable, agricultural labour kept the boys are employed: "the tasks for the
day were to construct six chicken-coops from boxes and waste material and to inspect a
cottage ... this kept us employed to lunch-time" (Mahuika - Form 3, cited Department
of Education, Education Gazette, p. 192). The paternalistic hand of the Pakeha was
never far away as the in this depiction of a sharemilker's education by the Secretary of
the Junior Farm Club: "the master does not attend our meetings, and sometimes we have
lively discussions ... we are free to run our own farm, and to do our work as we think
best, but the master is always ready to give us help when we need it... the boys' wages
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are banked for them in the Post Office ... the savings-bank books are held by the master
until the boy leaves school" (George Kapene, cited Department of Education, Education
Gazette, 1941, p. 192). While contentment, freedom and independence are common
themes in these descriptions of the new curriculum, all the accounts clearly lock the
pupils into lives of wage labourers.

In 1941, Thomas Fletcher, the Inspector of Native Schools, identified home-making,
building, furniture making, cooking and child rearing as the staple curriculum of the
newly established Native District Secondary Schools (Simon, 1990). In so doing, the
Department of Education maintained its tradition of designing a curriculum that limited
opportunities for Maori, For example, with no School Certificate courses in Native
Schools, pupils could not gain the qualifications necessary to compete in the broader
workplace (Simon, 1990).

Urbanisation in the mid twentieth century precipitated a progressive change in the
Maori boys curriculum with a greater emphasis on trade training. Prior to the 1930s one
of the rationales for training Maori boys to be farmers was so that Maori leaders could
remain with their communities. Such a rationale was debunked with the developing
need for labourers in urban centres. Maori were increasingly trained in trades where
jobs were principally found in the cities. The search for employment forced many
young Maori men and women, and consequently young Maori families, to leave their

hapic. Maori were no longer needed as farmers and farmers' wives, rather they were
needed as carpenters and carpenters' wives (Ramsay, 1972).

Native School students were taught Maori content mostly through physical education.
As Maori culture was perceived as a "doing" culture, Maori physical activities were
deemed appropriate especially as their inclusion perpetuated stereotypical representations of Maori:

In terms of modem educational theory the Native craft work fits into the "doing"
programme, the appealing and important aspect of any school. .. As a "golden
fringe" to the busy activities come the poi, haka, and the action songs. All of
these exhibit remarkable rhythmic features, and the graceful and expressive
gestures are themselves vocal. The fine musical ability is exploited in both Maori
and Pakeha songs. So interspersed among the Pakeha subjects are the splendid
examples of Maori culture that integrate instruction, utility, and entertainment,
and altogether make the Native school curriculum a true reflex of community
needs and demands (Department of Education, Education Gazette, 1941, p. 195)
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While the rhetoric abounded with liberalism regarding the inclusion of tikanga Miiori,
the reality was that most Maori students, in both Native and mainstream schools, were
chastised for their culture, as attested to by Rewiti Webster:

It soon became very clear to me that things Maori were not things to be proud of.
We were told not tospeak Maori in the playground, we were strapped ... at lunch
time, you had no lunch, and any Maori kid who had no lunch was stood up for
everyone to see ... you were even accused if lunches were stolen ... I used to make
tops, carve them out of manuka and shape them up and take my flax whip to
school. I thought I'd introduce this game to them. The teacher, [I] was so
embarrassed, looking at me, and he said, 'What sort of a Maori game is that?' ...
in a hygiene lesson, a teacher said to me, 'If a fly lands on your food, what should
you do? I know what you['d] do, Rewiti, you['d] just whisk the flyaway and
keep eating!' What could make a person whakamaa more than to have that
happen to you! (cited Metge, 1986, pp. 49-50)

Physical Education -1930-60
Mainstream education for Maori meant providing labour needs for a rural and urban
workforce. From the 1930s onwards more and more Maori left their rural communities
to work in urban areas. The demographic trend meant the demise of Native Schools.
By 1953 over 60 per cent of Maori children were being educated and physically
educated in the general public schools (Winiata, 1967).

In the 1930s the emphasis of physical education also shifted from drill to "postural
remediation" (Burrows, 2000, p. 208). The change in focus was justified on the
grounds that poor health imposed an economic burden on the nation. J.R. White's
(1933) book The Growing Body was the official syllabus until 1937. Evolutionary
theories informed White's beliefs about physical education. While "forces of nature"
such as physical work influenced the body, "hereditary forces ... reproduce[d] the
general characteristics of race and family" (p. 9). The use of Darwinian-like theory to
explain individual differences in scholastic achievement was ubiquitous in New Zealand
education. Those who failed did so because of low intelligence - those who succeeded
came from a genetically superior pool (Beeby, 1986). While Maori failure to attain
qualifications was seen as a symptom of a less intelligent race, the resurgence of Maori
physical activities in the years to follow was attributed to the natural physical
capabilities of Maori, The vigour of Maori physicality was reinforced at the cost of
Maori intellectual vitality.
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Smithells' authority began as educational authorities looked more seriously at physical
education. ,The 1944 Thomas Report articulated the government's view that education
should take a more active role in character building. Educationalists were asked to
provide policy and practices that produced "useful citizens who could contribute to a
democratic society ... Physical education, with its historical emphasis on the moulding
of good character was ideally positioned ... and in 1946 Physical Education became a
core subject in secondary school timetables" (Burrows, 2000, pp. 224 - 5).

Smithells began his quest of developing a physical education program unique to New
Zealand by setting up a service of selected men and women who would act as organisers
of the new system (Stothart, 1996, p. 16). These organisers were itinerant staff who
provided physical education training to teachers across New Zealand.

Training

included the basic sciences, practical work, remedial work, general studies and Maori
content (i.e., hand games, stick games, and taiaha) (Stothart, 1996, p. 17). "Assuming
the promise that each country must find the type of physical education that best suits its
climate, people and traditions, the course is still partly experimental," Smithells
explained (cited Stothart, 1996, p. 17).

By 1947, there were between 70 and 80 trained organisers promoting Smithells' vision
of physical education. SmitheIls' desire to create a distinctively New Zealand physical
education, led him to afford a place for Maori practices. In an interview in the 1970s,
Smithells revisited his vision:

My idea from the start was to try and find out what would suit New Zealand,
drawing on ideas from several countries and also on anything indigenous [sic]
which was valuable. Early in 1940 I realised that many Maori physical activities
were excellent in themselves and peculiar to New Zeaiand... [from 1941]
onwards [men and women] were trained in Maori activities as an essential part of
Physical Education (cited in Ross, 1998, p. 3)

The originality of his approach in recognising Maori physical practices in the 1940s, has
led many to praise Smithells as a visionary. Sutton Smith (1951) believes Smithells saw
educational value in some "Maori rhythmic" games and thus "sought to revive these for
the use in both Maori and Pakeha schools... they collected these game s from Maori
who still knew how to play them... the games were then recorded and introduced to
teachers at refresher courses and in Training Colleges" (p. 318). According to Golding
(1959), Smithells bought about a recognition in "our profession ... of the many games
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and dances of the Maori people.' Since then, teachers, specialists and students have had
access to a considerable repertoire of hand, string and stick games, poi dances, action
songs and hakas, from various sources" (p. 3). Burrows (2000) suggests that Smithells
incited

the first overtures to Maori teachers and students, since the inception of formal
education ... [engaging] their assistance in reintroducing Maori games and dances
to school physical education classes throughout the country ... the writings of his
assistants describe a comprehensive system of visitation to remote areas for the
express purpose of collecting and disseminating knowledge of Maori physical
activities. (p. 216)

Stothart (1992) also points out that Dr. Maharaia Winiata among other Maori "publicly
congratulated [Smithells] on many marae for the work he did in gathering and
preserving" (p. 4).

The discussion above gives examples of the common discourse surrounding the
relationship between Smithells' vision and Maori physical activities. While Smithells'
actions were uncommon within a 1940s context of mainstream education, the question
still remains whether his actions actually did anything for Maori, Moreover, did his
actions encourage Pakeha to better understand Maori culture? In reality Smithells never
actually wanted to understand physical education from a'.Maori perspective, rather
Maori activities were valuable only in that they were unique to New Zealand, and thus
, added to his image of physical education. Smithells nearly always described Maori
physical activities in terms of how they could be reproduced to bring about outcomes in
Western frameworks.

According to Burrows (2000), there were two dominant

discourses surrounding the value of physical education in the 1940s. The first, was a
child-centred/problem solving approach: "Laban's movement education embraced
educational gymnastics and modern educational dance as its key components ... [with
an] emphasis on freer, less dictatorial modes of teaching and the promotion of human
creativity" (Burrows, 2000, p. 187). This is clearly evident in the following passage:

The Maori can give the Pakeha as much useful healthy gymnastic movement as
the Pakeha can give the Maori. For this reason ... the simpler type of Maori
rhythmical activity should become a basic part of physical education in New
Zealand ... not only will it improve the Pakeha's general skill, but it will give a
new type of exhilaration, pleasure, and refreshment that everyone may
experience. .. these games are fun to learn, and in the learning there is a continual
training of alertness, manual dexterity, and, less obviously, a toning-up of the
muscles. (Smithells' Papers, p. 205. Hocken Library)
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Some of the games he talks about have now disappeared... as a general pattern Maori
games until about 1940 were tending to disappear" (Smithells' Papers, 'Maori Games,'
p.l). Maori games and activities, therefore, needed rescuing "from oblivion" because
"it was the grandparents who were the real sources of games and activities." According
to Smithells his field staff deserved special "credit" as possibly the first predominantly
Pakeha group in New Zealand that ever made it explicit that the Maori had something to
teach the Pakeha (cited Stothart, 1996, p. 18)

The New Zealand physical education profession began to pride themselves as Native
friendly and discoverers and rescuers of Maori physical activities:

This game [titi tiirea] has an interesting history of which our profession may well
be proud. Up to 1945 it was not a Maori stick game that was known at all widely.
It was discovered at a small one-teacher Maori school, Kokako-a mile or two on
the Wairoa side of Waikaremoana. June White who was the assistant organiser in
Gisborne at that time and who was particularly interested in Maori games,
recognised it as being essentially different from Maori stick games we knew of...
June taught it to the Education Department Physical Education Staff at a
Refresher Course in Wanganui at the beginning of 1947, since when it has spread
all over the dominion. This is just one example of several indicating how
physical educationists in this country have kept alive a part of Maori culture that
might have died out. (New Zealand Journal of Physical Education, 1956, p. 28)

Like his predecessors in anthropology, Smithells searched for authenticity: "the fourth
game ... was conducted at a summer school of physical educationalists in 1942... it
could not be called an authentic game, though by now some may think it is" (Smithells'
papers, 'Stick games,' p. 2). Like Best, Smithells relied on Maori 'informants:'

An example of this gathering of information followed a visit to Kaikohe.
Smithells was introduced to Henare Toka, Ngati Porou, a protege of Sir Apirana
Ngata and a graduate of the School of Maori Arts and Crafts. Smithells
recognised that Toka possessed a vast knowledge of Maori activities and asked
Colin Spanhake to record material as Toka described it. Over the next few years
Spanhake sent Smithells notes on his discussions with Toka. (Stothart, 1996, p.
18)

Of Henare Toka, Smithells writes: "my good friend Henry Toka, a leading authority on
Maori carving and many aspects of Maori activity, informs me that the hand movements
in the action songs are all based on movement made by the men when using taiaha"
(Smithells' Papers, 'Maori Games,' pp. 7-8, emphasis added). Furthermore, like Best,
Smithells encountered Maori resistance:
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who is often slower in anticipation and, because of muscle tension and other factors, is
much less rhythmical than his Maori countrymen" (Smithells, 1941, Department of
Education, Education Gazette, Inset). Maori were represented as masters of movement:
"the Pakeha may have taught the Maori many games but he has taught him little about
movement... we can try to learn from the Maori some of the basic factors in movement,
rhythm, relaxation, and coordination about which he knows so much" (Smithells'
Papers, p. 205). While seemingly complimenting Maori on their physical abilities, from
a Maori perspective, Smithells' was merely reinforcing the physical stereotypes of
Maori. Furthermore, like early travellers and anthropologists before him, Smithells
decontextualised Maori physical activities, so that at least a generation of New
Zealanders experienced Maori games and rhythm work with no cultural frame of
reference:

the Taiaha routines - some of them extremely rhythmical - are accompanied by
what appear to be curses upon the enemy, gesticulations, grimaces, and that ever
present protrusion of the tongue which the Maoris loves to use and which appears
again and again in his fascinating carvings. (Smithells' Papers, p. 7)

It seems the understanding of tikanga Miiori had changed little since the days of the
early traveller. Maori culture was talked of as one would describe anthropological
peculiarities, curiosities and artefacts in a museum.

The perception of Smithells as a visionary is dubious. Although he departed from what
was occurring in other mainstream subjects at the time, his vision would have ultimately
been censored by the Department of Education. The Department of Education may
have leant support to his endeavours to incorporate Maori content in the curriculum for
several reasons. Smithells' vision occurred following

t~gata's

rejuvenation of Maori

arts and crafts. Like the Native School, mainstream education in the mid twentieth
century felt a degree of cultural obligation to include Maori content in their curricula.
The obvious area for inclusion was physical education. Such a move reinforced the
stereotype of the physical (as opposed to intellectual) Maori, especially given Smithells'
emphasis on Maori rhythm, and was also located in an already marginalised 'nonacademic' curriculum area. Hypothetically, had Smithells attempted to implement
Maori medicinal practices as the leader of Otago Medical School, his success would,
more than likely, have been very different. The inclusion of suitable Maori culture in
physical education was essentially non-threatening as long as it was framed within
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Western constructs. Thus the inclusion of non-threatening representations of Maori,
within a non-threatening discipline, helped bolster the oppressive stereotypes of Maori,
and was likely the ideal answer to the issue of cultural obligation. Irrespective of
whether he was working within his own boundaries or those set by higher powers,
Smithells' actions did not serve the best interests of Maori, even given the context of
time.

According to Smithells, by the mid twentieth century Maori 'games' were on the brink
of extinction. Unlike Smithells, the Maori researcher, Peter 'Te Rangihiroa' Buck

(1949), realised that no cultural practice can survive in a decontextualised vacuum.
What Smithells imparted into mainstream curriculum, and what was to be the trend in
physical education, was not tikanga Miiori - it was just a few Maori words and actions:

The old Maori games have practically disappeared and have been replaced by
games learnt from Pakeha children. In the change, the public schools have
exercised a great influence, particularly schools attended by both races. This is
seen in the forms of skipping and swings. Tops have survived because they are
used by European children but the old chants which accompanied them have been
forgotten. Adults no longer take interest in them because the social usages with
which they were connected have died out. Kites, if they exist at all, take the
Pakeha form of construction, and the priests who used them for divination are
extinct as a class. Probably no child or adult of today would be able to make a
dart rise from the ground with the graceful trajectory that earned the plaudits of
past generations. However, survivals occur in a tourist-frequented district such as
Rotorua where groups of local Maori give regular entertainments for commercial
purposes. (Buck, 1949, p. 250)

Thus, while Smithells dreamed of a physical education seasoned by Indigenous
movements, Maori saw no point in pursuing activities that lacked other essential
elements and a holistic philosophy. The least important part of haka or stick games, for
example, was the physical aspect. Incantations and stories that surround haka, for
example, enable the regeneration of whakapapa and kawa.

Having said all that about Smithells, by the late 19508 many teachers trained by
Smithells' organisers were opposing his vision of including Maori content in physical
education. Golding (1959) bemoans the lack of "Maori cultural activities taking place
in Physical Education programs throughout the country ... over seven years, no more
than twenty percent of each first year class questioned has indicated previous
acquaintance with one or more forms of Maori activity" (p. 3).

Moana Nepia's

reluctance to participate in some activities during her physical education in the 1950s
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demonstrates that the rose-coloured tint depicted by Smithells, was not necessarily the
case for some Maori students: "one of the games that used to make us really whakamaa
was tunnel ball. And leapfrog. I couldn't bring myself to do it. We were made to do it
by teachers, yet we couldn't go and explain because we would be accused of wanting to
dodge Phys. Ed." (cited Metge, 1986, p. 64).

Such a testimony, along with Rewiti Webster's korero regarding spinning-tops (see
above), reminds us that the reality for many Maori students was radically different to
the "strong historical relationship with Maori" rhetoric that was/is constantly bandied
about by physical educationists. Despite the fact that physical educational curricula and
practice payed little attention to tikanga Miiori, that which did appear fuelled the idea of
a Maori friendly curriculum.

The following chapter examines the emerging neo-colonialism, where the rhetoric and
practices proliferating out of the physical education and education systems fostered a
different set of rules for the liberated post Second World War baby boom generation.
Maori became the problem that needed to be satiated and curriculum writers became
liberators within the new bicultural era.
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CHAPTER FOUR
TE TAMINGA 0 TE IWI
THE NEO-COLONIAL ERA

Culture in the discourse of the New Right is deliberately associated with
nationalism, and the exclusion from the nation of those who do not subscribe to
its traditions. This can be clearly seen in the national curriculum ... one of the
problems of the New Right is that in order to provide a unifying nationalism
they have to presuppose a 'common culture.' (Sarup, 1996, pp. 139-40).

The previous chapter demonstrated how racial stereotypes helped justify oppressive
educational policy and practice. Until the 1950s, political and educational rhetoric
was overtly racist, assuming Pakeha superiority and Maori inferiority. In the 1960s, a
host of factors produced a radical reconceptualisation of human rights issues in the
West at least: guilt in the aftermath of the holocaust, discrediting of scientific racism,
decolonisation and Third World independence, the civil rights movement in the USA,
the Veitnam War and the emergence of minority rights. These factors posed a major
challenge to the status of the white male as implicit ruler.

As with most changes in global culture, conservative New Zealand was at least a
decade behind the rest of the world. While occasional demonstrations of revolutionary
consciousness occurred in the 1960s, New Zealand escaped the mass turmoil that
ruptured France in May 1968, and in the United States, such as the takeover of
Columbia University in protest against the Vietnam War, also in 1968. In New
Zealand, Maori were the first to galvanise as a threat to the hold of the Pakeha male,
culminating in the length of the North Island land rights hikoi in 1975 and the mass
protest by Ngati Whatua in 1977 over the crowns confiscation of Bastion Point.' New
Zealand's national revolution, however, didn't occur until the government sanctioned
rugby tour by South Africa in 1981. 2 Played under the international spotlight, the
Springbok tour split the nation and marked the beginning of the postmodern era in
New Zealand.

1

2

See Ranginui Walker, Ka Whawhai Tonu Matou (1990) for further discussion.
See Trevor Richards, Dancing On Our Bones: New Zealand, South Africa, Rugby and Racism (1999) for further discussion.
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Within the emerging liberal ambience, educational researchers throughout the world
searched for non-racist theories to explain differences in educational achievement
between different populations. The desire to veil oppressive educational policy marks
a turning point in colonialism.

Neo-colonialism represented a change in the

consciousness of the oppressor, from assimilation' to paternalistic emancipation.
Colonialism in New Zealand retained its essential feature - the subjugation of Maori but was now couched in a framework of liberation. The new analysis and language of
this framework merely "mark[ed], and mask[ ed], the 'something' that is no longer
called imperialism" (Smith, 1999, p. 98).

The rhetoric in the new version of

colonialism changed, but it remained shackled to the idea that primitive society was
the antithesis of modern society. 'Traditional' populations still provided a backdrop
for theorists to contrast the advancement of humans.

The Neo-Colonial Era in Education

The 1960s fuelled a climate wherein educators were expected to help emancipate the
downtrodden, or at least explain the plight of many non-dominant groups. The reality,
however, was somewhat different. In New Zealand, colonialism developed into neocolonialism where overt oppression and assimilation was transformed and veiled
behind deficit and/or emancipatory type research and curricula. This chapter unravels
neo-colonial research and educational policy regarding Maori in education generally,
and in physical education specifically.

Cultural Deficit Theories

The limited form of education available to Maori until the late 1950s, ensured they
remained trapped in the lower socio-economic echelons: "it was quite easy to produce
an educational elite; that had been done in the 1890s and 1900s. It was far harder to
produce a range of educational achievement and an occupational profile that
corresponded with those of the Pakeha" (Butterworth, 1973, p. 14). Ben Ropata
insists that many Maori had to endure blatant racism in state education:

1 don't know at what point 1 knew 1 was Maori. .. [1 recall] the negative
connotations of being different. .. statements like 'Boys and girls, the nurse is

3

Althoughgovernmentpolicy often used the word 'assimilation,' there was a tacit understanding that assimilation was a very
long-termgoal. Prior to the 1950s,to Pakeha assimilation meant employinga Maori to work your land, but not to marry
your daughter.
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.. knowing
here now. Would all the Maori children stand up and please go out.
first time
the
after
the nurse was going through looking for kutus"... [we knew]
knew some
it happen ed that no Pakeha kids were taken out - even though I
be natural
Pakeha kids who lived in bloodey terrible conditions ... it seemed to
ever say,
would
...
mates
Pakeha
to treat [us] this way, because none of my
'why the hell did they do that' ... (cited Simon, 1990, p. 181)

us policy overtl y
Attitu des toward s Maori chang ed in the 1960s. Where as previo
hing to define and
subjug ated Maori , a new discourse viewed Maori 'failure" as somet
New Zealan d, the
rectify. In 1955, 88 years after formal education was enacte d in
A group of Maori
educa tional establ ishme nt gave Maori a voice for the first time.
ittee regarding the
leaders were invited to consult with an Education Department comm
ences they made a
educa tion of Maori youth. Based on their own educational experi
of educa tion for
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tunate ly, most of
Maori , and an increa se of tikang a Miiori in the curriculum. Unfor
, 1973, p. 13).
these suggestions were implemented in a tardily fashion (Butterworth
nt to Pakeh a.
Maori were cultur ally different and, in the main, econo micall y differe
, attitud es and
Educa tion meant assim ilation into white middl e-clas s values
were often viewe d
emplo yment . As a result, Maori who achieved educational success
resear chers discussed
by other Maori as white Maori or not real Maori, While Pakeha
achiev ement ,
the depriv ed nature of the Maori home and its impac t on educa tional
domin ant values.
many Maori resisted an education that demanded assimilation to the
cation s. Maori
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of the two evils.
were in a no win situation - assimilate or fail. Many chose the later
toward s Maori , it
If there was a turning point in the consciousness of educationalists
tional report s,
was the Hunn Repor t of 1961. As with most, if not all, previo us educa
govern s policy ,
the Runn Repor t was underpinned by evolutionary theory: "evolu tion
d, howev er, an
not vice versa" (Hunn , 1961, p. 15). For the first time in New Zealan
lonial notions
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m' would be
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a combi nation of
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Refers to Head lice. However, it shouldbe understood that there is no's' in
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the
it is the education systemthat has failed Maori rather than Maori failure in
5 Emphasisedhere to indicate my belief that

4
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Maori and Pakeha cultures to form one nation, where Maori culture would remain
distinct. But rhetoric such as integration and distinct merely shrouded the true
assimilatory nature of the report: "the reality was more like the kahawai and the shark
analogy. 'Let's integrate', said the shark to the kahawai? 'Have I any choice?' he
[sic] replied" (Ka'ai-Oldman, p. 24). Distinct did not mean support for a living Maori
culture, rather the preservation of interesting cultural fossils that might "keep Maoris
[sic] happy but which otherwise had little relevance to modern life" (Butterworth,
1973, p. 15). Hunn defined those features of Maori culture worth conserving languages, arts, crafts, and the marae - describing them as "the chief relics" (Hunn,
1961, p. 15). Intermarriage and urbanisation were, according to Hunn, "the quickest
and surest way of integrating the two species of New Zealander" (1961, p. 14). The
Social Darwinian assumption in the report are clearly evident in Hunn's acceptance of
eugenics to improve the Maori lot through interbreeding with superior Pakeha stock.

Secondly, Hunn outlined how education would emancipate Maori by "pav[ing] the
way to further progress in housing, health, employment and acculturation" (p. 22).
According to Hunn, an education system that endeavoured to counter the lack of
stimulation in the Maori home, would lead to a futuristic utopian state where "Maoris
and Pakehas liv[e] next to each other, work at the same jobs, and enjoy the same
recreations" (Walsh, 1973, p. 27). Hunn's findings initiated a new paternalistic era,
where education was handed the gauntlet of the Maori problem.

The Report led to a raft of educational research and new policies that shied from the
historical past and hid behind rhetoric of "improving the lot of the Maori child" (NZ
Educational Institute, 1967, p. 7). The initial response to Hunri's recommendations
was the Currie Report of 1962, compiled by the Commission of Education. In this
report, Maori education

~as

elevated to an area of concern. The report focused on

breaching the gap between Maori and Pakeha students. The culpability for the
'statistical blackout" was squarely levelled at poor parenting and parental apathy and
thus, removed any historical blame from the education system for creating the
disparity between Maori and Pakeha (Simon, 1990).

education system.
Kahawai is a small fish commonly found in the northern coastal waters.
7 Crude term for statistics that demonstrate the impoverishment of Maori,

6
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Mohamed's analysis is acute but does not take into account the many Maori that
resisted being lulled into a false consciousness regarding their culture. Yet there is no
doubt that for several generations of Maori, it must have been "very awkward to
overtly identify as Maori" in a mainstream environment (Smith, 1991, p. 14).

Maori children were defined as retarded based on Western models of developmental
psychology. Much of the educational research on Maori propounded to be neutral,
whereas the scientific tools employed clearly sustained the dominant culture (Sullivan,
1993; Bishop, 1986). Maori children were found to be intellectually unstimulated
based on another people's criteria of intellectual stimulation. Lovegrove (1966), for
example, concluded that

Maori and European children from almost comparable home backgrounds
performed similarly on tests of scholastic achievement. .. the reasons for Maori
retardation are more probably attributable to the generally deprived nature of
Maori home conditions, [which are not suited] to the complex intellectual
processes assessed by tests of intelligence ... compared with the surroundings in
which the European child grows, typical Maori homes are less visually and
verbally complex, and less consciously organised to provide a variety of
experiences which will broaden and enrich the intellectual understandings of
their children. (pp. 31 - 4)

In other words, Maori children successfully assimilated into Pakeha culture did just as
well as Pakeha on Pakeha tests, but non-assimilated Maori children did not.
Lovegrove blamed the retardation of Maori children on the rural and traditional
cultural environment. Many of those from rural areas, according to Lovegrove (1966),
"came from closely-knit, professedly parochial communities, the location of which has
been determined by traditional factors" (p. 33). Tragically, Lovegrove's conclusions
and findings formed a basis for a whole generation of subsequent research and
informed educational policy and practice for decades (see Adams, 1973; Bray, 1973;
Codd, 1972; Mitchell1970; Ramsay, 1975).

The urbanisation of Maori meant that by the 1960s, most schools were multi-racial. In
large primary schools and secondary schools, the majority of Maori found themselves
in low streams on the basis of a 'scientifically objective' sorting process (i.e.,
standardised intelligence or achievement testing). Curricula in lower streams focused
primarily on practical rather than intellectual skills; thus again, Maori found
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were grossly overthemselves chann elled into manual labour (Simo n, 1990). Maori
city to reach the
repres ented in low status knowledge areas - their percei ved incapa
s rather than the
high status knowl edge areas was attributed to their indivi dual failure
itly denied them
failure of the academic system. Maori were taught subjects that explic
s, prestige and
"acces s to the kinds of knowledge which [were] associ ated with reward
manua l trainin g
power in our societ y" (Young, 1971: a, p. 40). Maori succes s in
Maori would be
progra mmes legitim ised their placem ent in them, whilst ensuri ng
limited in their choice of occupation.
y interv ention the
While the rhetor ic referred to education as a form of emanc ipator
as it had been in
reality for Maori was a preparation for the manual labour-force - just
meant Maori were
the early twenti eth century. From the 1960s, indust rial deman ds
, but to semineeded in the cities, and no longer perceived as best fitted to farm labour
were reloca ted to
skilled jobs. Consequently, large numbers of young Maori families
While Pakeh a
new state-h ousing zones such as Otara and Poriru a (Simo n, 1990).
per cent of Maori
enjoye d a norma l spread throughout occupational strata, "nearl y 90
operat ors, factory
men [were] emplo yed as. farmers, foreste rs, labour ers, transp ort
p. 6).
workers, or in other skilled and unskilled occup ations " (Wats on, 1967,

Steps Forward in the 1970's?
in New Zealan d
In 1970, for the first time since 1955, and only the second time
ing the educat ion
history, Maori were allowed to officially voice their concer ns regard
, the Nation al
of their youth. In stark contra st to the deficit theori es of the 1960s
failure of Maori
Advis ory Comm ittee on Maori Educa tion (NAC ME) attribu ted the
. Moreo ver, in
students to a "lack of recognition of Maori cultur e in the curric ulum"
"too many Maori
reaction to norma tive intelligence testing, the report sugge sted that
learne r groups
children find themselves in a failure situation by being placed in slow
p. 141). The
where they quickl y loose interes t in schoo ling" (cited Simon , 1990,
s" rather than
group recom mende d classes should compr ise "heter ogene ous group
streams based on intelligence tests.
of their childr en,
The willin gness to listen to Maori conce rns about the educa tion
tion. Indeed , it
demon strates an attitudinal chang e within the Depar tment of Educa
appea rs that some of NACM E's sugge stions were heede d.

Tikan ga Miiori was
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increasingly incorporated into the curricula in the 1970s. In 1972, a Maori language
day was introduced into schools; in 1973 courses in Maori Studies were established in
all seven teachers colleges; in 1977, Ruatoki Maori were granted their application to
set up the first official bilingual school; and, by 1979, te reo Miiori was being taught in
171 of the 397 secondary schools - offering te reo Mtiori to 50,000 pupils (Ka'aiOldman, pp. 25-6). At the time, the increase in tikanga Mdori were worthy first steps
towards biculturalism.

However, history has shown that State education never

seriously considered genuine biculturalism.

By the 1970s, the concept of assimilation through education still lay at the core of
education.

In the New Zealand Official Yearbook of 1977, the Department of

Education demonstrates its devotion to one nation: "we are, as a nation, committed to
a policy of integration: two races, one people.

A policy that places a great

responsibility on education as a major social influence[sic]. Any restatement of
educational objectives must give full weight to it" (p. 955). It was a timely warning
to Maori that tikanga was nothing more than token and that biculturalism, in its full
sense, would not be tolerated - assimilation of Maori was still the priority.

Physical Education
Since the 1930s, physical education had been regarded as a method to build character:
"the whole trend of modern thought in this field of education is towards using
movement... as a means of social development" (New Zealand Physical Education
Syllabus, 1953, cited Ewing p. 246). Unlike other school subjects, physical education
was viewed as being able to fill a character void left by an unsatisfactory home
environment. By the 1950s, juvenile delinquency was one of the major concerns of
physical educators. In a decade where the feeling in New Zealand has been referred to
as one of moral panic, a dearth of physical education articles focused on "the
consequences for children's health and well-being, of unstable family structures,
working mothers, and a lack of parental guidance" (Burrows, 2000, p. 232).

The moral panic resulted from the breaking down of traditional institutions such as
marriage and sex-roles. Many viewed alcohol, drugs, truancy, and violence in the
home, as direct resultants of these changes in society. Given the prevalence of Maori
in these problems, a large part of the moral panic was directed at them.

The
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and physic al educat ion would facilitate "healt hy growt h" and imped
misuse of drugs" (Johnson Report, 1977, p. 4).
tions, viewe d
Gluck man (1978), a proponent of the Johnson Comm ittee's recom menda
school s as
ng New
centres in which solutions of many of the current social problems besetti
d
ourhoo
neighb
being
as
Zealan d are to be found. School s are envisag ed
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academ
school s reflect ing the values held by the specifi c commu nity...
ations,
parents want children to concentrate on content in order to pass examin
ion
educat
nal
traditio
believe
ounds
and parents from more disadvantaged backgr
85-6)
(pp.
methods give their youngsters the best opportunities.
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Gluckman proposed that schools in disadvantaged areas should concentrate on
physical activity as an interventionist approach to dissolving social problems; schools
in more affluent areas should attach greater weight to academic subjects. Most
physical educationalists supported such thinking. For example, Lonsdale (1978)
believed

the 5-6 hours per day that a child spends in the school is the only STABLE
background that a large percentage of children have. Broken homes, solo
parentage, working mothers are all said to be creating extreme social problems.
With the stress on social development in physical and outdoor education
programs the school must then look to their roles with a more objective eye, as
these are the areas where there is ACTIVE involvement of children. (p. 88)

While educational rhetoric propounded an egalitarian education, many educationalists
advocated different forms of education depending on the student's class. For Maori,
residing predominantly in the lower socio-economic bracket, such beliefs represented
another form of a limited curriculum. Physical education and the school sports field
were increasingly seen as one answer to the 'Maori problem'.

Empowering Rhetoric in the 1980s and Beyond
Labour and Tomorrow's Schools

The 1984 Labour Government introduced a number of economic and political policies
based on New Right ideologies that adversely affected the emerging voice of Maori in
education. Labour's extreme New Right philosophies denied cultural differences and
propagated an unjust education system: "in the capitalistic logic of the free market,
meritocratic principles come to the fore. Every individual is regarded as being born
with equal life chances and with equal opportunities to participate and achieve.
Inequalities are explained in terms of individual failure" (Smith, 1991, p. 6). During a
time when political rhetoric often referred to the developing partnership between
Maori and Pakeha, the focus on the individual, undermined Maori notions of
collectivism.

Consistent with the classical liberal philosophies of individualism and free-markets,
New Zealand's public sector, including education, was privatised. The tenets of user
pays were applied to education which "was to be viewed as a commodity ... traded in
the market place ... analysed and quantified in economic terms" (Culpan, 1998, p. 3).
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In 1987, the Treasury briefed the Labour Government regarding the path of education:
"educational administration was to be left 'unhampered' by the state allowing for
individual free choice" (Jones, 1995, p. 121). Students and their parents were now
viewed as consumers of knowledge.

Brian Picot, an economist originally brought to New Zealand to examine the forestry
industry, headed a committee that eventually formed a blueprint for educational
developments known as Tomorrow's Schools. The Picot Report recommended a
radical devolution of power from the federally run Regional Education Boards to
communally administered Boards of Trustees (BoTs). Elected BoT members accepted
legal responsibility for the governance and management of their schools in partnership
with their employee, the principal.

New Right education policies discriminate against minority groups with; rich schools
get richer, and the wealth and resources of poor schools steadily declining. Schools
lacking either economic or professional human resources struggle to compete in the
educational market place. Schools in affluent urban areas typically draw on parents
(to select as BoT members) with a range of professional skills. Conversely, parents in
poor urban and rural areas often lack the necessary skills to run the school as a
business (Johnston, 1992).

The rhetoric accompanying Tomorrow's Schools implied that local communities
would gain more control over the education of their children. For example, the Picot
Report suggested that a devolution of power from the federal to the community level
would benefit Maori because whiinau, who became elected members of a board,
would be given the power to effect change in the education of their children:

We see the need for a system that recognises and supports the culture, values
and language of the people. In order to promote this objective, we opted for
changes, which would encourage community involvement. .. [these changes]
will result in an education system within which Maori have considerably more
scope than they have at present to exercise a fair measure of influence over their
children's education (1988, p. 66)

Critics insist that the shift in power associated with Tomorrow's School's was
illusionary Referring to the decentralisation of school-based management, Barrington
D
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tion (trans fer of
(1997 ) makes the impor tant distinc tion "betw een decen tralisa
rly, Simon (1990)
respon sibilit y) and devolu tion (transf er of power )" (p. 82). Simila
its [Maori] crisis"
descri bes Tomo rrow's Schools as an attempt by the state to "expo rt
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and who decided on how it should be spent. (p. 31)

e becau se they
Furthe rmore , many Maori memb ers had limite d scope to effect chang
group s, but which
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school enviro nment
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howev
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enable
not
did
it
but
Trustees encouraged Maori participation through Mary,
d
Mary to' carry out the wishes of the Maori community... the Board ignore
wishes and aspirations of Maori parents in Mary's community simply through
the democratic procedure of majority vote. (pp. 25 - 6)

ers had no
Despite a reassuring rhetoric in the Picot Report, many Maori BoT memb
mainstream
power to influence the education of their children. Inequalities in
to provide a
education remained, while the government relinquished its responsibility
culturally appropriate education for Maori.

Taha Maori
e that could
Taha Maori was initiated in 1975 to represent those aspects of Maori cultur
the school"
be integrated into "the philosophy, the organisation and the content of
Maori was
(Department of Education, 1984, p. 1). The tikanga Miiori within Taha
n, 1990, p.
intended to comprise "traditional institutions, customs and art forms" (Simo
stic, and
187). In reality, the culture represented in Taha Maori was static, tokeni
assimilation.
devised to give an air of biculturalism while preserving the tenets of
le for the
This is evident in the Department of Education's list of Maori culture suitab
contribution
school environment: "a formal powhiri to visitors to the school, a Maori
careful and
to school assemblies, school representations at death observances, the
of Maori
accurate pronunciation of Maori names by students and staff, the use
in the school
greetings when appropriate, and the use of Maori designs and art forms

environment" (1984, p. 33).
ting the
Not surprisingly, Maori heavily criticised Taha Maori. Wary of disrup
assured (and
curriculum and opposition from teachers, the Department of Education
knowledge
ensured) teachers that Taha Maori required only a very simplistic and basic
ds to the
of tikanga Miiori. The result was that Taha Maori merely added a few "stran
a version of
existing curriculum" (Jenkins & Ka'ai, 1994, p. 155) and represented
In essence,
Maori culture so Pakehafied, that Maori barely recognised it as their own.
group while
elements of tikanga Miiori were added to the pedagogy of the dominant
concurrently being divorced from their cultural context (Harker, 1990).
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at Maori
Had Taha Maori truly aspired to benefit Maori, it would have been aimed
ptualised to
students. Rather, as Smith (1990) points out, Taha Maori was conce
benefit Pakeha:
'state
Ironically, Taha Maori represents a completely different agenda, serving
Maori,
Pakeha dominant' interests, first by capturing the definitions of Taha
of the
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status
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e
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to
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secondly by coopting the Taha Maori definiti
vely
proacti
by
sly,
Pakeha dominance, and thirdly, and perhaps more ominou
(pp.
.
culture
facilitating the acculturation of Maori language, knowledge, and
186-7)

ipatory
From the state's perspective, Taha Maori provided a platform to launch emanc
spent on
rhetoric: it enabled politicians to sprout forth about the large sums of money
e that served
," Maori education while simultaneously doling Maori a foreign cultur
the same
Pakeha interests. There was no real change just a "rearrangement of
gave an
traditional and existing liberal education policies" (Smith, 1990, p.186) that
the same
illusion of change, whilst maintaining the status-quo and reproducing
inequalities.

their
Educationalists asserted that would improvethe lot of Maori children by raising
advocated
self-esteem. Such thinking was a new version of the deficit theory that
one ever
satiating students rather than addressing problems in the system. No
scrutinising
questioned the structure of the school system; in liberal eyes it passed all
ing Maori
as fair and equitable. As with most educational reports or initiatives regard
cloak the
since the 1961 Hunn Report, the emancipation of Maori was used to
ination
historical role of Pakeha "in bringing about the political and economic subord
of the Maori" (Simon, 1990, p.188 ).
ned in the
The paternalistic, sometimes emancipatory, role of educationis deeply ingrai
in New Zealand
myth of New Zealand as an egalitarian society. Most educationalists
s to succeed.
believe that education is neutral- every studenthas the same opportunitie
believed
When interviewing New Zealand principals, Simon (1990) found that most
r to any
the system would not tolerate racial discrimination: "we certainly don't pande
dual as an
of the ethnic groups. The philosophy is to treat each single indivi
r, his creed
individual... and we don't regard as an excuse, his background, his colou
or anything else like that" (Unnamed Principal, cited Simon, 1990, p. 344).

.... :~.

Indeed, as already stated, the dilution of tikanga Miiori, as presented through Taha

Miiori, was in part a policy to avoid criticisms from teachers who subscribed to the
egalitarian ethos. Teachers invariably asked, "why should Maori receive preferential
treatment?" More radical change would have precipitated a greater teacher backlash.
Such a response would have been partially justified because only a hand-full of
teachers had the immediate skills to teach tikanga Maori with proficiency. As Smith
(1990) reminds us, "the failure' of teachers to be adequately prepared will have
counter-productive effects on Maori people and Maori culture, notwithstanding the
'setting up' of teachers to fail by placing an unrealistic demand upon them" (p. 191).

Even so, teacher friendly Taha Maori still met resistance from teachers. Such
resistance is clearly evident in Simon's (1990) interviews with teachers, where the
majority spoke disapprovingly of Taha Maori; "I'm not keen" conceded one teacher,
adding that "I don't feel competent to take it. At no stage have I been given any... inservice work on taking Maori, So I'm just groping in the dark... I prefer not to take it
than take it badly because they criticise very quickly when we do take it badly
anyway" (cited Simon, 1990, p. 198; emphasis added). Many teachers based their
objections to Taha Maori on their desire for a mono-cultural society:

I would like to educate New Zealanders and not Maoris and Pakehas... we're
living in a European society and I personally believe that if Maoris want their
culture retained... it should be the Maori people who are doing it... I don't see
why we should learn the Maori language. I've been overseas alot and it won't
serve any purpose to anybody... We've had a terrific lot of comment from
European families. They're not happy. You get it back through the children
... why should we have to do this? Our parents don't think we should'be doing
this. (citedSimon, 1990,p. 205)
It

Simon argues that the views of such teachers reflect nineteenth century "racial
ideologies that rationalised the primacy of European values and needs" (Simon, 1990,
p.205). According to such beliefs, Maori culture is irrelevant to modern society and

Maori should passively assimilate. One teacher, for example, said "if the Maori is
going to live in the Western world - which they're going to do - you can't go back...
then they've got to adapt... I don't think things are going to turn back to cater for the

Maori people so they've got to be able to'cope with the situation" (cited Simon, 1990,
p. 226). Moreover, the perception of tikanga Maori as a millstone continues to effect
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contac t with
the attitudes of teachers to Maori students. Teachers perceive any
reinforcing the
"traditional cultural practices and links with marae and rural kin" as
"barrier[s] to learning" (Simon, 1990, p. 223).
parents voiced
The .backlash to Taha Maori was not restricted to teachers. Many
introduction of
disapproval of their children learning Maori "stuff." Follow ing the
having Taha
Taha Maori , a Pakeh a community in Christchurch "comp lained about
week, anothe r
Maori forced upon them" (Smith, 1991: a, p. 11). In the same
tist schooling
Christchurch community complained about "the development of separa
l Maori parents
for Maori in Christ church " (Smith, 1991: a, p. 11), after severa
their children's
remov ed their children from a school that they assessed was failing
are accused of
needs. Even though Taha Miiorl was not a Maori initiat ive, Maori
are accused of
"ramm ing it down the throats of ~akeha ... and on the other hand
schoo ling and
separa tism and apartheid schooling when they attempt to meet the
cultural aspirations for themselves" (Smith, 1991: a.p.T l),

Te Reo Kori
progressively
The inclus ion of Maori content in physical educa tion curric ula had
the 1940's .
declined since the introduction of 'Maori rhythm' by Philip Smithells in
Te Reo Kori. It
The movement/physical education based initiative of Taha Maori was
ts and teachers
comprised of "those movement skills that are appropriate for all studen
ding those] from
in New Zealan d schools to share from the Maori cultur e ... [inclu
written
Maori performing arts and games" (Walker, 1995, p. 21). Te Reo Kori was

r of educational
into the 1987 syllabus, following the recommendations of a numbe
al curric ulum,
reviews. The curric ulum reviewer "sough t a more equita ble nation

g system"
particularly for those who were found to be disadvantaged by the existin
Nohotima
(Walker, 1995, p. 1). Te Reo Kori was pilote d in 1988 when "Peti
physical
introduced the concept of movement-based skills with a Maori dimension" to
education teachers. Te Reo Kori was subsequently implemented in 1992.
e into physical
Te Reo Kori was the first policy initiative to introduce Maori cultur
entato rs went to
education curricula for over 40 years and, physical education comm

the notion
some lengths to justify its inclusion. Much of the justification centred on
suppo sedly a
that physical educa tion was, in comparison to other academic areas,
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progressive subject. For many physical educationalists, Te Reo Kori was in keeping
with physical education's commonly perceived tradition of retaining a strong Maori
component.

For instance, Walker (1995) suggests Te Reo Kori gave Physical

Education "a unique opportunity to lead New Zealand Education towards the year
2000 ... [it is through the] promotion of cultural identity that physical education has
shown the most significant direction. It is the only curriculum area to date that has

successfully identified its Maori dimension" (p. 19-20). Similarly, Stothart (1992)
locates Te Reo Kori within the context of a 50-year-old relationship with Maori

movement:

the great and gentle Philip Smithells intuitively recognised the importance of
Maori movement during the 1940s and he encouraged the advisers a.. to
photograph and gather information. New Zealand physical education
publications have consistently carried a Maori dimension resulting directly from
Smithells early interest. (p. 4)

Boyes (1998) paints a picture of a durable relationship between physical education and
tikanga Maori:

for nearly 60 years Physical Education teachers have taken a strong interest in
Maori physical activities. Philip Smithells in the 1940s actively promoted the
collection and valuing of these activities and for decades New Zealand school
children have enjoyed and been challenged by learning through this movement
contex.t. (p. 1)

Finally, Bruce Ross (1998) laments on the state of physical education in New Zealand:

I can't help wondering what Professor Philip Smithells would have thought... he
would have been saddened and deeply disturbed by the subtle devaluing of Te
Reo Kori. Philip's belief in physical education was anchored by his deep
concern for young people and their experience of physical education in schools
and his celebration of what he felt was special about Aotearoa... Te Reo Kori is
not new, the ideas in the 1998 Draft Curriculum on Health and Physical
Education are not new - Philip Smithells advocated similar notions since the
mid 40s. So let us not be smug about the progress as we reflect on 50 years of
University PhysicalEducation in New Zealand and a 'new' curriculum. (p. 3)

Ross's concerns about the present drive of New Zealand physical education are
admirable and he correctly reminds us that Te Reo Kori and the 'new' curriculum
(discussed below) are simply re-inventions of what Smithells introduced half a century

ago. However, the notion of a historical continuity in physical education, built on a
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tion in the
strong relationship with Maori, is grossly overstated. Physical educa
, Firstly,
Smithells era, or indeed in any era, never promoted intimate ties with Maori
in physical
Smithells only appeared to advocate the inclusion of Maori content
ive followed
education curricula. As we saw in the previous chapter, Smithells' initiat
dly, while a
a drive by Ngata in Native 'Schools and did not benefit Maori. Secon
about Maori
search of physical education literature reveals a hotchpotch of articles
content
movement/rhythm/physical activities, most merely bemoan the lack of Maori
not once did I
in the curriculum (See Golding, 1959). Thirdly, at a personal level,
ry school
encounter Maori content in my physical education experience - from prima
effect: "I
through to tertiary education. Legge (1996) makes comments to the same
secondary
don't recall any significant aspects of Maori culture in my primary or
ng of the
schooling, apart from the standard social studies introduction to the 'Comi
in physical
Maori" (pp. 10 - 1). Where, then, are the strong historical links with Maori
in physical
education? Lastly, how, precisely, did the supposed Maori content
education benefit Maori?
montage of selfTe Reo Kori entered the physical education arena encapsulated by a
t Maori
congratulatory rhetoric. The false assumption that Te Reo Kori would benefi
, Te Reo
was not surprisingly based upon similar jargon that surrounded Taha Maori
Zealand
Kori supposedly fostered "an appreciation of the rich diversity of New

panied
culture" (Walker, 19,95, p. 19). The "Guid e to Success" (1987), which accom
the school
the new syllabus, outlined how "Physical Education can help ensure that
y. In
climate and environment reflect the rich culturaldiversity of New Zealand Societ
(p. 10).
this process, the culture of Maori, the Tangata Whenua has a central role"
rs, suggested
Likewise, Andy Fraser, who led/leads Te Reo Kori workshops for teache
embraced
"New Zealand has long been regarded internationally as a society which has
Accordingly,
biculturalism and is well along the path to multiculturalism" (1999, p. 1).
of Maori
Te Reo Kori would fulfil the "cultural identity needs and self-worth
traditional
students... [while providing] opportunities for Maori students to access
that Te
practices, values and knowledge" (Fraser, 1999, p. 1-2). Salter (1998) argues
lly alienated
Reo Kori was essential because 80 per cent of Maori were geographica
and
from their tribal origins, and therefore also alienated from their whak apapa

tikanga Maori. From Salter's (1998) perspective,Te Reo Kori
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[and]
supports Maori aspirations to retain a distinctive culture and identity...
tribal
serves an important function for Maori with regard to accessing traditional
nal
knowledge... this direct link with Tipuna... is an important aspect of traditio
of
ance
import
al
spiritu
the
ways of knowing and understanding for Maori,
re
therefo
Kori
which tends to be misunderstood' by non-Maori... Te Reo
- it
assumes much greater 'significance than the simple act of executing skills
can be a way for Maori students to access the tikanga directly. (pp. 20-1)

d-down
Mainstream education needs to provide tikanga Miiori to all students; a watere
version is inappropriate for any student, Maori or Pakeha.
, what
Although little research has examined the outcomes of Te Reo Kori for Maori
r found
has been found is consistent with the research on Taha Maori, Farah Palme
: "girls who
that Te Reo Kori was more advantageous to Pakeha students than Maori
the Te Reo
identified with Maori culture strongly ... had more reserved reactions to
it was a
Kori lessons" (2000, pt 210). Among some typical reactions were: "I think
Reo Kori]
waste of time. I didn't really learn anything from it," and "I think these [Te
bit boring
lessons are worthwhile for the Pskehas... and Maoris who don't know it. A
y, Te Reo
. for those who already know it" (cited Palmer, 2000, p. 211, p. 294). Clearl
previous
Kori was of little value to these Maori students,especially for those who had
Reo Kori
interaction with their culture. Correspondingly, Finch (1996) found that Te
(p. 21). It
was most beneficial to the "student who has no link with Tikanga Maori"
will be an
could be argued that when Pakeha learn more about Maori culture there
the content
indirect benefit for Maori, Unfortunately, many researchers maintain that
e the image
of Taha Maori is so simplistic and lacking context,that it will only damag
Harker &
of Maori culture as a vital entity (Bishop, 1996; Mead, 1996; Harker, 1990;
Smith, 1990;
e~ 1985; Jenkins & Ka'ai, (1994); Ka'ai-Oldman, 1980;
McConnochi

1991; 1991: a; Smith, 1999).

minded.
Te Reo Kori will be of little value to any student if the teacher is not broadelder "accepts
Walker (1995) rightly stresses the notion of tuakana/teina where the
(the versed
responsibility" (p. 22) for the younger. Or in this context, the knower
students,
Maori student) accepts responsibility for those who know less (the unversed
r to forgo
and the teacher). To be successful, such a teaching style.requires the teache
Te Reo
traditional authoritarian leadership roles. Masters (1995) demonstrates how
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a strong
Kori programmes can be successful even among students who already have

connection with tikanga Miiori:
e the
the biggest lesson has been, you don't need to be an expert to provid
a thing
opportunity... over the next few months these girls certainly taught me
s ... as
teacher
the
e
becam
soon
s
student
or two. "No Miss try it like this"... these
who
s
student
..
levels.
a teacher I bowed to their superior knowledge and skill
effort,
t
have been in your Phys Ed class all year putting in about 50 percen
have
suddenly participate, they perform and they are very good! (They may
be
should
and
eries
discov
great
are
skills you didn't know were there). These
be
to
have
don't
We
given due recognition... We as teachers are facilitators.
experts,. we just have to provide the opportunities. (p. 18)

physical
The limited enthusiasm for Te Reo Kori partly reflec ts the failure of
of the classroom.
education teachers to adapt their teaching styles to the varying nature
inability to
Resistance by teachers to Taha Maori and Te Reo Kori reflect s their
pread
.critically analyse and then ratify their pedagogy. It also indicates the wides
perception that Maori culture has little to offer the modem world.

occurred because
Walke r (1995) suggests that the main resistance to Te Reo Kori
somet hing Maori
physic al educa tion teache rs were conce rned "abou t teachi ng
confir ms this
incorrectly" and opening themselves to criticism (p. 21). Palme r (2000)
and. level of
point. She found that "the teache rs' level of competence in te reo Miiori
difficult to
understanding of Maori culture continued to be viewed as a barrier too
ous' and
overcome... They described the feeling of being 'self-c onsci
ion of Te
fortab le'" (p. 214) .. Likewise, Salter (1999) believes teacher reject
'uncom

ypes
Reo Kori is apparent because of an "uncertainty and unease deriv[ed] from stereot
l propriety" (p.
of traditional Maori performing arts, and a fear of contravening cultura

stems
20). Similarly, Boyes (1998) contends that teacher resistance to Te Reo Kori
necess ary skills,
from a "valid point of view that argues that many teachers lack the
oints
al background and mana to teach these aspects" (p. 1). But are these viewp

cultur

ogical
really valid or are these excuses for teachers' failure to adapt their pedag
nsciou s,
approach, as Masters (1995) successfully did? Teach ers who feel self-co
ns as
insecure and inadequate are invariably those who refuse to relinquish their positio
to their students'
all knowing. They should accept Masters (1995) advice and "bow"
superior knowledge.

The criticisms directed at tertiary institutions for basically ignoring tikanga Maori, are
perfectly valid, however. Teachers in New Zealand are invariably asked to represent
their profession within a Maori context. It is an indictment on tertiary institutions that
they are contented in producing graduates who have no knowledge of a Maori context.

At Opotiki College, I witnessed a young physical education teacher quit her job after
two years because she could not handle the Maori kids in her classes. If she had been

given appropriate training in tikanga Miiori, and Maori physical activity in particular,
she would have at least had an opportunity to demonstrate her willingness to accept
Maori culture. She was in fact willing but she lacked the knowledge.

The Otago University School of Physical Education (ODSPE) undervalues tikanga

Miiori and is short-changing students. A token Te Reo Kori unit is the only tikanga

Miiori that students receive during a four-year degree. It is taught as a 20 hour block
course to second year students alongside first aid, camp and aquatics. The placement
of tikanga Mtior! alongside non-academic, practical subjects and the allocation of a
mere 20 hours in a 4 year degree programme, suggests that OUSPE is not committed
to bicultural education as outlined in theTreaty of Waitangi and in the University's
Charter.

Furthermore, the content of the OUSPE Te Reo Kori unit is simplistic and lacks
context. It is not surprising then that students resist and ridicule it. At one final day
performance that typically follows the Te Reo Kori unit, several groups presented skits
that played on the lazy, unintelligent stereotypes of Maori, One group held a Maori

Olympics, at which Hemi, Hori and Rangi' - complete with stuffed shirts to swell their
stomachs, exaggerated facial expressions and thick, slurring accents - presented a
caricature of the lazy Maori, Another group held a drinking court session using the
hand/eye coordination game, Hei tama, tu tama, that I had taught them in pedagogy
classes. The performances were startling in several senses. Firstly, they proved that

many New Zealanders hold a deeply ingrained simplistic and uncultured image of
Maori, Secondly, they showed that many New Zealanders treat Maori culture with

mirth and disdain. Lastly, they highlight the lack of sincere and appropriate Maori
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I have no
content in OUSPE. If OUSPE truly respected Maori physical practices, then
behaviour
doubt that the students would have recognised the inappropriateness of such
was highly
and would not have perfor med in such a manner. Their behav iour
the mana of
offensive and forced a fellow Maori graduate student and I to disrespect
the Maori teacher by walking out of the room in disgust.
ely, the bulk of
Until educa tional institutions recognise and take tikanga Miiori sincer

Te Reo Kori
their students will oppose its inclusion. When attempting to coordinate a
amount of
prog,ramme for teachers .college students, Legge (1996) faced "a certain
the fact that
student resistance to Te Reo Kori" (p. 12). She attributed the resistance to
or indeed
"cultural awareness and an orientation towards being bicultural,
noted the
multicultural, was not a major aspect of the course " (p. 12). She also
course was "too
scarcity of resour ces allocated to the course. The conten t of the
of
(p. 12). Consequently, students found it difficult "to see the credibility
immat ure"

at OUSPE
Te Reo Kori" (p. 12). 'Kindergarten' tikanga Mdori in- Te Reo Kori
in modern
reinforces the stereotype of Maori culture as overly simplistic and irrelevant
it also ingratiates disdain for Maori culture by the students. Academic
society, and

the attitudes
institutions that marginalise Maori content should be held accountable for
underv alues a
it fosters or reinfo rces in its students. If an educational institution
Moreo ver,
culture, that attitude will be reproduced in the behaviour of its students.
citizens who have
these institutions abrogate their national responsibilities to prepare
and political
an understanding ofand a sensibility to the Treaty ofWai tangi, the social

contract upon which New Zealand rests.

The New Zealand Health and Physical Education Curriculum
(}~ZHPEC),
The current New Zealan d Health and Physical Education Curriculum
educational
implemented in schools in 2001, is a further example of neo-colonial
coloured
reform. The oppressive nature of the curriculum is veiled behind the rose
n Tasker,
hue of political correctness and emancipatory theory. Ian Culpan and Gillia
lonial era,
the principal writers of the NZHPEC, reveal how the powerful in the neo-co
curriculum
are able to re-present others under the guise of empowering rhetoric. The
ng and
writers embellished themselves as the champions of liberation, while usurpi

8

ifically play on the unintelligent
Allthreeof thesenames when usedin a 'comical' sense are derogatory, andspec
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rn models,
commodifying Maori concepts, applying them to conform to existing Weste
and then representing them as tikanga Mtiori.
ulum is
The post-p ositivi st epistemology that underpinned the writing of the curric
g a multitude of
blatant: "it is assumed that the curriculum should be capable of servin
this perspective values the indivi dual learne r operat ing
wider societ al demands

[taking into account] power structures and social and
Similarly, the
economic forces underlying wider society (Culpan, 1998, pp. 4-5).
curric ulum that
other principal writer, Taske r (1996 ), emphasises the need for a

within a social contex t

recognises multiple realities:
ing
Such a curriculum needs to incorporate the three key concepts of total wellbe
these
(hauora); health promotion; and the socio.. ecological perspective ...
tenets
the
by
ed
inform
la
curricu
ct
concepts fit well with recent trends to constru
ed
of post-modern curriculum theory... such concepts and pedagogy are design
of
tion
to address an ever changing environment, rather than focus on the acquisi
the
a fixed body of knowledge .. ~ a post-modern curricu lum recogn ises
uals
individ
n
betwee
cy
penden
complexity of interrelationships and the interde
and their environments. (p. 192)

neithe r she nor
Taske r makes frequent references to post-modernism, but clearly
the emanc ipator y
Culpan have deconstructed the current curriculum, which smacks of
inally oppres sed
branch of post-positivism. Both writers describe students as sublim
perspe ctive, will
benea th hegem onic curricula. The new curric ulum, from their

ist strugg le.
empow er students and lead physic al educationalists throug h a reform
onic politic al and
Culpan (1998) believes "we have difficulties recognising how hegem
The perspe ctive,
econo mic interests shape and mould the values of our world .
within society as
therefore ... promotes the critical questioning about physical activity
dual" (p. 6).
well as inform ed actions regard ing issues which effect the indivi
Likewise, Tasker (1996) describes the curriculum as

gy
emancipatory, in that it would engage us as learners and teachers in a pedago
through which we come to understand the social processes and relationships
rs to
that dominate our practices and structures... [aiming] to enable learne
to
them
er
participate in a broad range of learning experiences that can empow
y
develop the knowledge, skills and attitudes needed to enhance personal identit
t,
ermen
empow
of
t
concep
n
and health status... [and based upon] a Freiria

n a nigger.
stereotype. Horiis especially offensive andis tantamount to calling an African-America

.. .1..1

nity
involving social action by children and students around issues of commu
and societal concern. (p. 193)

and Taske r is
The sheer ignora nce of postm odern theory displa yed by Culpa n
palpable.
theories for
More importantly, I question the validity of hegemonic and emancipatory
e that the
Maori (see Chapt er 1). The majority of emancipatory theories assum
at the
oppressed lack cognisance of their subjugation (i.e., because oppression works
therefore, is
subconscious level). The essential aim of an emancipatory epistemology,
es that only
to enlighten or empower the exploited. Such research is elitist. It assum
writers,
those in power (politicians and the knowledge constr uctors ; curric ula
and how it
academ ics and intellectuals) can fully understand the nature of power
that they operate
oppresses. Ultimately, emancipatory theories are deficit theories in
persecutors.
to imbue the downtrodden with the necessary tools to overcome their
empower
Many Maori fully realise their oppression. They have the mental tools to
that allows
themselves, but have been and will be limited access to real power; power
their childr en's
them to constr uct themselves and make decisions about their and
futures.

power Maori
Taske r and Culpan, while espousing empowering rhetoric, actually disem
the real power; the
by falsely representing tikanga Miiori back to Maori, They have
proces s initially
power to construct and make decisions. The NZHP EC writing
and
yed so-called Maori informants, who presented Maori perspectives of health

emplo

beyon d the early
physical education to the principal writers. As the process' advanced

involvement
resear ch stages to the actual writing of a curriculum, however, Maori
provided.
ceased. Not surprisingly, then, this led to the dilution of the tikanga Miiori
principal
In 1995, 15 writers, two of whom were Maori, were selected to aid the
es, Peter
writers in forming the new curriculum. One of the Maori repres entativ
the bicultural
Moeau , presented a Maori perspective of health "specifically addressing
an integral part
aspect in education" (Moeau, 1998, p. 1). He suggests that whenua is

of
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a representation of wellbeing from a Maori view... [because] Maori society is
governed by tikanga... as manifested on marae and at hui, are governed by kawa
- the protocol, the way of the particular iwi. The right to maintain and enact
kawa and tikanga is based on whakapapa to an iwi, to a marae, ultimately to a
whenua... whenua is also the nurturing birth-place, the placenta, within which I
was nurtured and protected in the womb... at that time my whenua was placed in
a special place... so that I always knew 'where I came from, so that I always have
a special place that is me, that is mine. (1998, pp. 2-3)

Prior to the first draft of the NZHPEC, Tasker (1996) acknowledges Massey academic

Mason Durie's description of hauora - the tapa wha model - as containing "four
interwoven cornerstones'" (p. 188) (i.e., taha wairua, taha hinengaro, taha tinana and

taha whdnaui. She also recognised that Moeau and Duries' conceptualisations
included whenua as a vital component to the overall foundation of hauora.

Yet, the definition of hauora contained in the NZHPEC draft presented the following
year made no mention of whenua. Salter (1999) challenges the omission: "removal of

whenua as a key dimension of holistic health and total well-being in conceptualising
hauora in the new HPE curriculum, at some stage between... [1995 and 1997]... raises
questions about the authenticity of representation of a Maori perspective in the
curriculum" (p. 8). Why the omission? Although somewhat speculative, it seems that
the inseparable connection between land and whenua dissuaded the writers from

including it in their definition. How could Ministry of Education employees,
representing the New Zealand government, acknowledge the importance of land to

Maori, given historical and contemporary land grievances? Such an admission would
suggest that the return of their land would be crucial for Maori total wellbeing.

Although the curriculum writers outlined their philosophy for a new integrated health
and physical education curricula employing hauora as the central tenet, the philosophy

outlined was merely a commodified Western form of Maori content. The preference
of the tapa wha model over Moeau' s five faceted model, reveals a misappropriation of

hauora. The choice in effect meant that taha whenua was not recognised. Although
Dune's model inherently recognises taha whenua it does not explicitly state whenua
as a cornerstone. Rather the inclusion of whenua is implicit within the tapa wha

9 Respectively,

spiritual, mental/emotional, physicallbodily and family aspects of health. SeeMason Durie, Whaiora: Maori
Health Development, (1998,) for further discussion.
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it is not a
57). Even a person with an elementary knowledge of taiaha knows that
spear. Such is the mana of a taiaha that it should never ever be thrown.
abuse of
Upon publication of Culpan and Tasker's actions were ~antamount to an
control:
power and confirm Young's (1971) description of power through definitional
ng,' when
"if we take the notion of control to involve the 'imposition of meani
in part the
members construct definitions of situations in which the constraints are
actualities"
definition of others then [there will be] discrepancies between ideals and
because
(p.4). The initial objective of producing a bicultural curriculum evaporated
within a
Maori hadno power to define meanings, which ultimately were constructed
of tikanga
Western framework. The result is yet another sanitised representation
96 per cent of
Miiori. As Salter (1999) points out regarding the NZHPEC, with "over
ultural
Maori children of primary school age... in mainstream education, such monoc
of Maori"
and monological influences have important implications for the education
(p.4).

was the
Another issue regarding Maori content to emerge from the NZHPEC,
trivialisation ofTe Reo Kori. Salter (1998) expounds:
the
As Te Reo Kori claimed its rightful place in the sun, it now appears that
the
in
sed
triviali
clearly
been
sunshine was to be short-lived. Te Reo Kori has
a
...
longer
no
current Draft Health and Physical Education Curriculum... [as]
al
"cultur
"key area of learning". Instead [it occupies] a small passage in the
inclusiveness" sub-section. (pp. 18..9)

place of Te
Similarly, McGaughran (1998) in a letter on behalf of PENZ, describes the
component
Reo Kon in the new curriculum "as a serious reduction of emphasis on this
Kori, using
of physical education." McGaughran listed 21 items in defence of Te Reo
tion has
the same rhetoric employed to disseminate the notion that physical educa
first three
enjoyed strong historical connections with Maori. For example, the
defences state:
Maori
Teachers of physical education have traditionally taken an interest in
ion in
Educat
al
Physic
of
nt
ntende
physical activities. Philip Smithells, as Superi
for
marae
on
the Department of Education (1939-1947), was congratulated
his
taking the trouble to collect Maori physical activities. Smithells encouraged
them.
record
to
and
items
collect
field staff, spread throughout New Zealand,to
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physical
McGaughran revealed her ignorance when she noted that "teachers of
the world.
education have traditionally taught folk dances from countries throughout
light". It is
In many respects, the action songs and haka of Maori can be viewed in this
t culture
abhorrent that somebody defending Maori interests could liken a living vibran
to folk dances.

with many
In light of these findings and my own experiences, I find myself at odds
lum than
supporters of Te Reo Kori, I would rather see no Maori content in the curricu
Kori may
commodified and sanitised representations of tikanga Mtiori. While Te Reo
culture to
benefit Pakeha (which is questionable), it ultimately misrepresents Maori
is based on
both Maori and Pakeha, My principal grievance with Te Reo Kori is that it
culture that
a level of instruction that allows teachers and students to easily manage a
it is not too
for the most part is alien to them. Maori culture is acceptable as long as.
are based upon
threatening or challenging. Thus, the very tenets of Taha Maori
rts the
portraying an overly simplistic representation of tikanga Miiori that suppo
tely do
ingrained perception of Maori culture as primitive, and therefore, will ultima
Maori more harm than good.
to give it a
Maori concepts and Maori examples were included in the NZHPEC merely
applying
bicultural air. The principal writers have commodified Maori concepts by
E is an
them to a non-Maori model and non-Maori definitions. Thus, the NZHP
ship of
exampleof a dominant group defining, describing, and essentially taking owner

another's culture.

upon a
The claim that the NZHPEC is a bicultural document is false, and one based
Zealand
fabricated notion of biculturalism. If mainstream physical education in New
meaning.
is to be genuinely bicultural, physical educators must understand its real
interweave
Some would argue that the NZHPEC was bicultural because it appeared to
tation
Maori and Pakeha concepts. I would agree, had there been appropriate consul
, Here in
with a range of Milan, and had one of the two principal writers been Maori
rship at all
lies the essential fault of the NZHPEC: biculturalism demands a partne
included as
levels, and especially where decisions are made. Maori need to be
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from Maori
principal writers and not just as their informants. Seizing a few words
to Weste rn
informants and/or decontextualising a Maori model so thatit conforms
constructs, does not mean biculturalism!

ga Reo and
With the continued success of total emersion initiatives such as Te Kbhan
. In a
Te Kura Kaupapa Miiori, are seriously questioning the logistics of biculturalism
Maori politic ian,
recent examp le and highly publicised criticism of State education,
leave their
Tariana Turia (2000)10 asked a group of educators "why Maori should
and will
children within an educa tion system that has consis tently failed them,
Such cynicism
continue to do so' wheth er bicultural frameworks are in place or not."
ral
ted; most Maori researchers regard the current supposedly bicultu
appears warran

NZHP EC, as
educa tion initiat ives,' such as Taha Maori , Te Reo Kori and the
want in the
disem power ing, There is a serious discontinuity betwe en what Maori
Maori need to be
education of their childr en and what is currently being provided.
childr ens'
given the power to make decisions that will inform the outcom e of their

a Miior i. The
educa tion and need to be able to create knowl edge based on· tikang
ul, for as Audre
likelihood of this happening in New Zealand State education is doubtf
maste r's house"
Lorde (1979) states, "The maste r's tools will never disma ntle the
(cited Smith, 1999, p. 19).

10

forum.
I gained access to Ms Turia's speech through its posting within a groupemail
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PART TWO

TE WHA KAM ANA I TE MAT AUR ANG A MAO RI

Reconstructing Maori Physical Philosophies
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CHA PTER FIVE

TlKA NGA MAH I

METHODS

of
There is no longer any place of overview from which to map human ways
rd,
(Cliffo
world.
the
nt
represe
to
life, no Archimedean point from which
1986,p.22)

and analysing
Postm oderni sm led to new epistemologies and methods of gathering
indepth, semidata, such as indepth interv iewing . Indept h interviewing includes
These metho ds
structured or unstructured interviews, and collaborative narratives.
outsid e the
have often been employed by groups that desire to construct knowl edge
tible, but not
grand narratives of moder nist science, becaus e they are highly compa
Bisho p, 1997;
inhere ntly so, with alterna tive ways of thinki ng (Reinh arz, 1992;
Haig-B rown, 1992; Heshusius, 1994; Lather, 1991).
h interv iews
This chapte r discusses the validity of employing interpretivist indept
In doing
and collaborative narratives within the context of researching with Maori,

ics in
so, I discuss the rejection of modernist interview techniques, the power dynam
under pinnin g
the resear ch relatio nship, the validi ty of interp retivis m as an
of indept h
episte molog ical philosophy, the hallm arks and appro priate ness
tructio n that
interv iewing , the issues of subjec tivity, repres entatio n and recons
to the
surround collab orativ e narrat ion, and the impor tance of life exper ience
research process.
or academ ic
Representation, wheth er it occurs in popula r media , school curric ula
is repres ented
publications, is based upon power. The essential question being, who
and by whom ?

The aim of moder nist resear ch is "totali stic repres entati on,
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odernists are
signification, and authorial authority" (Tyler, 1986, p. 131). Postm
sedly
especially critical of the modernist quest for totalising truths by way of suppo

ch that
objective and apolitical methods. Postmodemism suggests any resear
becau se
ignores the complex relationship between power and knowledge is flawed
that claims
all inquir y is subjective and political. Any qualitative researcher
of scient ific
otherw ise is merely veiling their biases behind a smokescreen
is, in
objectivity. Likew ise, any research that seeks totalis ing objective truths
reality, impositional.

a tool to
Modernist epistemologies view the subject as something to be gazed upon,
st. At its
glean information and an atheoretical informant for the theoretical scienti

the
most fundamental level the modernist approach to qualitative research places
to questi ons
interviewee in a subordinate position in that the latter responds only
preted by and
asked by the interviewer. Moreover, data is typically taken, reinter
ant. The
then told from another's perspective in a form inaccessible. to the inform
been
final product is too often a mere shell of the original knowledge taken, having
cher
decontextualised and then made to measure the grand narrative that the resear
subscribes to.
and their
Fine (1994) argues that the relationship between traditional researchers
becau se
subjects, by definition, resembles that of the oppressor and the oppressed
d, others.
the scientist defines the problem: "Master narratives needed, and so create
the other.
The clean edges of those narratives were secured by the frayed borders of
t of the
The articulate professional voice sounded legitimate against the noisy dialec

ce
other" (p. 73). This telling quote captures the legitimated ontological violen
be the Self,
committed by modernist science that, firstly, sought the Other to descri
rhetoric
and secondly, masks political motivation through an all-powerful objective
nistic
that validates the Self as the only authentic record er of truth. The moder
it seeks
search for universal truths implicitly denies alternativeknowledges becau se
to verify a single knowledge; its own.
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Many researchers working within the New Zealand context concur. Te Awekotuku
(1991) emphasizes the issues of power in research suggesting that gathering
knowledge is not for the betterment of society, as it is often portrayed, but for
control, resource allocation and power. Teariki and Spoonley (1992) argue that
research is a means of exercising control and a way of justifying policies that
undermine things important to Maori, While, Stokes (1992) believes research on
Maori has often been a mere exercise to gain academic credit.

Modernism is a guise for neutrality, as the anthropologist Eric, Schwimmer (1966)

makes clear in The World of the Maori: "I have left out personal reminiscences and
impressions and concentrated on objective evidence" (p.?). In contrast, Maori
academics charge modernist science with being largely a tool for sustaining the
dominant culture. European colonists needed to portray tikanga Miiori as an
uncivilized image of the Self s past, and modern research methods assisted.

Interpretivism

In contrast to modernist totalising ideals, postmodernism challenges the view that

any method or theory has a "universal and general claim as the right or the
privileged form of authoritative knowledge. A truth is only a truth in the eyes of the
claimer and any truth claim serves particular interests in local, cultural and political
struggles" (Richardson, 1994, p. 517). Postmodern epistemologies replace the
quest for universal knowledge with an acceptance that truth is multiple.
Postmodern researchers attempt to contextualise knowledge as opposed to
generalize it.

Richardson (1994) compares the complexity of human experience to a crystal:
"what we see depends on our angle of repose" (p. 52). Crystallisation deconstructs
the traditional idea of validity; there is no single perspective that delineates truth,
but rather a multitude' of gazes through which each individual can see their own

reality. This is not to say that some people do not share the same gaze, however.
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thought
Gergen (1985) describes interpretive inquiry as encouraging alterity of
people
because it is "principally concerned with explicating the processes by which
they live"
come to describe, explain or otherwise account for their world in which
led to
(p. 266). Such a concept is crucial to research with Maori who have strugg
able to
have their ways of knowing recognized and respected by Pakeha as applic

modern society.
ntion,
Critics of interpretivism note that it emphasizes descriptionrather than interve
to be
and thus, order over conflict and status quo over change. I do not believe this
trap of
case in the presen t research, however. Rather than fall into the
the

like the
empowering or emancipatory type research, where the researcher,
in
modernist, remains emblazoned as the powerful all-knower, I accept my status
usly,
the research relationship as teina; the learner. Moreover, as explained previo
as I
the present research attempts to de-emphasize the 'us and them mentality,'
center of
believe such a construct inherently reinforces the place of the Self at the
with a
its own grand narrative. Emancipatory research implic itly aligns
relationship because it assumes the Other has to be enlightened or
master/slave

remains in
revolutionized to dethrone the master. Under these constructs the Self

center stage; the epitometo rise up to and against.
Other will
In contrast, this research is underpinned by a philosophy that believes the
ive of
only shape its own destiny when it constructs itself outside the grand narrat
to limit
the Self. An important part of the Self's hold over the Other is the ability
entations
description. Validating alternative knowledge challenges the Self's repres
g with

of the Other as inaccurate and politically motivated. Furthermore, in keepin
that it
the notion, that it is Pakehathat largely have a false consciousness, I maintain

need to be
is the Self's stereotypical misconceptions of the Other that

tream'
deconstructed. Tikanga Miiori will never be accepted as plausible in mains
n duped.
society (other than as cultural artifact) while the majority of Pakeha remai
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Accordingly, Donmoyer (1990) proposes that research can transform culture by
producing knowledge that unseats conventional thought.

Indepth Interviewing
A key premise of postmodern research is the frank acknowledgement that the
researcher comes from a value laden, political and subjective standpoint, and that
all research is skewed. Objectivity is a mere veil to hide the Self's procurement of
its own preordained truth.

Lincoln and Denzin (1994) want contemporary

researchers to reject notions of traditional objective validity and acknowledge their
values and politics. The qualitative researcher's place in any text should be overt
because the result of inquiry is inevitably our story of their story.

Indepth

interviewing aligns with the described philosophy because it typically transfers to
the reader the subjectified, inner experiences and feelings of the researcher (Maykut
& Morehouse, 1994).

Of course the issue of subjectivity raises the dilemma of representation. On the one
hand the. postpositivist researcher is delivered from the falsities of objectivity yet,
on the other, they remain committed to representing the Other authentically. Te
Hennepe (1993) observes, not infrequently "the academic agenda of the researcher
is the main issue of the investigation" and "the lived experience of the investigated
is just a site for this exercise" (p. 226). Indeed, the liberal principles of indepth
interviewing can be viewed as merely a more devious method of constructing the
Self through the Other. Researchers conducting indepth interviews should not be
afforded free rights of passage, as the 'myth of objectivity enabied the modernist
researcher to do. Maori should be especially wary of emancipatory researchers who
claim to be liberating the downtrodden. Although proponents of political action and
consciousness raising are not necessarily dangerous, they tend to assume that
people are not aware of their oppression, that people want their consciousness
raised and, critically, that the raised consciousness should reflect the researcher's
own state of awareness. For example, Reinharz (1992) describes the research
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Mexico,
conducted by Brinton Lykes with Guatemalan Indian women refugees in
s "and
noting Lykes' s interest was in the women's revolutionary consciousnes
tionary
assisting them in the development of that consciousness" (p. 182). Revolu
action
consciousness is a Western term that Lykes imposed onto her subjects - this
in
in itself causes ontological violence to the Other. By defining these people
rn Self.
Western terms, the researcherplaces them within the narrative of the Weste
ise the
Qualitative research should be a tool to create knowledge or to recogn
alternative forms of knowledge, not to impose one's reality on another.

s when
Heshusius (1994) advocates the development of a participatory consciousnes
a person
interviewing, suggesting that it isthe somatic and non-verbal qualities of
patory
which will allow a greaterunderstanding of what they are saying. Yet, partici
only
consciousness is a flawed notion, for it implies that the researcher will
an ideal
understand the participant through participating in their consciousness. In
h to
setting this is true. But which researcher has a lifetime to get close enoug
participate in an interviewee's conscious?
a tacit
How, than, can a researcher from another culture ever hope to gain
one year
appreciation of their participants? Or in the words of an ethnologist, "after
ized that
I believ ed I had. a good understanding of the Other, after five years I recogn
I would
my conclusions were merely .assumptions, after thirty years I realized that
n,'
never understand the Other." In their discussion of the 'crisis of representatio
to speak
Lincoln and Denzin (1994) 'ask whether any researcher can ever hope
ma as an
authentically of the experience of another? They see the crux of the dilem

rn for
inner tension that will never be resolved: "On the one hand there is the conce
sure and
validity or certainty as a source of authenticity, on the other there is the
ally
certain knowledge that all texts are socially, historically, politically, and cultur
n - given
located" (p. 582). This dilemma is not a question of lack of representatio
being
something is going to be represented - it is a question of whose views are
represented.
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tivity. If
Nonetheless, at least post-positivist researchers acknowledge their subjec
biases
the position of the researcher is explicit then the reader has access to those

.

.

ins that
and can interpret the text accordingly. Furthermore, Lather (1991) mainta
power
indepth interview methods go some way towards addressing a fundamental
es of the
issue by allowing the interviewee to question the assumptions and motiv
questions
interviewer; indeed both parties make assertions and ask each other
researcher
(Tripp, 1983). The interviewee can ascertain the pre-conceptions that the
d to fit
brings to the interview and how the information could be misconstrue
misrepresentingprecepts.
) outlines:
The researcher must abandon the desire to control, as Te Hennepe (1993
their own
"The research participants were to be heard not only as authorities on
ures
experiences, feelings and observations, but also as authorities on proced
" (p.
involved in analytical address to their accounts and the reporting of the results
ants they
200). As Te Hennepe alludes to, interviewees should not merely be inform
tation
should be able to influence the research process and the philosophical presen
must be
of the data as well. To create a fairer representation, the interviewee
represented
included in the philosophical construction. Ultimately, the philosophies

a piece
in text should be collaborative. The challenge to the researcher is to create
of writing, that conveys meaning both parties can agree upon.

s of truth
Lather (1989) asks how can researchers position themselves not as master
speak: on
and justice but as 'creators of a space where those involved can act and
thought,
their own behalf. Research can be a space for the creation of alternative
meaning;
but the researcher must be open about their input into the construction of
question
they must acknowledge that their post-analysis is particular to the research
behalf,
they set out to investigate. Yes, the Other can speak and act on their own
point of
but the researcher must construct meaning as well, otherwise what is the
absent is
their presence? To suggest research can be a site where the researcher is
researcher
to regress to the flawed notion of the objective scientist. In short, the
must be candid about his/her presence and position.
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researcher
Altheide and Johnson (1994) believe that the life experiences of the
tandings
allows them to "draw on recipes, typifications and taken for granted unders
tual
and assumptions" (p. 492). Similarly, Eisner (1993) .states that contex
ucted"
experience for the researcher is the "bedrock upon which meaning is constr
chers
(p.5). Stanfield IT (1994) is more adamant arguing, that "only-those resear
of such
emerging from the life worlds of their subjects'can be adequate interpreters
ific tool
experiences" (p. 176). Guba and Lincoln (1981) believe the only scient
thing
flexible and complex enough to do qualitative research is the human. Every
ention of a
has the potential to be data, but nothing becomes data without the interv
se I was
researcher. I have a complex understanding of the Maori context becau
and,
raised in a Maori community. I have vast experiences with tikanga Miiori
f in a
needless to say, I am Maori, I am acknowledging this, not to place mysel
t, and
position of power, but rather to establish my credibility within a Maori contex
field I am
to state that I am a researcher who has tacit knowledge of the research
entering, as opposed to an empty vessel waiting to be filled.
the area
I do not theorize here to locate myself as highly knowledgeable in
to better
researched, because I am not. This discussion points out that I will be able
e. Yet,
represent the people I am researching with because I am from their cultur
research
admittedly, this logic is somewhat superfluous because my entrance into
ucts,
with Maori and access to knowledge was not constrained by Western constr
I was not
rather it was decided upon by tikanga Miiori. '1 can assure the reader that
have too
given any knowledge that would not be suitable for public scrutiny. Maori
heedlessly
long a history of Pakeha academics misappropriating their knowledge to
hand over tikanga Miiori.
na as
As teina in the research process, I recognise kaumiitua and pakeke as tuaka
thought of
the knowledge holders and they will be respected as such. I have never

g of
myself other than teina in the present research role, because of my understandin
nship to
the Maori world. One needs to understand the tuaka naltei na relatio
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comprehend how Maori work with other Maori. Teina are accepted as lesser
knowing, but are expected to contribute at some level because they are thought of as
individuals with individual stances that will effect the result of the relationship.
Essentially, the teacher who learns nothing from their students will never be a good
teacher, and the student who does not contribute to the learning process will never
be a good student. I interviewed people who are leaders in their field and their
greater knowledge is beyond question. My role was a learner who asked questions
to develop further understanding and to ensure that I convey to the reader what the

tuakana intended, and importantly, I contributed my knowledge where I thought it
was appropriate and useful to the meanings developed. I accept being the learner,
yet I reject the notion of the researcher as the empty vessel waiting to be filled - my
thoughts will inform the meanings presented in text. It may appear paradoxical to
reject impositional research on the one hand, and accept my biases as inherent in
text on the other, but this is not research between the Self and the Other; this is
research where the researcher is the Other.
I am fortunate to be a Maori researcher, researching with Maori, because I have
access to knowledge limited to other researchers. In part, this is because of a
general mistrust of Western researchers.

But it is also because I have

whanaungatanga with the tuakana. That is, I am linked through whakapapa to
these people. In the Maori realm it is protocol to make whakapapa links between
two parties before interaction at any other level occurs. Part of the research
process, therefore, involved an attempt to understand whakapapa links between

myself and the tuakana. But this access does not guarantee complete knowledge;

nor does it mean I have the right to abuse any knowledge given to me. Indeed, if I
do so, I will face repercussions that Pakeha researchers would never have to bear.
Also, I had met all but two of the tuakana, through Maori circles, prior to the
interviews. Furthermore, I had direct whakapapa links with the two people I had
not met prior to the interviews and, thus, whakapapa enabled me to interview them
without prior kanohi ki te kanohi.
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far
Smith (1999) explains that, "research ethics for Maori communities extend
(1999)
beyond issues of individual consent and confidentiality" (p. 119). Smith
Maori
selects a number of sayings that she believes are relevant when working with
- the same qualities Maori see as good qualities in a person:
"Aroha ki te tangata (a respect for people).
Kanohi kitea (the seen face, that is present yourself to people face to
face).
Titiro, whakarongo ... korero (look, listen ... speak).
Manaaki ki te tangata (share and host people, be generous).
Kia tupato (be cautious).
Kaua e takahia te mana 0 te tangata (do not trample over the mana of
people).
Kaua e mahaki (don't flaunt your knowledge)" (p. 120).
I have done my utmost to uphold these qualities.

indepth
Collaborative narrative, or what I refer to as korero , is a method of
Korero is
interv iewing where the purpose is to mutually constr uct meani ng.
t resear cher
charac terize d by negotiation, a crucial process that helps preven
ng takes
imposition. Westkott (1979) maintains that the "inter-subjectivity of meani
ent rather
the form of dialogue from which knowledge is an unpredictable emerg

pants
than a controlled outcome" (p. 426). That is to say, it is imperative that partici
s. This is
can negotiate the terms of research prior to and after the interview proces
tuakana
particularly important in the present research where negotiation enables the
to eo-construct meaning to ensure their standpoint is not falsified.
from
Blumer (1969) argues thatmeanings derive from social interaction rather than
so does
external causes and, consequently, as social interaction varies and changes
spiral,
the knowledge produced. Bishop (1,996) employs the koru symbol or
ting the
common to Maori culture, to contextualise the importance of revisi
progress
developing kiirero, Employed in this sense, the koru refers to a spiraling
central
of clarity. Where the meaning being constructed can be honed towards a
two parties.
point, but may never reach a conclusion because, ultimately, there are
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The story that emerges, gains complexity as both parties help tease out each other's
beliefs. Correspondingly, meanings will change and develop as one party informs
the-other.

Likewise, meaning is constructed based on understanding the context with which
words were said. Words are not numbers; they have a referential function that is
influenced by their context. Contextual factors include non-verbal clues, body
language, facial expression, and assumptions about speech from the relationship
that has developed between the two parties. Contextual factors are not readily
available to the reader of verbatim, and therefore, verbatim is an insufficient
representation of meaning.

I believe such a notion is particularly pertinent in research with Maori whose
culture is especially rich with intonations and non-verbal clues that convey deeper
meaning. Oration is extremely important to tikanga Miiori but it is often how the
body talks that is of equal importance and sometimes of even greater importance.
Durie (1998) agrees: "Maori may be more impressed by the unspoken signals
conveyed through subtle gesture, eye movement, or bland expression, and in some
situations regard words as superfluous, even demeaning" (p. 71).

In this research, the creation of korero was sequential in that the semi-structured
interviews were repeated until both the interviewer and the interviewee agreed that
the viewpoint/meaning under discussion was clear and succinct. Following initial
interviews I analysed the verbatim and returned it to the interviewee with my
interpretation of the meaning. Interviewees were then able to comment on my
understanding and where necessary we examined the meaning again often in more
depth. Such a methodology is complicit with the notion that "narrative inquiry is a
mutual exploration of discovery and understanding" (Te Hennepe, 1993, p. 267).

In contrast to the regulated reproduction of verbatim in modernist interviewing, the
construction of kiirero constitutes a mutual reconstruction of meaning. The korero
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se of the
was informed by a rearranged and reworded verbatim. I did this becau
ers of
limited extent to which I believe a person's actual words are the best deliver
ance than
meaning. An accurate record of words originally spoken is of less import
the effective transformation of meaning by the researcher.
many a
The very notion of reconstruction will undoubtedly send shivers down
science.
modernist's spine because it undermines the essence of objective
reliability does not focus on the precision of base data, rather it is
Postm odern

is seldom
dependant upon the accuracy of knowledge. And accuracy of knowledge
cher, was
conveyed through verbatim. The challenge to me as a postmodem resear
. The
to create a piece of writing that succinctly conveyed knowledge to the reader
than a
korero in text, like' any thorough piece of academic work, is much more
structed
rambling first draft. It was revised and improved upon until the eo-con
to convey
knowledge was clear. Verbatim was only used if it was the best way
conve yed
meaning, and this was infrequent because the clutter ed verbatim rarely
were the
, succinct knowledge. Having said this, the words spoken by participants
basic building block by which meaning was constructed.
limits the
Clarity of meaning is crucial to research with Maori because clarity

sive
breadth with which the reader can employ the data to represent repres
explicit,
stereotypes. The complexity of Maori cognition and belief, if not made
ate the
will leave room for the reader to simplify or, more accurately, misappropri
for readers to
representation in text. Effectively, reconstruction leaves less scope
misrepresent the findings. As Tripp (1983) notes:
Embedded in the traditi onal assum ptions - that the words of an
interview are the most accurate data and that a transcript of those
words carries that accuracy with negligible loss - is the furthe r
assumption that the reader has the right, or is even encouraged, to use
the data as a basis for a personal, if not private, interpretation (p. 40)
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." I
For example, one participant said that Maori were "a physical people
that preunderstood this to mean, in the context of the surrounding discussion,
quently, I
European Maori were not lazy rather they were. hard workers. Subse
I believe
ed the meaning of the interv iewee 's words in the written kiirero,
clarifi

began the
this was essential, given the impetus of this research, and admit that I
ed to
research with an aversion to 'representing Maori as a physical (as oppos
a physical
intellectual) people. In fact, I am little concerned whether Maori were
is the
people or not. This research does not attempt to reconstruct the past. What
imperialist
point of that? British colonialists, on the whole, were ignorant, arrogant
thesis
thieves, but that does not mean contemporary Pakeha are inherently so. This
functional
focuses on deconstructing repressive representations and constructing
e culture
knowledge that acknowledges tikanga Miiori as a vital and creativ
developing in contemporary society.
that research
Questi ons over the legitimacy of research on Maori remain when
is no one
stems from a paradigm that is foreign to a Maori perspective. But there
from a
form of legitimate Maori research, regardless .ofwhether the research stems
of Maori
Maori or Pakeha paradigm. Pakeha and Maori have to leave the idea
presen t but it
tradition behind, as merely that - tradition. The past can inform the
the world
should not limit the future.' Methods, epistemologies and ways of seeing
are not owned by or confined to anyone culture.
define
The present research stems from a philosophy that believes Maori should
e the
their own concepts by giving meanings to what belongs in their world, outsid
to identify
totalising narrative of Pakeha. The purpose of Maori research should be
d by
and make available knowledge of Maori thought and philosophy that is deeme
culture
Maori as relevant and acceptable to the construction of themselves. Maori
idea of
is diverse, complex and sophisticated, yet most New Zealanders have little
y is an
its richness. The celebration of Maori knowledge in contemporary societ
nge to
immense challenge for monocultural New Zealand and an inherent challe
limiting representations of 'traditional' Maori culture.
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CHA PTER SIX
NGA UIUI TANG A

Interviews
He has a vast
The first kaumd tua I interviewed, is from my iwi, Ngati Pukenga,
Ngati
amount of knowledge about generi c Maori lore and, specifically, about
of Auckl and,
Pukenga. As a Maori historian, he has worked for the University
who had
Auckland Museum, and Te Papa.' I came to meet him through my sister
ved
met him at various hui. He began our korero with a karakia, which I percei
to meet
was in part, an acknowledgement of our common tiipuna that allowed us

along an
and kbrer o and also to bless the kiirero , so that it would travel
appropriate path.

Tana korero:
al physical
In pre-colonial times, there were a vast numbe r of formal and inform
very active
activities that were a part of the Maori world. Our people were
becau se they had to be, It was life or death - no in betwe en.

Activi ties were

dent on
organized seasonally around the procuring of food and were also depen
tant for all
war. That is, the martial type of society we lived in decreed it impor
people to be skilled and agile.
ctive
Inactivity is definitely not part of our culture. To understand a Maori perspe
was an
of physical activity, whakatauki are a good starting point. There

upon. For
abund ance of prover bs about inactivity becau se it was so frowned
'kef mate a
instan ce, 'marry a man with calluses on his hands'. Another is
i koe, engari kia mate a ururoa, , - 'don't die like the tarakihi, but rather

tarakih

like the shark? ' Also, 'I hea koe i te tangihanga

a te pipiwharauroa' - 'where

on.
Te Papa is the recently openedNational Museum of New Zealand locatedin Wellingt
the shark is a fighter to the
whereas
caught,
when
fight
a
up
put
not
es
whichdo
fish
a
is
tarakihi
"The
:
2 Meaning
very end" (Brougham, Reed, & Karetu, 1999,p. 36).
I
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o's
were you when theshining cuckoo sung its song?' When the shining cucko
to work
call was first heard in spring it was the message to begin harvesting and
the gardens.
diately
There is an esoteric aspect associated with physical activity as well. Imme
nt
following birth, the majority of children were dedicated through tohi to differe
on his
deities. A tohi is an ancient dedication. Tawhaki' was known to use a tohi
with
daughter. In doing so, he was asking the protective Gods to instill his child
tohi for
certain skills and attributes, - to be nimble, quick, strong and flexible. The
activity
male children is very similar. Therefore, a Maori perspective of physical
is enshrined and can be interpreted within the words of variouskarakia.
terms is
There is also the ritualistic aspect of physical activity - which in generic
that involves
called haka. Haka is any type of dance or 'ceremonial perfor mance
the tiuu
movement. There were several distinctive types of haka, for instance,
onial roles.
ngtirahu, the peruperu and the taparahi. Each served different cerem
, or for
Some were used solely for spiritu al reasons, others for intimi dation
as a
celebration, or as a type of warm-up or psych-up before battle, and conversely
med
way of cooling down following battle. The peruperu, for instance, is perfor
would
prior to battle. In this haka, both legs must come off the ground. Leaders
med
intently watch their taua jump .in the air because the haka had to be perfor

ced and
correctly otherwise it was a bad omen. And so, the peruperu was practi
practiced and practiced.

my
I was taught peruperu when I was younger. My teacher swung a taiaha at
He was
legs as I jumped up. So either I jumped correctly or my legs got a whack.
with
the most unlikely looking guy to be a master exponent of weaponry - tubby
that
very short legs. But his appearance was deceptive; I am still to meet a person

often
was as agile as him. There were personal variations in weaponry style that
- the
reflected traits of animals or movement in nature. His was the tirairaka
fantail. He could move just like one and his vertical jump.was amazing.

3

Tawhaki: A demi-god
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d by the
There were tribal variations of weaponry styles that were' often denote
actions
surrounding environment. Having said that, there were generic weaponry
lead to
that had essentially the same outcomes. Ahei are the set movements that
were
all the striking techniques of weapons such as patu and taiaha. The ahei
l of
practiced against imaginary foe. There was also waewae. In the schoo
nt
weaponry I went through, the kawa for waewae was around 30 differe
the
movements. Each movement was particular to the strike it led to. Once
then
person was able to perform ahei and waewae to a certain level of proficiency
which is
they could move on to sparring with weapons. There was also mamau,
th,
similar to grappling or hand wrestling, and was developed to improve streng
dexterity and balance as a supplementfor weaponry .
have a
Even though taiaha and the like were originally about killing, they still
l arts do.
place in today's society, just as judo and kung-fu and all the other martia
mental
As a martial art, taiaha provides discipline through spiritual, physical and
exist at
control. Moreover, taiaha courses provideMaori with choices that did not
taiaha
one time in colonial New Zealand. Even though kung fu, for example, and
culturally
both run on essentially the same philosophies, taiaha is more
comfortable for Maori and, therefore, will be more successful.

It has
I was one of Peter Sharples" original students in the wiinan ga he runs.
with a
developed dramatically since then. Those who go through it now end up
nent
degree. Currently, it has the physical component, but also a language compo
, the
and a historical component, among others. Because of its holistic nature
ted
Wananga tends to create well-rounded people. For example, people are expec
ge on
to be or become fluent speakers of Milan. The programme can also impin
instance,
negative aspects of peoples' lives. Guys that were into hard drugs, for
not had
were able to get off the drugs because they were given options they had
before.

4

ersion Maori
Renowned kaumdtua, Professor at Auckland University andinitiator of a totalimm
University degree programme.
t
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A Functional Holistic Philosophy
. In the Maori world, few things were done just for the sake of doing them.
Childhood games were an important form of development into adulthood and also
a method of specialisation. Children played a whole range of games set up by the
old people. Children were initially encouraged to play all the games so the old
people could watch them and, consequently, be aware of the child's suitability to
various tasks in adult-life. One of my koroua told me that the old people from'
ancient times would sit there day after day and intently watch the children play.
Each game was a means to an end. They contained hidden training regimes such
as, strategy, dexterity, strength, agility, and speed. The skills children excelled in
were encouraged and developed into adulthood. By their early teens, people were
usually given a function 'and, subsequent, value within society. The philosophy
behind this was to allow everybody to pull their own weight in a position they
were best able to do so. For example, those who were fleet of foot were usedas
scouts, messengers and mauitoki?

The emphasis was on holistic training.

Physical activity was not as

compartmentalised as it is today. In pre-colonial days there would have been a

natural correlation between the School of Physical Education and the Medical
School. Physical activity was not viewed as a single subject. The grooming of
children into adults was a large task involving practices thatproduced rounded
people who had all of the physical and mental attributes.

From my perspective, the underlying philosophies of Maori physical activity were
very similar to Asian martial arts. For instance, people were able to achieve
seemingly impossible feats. I watched this old chap perform a demonstration,

sitting on the ground while a couple of huge guys tried to move him - but they
could not. It was like he was stuck to the ground. He then lightened himself so
that four men were able to lift him up with one finger each.

S

Warriors weresent out to issuea challenge or wero to an approaching partyof people. Usually the wero
established whether the party came in peaceor in war. If the party came in war then the warriorhad to be able to
retreatto safetybeforebeing caught by the encroaching party.
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dusk, which
Similarly, in the old-days, crews often had to paddle from dawn till
it's hard
must have been' an extreme feat of stamina, strength, and concentration enough paddling for an hour or so. Timing is crucial to paddling. If one person
Many
falls out of time it creates drag on the canoe - so everyone has to keep up.
they
of our ancestors could also run all day. There were various running forms
h the
used depending on the environment around them. When they went throug
If they
bush, their form resembled the kiore - they would move very light-footed.
which
were in open ground their form would change to suit. The manner with
Maori performed skills often reflected what they observed in nature.

Breathing

d along
Breath ing was important. I was not told this - it was something I realise
ing
the way. When I went diving for kai moana I was taught to expand my breath
s the
capacity. If you have ever watched wero, you would have heard the sound
res in
challenger makes. These sounds were originally made as protective measu
a loud
combat. As the warrior attempted to strike an opponent, he would give
which had the effect of tensing the body against a possible counter-strike.
exhale,

blow may
Thus, if the warrior was.. struck in a vulnerable part of the body, the
a reason
cause damage, but it would not necessarily be fatal. There was always
behind the things we did.

also
The singing of old songs and the incantation of chants and karakia were
ted to
methods of breath control. When tohunga recited karakia they were expec
so that
do so without breathing. Consequently, two people generally recited them
a
one person could start up where the other left off. Children used to recite
how to
particular karakia that I know. It was used as a game to teach childr en
t drawi ng a
contro l their breath. Again, the idea was to recite it in full withou
do it
breath. The trick was to draw it out and not try and rush through it. I will
over a
for you to give an example of how long it is (recites a karakia lasting for

minute, during which amazingly he does not stop to take a breath).
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Massage
Up until recently. the general outlook in this country did not encourage women to
over exert themselves during pregnancy. In contrast, prior to colonisation, when
our kuia were with child they were encouraged to remain active so that the birth
would be easier and the children would be born strong. They were also massaged

through their pregnancy. The child was massaged immediately after birth as well.
Conditions considered deformities, no matter how minor, were massaged out,
allowing the child to reach their potential physical stature. Unfortunately, by the
time I was -born this practice had largely died out, and so I have got my bowlegs
(laughs). Massage enabled the child to start life strong, agile and nimble. Legs,
arms, spines, and the nose were straightened. Also the highly deformed child was
not treated any differently to the other children - expectancies remainedthe same.

Maori have vast knowledge base. My grandmother told me they use to do

amazing things to children with pronounced deformities. For instance, many
children were borne with clubfoot. A story from Ngati Kahungungu illustrates
this.

During the early part of last century, there was a boy from the

chiefly/aristocratic line who was born with a clubfoot. His grandfather, who had

been trained in Whare Tii Taua, raised him. They used to sleep in a small whare.

Early every morning the Koroua would get up to have a mimi, and as he would go
past his sleeping grandson he would give him a whack. After this happened for
quite some time, the boy began to anticipate and was able to roll out of the way
before his grandfather could cuff him. So the grandfather started to get up at
different times to have 8: mimi. Eventually the boy learnt how to sleep highly

aware of what was happening around him. And that awareness rubbed.off into
everyday life. His grandfather also taught him how to run fast, be agile, have

quick reactions • how to climb, etc. In the end this guy became a great
sportsperson. In the old days, people were valued regardless of the physical
impediments they were born with. Everybody was shown how to attain a high
level of physical prowess.

Massage .continued throughout a person's life especially if there was some
specific healing needed. Massage techniques such as romiromi and meremere
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-body
improved the suppleness and flexibility of the body. Romiromi is a whole
me a
massage - a massage of the large muscle groups. A chap from Tuhoe told
he
story about a young man who was crushed when a log rolled over him when
. He
was helping to build a wharenui in Ruatoki. It broke several of his bones

rongoa
was able to recover through a regimented application of different types of
and his
and massage. Everyday he was wrapped with a certain type of poultice
Given
whole body was massaged. I have met this guy, who is in his 70' snow .
good as
his injuries you would expect him to suffer from arthritis, but he is as
gold.

Nutrition
is,
Nutritionally we were a very healthy people . The poor diet we have today
we eat
however, related to our past. I believe the type and proportions of food
have a
now is a reflection of our heritage. Contemporary Maori tend to
thing.
preoccupation with fatty foods because we always have - it's a cultur al

kererii
Maori have always searched for the fattest kai. Whether it was kiitai, kina,
was a
or whatever else. Because there was a dearth of large animals, there
diet
scarcity of fat. Occasionally they ate seal or whale;but for the most part their
birds or
consisted of little to no fat depending on the season. When the various
cies.
seafood were at their fattest our old people considered them to be delica
They were he reka - they were fat. And so, our methods of preservation largely
involved the rendering of fat.

ally
Consequently, for thousands of years Maori were physiologically and cultur
have
geared towards the reverence of fat. The comparative length since Maori
scientist
been colonized is a spit in the ocean of time. Just recently an Australian
ago.
found evidence of human occupation in New Zealand 75 thousand years
a
Maori already knew that we were here a lot longer than the thousand years Pakeh
the
historians lead people to believe. Regardless, in a mere 160 odd years, since
has
introduction at' cattle, Maori have been expected to change something that
been ingrained in them for tens of thousands of years.
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I remember this old chap I knew in Auckland - lovely old fellow. He was
concerned about what was happening on the marae, he said, "I can't understand
all this bloody rabbit food young people are eating. I went to the butcher the other
day - I Iooked in the window and saw the steak I wanted. The butcher took it out
of the display cabinet, chucked it up on the board and cut the fat off. So I said to
him, what are you doing?" And the butcher says, "I'm cutting a couple of inches
of the fat off. It will make it cheaper for you." And the old fellow said, "but
that's why I brought it."

I don't believe Maori eat fatty foods because they don't care about their health.
We hear all the statistics that tell us we don't, but the statistics fail to consider the
cultural and historical aspects. All of a sudden Maori were meant to stop the
pursuit of an article that was culturally revered because of its scarcity.

If

programs are going to be effective in betteringMaori nutrition they must be aware
of the historical background.

Contemporary Issues

In early colonial accounts of Maori life, one of the first things commented upon
was people's physical attributes. One of the common descriptions was that there
were very few obese Maori, unlike our Pacific relations. Maori were fine
specimens of humanity and a very healthy people. So a hell of alot must have
happened since then.

We know the statistics about Maori health and participation, What has not been
outlined, however, is the role of colonisation in this process. Coionisation is a
good indicator of oppression ~ it has caused us to underestimate ourselves and to
think, 'oh no I can't do that because that's what Pakeha do.' So to understand
Maori inactivity you must also know the mechanisms of colonisation. If people
recognise that inactivity was not a part of Maori culture, then they must also
recognise that colonisation has led to it.

Colonisation has had a huge effect on the deculturalisation of our 'people. For
instance, in the 60s the urbanisation of Maori to find work stripped away their
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they
culture, including physical activity practices. They became couch potatoes,
se
stopped walkin g, they drank and ate more, and ,no longer kept gardens becau
- to
they weren't necessary anymore. Maori became accustomed to technology

don't
cars and TV - we have become consumer oriented. We buy things that we
really need and inadvertently this has caused inactivity.
him.
My grandmother grew up with her grandfather and often spoke to me about
He
When he was in his seventies he would do his garden, go hunting and travel.
back to
would walk from here to Maketii,from Maketii to Motiti, and from Motiti
it was
here. He would walk for five days just to get to a tangihanga, because
was just
important to attend hui if you wanted others to attend hui in your area. It
a part of life.

Understanding the processes
ons
Why don't Maori like partaking in mainstream activities? Those are the questi
Maori people
that need to be asked. The actual activity isn't the problem because
m is' the
are not adverse to progress like many people like to think. The proble
best for you,'
process. If it is seen as a do-gooder, evangelical, 'we know what's
a
of schem e - then it is not going to work. If it is governmental or Pakeh

type

This
imposed then it will be resisted - regardless of whether it is good or not.
sion - of
attitude is not Maori being arrogant - it comes from a history of oppres
bad things comin g from Piikeha people. Essentially, the majority of our people
se of past
will resist Pakeh a initiatives without even looking into them, becau
experiences.
y
If you look at programmes that have been successful, they have the comm onalit
- Te
of being Maori initiated. For example, Pai Oranga': - marae based health

se
Kiihanga Reo, and Te Kura Kaupapa. All of these have been successful becau
, for
they were Maori defined, designed and developed. Take reading programmes
ped
example. Presently in schools, there is a remedial-reading programme develo
tantly, only
by Marie Clay - but it is ineffective for Maori kids. Why? Most impor
professionals can run it, unless locals spend hours in training. In contra st, Donna

6

Pai Oranga:

A marae based-programme meaning good health.
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Awatere developed an inclusive reading program with Maori and Pacific Island
kids in Otara.' She realised that if .a programme was to be effective it had to
include the people - it can not be impositional. It is about allowing people to take
charge and to realize their own potential. In this case taking charge means taking

part in their child's learning. Maori just will not click with some professional
saying, 'hey I know best, I've read this study and it says this... ' - they will not

buy into that. In the end, I think it is about creating or resurrecting something
from within our own culture that leads to healthy habits. It is about trying to
rebuild habits because habits will not rebuild themselves.

Likewise, there

~re

ways of merging modern fitness concepts with Maori

processes that will enable Maori to feel comfortable in a fitness environment. The
Ngati TIpene project up in Pukekohe, for instance, locates a health and fitness
center on the marae. It is a brilliant example of what can be achieved when the
process is altered to suit Maori, Take Te Papa Takaro

0

Te Arawa - the Te Arawa

Sport's Weekend in Rotorua - as another example. The number of people that
take part is phenomenal. While you would hardly ever see Maori in a regular
ironman competition, if it is Maori run, then you can not keep Maori from not
participating. If you impose a process upon Maori you will be told to bugger off.
If the philosophy of the programme is Maori centred, however, the results will be
a lot different. If the programme is based on Maori activities - all the better although I do not think it has to be. The local people have to be able to run it - it
has to be empowering rather than impositional.

If you go to gyms or fitness centres you may see the odd Maori fitness fanatic or

top sportsperson, but you .will never see the normal/everyday Maori, You will not
see people from aroundthis marae, for instance. Why not? Because Maori are not
going to walk into an environment where you have a 20-year old thin, toned and
beautifully tanned girl teaching you aerobics. It is important to recognise how
such an environment will affect somebody's self image. People want to walk into
an environment where they are likely to see somebody that resembles themself.
Maori people are afraid of getting burnt, and so, they're not always ready to step
7 Infamous

Pacific Islandand Maori Auckland suburb which could be described as a ghetto.
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things
out of their comfort zone, especially because Maori have a history of bad
happening to them in Pakeha environments.
spot
Take Tai-Bo for example; my wife and I started doing it at a gym, but it was
one
the brown face. There were no Maori there apart from ourselves and maybe
which
other. Then one of my relations started leading it at our local football club,
parents,
is a marae -based Maori sports club - Rangatoa. All the local peoples'
so it is
grandparents and great-grandparents have been associated with the club,
were
totally whiinau orientated. In the first Tai-Bo class my relation held .there
friendly
between 40 - 50 people - all Maori, Why? Because it was a Maori
comfort zone.

many
Maori tend to do things with other Maori, That way they feel safer. How
it pretty
gyms can you take your kids to? I've got five children, which makes
able
difficult for my wife and I to go to regular gyms. But on the marae we were
along
to. It was a whanau friendly environment. Everybody brought their kids
with us.
and lots of the older kids did it with us. We had kuia in their 60's doing it
Maori
It was great. The activity pro.spered because it was a Maori setting, it was
s and
initiated, and it was a whtinau environment. Children, teenagers, parent
did not
grandparents - very fit people through to very unfit people. Age and shape
matter. It was good just being there doing it together.
society.
The interconnectedness between people is extremely important to Maori
papa
The potential to utilise the strength of the people. The importance of whaka
to go
and whanaungatanga. The reason why you are here today. You didn't have
is a
through a process that most other people would have, because there

whakapapa connection between us.
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The first pakeke interviewed descends from Ngai Tiihoe. She was raised in
Waimana but went to high school in Opotiki and now lives and works there. She
was eo-founder of a Maori Women's wellness programme, and is an exponent of

oruorua whakaoriori, a Maori physical and spiritual art form. She and my sister
went to school together and she remembers me as a friend of her younger
brothers.

Tana korero:
In 1995, I was one of seven local women who initiated a Maori women's wellness
programme, as part of a national scheme administered by the Public Health
Commission. From May 1995 until now, we have held about 35 workshops on

oruorua whakaoriori. Prior to the programme, one of the women had been
involved in Tai Chi training. This gave us the idea to propose a Tai Chi program
for Maori women.

The people we initially taught were receptive to the Chinese form. "After some
time, however, we felt we lacked a good understanding of the Chinese concepts,

and believed the programme would be more, relevant to our participants if it was
taught from a Maori perspective. Consequently, we overlayed the· Tai Chi
movements with concepts from tikanga Mdori, such as 10 matua kore and

Papatiuinuku, The kiirero is no longer Chinese, it is Maori and relates to our own
atua. Since we introduced the Maori form, participants have found the exercises

more relevant. Some of our participants had previously been to Tai Chi classes
taught by Chinese masters, but they preferred our setting because of the
connection they felt with the Maori concepts.

Nevertheless, I believe Tai Chi is relevant to our culture. Chinese and Maori
physical activity philosophies are very similar. Moreover, Tai Chi movements

relate to the old methods of teaching weaponary, such as taiaha.

A kaiako of

taiaha told me that part of the learning technique involved slowly moving

through combinations of moves, but without the weapon. This form of practice

was also a method of exercise. During a workshop up at Hoani Waititi Marae in
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Auckland, I saw students slowly going through taiaha movements without their

weapons. It was awesome and very beautiful.
Our mahi is about holistic healing. We go by the premise that, if either of your

hinengaro , tinana or wairua are not sitting right, you will not be able to function
properly. And in turn, the holistic health of a person effects the wellbeing of the

whtinau .

When I begin a workshop, I emphasise the importance of the

participant's wellness to the welfare of their whiinau. I often give the example of
a person having a migraine and having to deal with the demands of their children.
Unwell people, whether it is physical, spiritual or mental sickness, do' not cope
well with stressful situations. People need to be healthy to be good parents. They
need to look after themselves before they can look after anyone else.

The people who have participated in the mahi have often been in relationships
where it is the wahine who worked and the tiine that have stayed at home to look
after the tamariki. In light of this, two years ago I made a request to include
Maori men in the workshops. I explained that our tiine had to be involved if we
were going to achieve wellbeing for the whole whiinau, I was so happy they
approved the request. Our Maori men are so awesome. They are very beautiful
and graceful to watch. Given we all have wahine and ttine characteristics, the

inclusion of men brings balance. Our women are able to see how the exercise is

performed from a male perspective.

Many of the men cry because the workshops allow people to release emotions.
Too many of our men lock their emotions inside. I believe many of our problems
stem from an inability of our tiine, especially, to release their emotions. They are
angry with the rest of the 'world because they are knotted-up inside.

The

workshops heal because they enable the release of bad feelings and the expression
of good ones.

I like to hold the workshops on marae. Milan relate to and feel at ease in a marae
setting. It affords people an opportunity to lounge around. Half the time, all some
of them need is to rest. The setting allows people to feel comfortable doing
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something for themselves rather than for other people. When I was growing up .
we lived right next to my marae, and so, my family life centred around the marae.
If anything happened, like if one of the whiinau died, everybody dropped what
they were doing and went to awhi the family and work at the marae. Therefore,
when we hold workshops on marae, I understand there are certain things that

we

have to do. We need to recognise the kawa and tikanga of each particular marae
we visit and, consequently, the mahi incorporates karakia and a history about the

wharenui and hapic that is hosting us. It is important for us to acknowledge where
we are.

Many people in the workshops do not know where they have come from. This
has been a real eye-opener for 'me. I assumed that most Maori had a similar

understanding of tikanga to me. But that is not the case. I usually know more
tikanga then the participants. My knowledge comes from being raised around

here and from spending so much time at my marae growing up. It's good for the
participants to be with people with knowledge of tikanga Miiori, It usually makes
them want to learn more. Initially when we talk about ID matua kore, Ranginui
and Papatiuinuku, Many of the people do not even know who they are. They are

just words to them. We incorporate storytime so everyone understands why we
kiirero about ID mate kore, Ranginui 'and Papatudnuku.
Prior to experiencing the oruorua whakaoriori exercises, I had never been in that
sort of space. It was a feeling of total peace and calm. It is very difficult to

explain what the exercises are all about. You will not truly understand them until

you have experienced them. When I first start showing people an exercise, I can
see them thinking, 'I don't see the point of this. All she is doing is going around
and around - it's boring and repetitive.' It's not until people actually do the mahi
that they understand.
The whenua is where we come from and it is where we return. When we do the
mahi we make a connection with the whenua, trees and sky, allowing people to
feel an enhanced connection with the world. We believe there is a circulation of
energy between all things. For example, we might be doing ID matua kore and
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some people will feel as if they are planted Within Papattuinuku. Some get warm

tingly feelings up their· legs that eventually embrace their whole body. I believe
these feelings occur as people's energy goes into Papatiidnuku and comes back to
them through the trees and sky.

There are three versions of oruorua whakaoriori, ID matua kore, ta kaha te totara
and oruorua whakaoriori. A group of Maori initially developed ID matua kore for
use in a drug and alcohol rehabilitation centre. We chose to base a series of
movements around ID matua kore because Maori can relate to ID as our supreme

being - the creator of all things. We use ID matua kore following morning karakia
so people can have a karakia for themselves. Karakia is an individual thing and

so there is no pressure for people to take part in it. Nevertheless, I encourage it
because of the tikanga I know . We also use 10 matua kore to welcome in the new
day. We face the east, and ask protection for ourselves and give thanks for the
previous day.

The other two, ta kaha te tiitara and oruorua whakaoriori, were adapted from Tai
Chi. We have put an English kiirero that refers to our tipuna and atua; to both.
The k6rero is a teaching tool that helps people relate to the exercise. Once the
movements have been learnt, participants are encouraged to put their own korero
to the exercises, because we believe in most cases it is better for the people
involved to relate the korero to themselves, their whiinau or their iwi. Once we
teach it to them, it is theirs. Some people use the korero we give, some have
translated our kiirero into te reo Miiori and others have developed something
totally different.

In ta kaha te totara, you stand still like a totara tree planted in the ground. The
only parts of the body moving are the arms. It is an exercise in being centred and
of going within one's self at a spiritual level. There is a movement in tu kaha te

totara where you stand with your hands by your midriff. We focus on this part of
the body because we all come from there. It is where 'we learnt to breathe. Most
of us are guilty of not breathing properly.

tu

kaha te ttitara encourages us to

breathe correctly. We ask people to breathe deep into their puku and then to push
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all that air out. When people are angry or upset they hold bad energies in their
stomach. The deep breathing allowsfor the expulsion of bad energies.
Some people go on spiritual journeys, that IS, journeys that occur at the wairua
level. Physically the participant is here but spiritually they are somewhere else.
When they come back each person has a different korero, for example, a person
might say, "I was up there. with Ranginui watching all of you." A journey can be
like dreaming while being awake. You are in the subconscious. I have mostly
encountered journeys of healing where people usually go to places or events that
were of major significance to their lives. Sometimes these events occurred when
they were children that they have never dealt with and often involve a major
release of emotion, withheld for a long time. They help people deal with the past
and get on with their lives. Many people in the workshops see purple and green,
which is awesome becauseI view these as healing colours.

Workshops can be scary for those who have not experienced a spiritual journey
before. Some people have actually feared me because they believe I caused them
to go outside themselves, But the spiritual side of the mahi is not something I
enforce upon people. I'm a very spiritual person and have my own beliefs, but all
I do is teach people a physical exercise. Whatever happens on a spiritual level
comes from the individual. I encourage people to talk, but I will not encourage

them to go any further. That's up

to them.

If a person has read one of the

information leaflets I put out, they tend to be apprehensive about the spirituality .
side of the mahi. They soon learn, however, that their spirituality has nothing to

do with me. The mahi may initiate a journey but after that, it is up to each person
to continue on whichever pathway they choose. At a physical level, you can do

things to get the most out of the movements. At the emotional and spiritual
levels, however, you can only do what feels right for you. It is not for everybody
but nothing everis.

In one workshop a 16-year old guy, who was about 6 feet tall, totally refused to
participate, which I did not have any problem with. On the third day he went out
diving. When he came back the rest of the group was doing oruorua whakaoriori
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in unison on the marae-titea. He sat there watching us and became overwhelmed
by a warmth and tingling all over his body. We believed the group's energy went

to him and his energy was receptive· to it. In the next 24 hours, he learnt
everything.

There was also a man who had had a stroke. He was an ex-New Zealand Maori

rugby league player, and a very good basketball player. Following his stroke, he
was devastated because he could no longer play. sport. He went into a mode of
feeling sorry for himself and not caring for anybody, His wife heard about the
workshop and brought him along. When I first met him, his face was harsh and
very ugly, although he was a beautiful looking man. He was adamant he wanted
nothing to do with the mahi. He talked about how hard it was for him to watch
everyone move freely. I said to him, "It's up to you, I'm not going to ,waste my
time telling you that you can do it, when you know you can." He just laughed at
me. By the end of the first day, however, he was a totally different person. He
had literally softened. Any spare moment he had, he was doing whatever he
could.

Before the workshop, he had been against his daughters going to

university to do Maori Studies. He had the attitude of 'where the hell is that going
to get you?' Apparently they argued and argued about it. By the end of the
workshop he said that he wanted them to go and learn about their Maori side. The
turn-around was amazing. Being able to share this mahi and to see the changes in
the participants is the most amazing thing I have ever done.

It is not only Maori who need holistic health. It is not only Maori who work with
Maori. I am all for the people we teach sharing the mahi with others. It has been
used in drug and alcohol rehabilitation centres, in cop courses, and in schools. I
think the mahi is appropriate for any setting, because there is no right or wrong
way of doing it. Also, because anybody can do it, tamariki right through to 75

year old kaumiitaua. When my daughter was about seven and a half years old, she
came along to a couple of workshops and was able to learn whole sequences.

I heard that one of the participants I had taught was using the mahi at a

mainstream school in Gisborne. I believe kids will be able to handle the
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emotional and spiritual aspects. The difficult thing, as with a lot of the adults I
teach, will be getting past the initial apprehensions about the exercises'. I would
say many kids will not even give it a go because they will be afraid of how they
will look to others . Unfortunately, if this happens they will never \get to
understand what the mahi can offer. If kids can get to a level where they are able
to feel calm or at peace, then they will think, 'wow this is cool' and will want to
continue. It would probably be better received by mature students - sixth and
seventh formers.

Unfortunately, our contract is to be terminated. I am very sad about this because
it means we will not be able to share the mahi. I hope there will be enough people
that we have already taught who are willing to continue sharing it. I am
contacting people we have worked with to ask them to carry on sharing the mahi.
It is the people that have incorporated the exercises· into their own programmes

that I hope will carry it on. People can do what they want with it as long as they
are sharing it. There is, however, one condition we have been clear about over the
last four and a half years - the mahi is not for sale!
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The third person I interviewed is of Ngati Tuwharetoa me Te Arawa descent, He
works with Maori men, who have violently offended, in a programme he eo-runs
called Te Puna Manawa. Through his mahi, he learnt and then integrated into the
programme a Maori physical activity that closely resembles the Chinese art form
- Tai Chi. The activity, oruorua whakaoriori, seems to have deeply influenced
his life. I met this man through a mutual friend, after which he exposed me to
many of the tikanga Miiori events around Dunedin and we became friends.

Tana korero:

General philosophy
Te Puna Manawa is the spring from the bosom of Papatiainuku, In tikanga Miiori,
water is associated with healing, and so the name is associated with the healing
waters of Papatuanuku. Manawa can mean metaphorically, the human voice of

Papatiuinuku, The programme is, thus, a voice of nurturing and nourishment.
Our clients are mostly men who have committed violence towards women and
children. We employ mlitauranga Miiori in an attempt to heal the mamae that
have caused our men to hurt others. We show them that there is another path they
can follow, why they commit these offences and how to address their imbalances.
Part of the programme is an expectance of them to take one hundred percent
responsibility for their actions, full stopli It's about coming to terms with and
acknowledging what they have done and then working with us in the healing
processes.

The concepts that underpin my personal beliefs and that I also use in my mahi are

mana atua, mana tangata and mana whenua. These concepts were handed down
to us by our tipuna and, together, form a Maori philosophy for the protection of

humankind and the environment upon which humankind depends', It is important
for individuals and people collectively to maintain a balance between the three

concepts because they are the source of security and safety.
This philosophy also includes the notion of hauora, which is used as a focus when
dealing with personal health. Hauora is affected by the interaction and balance
between four fundamental concepts or cornerstones; wairua - the spiritual aspect;
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hinengaro - the mental/intellectual aspect; tinana - the physical and, bodily aspect;

and whiinau - the aspect of family relationships and relationships with other
people.

In the Maori world, if one of the four dimensions is out of sync, everything else is
as well. Hauora can only be achieved if the four.cornerstones are maintained
concurrently. The ultimate goal and biggest challenge for people is to strive for.
balance within their lives. Although it is possible to achieve balance at anyone
time, as life and the challenges of life change, the balance and integration of the
four cornerstones also changes. Therefore, people must continually work to keep
their hinengaro, wairua, tinana, and whiinau in balance as they move through
time. As one challenge is accomplished another appears.

For Maori, the process to find balance involves miitauranga Maori,
Mtitauranga encompasses all Maori knowledge, philosophies and values. It
is similar to Western education but concentrates more on human and
spiritual aspects rather than, for example, monetary aspects. Miitauranga
also includes imparting knowledge through Maori methods, addressing the
historical, cultural, social, environmental, and political circumstances that
affect our people's health and behaviour, and examining the philosophies our
ancestors lived by prior to colonisation.

In pre-European times, Maori had effective processes for providing health and
education. To understand the contrast in Maori health today we have to, firstly,
understand the effects of colonisation on us as Maori, and then we can work on
rebuilding philosophies .of Maori health. I teach our clients that their abuse
reflects the abuse inflicted upon Paptuidinuku. I ask them 'where does the abuse
come from?' and tell them 'it certainly does not come from the philosophies
handed down to us by our tipunal' For me it comes back to the processes of
colonisation. The change that occurred as a result of the infiltration, domination
and acceptance of Western concepts into Maori life, caused imbalances that have
resulted in the problems Maori society faces today. For example, the upshot of
the permeation of a Western patriarchal system into the Maori world was that a
few men, who were isolated from the rest of the iwi, made all the decisions. For
instance, the iwi Trust Boards set up around the country, gave men all the power
to make decisions. Unfortunately, Maori patriarchy is now thought of as being
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traditional Maori culture. In reality, however, Maori society was generally
matriarchal; nurturing those you love and the surrounding environment was at the
core of tikanga Miiori.
Tikanga Maori is not about the individual person or the individual attitude of
'what can I get out of life, with scant regard for others and the environment.'
While there were gifted individuals, like tohunga, who received individual
acclaim, the central tenet was a responsibility to ensure that Papatidinuku was
sustained for the next generation to come. Colonial laws that allowed individual

Maori from hapu or iwi to isolate a piece of land and sell it off had a devastating
effect on the people - an effect that we must rectify to ensure our children's
children have a place to live. In Te Puna Manawa, part of the vision is about our
men reclaiming themselves by understanding their whakapapa - understanding the
genealogy that flows through them. It's not simply about tracing a family tree; it
is about all that comes with that, the philosophies, concepts and responsibilities.
My role is not to educate Pakeha people; my role is to say to Pakeha 'your
services are ineffective for healing my people, what I would like you to do is
to refer Maori people you have to us, we will fix them up.' "I see my role as
educating my own people. There are a lot of people out there that think this
sort of attitude and the movement we are a part of, is about hating Pakeha
people - but it's not. It's about saying 'you have tried to educate our people
and you have failed, give us'a chance.'

Having said that, the education of Pakeha is crucial to the process also, because
most Pakeha see the Tino Rangatiratanga movement through the media in a bad
light, and therefore put up barriers against our goals. They see us as people who
just want to get land or as militants - 'Maori want this, Maori want that.' I see the
effect of this misguided information on our people through watching my own boy
grow up. He comes back from school and tells us stories about what other kids
have said on the playground. Kids don't manifest those kinds of thoughts through
any natural processes of their own, so obviously they are getting it from their
parents, who in turn have got it from the TV. Unfortunately, many teachers turn a
blind eye to racism by both ignoring it and covering jt up - 'oh no, that doesn't go
on in my school.' Consequently, I do not trust State processes for our kids. State
run institutions can be very unsafe environments for Maori,
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- it
In State schools they are teaching our people inappropriate information
Indeed,
doesn' t satisfy us, it does not educate us how to balance ourselves.
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the Western education system often necessitates an imbalance to achieve
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protect
it
,
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outcome. The boarding school I went to was
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high school I wanted to be a doctor. When I went to University, howeve
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options. But possibly there was a reason for the path I have taken. Would
be sitting in this office today if I had gone down a different pathway?

Kura
I believe that kaupapa Miiori is the only way to reach out to our kids.
ula is based on
Kaupapa are totally different to State schools because their curric
g
tikanga Miiori. They teach concepts that actually give our kids an understandin
society.
of who they are and also what they need to be successful in modern
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When kids are given something to do that they can relate to, you can see it
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eyes and they enjoy it. Conversely, if kids fail to relate to the information
ng that? It is
they do not enjoy it, then we must question why aren't they enjoyi
simple, if kids are constantly failing we must question the system, not the kids.
. I do
But this kind of philosophy should not be mistaken for narrow-mindedness
adapt
not resist all Pakeha culture, and realise that tikanga Miiori must change and
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with those Pakeha concepts that are beneficial to Maori, But it is not a matter
from. I
taking from the Pakeha world, because it is not a Pakeha world that I take
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may apply Pakeha concepts to the Maori world, but these are things that
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from Papattuinuku, and therefore, they are mine to gather. Things like compu
uently,
are not owned by Pakeha, they are a product of Papatiidnuku and, conseq
a.lI
are there f9r me to use. When people say 'I must learn the tools of the Pakeh
ophies
don't believe in that concept. What I must learn lies within Maori philos
that will
and values. While Milon should develop the various contemporary skills
s be
enable them to function within their environment, these skills must alway
used to reflect a Maori philosophy.
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Interacting with the changing environment while simultaneously holding a Maori
philosophy needs creativity. The ability to .creatively adapt to the changing
environment is extremely important to Maori, and always has been. To be Maori
is to be creative. Our tipuna knew that sustain ourselves we had to keep growing
and learning. Creativity was critical to life itself. That is why the main theme of

some tauparapara, handed down from generation to generation, is Te Ao
Hurihuri, Te Aa Marama. Which are themes that refer to change through time. If

we take physical activity, for example, part of the philosophy throughout all from hei-tama tu-tama through to mau taiaha - is change and adaptation.

A Maori philosophy does not oppose technology nor progress, but it
rejects anything that may hurt the environment or people. A Maori
philosophy tries to create processes that are progressive yet are not
destructive to people. The protection of the environment and humankind
comes back to balance. If we damage nature for our own personal
benefit, then that action is going to come back and hurt us. Take
pollution, for example, look how angry Tawhirimatea and Tane Mahuta
are!

Physical Activity

Maori physical activity is conceptually different to contemporary Western
notions. Maori philosophies do not use physical activity as a tool for 'getting fit'

or to 'look good.' It has more in common with Eastern philosophies because it is
not a separable entity. It is intertwined and encompassed by all four cornerstones
and, therefore, should simultaneously enhance the physical, spiritual, mental and

people aspects.

The holistic nature of Maori philosophies is revealed when old people intermingle
nature and life in their speech, for example, 'may the winds- carry the sounds of

my voice and enhance you.' Maori thinking was never divorced from nature.
Things that surround us are from Papatudnuku and, therefore, are part of us. In

everyday living, when planting food or gathering kai moana, for instance, the very
acts themselves included honouring the process.

Correspondingly, physical activity was often created to replicate nature the stars, the earth, the vegetation, the landscape, and animals. In a way,
such a recognition allowed Maori to be a part of the surrounding whenua
- a part of the roots or the origin of all things. The moves associated
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, with mau taiaha, for example, were/are often based around what can be
found in nature. Maori observed animals, ranging from the shark to the
fantail, and depicted their methods of attack in their mau taiaha moves.
It was important that people learnt the activity, but it was also important
that the act was part of the surrounding environment.

Oruorua whakaoriori is a Maori art form likened to the Chinese art of Tai Chi.
While the woman who developed oruorua whakaoriori had had previous training
in Tai Chi and obviously this training influenced its development, the ideas
behind Tai Chi were only transferable into a Maori form because they are so
similar to the philosophies that underpin Maori physical activity. For Maori, there

is an inextricable interconnection between wairua, whenua and whiinau; oruorua

whakaoriori is an exercise in all of these. Prior to colonisation some people were
able to connect with the spiritual world using exercise. Exercise helped them
access intangible knowledge and bring it back to the physical world. For instance,

if there was a difficult mental problem that needed to be solved, some people
could enter the spiritual world and return withthe answer.
An Opotiki woman formed a group called Rbpi; te Mana Wahine. Obviously the

oruorua whakaoriori concept was initially set up for Maori women, but Maori
men became included because of the realisation that they could also benefit. We

met the group through a hui they held down here to show us the mahi ~ At that
stage it was meant to be for our women but when I saw it I just couldn't help but
join in.

Later, I wentto Opotiki to be involved with another hui. This trip ended up being
an important spiritualjourney for me. When I arrived at Opotiki, I was zapped by
the wairua I felt. For some reason, it was like I had been there before, even

though I never have;

not in this physical world at least I realised that what

happened was a significant part of my life journey. The women were in another

realm - they were incredibly spiritual. One woman, in particular, was right out
there. In the til kaha te tiitara most of us could hold our hands in different
positions for about five minutes - she could hold them for 20 - 30 minutes. As I
started to appreciate more and more what the mahi was about, I started to be able
to, for example, go out to Whakaari in my mind. It was like being physically
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present - I could feel myself physically standing there, but I was able to
spiritually move myself to Whakaari. The wairua was incredibly strong.
I have incorporated oruorua whakaoriori into Te Puna Manawa as

a form of

mdtauranga Miiori. I teach three different forms. ID matua kore, uses physical
mahi instead of words as a form of karakia. Tu kaha te totara, is about discipline
and holding positions for a period of time - as long as the person wants to. The
other is called oruorua whakaweriweri, which acknowledges the creation of
human kind. Presently, I am creating another form called Rangiatea, which is
about the spiritual world; the heavens; the dimension where spirits congregate.

Oruorua whakaoriori is a very physical exercise even though it is done very
slowly. Tai Chi is about exercising one's organs through internal massage. This
makes a lot of sense to Maori. Oruorua whakaoriori is about massaging a
person's mauri and wairua. It allows me to teach a Maori perspective of
spirituality. In the Maori world, heaven has different levels. To move from one
heaven to the next, is to take a step towards the ultimate place, ID matua kore.

/
My clients come to understand the different Maori Gods, such as Tangaroa,
Tiiwhirimaiea, and Ttine Mahuta. For them, it is a research process into what they
perceive the character of each God to be. It is a collective effort but on a personal
level of understanding. Individual perceptions are joined to collectively form
moves that depict a character. By drawing on common threads of how we each
view a God, we

are able to come up with a formula.

We then accompany the

moves with music made from Maori instruments such as the koauau.

The fundamental concept is the protection of humanity and the environment. The
connections we make to the Gods through our wairua is a real part of the Maori

world. For example, I could say I have a connection with the sea, but I am really
saying I have a connection with Tangaroa. Oruorua whakaoriori is a physical
activity that involves personal development through education.
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I also teach similar concepts through waiata-ii-ringa and haka. I consider these to
be expressive forms of Maori physical education. And this is extremely important
for Maori men, because part of their problems is their inability to express their
wairua and mauri. Waiata-a-ringa and haka are powerful physical and spiritual

expressions of an interrelationship between wairua, hinengaro, and tinana.
Incorporating the physical, mental, and spiritual capacities into a single
performance is also extremely exertive. Through waiata-ii-ringa and haka one
can learn how to tune their body to reflect messages. They teach a person how to
use their eyes, their mouth, their piikana, their body, to express their feelings.
Essentially, they teach a person how to use their face and body to make the hairs
on the back of other peoples necks stand up.

Mau taiaha

There are people throughout the country who are committed to bringing the many
,

.

Maori art forms, lost since colonisation, back to our people. They .are taonga
because they define the uniqueness of being Maori, They enable Maori to tie
back into their whakapapa and roots, while providing options or paths for our
people that up until recently, have been largely closed. It is a journey for many
people. It is about people returning back and finding out who they are as Maori,
The arts are a way of enticing people to see the paths that are available to them;
healthy paths through tikanga Miiori.

The taiaha is a classic example of an art form that simultaneously provides
matauranga regarding paths people can take. The taiaha should not be viewed as
just a weapon, it has a mauri just as people do. This life force allows it to have
the capacities of a human. For example, the taiaha can hear and smell in all
directions. Many Pakeha wrongly confuse the taiaha with a spear because of its
shape. But it is not a spear, in fact, because the taiaha is held in such high regard,
it is used as an extension of the person and should never be thrown. The mana of
taiaha can be so great that some are bestowed with the name of a respected tipuna

and recognised as having an individual personality. There are recorded instances
of tangihanga being held for broken taiaha.
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Mau taiaha, itself, is a lesson in a lot more then just weaponry. If people merely

see it as a weapon of war then they really do not have an understanding of what it
is. It can be a process of teaching our people about their heritage. It is a vehicle
for learning and a platform for understanding. Mau taiaha training can enable
people to personally embrace the concepts of mana tangata, mana whenua, and
rangatiratanga. Rangatiratanga is about understanding that the decisions a

person makes are one hundred percent their own decisions, and will affect all
other things within their world, including whenua and whiinau.

As with all the other activities we teach here, taiaha links back to the four
cornerstones, but taiaha is a good place to start because it is something basic and
truthful. One interpretationof taiaha defines it as the mouth of truth.

People come into life with different talents and abilities. It is their
function thenceforth to find out what those abilities are and how to best
use them. When a person starts learning taiaha they are not learning
about taiaha per se, they are learning about themselves. In short, taiaha
is physical education from a Maori perspective. It is education about
oneself; it is a waka that can take one on a journey of personal
development and progress.

The taiaha has different parts. The front part of the taiaha is the head of the
ancestor - the upoko, It has the protruding tongue, to symbolise its inherent value
of telling the truth about the person holding it. It is also the part where all the
challenges are made. But the upoko would be ineffective without the bay of the

taiaha. Where we place ourselves is where we sit on the taiaha, I am probably
. close to making the challenges out there on the tipoko.

People ask me what is traditional and I ask myself what is traditional? In mau

taiaha there is no limit to the moves that can be performed but you are confined
by tikanga Maori. So that is where the creativity side of it comes in - a person

has to be creative to remain within the bounds of tikanga Miiori yet develop new
and different exploratory ways of doing things. There are three brothers who live
in Rotorua; they are all exponents of taiaha. Their taiaha styles are likened to
three different birds. One of the brother's styles is extremely vicious and is
likened to the kiirearea. Another brother's actions resemble the kotuku because
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his style is very gentle. The other one is likened to the piwakawaka because it is
very cheeky and "flighty. Three totally different styles, based on the same tikanga.
Each style is very beautiful but in its own way.
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The third pakeke I interviewed is from Ngati Mahuta. She was raised in a rural

King Country village called Piopio. She is the captain of New Zealand's World,
Cup winning rugby team, has a doctorate in physical education and is currently a
lecturer at Massey University. She is a close friend of mine, which allowed us to
talk candidly about her life and the state of New Zealand physical education with

regard to Milan.

Tana korero:
For the first seven years of my life I was brought up by my mum, my nana and

koro. During this time I had my initial experiences with tikanga Maori, mostly
from being at the pa and mixing with my cousins. So from an early age I sort of
understood that I was Maori, When I turned seven, my mum got back with my
dad - who is Pakeha - and we moved in with him. From that point on we lived in
a Pakeha farming community, but still had contact with my nana, koro, and
cousins. We were constantly told by my mother, "never g~t on your high-horse.

They are still your cousins." Mum thought she had to remind us that we were
Maori because firstly, we were half-caste, and secondly, we did not live in a
Maori community.

But she would also say things like, "oh those bloody

Maories." Mum sometimes felt uncomfortable because, although her parents
were fluent, she was not a competent speaker of Maori, And that uneasiness was
passed onto us kids. Now she's older, however, the way she acts is very Maori,
even though she's tried to ignore that side of her for a long time.

At primary school we learnt very little to do with things Maori, We learnt the
colour song and a stick song game. The teacher did not teii us it was a Maori

game, however, I was the only kid who could keep time because everyone else
was 'unco.' I can remember running home with my sister highly excited because
I got the prize for having 'rhythm.' That was the extent of the Maori curriculum
though - there was nothing like a kapa haka group.

In my intermediate and early college years I tried to lap up as much Maori as I
could. In forms one and two Maori was taught over two months. That was the

first time we played poi. In forms three and four I took the Maori language
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option, but in form five, very few of us sat Maori for School Certificate" because
it

wa~

perceived that the Maori language teacher was not very good. At that

stage, ,1 thought education was solely about preparing to get a job. I did not
believe Maori language would get me a job - so I did not take it. Mum tried to

convince me to do otherwise, but I did not take any heed. In sixth form, 1 started
to take more of an interest in tikanga Miiori . .Mum had joined the local kapa haka
group, so I asked if I could go along. I went to a weekend hui at the marae and
loved it. I learnt heaps and got all the feelings that one gets when everyone's
singing.

When I began university, I initially went to kapa haka practice but I was too shy.
I did not want to make a fool of myself because I felt my knowledge was not as
good as everyone else's. So I stopped going. In Physical Education School there
was nothing within the curriculum to do with Maori .issues unless presented

statistically. For instance, the figures in the Life in New Zealand Survey, like
'Maori participation is down so we have to try and get it up' or the fast
twitch/slow twitch fibre analogy in physiology. Nothing was presented from a
cultural perspective, however. They took Maori issues, and presented them so that
it was their philosophy portrayed. In my final year I remember going past a room
and seeing a class doing Te Reo Kori, which I thought was really great. So I tried
to get into a class, but I couldn't because of streaming. A couple of years later,
the School made Te Reo Kori compulsory, which, I thought, was a step in the

right direction. Not a huge step, however, considering there was nothing else
within the School. And so, I had no involvement with tikanga Miiori through
university until I started my PhD.

Mtuni Women and 'traditional' Activity

A lot of Maori women get upset when tikanga Miiori is taught to non-Maori,
while Maori women are excludedfrom learning their own culture. For me this is
a huge issue that Maori have to sort out. At the Hamilton school, Fairfield
College, girls learnt the taiaha alongside the boys and loved every minute of it.

The teacher, who was Maori, told them it was okay for girls to learn taiaha as
8

Thefirst major nation wideexamination, heldwhen thestudent is in-between 15and 16years of age.
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long as they, like everybody else, respected what they were being taught. On the
first day the students learnt a lot, but when the girls parents found out what they
were doing they told them that in Maori tradition they were not allowed to learn
the taiaha. It was so frustrating watching the girls enjoy learning something of
their own culture, only to be told it was inappropriate for them to do so. The
school did, however, make a large faux pas in not telling the parents about the
taiaha practices.

The parents have to be educated about why it is important for girls to be able to
learn their own culture. It is a very similar issue to Maori women and whaikorero
rights. Why should Pakeha males be allowed to speak on a marae and Maori

women not? Again Maori women are excluded from processes within their own
culture because of their sex. I believe Maori women should be able to' speak on
marae. If a woman has the mana and is the most knowledgeable person then they

should be allowed to whaikorero .
When we do the haka in the New Zealand Women's Rugbyteam we have been

told to try and be feminine and aggressive at the same time. Which is a paradox the two don't quite fit together. In this Ngati PaTOU haka, we have been told that,
in keeping with tradition we have to keep our knees together so our legs are
closed - whilst trying to remain aggressive and intimidating. The whole issue

really frustrates me.

The effect of colonisation is also very limiting for our men. Maori boys should

learn that aggression is not the only Maori male trait to have. The haka, for
example,is only accepted to such an extent because it fulfils the aggressive Maori

male stereotype. Maori boys think it is really cool to be tough because those are
the only images they see of themselves from the media.

I believe Maori have been colonised to be sexist. The formation of what we know
as 'Maori tradition' occurred at a time when the colonising society was male
hegemonic. Consequently, false mores became ingrained in a culture that,
because of colonisation, has remained fairly static for over a 150 years: My
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grandfather, for instance, annoys the heck out of me. Every time I go home, he
sits me down for three or four hours and drills me with his beliefs. I respect my

koro immensely, but I get really angry when he tells me that the man is the boss
and that the woman should stay home and cook the tea, and that the man should
be driving the car and the woman the passenger. He really believes these notions

are Maori beliefs. But they are just what his father taught him, and have nothing
to do with tikanga Miiori. Those kinds of ideas are more reflective of the times
they were brought up in. Unfortunately, it was those kinds of ideas that :"ere

embodied in Maori customs. It is so frustrating to see the cycle passed on to my
mum who in turn is trying to pass them on to my sisters and I. It was only when I

moved away that I realised these were false traditions.

When I started playing rugby, mum was worried that I was going to turn into a
man. A lot of Maori women believe that the gift of giving birth should take
precedence over everything else. For mum, the possibility' of rugby affecting
whether or not I could have babies is too much for her to handle. At the moment
she tolerates it, but if I were in the position to have a family, then she would tell
me to stop playing. She believes women are special and powerful because they
give birth, and anything that may jeopardise a woman's 'true calling' should be
secondary.

I think a lot of Maori girls are led to believe similar ideas. Some of them believe

that the only way they can gain mana is by having a family and by being a good
mother, which, in some ways is a good thing, but it is also sad. There is nothing
wrong with being a mother, but I think my mother regrets not doing anything else
but being a mother. I can see that sometimes it has made her really depressed.

Tikanga Milori in the secondary school curriculum
When I taught at a school in Hamilton, I had conflicting views of Te Reo Kori, It
was a positive experience for those Maori students who, like me, had limited
knowledge of things Maori, They really enjoyed learning waiata and poi. For

them Te Reo Kori was a comfortable, non-threatening introduction into' Maori
culture. Maori who know little about their own culture will steer clear of things
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Maori for fear of being seen as inadequate.. Te Reo Kori was a safe doorway for
them into the Maori world because they were with kids on the same level as
themselves. Conversely, the Maori kids in the bilingual class found Te Reo Kori
completely boring and useless. There should be two streams; Te Reo Kori for
those kids with little experience, and another for those kids who are relatively
comfortable with their tikanga - perhaps a kapa haka group. I think students
should be in their comfort zone - students will end up resenting a class if it makes
them feel inadequate or is on the other hand patronising.

Regardless of the level, the lesson content must reflect tikanga Mtiori. Kids will
not take anything on board if there is no substance. If it is just a change of words
from English to Maori the exercise is pointless. For example, a Maori teacher
taught a group of boys the Ka Mate haka giving the meaning behind each word.
It was the first time the boys had been told what the haka was about,

ev~n

though

they had heard, it all their lives. By the end of the lesson the boys were
performing it with a lot more passion and conviction. If one learns the words
withoutthe meaning they will learn very little about Maori culture.

A major concern of mine was the teaching of Te Reo Kori in a classroom or gym.
If Maori concepts are to be taught, then they should be taught in a Maori
environment, especially if the school has the appropriate resources.' Most schools
have a marae or a place considered a Maori environment. There was a marae at
this school but it was never used for classes until I suggested it should be. For

alot of those students it was their first time on a marae.

The head of the physical"education department had gone to alot of workshops on
the philosophy of Te Reo Kori, But being a 'practical minded person,' she
viewed the workshops as largely useless. She wanted practical methods so that
she could feel her students were learning and achieving something. Like most
physeders, she was conservative and had 'a level playing field' philosophy. That
is, she thought everyone should be treated equally because people were given the
same opportunities in life. If people came from tough backgrounds, then she
believed they had to 'train harder to win the race.' Consequently, she resented Te
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Reo Kori. She could. not understand why Maori culture was part of the general
curriculum. But I believe all that talk was a smokescreen - it was her own lack of
knowledge that threatened her. She was used to being the one in control, the one
with the knowledge. She did not have that with Te Reo Kori, and so, she felt
really threatened.

It was quite disconcerting that one teacher could have such a negative effect on
the student's beliefs about Maori physical activity. There should be a working
party that travels the country checking how the Te Reo Kori and Taha Maori
components are being presented in schools. They could also get information on
what is working for different schools. I think it would be important to understand
how the successful schools are creating the right environment. The better schools
will probably have good relationships with, their community - it would be
important to understand how theserelationships were developed.

Tikanga Miiori in the tertiary curriculum

It is at the tertiary level that perceptions' have to be changed. If it does not start

here it is not going to start anywhere. Once people become teachers it is too late.
Even though the Head of Department at the Hamilton school attended a lot of Te
Reo Kori workshops, shestill resisted the idea of bicultural education.

Te Reo Kori training would be most effective on a marae for a weekend or even a
week. That is, total emersion in a Maori environment, rather than an hour a day in
a classroom. Students will only understand and be less resistant to the concept of
Maori physical education if they are immersed in it. It is not a far-fetched idea.
OUSPE9 students go to camp for a week, so why not go to a marae for a week?

Equally, Te Reo Kori could be taught while students are at camp? The two
subjects would combine easily because of the relationship Maori have with the
land. The daytime could be devoted to camp activities and the night to Te Reo
Kori. The whole experience could be encompassed by tikanga Mdori and
concepts could be intertwined. Take kawa for instance, there's the kawa of the
bush, and ceremonial kawa involved in things like ptiwhiri. There is also the
90USPE: OtagoUniversity School of Physical Education
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relationship between Maori, nature, and physical activity. There could also be a
lot of kiirero about the whakapapa of the land. The connections are endless.
When the students get back from camp they 'could then go to a marae for a
weekend. At camp they could learn about the kawa of a marae and be introduced

to Maori physical activity. At the marae they could go through the more formal
procedures of kawa and a more intensive training in Maori physical activity. If
the students could learn how to act appropriately in a Maori situation, then that
would at least dispel some fears and in turn lead to a willingness to be open to
Maori concepts in the future. Resistance to things Maori is largely due to being
afraid of the unknown.

Resistance also comes from a basic prejudice against things Maori, Most people
believe Maori concepts are not relevant to modern society. The way Te Reo Kori
is taught confirms alot of that prejudice. Real damage can be done to the
perceptions of the students when you teach Maori culture through naughts and
crosses, and by using rolled up magazines as sticks. Students also give the
common complaint that they are not going to be teachers so they do not know

why they have to learn Te Reo Kori - which is a smokescreen. Most of them are
not going to be tramping guides or gymnasts, yet you do not hear them
complaining about camp or gym. It's the value of the experience that has to be
conveyed to them. Tikanga Miiori can be applied anywhere, not only to the

classroom.

Tikanaa Mtiori throusb sport
u

~

•

Sport is one mediumthrough which Maori culture can be learnt. For some of the
girls in the New Zealand Women's Rugby Team, our song and haka are the only
forms of Maori culture they have experienced. Every one of us - Maori, Pakeha,
or Polynesian - is filled with pride because it is something unique to New
Zealand. There is alot of encouragement for cultural inclusion amongst the team.
Apart from the haka we have a Samoan clapping song and we also try to greet
each other in our respectivelanguages. It has made the team more appreciative of
other cultures. Sometimes the best way to change people's attitudes is to be

friendly and sharing rather then overbearing.
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But sometimes that doesn't work either! Howie.Tamati tried to bring a Maori
ethos to the New Zealand Rugby League team. He had ,them getting up and going
for Walks at seven, and doing karakia. A lot of the non-Maori players kicked up a

stink becausethey felt the Maori emphasis was too strong. Sometimes you can do
Maori things without people realising. When the Maori All Blacks went away,
they put all the mattresses together in the team room to give a whiinau

environment. Most of the players did not even notice. You do not have to put a
'this is Maori' label on everything.
There are a lot of people who believe separatism in sport will help the Tino

Rangatiratanga movement. Like having a separate Maori netball organisation or a
separate Maori rugby association. Such organisations and ideas cop alot of flack
from the rest of New Zealand. Just look at all the controversy about the Maori
Rugby League Team to play in the World Cup, which was a sanctioned move by
the New Zealand Rugby League Association.
People don't even realise why they are anti such teams. It is essentially racism.
Racist attitudes are still prominent in New Zealand. My flat mate's father for
example, got really shirty at his daughter's graduation because a group of Maori
stood up to mihi and karanga a Maori getting his PhD. He thought that Maori

should only do that sort of stuff on a marae, not within a Pakeha institute. That
kind of attitude just makes me angry.

Miiori physical activity andambition
I have learnt from kapa haka that Maori physical activity involves discipline.
Like being able to wiri for a very long time or practising poi for ages. There is
also the whiinau aspect ~ looking aftereach otherand giving each other tautoko. A
modern activity that I believe is congruent with Maori physical activity is Tai-Bo.
It would be a good activity to get into Maori communities because some of the
principles are so similar to haka. Like, punching the air with force and throwing

your arms up in the air with force, being assertive, using your imagination, and
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doing the movements in sync with everybody else. I think Maori could
relate to it.

and aim
We also have to teach young Milan that it is okay to personally strive
uently,
high. Most Maori do not believe this is a part of their culture, and conseq
personal
Maori in general, lack personal ambition. I was never taught to have
ves is a
aspirations in my upbringing. I believe setting high standards for oursel
quently,
part of Maori culture but we have been led to think it is not. Conse
elves,
concepts like whakaiti and whakama, while they are good concepts in thems
and for
have sometimes been used as excuses for not stepping outside the crowd
se she is
not striving for goals. Often I find it hard to relate to my mother becau
e I might
such a realist. She wants me to get a job and not to extend myself becaus
get hurt, whereas I am anidea list who believes in striving for dreams.
n that they
.1 think physical education is a good medium for telling Maori childre
told that in
can be whatever they want to be. Maori girls, for example, should be
often
the old days women use to fight alongside the men and that women were
to us that
used as runne rs for carrying messages. A history has been told
oursel ves,
reinfo rces all the stereo types Pakehii want us to believ e about
tell you, "oh
especially for Maori women. When you talk to Maori kids they will
we don't do
we're lazy - we're not very good at long distance running, that's why

ancestors
it," which is a load of rubbish. If Maori girls new about the things their
did that?
did, it might change their attitudes - they might begin to say, "wow, they
What' s our problem?"

The fourth pakeke I interviewed affiliates to Ngati Porou, I met him through a

night-class that he taught for Maori parents and older students who wanted to
improve their competency in the Maori language. From the way he taught the
classes, it was obvious, that he had a vast amount of tacit and oral knowledge
about tikanga Miiori. He often told elaborate stories that demonstrated how

particular words or phrases came to be. When I queried him about his knowledge
of Maori physical activities, he indicated he could tell me something. It turned
out that he was raised a few miles up the coast from Opotiki, As I got to know
this pakeke better through this korero, it became apparent to me the amazing

amount of knowledge he had gained through his extraordinary upbringing with his
grandparents.

Tana korero:
I grew up with my grandparents in Uawa otherwise known as Tolaga Bay. My
grandfather took me from the hospital when I was born and I lived with him all

my life until he died. I then stayed with my kuia who was from up north. She
was his second wife and is in her eighties now. My real grandmother was born at
the end of last century but died in 1956.

When I was around ten years old, there was an old man, who was one of the last
tohunga that I knew of. He was about 98 years old. My grandfather had known

him all his life. This tohunga went to a whare wananga that closed in the 1870's.
He also fought in the 1860's land wars on the East Coast, when they (the British
Constabulary) were chasing Te Kooti. He used to tell us stories about the old
people, like the old warriors that he met when he was a young man.

My uncle taught me haka. He learnt how to do haka from the late Sir Apirana
Ngata and his uncle Ropata Wahawaha. They used to sit with sticks burning in a
fire, so they could bum your leg when you did not do the haka correctly. That is
how I got all these burn marks on my feet because my timing was all out. They
were not trying to harm us though! They were trying to protect us. This kind of
act was part of the philosophy that things had to be done in a particular way or
bad things would happen to you. People lived in constant fear of bad things
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happening to them. They lived in a world where if you insulted somebody, it was
likely that person would come to kill everyone you knew - then of course you
lived in constant fear

The tohunga remembered whe..n he was a kid, seeing dead bodies and skulls of
enemies hanging around. They were tohu for others: 'watch out or this could
happen to you!' The tohunga used to talk about how Maori of today are much
smaller and weaker than they were. How we are soft and no longer a fierce race
of people. He always talked about how fierce his ancestors were. Fierce to the
point that there were certain people that you never looked at, because you could
die just by looking at them. I kind of believe this because of one old kuia. She
was well over 100 when she died. I think she died in 1979 a few years before the
tohunga. She was born around the early 18608 or late 1850s. When we were kids

we were.told never to look at this old kuia because she had the 'evil eye.' She had
the power to put miikutu on people. She was from the old school. 'She was
tattooed in the traditional way. That is, her nose and forehead were tattooed, but
not her chin.'?

A Holistic Miiori Philosophy
The physical philosophy of Maori was not to be strong or tough, but rather to be
one with everything. It was about attaining a certain mental and spiritual level
that enabled you to control the elements around you. The Chinese have a similar
philosophy called 'chi.'

In the old days, it was important that the mental and physical wellbeing of the
person was taken care of through every day activities. There were spiritual
processes for cooking kai, planting kumara, gathering manu, and so forth.

Karakia were just a part of life. I was taught all the different karakia by my
grandfather. There are different types of karakia for all the different types of
Gods. Some karakia thanked and praised them, others asked them to protect their
family or the mauri of things that were of importance, such as food.
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So these everyday activities had processes that took care of the spiritual and

mental aspects of a person along with the physical needs such as food. It follows
then for Maori that every physical illness is caused through a spiritual sickness.
That is, through miikutu. Sickness is to do with your wairua. For Maori if your

wairua is good you should be well. Regardless of what you do or how you do it,
you will be okay as long. as your wairua is in the right place. Nowadays things
are done in either one realm or the other; hardly ever in both. No value is placed
on having the two together. People see the importance of physical fitness, but

often not in conjunction with any mental or spiritual fitness.

Physical training was formally held in the Whare Taua. Activities were based on
principles of what is now called meditation, that is, on posture and the mind.
People were taught to use their minds to blend into their surroundings. Today
such philosophies would be viewed as Asian, but the old Maori people lived by
these philosophies as well. They stem from a belief that people are related to
.everything that exists through wairua. People will say wairua is your spirit, but I
interpret wairua as the common thing that links us all together. The thing we all
share.

We all have a soul, but to some extent we do not have an individual soul because
we share a common soul with every object and creature, whether it grows or not.
People, trees, rocks, rivers, mountains, lakes, moana, kapua, sky, moon, and stars,
all share a common essence - wairua. So I can whakapapa back to a totara tree or
back to a pohatu. Such an idea derives from the belief that everything came from
the same place and time. Whether that time and place be God, 1o, or whoever.

Mauri is the gift given by whoever created us - the gift of universal understanding
of a common soul. The key to this understanding is to feel oneness with

everything else. In order to do this people would sit down with their eye's open
and just listen to the beating of the earth. They would get in tune with this by
regulating their hearts to beat at the same pace.

10

According to this pakeke, the tattooing of women's chins replaced the tattooing of women's noses and foreheads
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It was like feeling the natural power of the earth. When I was young the old
people used to always say: "Where does mauri come from? It comes from inside.
It allows us to become angry. If can be fierce It can be gentle. It can be very
i

learned or outspoken." A person's mauri can teach and show them things. It can

open a person's mind to new ideas. In my eyes the mauri is the most sacred of all
things.

The old people had another saying "What is the wind that blows here? It is a
north-easterly, it flattens the ocean." When there is a north-easterly the ocean is
dead flat, like glass. The old people believed that this is the condition people
should try and attain. The ultimate goal is to be like a plain, to be level, to be one

with everything.

Our ancestors must have been related to the Asians at some stage because the
philosophies of Darwinism and Maori spiritual wellbeing are almost identical.
Both believe that we are surrounded by physical energy. The challenge is to tap
into that energy and become part of it, .for it gives strength and energy. The
physical energy of the body is very restricted. A person is constrained by their

physical mechanics. On the spiritual plain, however, there are no limitations. If

you are in touch with your wairua and mauri, then you can do anything. The
mind has no restriction. You could run seven months without stopping, or lift any

type of weight. It is all part of the spiritual physical fitness.

The tohunga often talked about the different exercises that were taught at the

Whare Taua, like shot-putting rocks. The idea was not to throw the rock, but
rather to pick up the rock and make it throw itself. That was the mentality trying
to be instilled. So the challenge was - why pick up a canoe when you can make
the canoe go to the water by itself? There are many accounts by earl)' Pakeha
settlers of things they could not explain. For example, Reverend Williams saw a
canoe lift off the ground and go into the water by itself. A tohunga turned to him

and said, "now see if your God can do that!"

in thelate 1800's
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In the old days when I was a kid, they had waka-ama, The races went from our
home near Whitianga upto Tokomaru, then from Tokomaru down to Mahia, and
from Mahia back to Uawa, which is a very long distance. They would have had to
have been 'extremely mentally and physically strong because such a trip would
have taken three or four days.

I remember my uncle telling me stories before he died. This koroua was tough as
nails himself. He told me about carrying his father up this hill to the stone that the
old warriors trained with so that they could carry back their dead. When there
was a battle, certain warriors would have to carry back the dead, even if it was a
week and a halfs walk back. As you can imagine, the task of carrying a dead
person for a week and a half without stopping would have been extremely
arduous.

There was a battle at a particular place, where thousands of people died. To this
day, none of the locals will go there because they would start hearing noises and

chanting. You can still walk along this beach today and find the remains of
people. Anyway, one of the tiipuna returned over a hundred people from the
battle. The rest were lost in the sea because the tide came up. He carried two
peoplehome, dropped them off, and then ran all the w~y back to pick up another
two and so on. This went on for months. So in regard to fitness, the people were
ultra-fit, but physical fitness alone would not suffice. They had to be mentally
and spiritually fit as well.

Breathing
Breathing is the physical and spiritual reality of Maori philosophies of wellbeing.
Breathing is the very essence that makes us who we are. It is a powerful thing
because it gives life. The Chinese call it 'chi,' Maori call it ha. Ha does not mean
breath, it means being able to control your breath and also healing through the art
of breath. The old people believed that by doing continuous breathing exercises,

you could actually increase your mental and physical wellbeing. It was thought
that proper breathing would increase a person's circulation, and in turn good
circulation would lead to good mental aptitude. Conversely, people with bad
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respiratory problems had bad circulation, and consequently, suffered from aches,
pains and mental fatigue.

One of the most important things to teach children was how to breathe properly.
Kids were not verbally told this, though, Learning was transmitted through the
activities or games they were encouraged to do. Alot of the activities, like
running, swimming, diving, skipping, leaping and jumping, taught peoplehow to
breathe properly', Take skipping for instance, People who are good skippers
breathe in through the nose arid out through the mouth, enabling them to skip for
much longer. The old people were aware that if a child started skipping at a very
young age, by the time that child was aged nine or ten, the child would learn the
art of breathing naturally ..'

Maori believed the most effective way to breathe is in through the nose and out
through the mouth because your nose is designed to take air in and your mouth is
designed to breathe out poisonous gases. The hair in the nose is designed to be a
filter of unused air, so to breathe back out through it with usedpoisonous air was
thought to be very harmful. These beliefs stem from the story of the creation.
When Tdne Miihuta created women, some of his brothers became parts of that
person. Ihu became the nose and was thought to be pure and waha became the
mouth and was thought to be impure.

Physicalfitness

Maori believed physical fitness could only occur in conjunction with mental and
spiritual fitness. Fitness came from being in touch with your surroundings and
from being balanced. People spent a lifetime trying to achieve balance, yet very
few achieved that perfect peace where they were able to control the environment
around them. When the English came, they could not believe how physically fit
the Maori were. Physical fitness did not come from exercise as we know it today,
that is, people did not 'exercise for fitness sake.' Maori never believed fitness to
be, a matter of size and shape. Today we sit at a desk, come home and sit in front
of the television. The only way for people to get fit is to go to a gym. Our society
has changed so much that people no longer have to work, so they go to gyms to
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stay fit. Why do they not go and dig a garden or prune some trees or play or go
for walks?

The fittest person I know is a 98-year-oldwoman. There are people three quarters
of her age who can not keep up with her. She is up at the crack of dawn and has
breakfast made by six a-clock. I say, "ohh kuia it's only six a-clock", and she
says, "come on boy lots of work to do today." From seven to nine she is out
pottering around in the garden. Then at about half past nine, she is out for a walk.
She walks everywhere this woman, to do shopping or visiting. Then she is over to
her daughter's place doing her daughter's garden and other work. Then she is
back home for a quick IO-minute catnap, and then off she goes again. She could

run circles around most people. She has been planting kumara since she was 12
years old and is still doing it. Planting kumara is hard work; you have to dig the
rows, put the tuber in the ground, and weed it everyday. She does not look 98,
she looks more like 60 or 70. Her skin looks really healthy.

The old people know that in order to live a long life they have to stay active. So
that is why they are how they are. Up at the crack of dawn, mahi, mahi, mahi.
They look at us kids and say: "mdngere can not even do the dishes!" Our
generation do not think there is a need for doing gardens or getting their own kai.
Why do that when you can go to Big Fresh or Pak & Save?"

The modern concept of beauty also demonstrates a different mindset. Today
people go to gyms to get the right shape and a beautiful body, not to get fit; just
to look good, but they could do the same just by hard work. Today's people look
at somebody and say, "man he's ugly," and yet they do not even know that
person. Even if a person is the ugliest person in the world it didn't make a
difference to the old people. They looked at beauty in terms of the person being
created, how that person has been looked after, nurtured and helped to grow.

11
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Longevity
There were only three ways of dying in the olddays, By mdkutu, war,or by dying
of old' age. What the historians have you believe, is that prior to the English
arriving, Maori only lived to the ripe old age of 20 or 30. They want people to
believe that it was only through contact with the English that we started living
over the age of 30. But I disagree because of the stories told t~ me about the old
people and how long they lived - many of them living into their lOO's. My
grandmother's mother was 115 when she died. The old man was over 90. It is
easy enough to figure out approximate ages by looking at whakapapa. You will
see the name of an ancestor and then five generations down the track the same
ancestor is still there. It would have been a hard life, but I doubt that we were
dying at a very young age. If it was not for war, our people's average age would
have been far higher than today.

Take my kuia, for example. Even though she was over 100 years old,.she walked
five miles to town and back everyday to buy'a bottle of gin. They were strong old
people. That is what I remember about my kuia, her sitting downtown by the side
of the road. I would go and sit with her and the old kuia would just speak Milan

the whole time. She would tell me all about the old people and how stuffed up
everything is these days. She looked like she was 100 too, but she acted as if she
was 50. I do not see too many old people like that nowadays. She was as fit as
an ox. For 90 years she had been getting up every morning and, making bread.
You would always go over there and have a feed of takakau. Takakau is an
original Maori bread made from karaka berries, but I haven't eaten food like that
since I was a child.

Now and again, the old people have fun by behaving as if they are really young by
doing stupid things. The old women would get up and ruirui, ruriruri and

kanikani in front of the old men to try and tease them. In the old days, though,
this kind of teasing happened every night. They would get together and have a
chanting session. Then they would start singing and the old women would get up
and have a kanikani. Nowadays you very rarely see that happening because most
of the old people who used to do it are dead. _Young people do not understand

j
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why they used to do it. But I was told that they used to do it to show off. To say,
"look at me, I still can do it, can you? Can .you get it up mate?"
The old people's ways helped them lead a long and healthy life. A person's
education involved understanding the need to do certain activities in order to
prevent ailments in old age. Some of the games, for example, helped prevent
arthritis by keeping the body supple. The old people would sit down and play
with a piece of string with a head shaped piece attached to it. When you pull the
string the headpiece spins around. The simple action of pulling it in and out
loosens up all the fingers, wrists and the elbow.

Diet
Maori used to have a very good diet, probably the best diet for physical health. It
was very high in protein and nutrients, and had little to no fat. They ate kiore,

manu, ika, aruhe and plants from the forest. There is an old story about the two
most nutritional plants - the mamaku and the kawakawa. When 10 created the
earth, these were the two plants he gave. The first plant to grow .was the
kawakawa, whichin turn. had the mamaku. There are a lot of different versions to

the story.
When the English first came to New Zealand, they made tea from the kawakawa

leaves and subsequently named it 'the bushman's tea' or 'poor man's tea.' The
Europeans thought they were just drinking tea but they were actually drinking
medicine. The kawakawa gave the strongest medicine that Maori knew. It is
potent enough to heal just about anything as long as it is picked at the right time.
When I was small,I use to get a lot of eczema, so the old people used to make me
go up and get kawakawa leaves to put in the bathtub so I could soak in it. It can
also help sufferers of respiratory problems like asthmatics. If they soak in it, it
loosens up their insides and helps them to breathe easier. It also helps ease
arthritis. My kuia who is in her 80's, suffers from arthritis. You have to boil it up
until it is very hot, then y.ou stick your hands in it and the arthritis is loosened up.

If you do it for a month, then the arthritis goes away. There is something inside
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is a
kawakawa that strengthens the bones and loosens the joints. My kuia
testament to that.
es your
The mama ku is an interesting plant. If e~ten on a regular basis it cleans
right
body. It has every nutrient and vitamin that people need, and at the

plant
concentration to be absorbed by the body. You could live off this one
boil
without any other food or water. It is also a medicine. You can eat it raw, or
up and eat it and drink the. juice. The frond was eaten and the juice was often
it

backs,
kept for medicine. The medicine is good for arthritis, rheumatism, sore
Maori
headaches, you name it. There is a guy in Auckland who knows all about
which
medicine. He believes that mamaku juice can heal nearly every sickness sacred
is what myoId people use to say to me as well. So in the old days it was a
tant
plant and treated very specially because the old people new of the impor
properties it holds.
Like the
The kumar a use to be the staple diet. It was eaten at every meal.
will always
mamaku, the kumara is very nutritious. The elderly people to this day

for
have kiimara or potatoes. When I was a kid, kumara is all we use to have
mente d
meals. We would have a pot of boiling kiimara which would be supple
to this
with seafood, not bread, or steak, brisket, pork or any type of meat. Even
And that
day, the first thing the old kuia will say is, "sit down and have a feed."
will
means kumara. Their view is, 'if you eat good food and stay active, then you
until
be healthy.' So the old people ate good foods and worked hard. It was not
Maori
livestock was introduced and Maori stopped working their land, that
became unhealthy.

Education

u one
In the old days, basically we were born to do certain tasks. Within a whiina
and so
person may have been a tohunga, another a messenger, another a gardener,
the
on. Up until a certain age however, all the kids learnt the same things. Often
often
elderly looked after the young instead of their parents. Mum and Dad were
role.
too busy to spend time with their children, so the grandparents took up that
the child is
The mauri was the most important thing to be nurtured. The mauri of
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different to the mauri of an adult, whose perceptions have already been'formed.

The mauri of a child is innocentand pure. They know no better. They only know
what you teach them.
The tohunga use to say that the physical and mental wellbeing of Maori rested in
their spiritual wellbeing. He did not mean God but rather the wairua instilled in
the child. Through a number of games and learning techniques, a child's wairua

grew. If the soul of the small child was fed and nurtured then the physical and
mental wellbeing of that child would also be nurtured. If you did not feed kids

both physical and mental nourishment, then they would end up stunted.

Today's parental education
Often what we teach our children today corrupts their mauri. How do we do that?
Easily; we go out and buy them chocolate, we teach them that if they don't get a
biscuit they will cry. They start throwing tantrums. The next minute parents take
the child to a counsellorto try and work out what is wrong. The child is classified
with ADHD. Before you know it, you have a corrupted soul. We teach the kids

to think like, "why should I be outsideplaying when I have got a whole bedroom
full of toys; why should I go outside and play tigi when I can sit inside and watch
television?" The world has changed s~ much that instead of protecting our child's

mauri we are corrupting it.
The most terrible way that parents corrupt a child's mauri is by not teaching them
to think. for themselves. My boy is only four years old, but he has been taught to
do things for himself. He can get up, make his own breakfast, open up a can of
spaghetti,make toast, and make a milo. But he only does these things because we
tell him he can. Alot of parents put limits on their children's abilities by saying,
"oh no you can't do that, you won't be able to do it, or you might get hurt". They
put fear into their children. The child grows up with all this negativity, "you
can't, you can't, you can't." We should let kids find out for themselves rather
than telling them they cant. I was fortunate when I was growing up. I was never
told that I could not do anything, I was always told, "Kei te pai, kei te pai, mahi
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ano, Kaua e tangi. Mahi ana. Miiku e awhi. 12" I was shown, guidedand directed
and then it was left up to me.

So I ask my boy, "why are you sitting inside when the sun is shining?" So what

does he do, he goes outside with a little container to find spiders and bugs, 'and he
digs and explores. If we do not encourage our kids to explore, to be inquisitive

and experiment, or if we allow them to play with toys that are not teaching them
anything, then we are corrupting their mauri. Today's people lack independence
because of their childhood.

In the old days, the games a child was shown taught independence. They were
structured so that the child came up with the answers themselves. The first games
were very simple, but as they progressed, they taught you how to think and be
independent. In today's society many things are done without a purpose. The
toys are brought because they are the latest fad rather than being brought because
they are educational.

f

Tikanga Miiori has a lot to offer the kids of today. The problem is whether Maori
games, for example, would be given an initial chance. The kids of today 'own
Playstations. Why would they go outside and play with a spinning top or fly a
kite when you can sit inside and play on a computer? If you gave them a spinning

r
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.

top they'd ask, "why di~ not I get a Pokemon?" Kid's perceptions about what is
important have changed. Having the latest toy is most important, whether it

r
l

teaches you anything or not is secondary.

f
l

Having said that, the kids that I try to teach these games to, initially think that the
games are silly. But if they give it a chance they actually quite enjoy it because it

.....,

r

is a different way of learning from what they have experienced. If kids could start
to learn the games at Kohanga Reo age they may grow to appreciate them for the
learning experience itself, rather than being the eoolest new toy. By the time kids
. are eight or nine, it is already too late. Most of them are just into image. They do

not want to learn anything, they just want to look cool. I find this attitude so
12 "It's

alright, it's alright, do it again. Don't cry. Doit again. Give me a hug.
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disappointing because when I was young, I got so much satisfaction from just
. flying a kite. If I could make a kite go up, dive bomb, pull up just before it hits
the ground, flip around twice, and then take it back up again, then that made me
feel great.

Pre-colonial Physical Activities
I don't know if there is a word in Maori that solely means physical. I suppose
they use oranga now, but it doesn't really mean physical. The old people worked
on the principle that all things had to be reflected in order to create a good
specimen, consequently, there was a multitude of games with varying purposes so
that the child learnt a variety of skills.

Today a lot of physical activity is based around health and beauty. Prior to
colonisation, we were already healthy. Physical education involved preparing the
child so that when they reached adulthood, they were capable of looking after
themselves - to be able to defend themselves or take care of their family. Each
game had a purpose or it would not have been taught. A number of games we
played prepared children for battle. Battle was a matter of life and death, and so
the purpose of many games was for initiating and then teaching children through

to adults, the skills of war.
Mental tasks .. hand games, whai and whip tops

Riddles were very common. There were hundreds and hundreds of them that were
used to get people to think creatively. As a student, you were tutored in

whakapapa and stories,but this was only the relaying of information. Riddles and
mental tasks were used to get people to think for themselves. "What has two
mouths, a hundred openings and is joined together?" It took me months and
months to figure it out, and even then I only figured it out because the koroua use
to tell me stories (stories were a part of growing up for me). The answer is a

waka. The mouths are the tauihu and the taurapa.- The hundred openings are the
joins of the canoe, and the joining togetheris the whole of the canoe.
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Many of the mental tasks used sticks or the like. For instance, you might have to
lay down three sticks and do a certain movement or create a certain figure. There
were also sand games. YOll would put your finger into the sand or dirt and create
a certain design without the finger leaving the ground or going over the same line.

My grandfather would do all these designs and then I would try and copy them.
This type of game was specifically to teach you how to be observant. Being
observant was very important to the old people because if you did not watch and
learn', then you would not survive.

I show this sort of game to my boy, and he is quite taken by them. I guess they
are similar to jigsaw puzzles, which he is very good at. So I wondered if he could
cope with learning the games I used to learn. When I showed him' a game, he

would come back maybe a week later with the answer. And then I would show
him another. I also showed my 12 year old nephews some games and they were
right into them. They showed their schoolmates and they got into them as well. I
believe kids like to be challenged and made to think for themselves.

There were many different hand-games.

Hand-games helped mental

development. They taught kids how to think quickly under stress. Knucklebones
for instance, really got the reflexes moving. The old people used to shape the
stones themselves. We used fifteen stones as opposed to the five or ten they use
today. It is hard enough to catch ten stones in one hand let alone fifteen. So the
old people's reflexes were amazing.

Wi is another hand game that was taught to kids about five year olds, When the

child was a little bit older they learnt a game called matimati, which is a hand

signal game with about 12 different signals. The game has a caller and is similar
to musical instruments. Eventually these games taught the person to move faster
than they could actually think. The ultimate purpose of hand-games was to aid
warriors in the use of weaponry, so that in battle their bodies reacted without
thought. In arm to arm combat there was no time to think. If you had to think,

you would end up dead.
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If you teach your kids when they are four or five how to do huhi, matimati, hei
. tama-tii tama and some other hand games, by the time they are our age their hand

movements will be so fast you will not be able to keep up with them. It is at this
age that kids enjoy this type of game and are able to pick them up easily. They
will get to a level where they are moving their hands so fast even the caller can't
keep up.

Whai teaches. the stories of Maui," what he did, where he went, all the signs that
were given to him, and so forth. Hence, the full name of the game is Te Whai

Waewae a Miiui (following the footsteps of Miiui),

This type of game is

particular for memory retention, and was taught in order to keep the memory
sharp. I learnt whai from people who were in their nineties who had learnt the
game when they were seven or eight. Tohunga in particular practiced whai in
order to keep the memory sharp. Also the ability to manipulate the string kept
fingers supple, and thus was beneficialto intricatework like weaving.

Whip tops worked on people's focus and concentration. In order to be a good top
spinner, you had to have amazing focus of attention to keep the top rotating.
Experts were able to whip the top, put it into their hand and walk across.a river.
They also played pukepuke with their tops. Pukepuke is a game where a person
whipped their spinning top on the ground and then kept whipping the top up the
hill. The winner was the first one to reach the top of the hill. At Whangara there
is a famous hill that they used to whip their tops up.. If you saw this hill you
would think to yourself, how did they get a spinning top up there. But these
people could take a spinning top anywhere they wanted to go. Some of the old
people I have seen can make a top jump from one stone to another and back again.
I have seen them flick a top on to a stick, then move the top up and down the
length of the stick.
Water activities - swimming, whakahekengaru l4 and waka-ama

Swimming was only designated for a few people, and so many people never learnt
how to swim. Swimming was mainly taught to warriors, and one of its purposes
13 Maui:

The mostfabled demi-god.
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was, again, to teach breath control. The first style of swimming I learnt was

kaukiore, which is breaststroke. Then I learnt kauterawhai - freestyle,

I,

kautaratara - backstroke, and kauwhai - sidestroke. According to Maori,
kauwhai is the best way of swimming because people were able to swim long

distances. There were stories of people who were able to swim the Cook
Straight" many times to take messages and so forth.

Maori also surfed. There were different styles of whakahekengaru: standing up,
lying down, on a board, or on a canoe. Whakahekengaru was, again, an activity

for chiefs and young warriors. One of its main purposes 'was to teach balance, as
balance was viewed as the most important attribute a warrior could possess.

Many of the great warriors of old, were experts at whakahekengaru. The idea
behind surfing was to ride the wave as far as one could - it was all about balance.
Gisborne Museum has a couple of old surfboards carved from tiitara logs. Their
height varies from four to seven feet and, they are approximately one and a half
feet wide. They ,look more like giant skis then surfboards because they are thin

and curve up at the front. In another balance-oriented game, warriors would stand
in the shore-break until the waves caused their feet to be semi-anchored in the
sand. The object was to try and remain standing as the waves, and sometimes
other warriors, tried to unbalance you.

There was also canoe wave riding in single man outriggers called waka-ama.

Waka-ama was a big sport in the old days, especially for the chiefs, prominent
warriors and tohunga. It was a pastime for them, but it was not for kids. If you
were given the opportunity, it would have been after you became a competent
swimmer. For a long time I did not take much notice of waka-ama until a cousin
of mine came back from Tahiti with these single man canoes. It blew me away
because I remembered seeing very similar craft tied up at the river when I was
very small. These canoes were from the 1800's. My cousin told me it is a big
sport in the islands. It was a big sport in New Zealand also, but we have lost the
carvers with the knowledge to make the canoes,so it has largely died.

14

Whakahekengaru: Surfsports.
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Kite flying

When I was a kid, we made our own kites and flying them was one of the most
enjoyable things I did. Moreover, it taught us how to read the different wind and
weather signs. Specifically, to be able to differentiate between winds and know
what they meant. Certain winds were good for kite flying, others were not.
Somewinds like were not good becausethey caused up drafts, which caused kites
to uncontrollably fly up and down like waves and eventually crash into the
ground. Some winds were better then others for certain manoeuvres. The best
wind for doing tricks was the north- easterly. I see people out flying kites in this
type of wind and I know the kite is going to go straight up and then straight down
and sure enough it happens.

Military based activities - wi, whai, mekemeke, teka and the Whare Taua

Wi was a game like hide and go seek - the Maori version of tigi. The basic

premise of whai is very similar to the 'go home stay home' concept. Wi, whai and
other similar games were played to teach kids how to think strategically - to avoid
getting caught or to anticipate how to catch somebody - essentially, how to be a
stealth warrior. This type of game also aimed at getting children to be fit for
running, with the ultimate aim of preparing themfor war. Wi was introduced by
Matawa. Matawa is the ancestor most famously known for bringing the art of

tattooing. Upon his journeys he also learnt many games.

Mekemeke is a martial art, probably best described as the Maori version of hand
wrestling. But it was not about punching or beating each other up. Initially, kids
began wrestling by fooling around, just how kids today mimic wrestling on
television. As the kids- got older, they began to learn some of the different
techniques of wrestling. By the time kids were seven years olds, they had been
taught a simplified version of mekemeke. Two opponents stood stationary, about
two feet apart, with both feet together and theirhands up by their chest with palms
out. They would lean into each other and then try to push each other over. When
your feet are together and you are pushed, your natural reaction is to put a foot

IS The straight
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back for balance, but you could not do this. The idea was to teach kids to change
their centre of balance whiletheir feet remained in the same spot.
When kids were about 12, they started to be taught mekemeke proper. At this
stage, the form resembled the Indian art of faqua, which is more like a dance than

wrestling. In faqua, two people are opposed to each other but they perform: an act
of mock fighting rather than tyring to beat each other up. The Maori version is

very similar. Two opponents do different-movements in the vicinity of each other
but they do not actually make full contact with each other. The non-contact
. means the opponents utilise their technique rather than brute strength. The idea is
to learn the various movements, how to react to an opponent without contact, and'
to give suppleness to the body when it moves. So there is a lot of rolling around,
jumping, and doing flips and backward flips. When we were kids, we used to go
up north and challenge the kids at a place we would often stay. Once a person
learnt the movements, then they began mekemeke, which is competition with
contact. Competitions were often held against neighbouring villages.
Other military activities used teka as a training medium. Tao is a game taught to
kids who were going to be warriors. The child stands in a clearing and tries to
dodge darts being thrown by other youngsters. The darts actually pierced the
skin, so you ended up with marks like these (shows scars) if you weren't fast

enough. They started off with maybe one person throwing darts at you, and then
two people, and so on. By the time you were 12 -14 years old, you had about 8 or
9 people throwing darts at the same time. By the time you were a young man
there would be a iot of people. Another tao game involved flicking a dart to
bounce off a mound of dirt and over another kid's head. The idea behind such
games was obviously not to hurt the child, but to create an amazing peripheral
vision and anticipation. They did not, however, reflect an actual battle because
spears or darts were never thrown in battle. They are just kids' games to enhance
the reflexes.

In preparation for battle or individual combat, physical fitness was important, but
mental strength was more important. In today's army, they train you by shouting
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at you and by putting you under stressful situations that test both your mental and
physical fortitude. In the old days, the initiation into this mental and physical
training were the children's games already described. Once these basic games
were mastered, then the person would go to the Whare Taua, which is like the
army, as it was a school of war. One function of the Whare Taua was to train in
the art of weaponry. So you were trained how to use the whole range of weapons.

Where I come from, there was a test called the titata, the 'dancing strain' , which
you attempted once you graduated from the school. If you were competent in any
type of weaponry, you should be able to flick with your feet. Today, you still see
exponents of taiaha flicking their feet. The idea behind the movement was to
remain light footed, but also to flick stones, dirt or whatever into your opponent's
face. Today the kaupapa has been lost because people do not realise the reason
why they' are flicking their feet. At home, there is a stoney part of the beach and
the titata tested your ability to flick stones with your feet into the opponents face.

There is a pa at Anaura Bay which is just up the road from our place. Outside the
front of the pa there is a three feet high and three feet wide, six or seven hundred
pound rock. When I was there I could not even roll the rock. In the old days, they
used to make young warriors' train by picking up this rock and carrying it to the
top of the,ridge. If you saw the ridge and the rock, you would not believe it was
physically possible. The ridge is steeper than Baldwin Street" and possibly two
times as long. To start off, they rolled the rock and then moved on to picking it up
and then eventually were able to carry it up the ridge. They used to haveraces to
see who could take it to the top the fastest. It is difficult to see how it was
possible but in those days people concentrated more on the power of the mind
than the power of the body.

In the late 1800's, there was an English swordsman travelling around the world
attempting to become the best dueller in the world. Sir Maui Pomare challenged
him to a duel with a 75 year old taiaha exponent, saying, "oh, I know somebody
that could beat you." The koroua walked in looking old and haggard and all the
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English laughed at him. The English swordsman said, "I'm not going to fight
him, he -is not a warrior" and he scoffed, "sword against the stick." But when the
old man took his cloak off he had the body and muscle tone of a thirty year old
man. In three seconds the fight was all over. The old man looked at the
Englishman, found his weakness - the underside of the sword's handle - and as
soon as the Englishman raised his sword, the old man struck him with the tongue
of the taiaha, turned the sword - end of story! The koroua could have killed him.
He did a special type of move to decapitate him, but stopped.' The Englishman
never fought again because the old man smashed every single bone in his hand.
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The fifth pakeke I interviewed comes from Ngai Tuhoe. She has spent parts of
her life in Ruatoki, Napier, Wellington and Dunedin. She is currently a lecturer in
Te Tumu, the School of Maori Studies at the University of Otago. She teaches a
Maori weaponry and performing arts course, amongst others, and has been
involved in kapa haka all her life. ' Alot of her knowledge regarding physical
activity stems from her uncle who trained the Tiihoe kapa haka group she was a
part of.

Tana korero:

People need to be clear on what are traditions and what are merely influences of
Pakeha culture. Tuhoe was the last tribe to be colonised, and so it is commonly
thought that the Ttihoe language and tikanga practiced today is more traditional.
But it actually is not. It is a mix of Pakeha and Maori tradition. Much of the
confusion stems from the mixture of tikanga Miiori with Pakeha religion that has
occurred since colonisation. My nana and her family's marae were staunch
Anglican church followers, but the rest of The Valley 17 and pretty much the rest of
the tribe were staunch Ringatti."

When my grandfather was courting my

grandmother, her father did not want anything to do with my grandfather because
he was Ringatu. Today my grandmother is extremely pro-Christian and no longer
pro-Maori. She believes that all Ringatii people are Satan worshipers.

She also will not attend tangihanga because she does not believe that people
should grieve, rather they should be happy because the deceased will be with God.
She sits in the corner reading her bible, wearing white coloured clothes, and
doesn't cry or partake. When my brother and my niece were killed however, it
was the first time I had ever seen my grandmother come back to a Ma-ori way.
She was wearing black and she just cried and cried for ages. It was a major shock
for all of us grandchildren, because we had grown up with her being Christian
rather than Maori, My brother was her favourite grandchild and so she easily

17 The

Valley: Refering to the valley within whichRuatoki is located. The valley extends from the depths of the
Urewera mountain range to the river plains close to Whakatane,
18 Ringatii: A religious faith with Christian ideals, initiated by a Maori prophet: Te Kooti ArikirangiTe Turuki, who
in the 1860's took refuge in the Urewera in betweenraids on British Military settlements. Many of the mountain
people of Ngai Tilhoe, amongst others, adopted the Ringatiifaith during this time.
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slipped back into a Maori world. But as soon as the burial was finished she was
back to her Christian ways.

Alot of old people who have been colonised by Christianity confuse what is
Christianity and what is Maori, As the two cultures combined, Christianity was
passed off as tikanga Miiori. And so the elders may try and say, "no you can not
do that because it is against tradition." My mother's generation are good at
challenging what we can and cannot do, however. They grew up when there were
still a lot of really old people still alive who knew the tribe's traditions prior to the
arrival of Pakeha to Ruatoki and Ruatahuna." And so they are able to challenge
what is traditional and what is not.

The passing of Pakeha culture as tikanga Miiori is also happening within our
schools. When I went to a Catholic Maori Girls Boarding School, they were
teaching us Catholicism using the pretence of teaching Maori tradition. The
Maori teacher new bugger all about things Maori. She took us on school concert
party trips and would make us do what she deemed to be tikanga Miiori. But I
would question her, "that's not tikanga Miiori, that's Catholicism." And I would
get in trouble for knowing more than the teacher. I didn't think that was right.
People needto be clear on what are traditions and what are influences of Pakeha
culture.

Every second year the Tuhoe people have the T~hoe Festival." Part of the
training for the festival involved learning the patu. Our teacher was my Uncle,
who is a master of patu, and it was a privilege for me to learn it from him. 'We
(the girls) used to watch my uncle training the boys through the windows. His
training sessions were like being in the army to a certain extent. They were very
regimented and he was ultra strict. He made them do drills like getting on each
other's shoulders while doing patu. If they did not do it properly then they did it
over and over again without stopping. I could see the boys were straining hard,
but they had to because my uncle believed true physical activity was extremely
strenuous.
19
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such, but
We were taught that the patu is a martial art and should be respected as
certain
my uncle was very reserved on elaborating further. He believed that
the
knowledge should remain within the tribe. And furthermore, even within
ophy that
tribe, he was very selective to whom he taught. Probably the only philos
. Even
he told all of us was that the patu is the most lethal weapon of all rtikau
the
though it is short, the string on the end allows the holder to wrap it around
taiaha, for example, and disarm an opponent.

uncle is
Although philosophies often were not verbalised, what I learnt from my
creative
apparent in how I teach the performing arts and weaponry today. He was
us to put
in his teachings. He would see us doing something with the poi and ask
pushing
the poi down and try and do it with the patu. Part of that creativity was
ents in
the barriers in terms of performance. For example, he looked for movem
with new
old photographs and film. He would then try and incorporate old moves
ed" as if
ones. In some footage, he saw women with their arms up fully expos
of our
they were men performing patu. And so he incorporated this as part
tradition,
performance. Whilst, at the festival we got marked down for breaching
And so
there was justification in its inclusion from the old photographs and film.
he was able to rightfully challenge that convention.
a whole
In the earliest footage of poi there is only one action and one beat for
years the
song. Now performances are elaborate and complex, and so over the
ity side
barriers have been pushed; It seems to me now, however, that the creativ
sts' who
of kapa haka is being unjustly limited. There are so called 'traditionali
is against
are pushing for returning to the more simplified performance. My uncle
admires
this, however, as he believes we should be able to expand. He
they are
contemporary groups, like Aorangi Genesis, for their creativity, but
heavily criticised by traditionalists.

sporting teams compete.
TuhoeFestival: A gathering of Tuhoe peoplewherekapa haka groups and
in kapa haka because., a) it was
rforming
whilepe
head
eir
aboveth
arms
their
lift
not
21 Women 'traditionally' would
be exposed.
to
an aggressive 'male' movement,and, b) the movement would allow their armpits
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My uncle did not teach girls the philosophies behind the patu, as he did not
believe that girls should have that information. Ironically, he would get us girls to
learn patu so that we could get the boys up to the high standard required. My
uncle was really impatient with boys who could not learn the movements in one
go, so he used to train his daughter and I so that we could teach the boys who did
not pick it up so readily. Because if you are good at poi you can learn patu more
easily because both are based around wrist movements. He taught us.

His justification for teaching girls in the first place came from his understanding
that Irirangi Tiakiawa,who was one of the greats in weaponry, was taught by his
grandmother. In his understanding of patu, women have always performed it.
My uncle was brought up by his grandparents in Ruatahuna, Te Whenuanui was
one of the greatest warriors and was also from Ruatahuna, Consequently, my
uncle has great respect for the knowledge that was passed on to him because it
came from the area that Te Whenuanui learnt his skills. Part of this knowledge
demonstrated that women fought alongside and were just as much warriors as
men. He talks about it as part of his history. My uncle is from Te Whai a Te
Motu marae which is a Mataatua" marae. Te Whai a Te Motu was a house that
was built for Te Kooti. There are photographs of Te Kooti and others at this
marae, and some of these photos show old women outside their whare doing mau
riikau, Of course the ironic thing is that he never let the girls do those activities.

Given that he believed in his history, we always questioned why he did not pass
that information on to us as well. Whilst some Maori will talk about their
histories and traditions, they often do not practice what they preach. The oral
teaching to our kids can become blurred if it is not backed up in practice.

Having said that, the sexism experienced today is an offshoot of colonisation - the
subservient wife syndrome. There are a heap of stories of Maori women who
were of ariki lineage that fought in battle. Women of an ariki line have equal if
not higher status than men and thus, with regard to tapu, they were able to fight
alongside men. Some of the Pakeha history books say that women never held

22 Mataatua:

One of the seven great canoes that Maori are said to have first come to Aotearoa in. Also used to
denote that a person is a descendent of that canoe.
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ariki status, but Maori people know this is not true. Women had to have gone to
battle because in the stories only the old people and children are left behind.

I believe the sexism shown towards Maori women occurs because of years and
years of people believing that women were noa. Most ethnographers failed to
understand Maori concepts. They deemed noa, for instance, to be in direct
opposition to tapu, which is generally not the case. In this rigid understanding,
the general concept of opposition was transferred to men and women. That is,
men must be tapu and women are noa. Accordingly, women are unclean and
second-class to men because tapu was delineated to mean sacred, respected and
full of mana. The tapu/noa relationship is very complex. To my understanding
noa is tapu intrinsically, but it has an element of being less tapu than tapu. The

ethnographers who theorised tapu and noa as opposites have misrepresented the
relationship. And so we have had years and years of people representing Maori
women as not sacred, and such "a belief has wrongly come to be thought of as
tradition.

Education

There is room for tikanga Miiori in mainstream education if you have teachers
who are able to teach it. The curriculum has to be loose enough so teachers, who
have the knowledge to perform mau riikau, for example, are able to teach it if they
want to. But tikanga Mtiori does not belong in mainstream under hard and fast
rules, because basically there are not enough teachers across the board that have
the appropriate knowledge.

Teachers could go to their community to get"

knowledgeable people in to teach, but that would be dependent on the make-up of
the community. If the community consists of all Pakeha, then there will probably
be little impetus for things Maori, They would more than likely rather see their
kids simply playing rugby or netball.

It would be possible for a region like the Bay of Plenty, where there are a lot of
Maori kids and strong Maori communities, to successfully integrate tikanga

Miiori into curricula. But while tikanga Maori in schools may work there, it
probably would not work down here in Dunedin, for example, where there are so
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is open to
few Maori, The curriculum should be loose enough so that the teacher
ce, in a
do activities that reflect the community surrounding them. For instan

Korean
school behind my house that I am living in at the moment, they have the
Koreans
version of Te Kiihanga Reo on Saturdays, because there are quite a few
in that little community.
r has to
For tikanga Miiori to be successfully integrated into cl classroom the teache
and know
ultimately know the history behind the activities he or she is teaching,
taught us,
what they are talking about. If the teacher is able to teach as my uncle
, though,
then it can be empowering for Maori children. It is important to realise
hing
that we were Tiihoe people being taught by a Tiihoe person, and so everyt
ive to
taught was about Ttihoe - our tribal unity and history. We were recept
le, in
learning because he was telling us stories about our own history. For examp
the group
the stories we were told we could easily relate because often a person in
would have the same name as the tupuna being discussed.
Ttlhoe
Every Ttihoe child who actively participates in tribal events, like the
as a tribe
Festival, will know, for example, whakapuru, haka and moteatea. We
not lost.
are forced to learn certain things that are important to us, so that they are
song,poi,
The Aotearoa Performing Arts Festival's" routine has a walk on, action

wero,
haka and a walk off. In comparison, the Tiihoe Festival has a walk on,
walk
karanga, haka pohiri, haka, whaikorero, moteatea, action song,poi, and the
the event
off. The reason there is a lot more to do at the Ttihoe Festival is because
s hapii
is a teaching tool for our kids. It teaches them, for instance, that variou
the same
have the same tikanga. For example, each group could perform
more to
moteatea throughout the whole competition. The Tilhoe Festival means
Tuhoe,
us than the Aotearoa Festival because it is about identity. It is about being
Aotearoa
being among other Tiihoe and being proud to be Ttihoe, whereas the
ming
Festival is about winning. Recently, there has been a move back to perfor
their
within tribal groups at the Aotearoa Festival. These group's songs are about
arily

iwi. The urban groups, however, are there to perform and win, and not necess
to identify themselves.
23 Theannual

national Maorl performing arts festival, where kapa haka groups perform in a

competition.
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So this kind of philosophy guides my beliefs about mainstream education.
Teaching of tikanga is most effective when it is iwi specific, which is a difficult
issue curriculum writers' are increasingly going to have to face.

Physical Education Experience
When I was at Ruatoki, physical education was horrible. All we did was netball,
rugby or running around a field. That's all. When I went to boarding school we
did proper Physed, rather than just running around a field. But alot of the girls
hated Physed because the teachers were horrible. I hated them. There was no
appreciation for Maori beliefs, for example, in regard to women and swimming.
You would tell them that you have got your period, but they would say, "well I
don't care, technology has made tampax so you can go swimming." There was no
recognition of the significance of menstruation to the Maori culture." And so if
you refused to swim you were sent to the Principal's office. Luckily the Principal
was Maori, and so she understood and was quite good about it, yet she never
seemed to reprimand the Physed teacher. She just let it go. The teachers were
never told to change their teaching methods.

Ruatoki

I was in Wellington two weeks ago for the Maori High School Speech
Competition. The Ruatoki School had the worst attitude. For example, there
were people trying to entertain the children with things like the Mexican wave.
The wave would go around but when it got to the Ruatoki kids they would just sit
there and sort of stop it. They are socially inept children because they do not get
out of 'The Valley.' Their problem is that they are scared by their limitations and
this prevents them from growing. They know they can remain 'coolor staunch if
they do not interact with, people from outside 'The Valley.' Some of these kids
have the potential to be great at education, sports or whatever. But because they
do not get out of 'The Valley', they will never flourish. Most of them will never
go to university because there are so few opportunities to venture out. If, once
they are teenagers, the kids eventually leave, they are usually so socially inept,
they find it difficult to succeed and, consequently, they end up returning. Alot of
24
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these kids struggled to hold a conversation with me, even though I knew most of
them. They had a real subservient way of talking .
.The school system is failing in this regard. A major problem is the lack of social
and communication skills that are taught. Because social skills are probably the
hardest skills to learn, they should be concentrated upon in school. When I came
out of school I was socially inept. I just did not know how to interactwith people.
My education did not prepare me to walk in an adult world. Kids like myself,
from places like Ruatoki, were not taught how to succeed outside of Ruatoki and
so were set up to fail. I was lucky because my cousins were going to university at
the same time, and so they sort of looked after me. But I had to learn pretty
quickly how to be sociable.
In my Mum's immediate family, which is very large, she is the only one who
went away to High School, and consequently, found a descent job. Some of my
mother's cousins look to her for inspiration. Even though they feel that they
themselves can not get out, they try to help their children by using my mother as a
role model. Similarly, my aunties use us as role models to encourage their kid to
strive for an education,by comparing one lifestyle with another. Do you want the
violence, drugs, drink, and poverty? Or do you want the lifestyle your cousins
lead?
But it is a vicious cycle, that is not easily broken. The kids want to be like their
parents. They want to sit and drink in the club all day, and to smoke marijuana
and to lead that sort of lifestyle, which often includes domestic violence. 'me kids
do drugs because their parents are too off their trees to care or offer any
encouragement. The kids have no real aspirations to be in school, they only go
because they have to and, therefore, very few succeed. This is ironic because
'The Valley' has a history of producing academics, like Te WharehuiaMilroy, Sid
Malcolm, Pall Temara, and my mother. Today there is no continuance of that
tradition. I think the whole community's attitude has to change. The idea of
being safely cocooned in their Valley has to change.
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When my brother had his unveiling, my uncle came back from Christchurch. He
used to be the secretary of the Black Power." Alot of my cousins were walking
around doing American gang symbols. So my uncle gave them a big lecture
about how gang life is not all that it is cracked up to be. He told them lots of
things, like how it was the worst time of his life, and how he joined because he
lost his father at a young age and needed a male identity figure. And also, that he
was one of the few lucky ones to get out because he was so high up in the
hierarchy. But the kids just couldn't take it on board. It was so foreign to them
because so many of their uncles, fathers and cousins are in the Black Power.
Black Power is accepted within the tribe because so many people who are in it are
Tiihoe. And so the kids struggle to see the gang's shortfalls. The people in it are
the people they look up to, so they just join up.

So I look at Tuhoe today and what my mother tells me about how it used to be,
and it makes me sad. She talked about how they use to have inter-hapu and inter-

iwi sport competitions. She said they were major events when she was younger,
especially when another iwi was visiting, but they were usually inter-hapu
competitions. Almost like a Ttihoe Festival is to us today, but with a mix of sport
and culture. There was rugby for the men and hockey for the women. It was a
major activity that helped keep 'The Valley' alive because it was a time to get
together and share.

The competitions reflected the communal sharing of

everything. They constantly practiced and if they were not practicing they were
working on one another's farms. People shared their produce amongst the whole
valley, even though this meant they had barely anything left for themselves. But
she said there was always enough. When the communal sharing stopped the
community went down hill. The same communal feeling is now only felt at the
Tuhoe Festival, which is only held every two years.
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The sixth pakeke I interviewed is of Ngati Rangiwewehi and Ngati Tuwharetoa
descent. He is a vastly experienced exponent of the taiaha having grown up
under the tutelage of his father, Mita Mohi. He is second in charge in the running
of the taiaha camps that his father set up on Mokoia Island, near Rotorua. The
camps have accommodated 20,000 people since their inception by Mita Mohi in
1980. Consequently, both Mita Mohi and this pakeke, have had a huge influence
in the renaissance of taiaha.

This pakeke is my cousin through my father's

genealogical links to Ngati Rangiwewehi.

Tana korero:
To my understanding, the old people would determine a child's strengths and
weaknesses by watching them play. They would then choose an appropriate mahi
for that kid - it might be a gardener, warrior or whatever. Childhood games were,
firstly, a way of passing on knowledge. Whai, for instance, was a method of
retelling history and legends. There were also games used to develop the skills
that would be needed for combat in later life. Some of these games focused on
.the improvement of physical skills such as coordination and stamina. Others were
more specific. For example, during battle teka were flung underhand to hit
mounds of dirt so as to go up and over the palisades of forts. So the object of one
game was to see who could bounce teka the highest off a mound of dirt using an
underarm throw. There is a similar game in Hawai'i played with a bow and
arrows. In another teka game, kids threw korari at each other. The object of the
game was to deflect the korari with a stick. The game taught kids a general
reactionary skill, which was transferable to most fighting skills. Teka is an
example of how the skills learnt through children's games, flowed on into adultlife.

My father taught me taiaha. He was taught by his father, and so on. Mokoia
Island is a great place to hold the camps because the spiritual aspects of the mahi
are easily accessible there. For a start, Mokoia is Te Arawa papatii or central.
Most of the Te Arawa tribes have a connection with the island one way or
another. The island is a source of traditional legends and old korero, and so the
past is readily available to us in the environment that surrounds us. Attending a
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camp also means living within a place that has an extremely rich history. The
island is full of landmarks. You can hear a story about a rock that you are sitting
next to, for instance, which makes it is easy to feel that your tiipuna are there
guiding you. In addition, the karakia we use have exactly the same words people
have used for years and years. The place is awesome. It is charged with an energy
that is pumping. When everybody is stripped down to their shorts and doing

taiaha training, it feels like nothing has changed from the time of our ancestors,
till now . You could loose time.

Each iwi differs in their style of taiaha, to varying degrees. Furthermore, each
hapii, within Te Arawa at least, have different styles. Throughout all styles,

however, I have noticed common basic moves. I have also seen these basic
moves or structures in the martial arts of other cultures, such as the Asian forms.
There are only so many ways to strike someone. A punch is a punch. The finer
detail is how you differentiate between one style and another. How a person
flicks their hip at a certain time so that their energy transfers to a certain part of
the blade. How a person flicks their wrists to produce a certain type of cut or
break. These details are refined within styles over time.

As with everybody that has gone through a camp on Mokoia Island, my father
taught me a base from where I was able to develop my own style. The basic kawa
involves 109 moves. These 109 moves become thousands of different moves
when combined in different variations. People have the same basic core moves,

.

but will exoress these moves differentlv because each oerson has a different
~

~

physique and mind set.

The teachings give people a solid grounding in taiaha, but more importantly
expose them to the processes involved with taiaha. It is then up to each person to
discover what that information means for them. Some might be more into the
physical side, while others might be more into the spiritual part. The foremost
thing for me about my father's mahi is that it gives an individual an empowering
tool for them to create a positive identity. It provides people with an opportunity
to get in touch with their culture and to build up knowledge of their culture.
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The mahi enables people to get in contact with themselves at the spiritual and
emotional levels. Like any other taonga, such as carving or weaving, the process
of learning taiaha involves spiritual ceremonies. From the outset, there is a
spiritual connection with the weapon. A karakia is given before you enter the
bush to pick the tree that is going to be your weapon. A karakia is given to
acknowledge the tree when you take the weapon. Then, when the weapon is
carved, a whole new kaupapa is introduced. That is, all the traditions and
knowledge associated with carving enters the process.

So in the course of teaching a person about the taiaha, several different spiritual
processes are involved. Therefore, when it comes time to perform the taiaha, it is
easy for people to access a different level of being. You believe in the spirituality
of your ancestors. You believe the weapon you are holding is a representation of
an ancestor. It's like being one - you are able to feel a unity with the past, and
everybody and everything that surrounds you.

I believe women probably did use taiaha. If I had a partner back in the day, she
would have known how to use a weapon, whether it was patu, taiaha or whatever.
I think most people with weaponry training would have shown their partners at
least the basics of what they kinew. I would be angry with myself if I returned
home to find my partner dead because I had not taught her a skill that I knew.

The korero that says Te Arawa women are not allowed to use the taiaha has been
confused with the korero relating to the traditional wiinanga system of the WhareTii-Taua, Accompanying the practice of taiaha in the Whare-Til-Taua were

certain things women could not be involved in, such as ceremonies, protocols, and

karakia. If a woman was not of ariki lineage then she was noa, and consequently
in the Whare-Til-Taua she would have instantly nullified the tapu of all the rituals
involved.

Whare-Tu-Taua were held at certain times of the year, for a certain period of time,
and for boys of correct lineage only. This was part of the strict protocol of the

Whare-Tu-Taua. The wiinanga was extremely tapu. Food, for instance, had to be
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prepared elsewhere and brought into where the wdnanga was being held," With
such an extreme observance of tapu, to have women within thatsituation doesn't
make any sense. The question of tapu and noa is very intricate. Even if a woman
was of ariki status, it is probable that she would still be ineligible to attend Whare-

Tu-Taua because her powers of noa could possibly have been even greater than
women not of ariki lineage. Therefore, in the very proper and strict wiinanga of

Whare-Tu-Taua, within the Te Arawa tradition at least, most women would have
nullified certain kawa that had to be in place and, therefore, would not have been
present.

But that form of wiinanga is no longer prevalent, and so in most cases women can
use weaponry today. A female ancestor who was an exponent of taiaha on my
father's mother's side, Ngati Tuwharetoa, has added her flows to my father's
style. But she was from another iwi and they have their own tikanga. Yet, there
are many stories about women using taiaha in the accompaniment of men on the
battlefield. I have seen a photo of a woman with a crew of men, taken just before
they went off to battle. It appeared that she was in charge because she was
standing up and the men were all on their knees. Also, in an archive collection of
stills, and in the movie archives in Wellington, I have seen women using taiahaIn footage of the return of the Maori Battalion, for instance, women were using

taiaha as part of their kapa haka performance. They were not using it as a formal
wero or matatki, but rather as a performing art.

I see some of the knowledge as appropriate for all New Zealanders, but that
depends upon what you mean by appropriate. We do not want to be giving away
our deepest and darkest .secrets. But if the mahi is going to get others on our

kaupapa, or if it is going to help people understand and be more aware of our
culture, then that will forward our purpose. If people, who are not Maori, are
willing to connect with us within our kaupapa, then it is a positive thing. If they
want to step out of their safety zones and turn up to places like Mokoia - I think
that is awesome. To me it means one less ignorant person we have to deal with.
It works two-fold. It is good for them and good for us. Some of the Maori guys
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Food preparation is considered noa and so wouldhave nullifiedthe tapu of the Whare-Tu-Taua.
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that come to the camps do not have much to do with Pakeha at all. Many of them
have misconceptions about Pakeha and harbour a lot of anger for them. If Maori
and Pakeha can mix in an environment such as Mokoia, the process will allow
people to connect and associate with one another.
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The second kiimatua I interviewed was raised in the small rural Maori community
of Manutiike, 20 miles east of Gisborne. He became one of the only Maori to
become the Dean of a university school outside of Maori Studies. He recently
retired as Dean of the University of Otago School of Physical Education. Prior to
this he was a secondary school teacher in Auckland and a PhD graduate out of the
University of California, Berkeley. When I arrived as a PhD student at OUSPE,
this kamdtua and I became friends and it is with honour that I retell his unique

korero.

Tana korero:
My mother's name was Waiatahi Hikirangi. Her father was Hohepa Hikirangi.
His father, who was also 'named Hohepa, was the brother of Te Kooti .27 Te Kooti
raised the younger Hohepa as whdngai .28 Just as I was raised as whdngai by my
parents. I vaguely remember my mother's father, Hohepa, He was still alive
when I was two years old. I also remember the photos of him living up the back
of our place. Hohepa was one of the three people who re-buried Te Kooti. We
had four pti in Manutiike. There was Whakato - one of Te Kooti's pii, which my
mother helped to rebuild. Taho is the pti opposite to' where I lived. There is also
the Maori Battalion pa and another pti across the river.

I was initially exposed to Maori culture through experiences with my Mum and
Dad. One of my earliest memories is of my parents and I going to Wainui - to one
of the Ringatii church gatherings held on the twelfth of every month. We went
part of the way on the bus and then we had to walk for miles and miles. The
Ringatii church services involved prayer through the night and into the early
morning. My mother was trained in the recital of karakia. She knew all the
prayers of the Ringatl1 church and would often lead the karakia during service. I
never asked her how she was trained, but the sheer volume of knowledge she
knew gave me a glimpse of the serious training methods our people must have
had. They were obviously well organised - with probably different types of
schools for varying disciplines. When I was older, I asked Mum to write down
27

Te Kooti: Te Kooti Arikirangi Te Turuki, a famous Tuhoe prophetand freedom fighter who in 1866escaped
imprisonment on the ChathamIslands,returningto the mainland via PovertyBay. Te Kooti continued to fight for
freedom throughout the Ureweramountains and the East Coast until 1872.
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e, me
the karakia for me so I could learn them better . She said, "Kiior
h practi ce,
whakarongo koe" - "No, you must listen". But I never got enoug
time I could
because these services only happened once a month. The only other
learn was during our own family service on Sundays.
my cultural
In my teens, the Maori youth club in Manutuke was the centre of
in the club.
world. There were two or three families who took leadership roles
Waim arama
We had a great haka teacher, Moni Taumaunu - the grandfather of
big Morm on
Tauma unu, the netball player. There was also the Denis 's - a very
e a leading
family. Tom Denis was a former Maori All Black, and later he becam
coast, or
kaumiitua on the marae. We would all go off in busses and cars, up the
y, table
to Rotoru a, for cultural and sports competition. Rugby , netball, hocke
gave me a
tennis, tennis ~ the lot. Although I did not realise it then, the club
and initially
strong identity of being Maori, even though I was the skinniest, palest
the shyest kid of the lot. This identity is still very much a part of me today.
perfor med
As I got a bit older, I came up to the frontline of the haka. We also
playin g my
songs and modern music as concert items. Someo ne had heard me
Event ually,
ukulel e - a beauti ful wooden one that had cost me four quid.
So there we
someone got my mate and I up to do an item for the rest of the group.
town on our
were, two little shy boys standing up on stage, in short pants, going to
way. It
ukes. The group forced me to come forward, but in a nice comfortable
gave me a quiet strength inside.

and people
I was very lucky to have the rich background of being around music
pment - I
who valued that kind of experience. It was impor tant to my develo
nment . With
would be a very different person if I had not been in such an enviro
I came
the first money I ever earned, picking tomatoes, I brought a ukulele. When
I saved up to
home with it my Dad asked, "what did you get that for?" Later on,
se when I
buy a clarinet, which cost me 22 quid - alot of money. Why? Becau
ing my
was very young there was a guy playing the clarinet at the party follow
d to get
mothe r's father's funeral. I kept that music in my mind and always wante
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Whiingai: Foster child
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one, even though I couldn't play one. Again Dad asked, "what have you got that
for?"

One of the club's encounters was against a Ruatoria club. In the rugby game
there was an All Black or near All Black, Tamati Reedy, playing for Ruatoria, In
our team there was Tom Denis, the ex-All Black, who was by then about 50. So
there was a fantastic mix. Here I was, a young 17 year old playing against and
having to tackle a guy who was a hero, an icon, while also playing alongside an
ex-All Black, who was a kaumtitua. I was subconsciously learning that things
were achievable - that it was not beyond me to achieve. I began to think to
myself, "I don't want to do things half-heartedly, I want to go for it." So I began
to develop, what I consider to be, a healthy need to achieve.

Similarly, when I was 16 or 17, I stayed at my friend Dover's house in town
because we had a first-fifteen" game. Dover's uncle, George Nepia," came to
stay with his family that weekend. For me to have a session with George Nepia
on the back lawn of my friend's place was amazing. We went through kicking,
punting, catching, tackling, goal-kicking. I sucked up everything - in later years, I
tried to reproduce what he had taught me.

The learning environment
In my generation, there was a sort of dislocation or gap between the old learning
styles and the new Pakeha methods. One generation understood one way of
learning, the next were encouraged through a different system. At school we were
taught to learn through writing and reading. The old methods focused on doing,
and remembering by listening. They were not useful learning tools for many of
us, because a lot of information was not passed on to us. In themselves they were
effective, but because we were trained through a different system we lacked the
skills to use them.

29
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The high school representative rugby team
George Nepia: The legendaryand most renowned All Black of Maori descent. His fame as an All Black is
probably second only to Colin Meads.
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Young Maori kids were being encouraged to go to Pakeha schools, to learn
Pakeha things - 'Kei te pai boy, kei te pai.' - so, I would go and learn these Pakeha
things such as social studies, spelling, arithmetic, etc. After that I was no longer
growing up as a young Maori boy immersed in his culture. I am now learning
Pakeha methods 'of learning and ways of understanding the world. If I had have
stayed home with Mum and Dad, I would have been completely different. In the
old way you learned by doing and listening - you were learning while you lived.

I do not believe the two styles of learning were complimentary to each other they may have even been inhibitive. There I was at school, learning mathematics,
algebra and French, when I could have been learning the karakia and other facets
of my culture. French was quite handy when we were in Paris - I had to tell a
shopkeeper that the shoes I was trying on were too big, but that is the only
practical use it has been. On the other hand, both Maori and Pakeha society saw it
as imperative for people to succeed in the Pakeha world - the new way. So
learning the Pakeha way was viewed as necessary, unfortunately this meant a
huge corresponding loss.

In the culture club we learnt by doing and repetition rather than writing the words
down. But there were many things we were not taught - the deeper meanings of
the words and actions. We had a basic understanding of them because we knew
most of the words. For instance, one haka was about iipoko, the head. Another,

'Ka Panapana' was about punching Hitler's nose. But we did not learn the guts
of the haka. We learnt to perform, sing and dance, but not the deeper meanings.
Some of them were easy enough to understand - but I felt I only got half the
meanings. Most of us could speak the language 50/50. Some could speak it
better than others could, but we understood the language of everyday speech, not
the formal language.

I had many questions. Why do we wiri the hands, what does this or that position
mean in the context of a particular song, or were they just actions choreographed
for convenience, show and flow? I felt a gap between what we were doing and
what we knew about what we were doing. The action songs we learnt were
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relatively new - instigated by Ngata around the time of the Second World War. It
would have been good to learn some of the old waiata, but only the old people
got up to do those. I wish I had the chance to learn the old stuff, like the karakia
my mother knew, the old sayings my Dad knew, and the old haka and waiata.

The way we used language seems very poetic to me - extremely symbolic, often
using nature as imagery - 'kia tu te riikau' - stand like a tree. Simple, yet very
complex and rich at the same time. 'Ka hurihuri ana koru' - the koru goes round
and around. IKa whiriwhiri ana te Ao' - the world is going round and round.
What is in your mind? Why are you puzzled? Life goes around in a circle and
finishes at a point. 'Ka tata i runga, ka roa, ki raro' - the closer the sky comes
down to you, the longer the length. I had a sense this saying was to do with
travelling, and the sky coming in on you as you ascend, meaning life's journey, if
it is going to be great, is going to be a hard one.

Dad did not explain these to me as such, but that is the way I saw them. These are
just a few of the many sayings my father knew, most of them I never learnt. I
have not had that interaction with language since I left home, and even then it was
a mixture with English. I wish I had made the conscious effort to ask my parents
not to speak Pakeha at home, to force myself to learn. I was not really learning, I
was just catching on to the Maori language.

When I went to high school, I was alone straight away - back corner, quiet as a
mouse. They put me in the top stream, and so, I was the only Maori boy in a class
of 33. The rest were Pakeha kids - from the city mostly. Eleven of us were boys
the rest were girls. So there were all these Pakeha girls in their crisp ironed
uniform. On the other hand there was me - my family made my gear. I can
remember thinking, 'oh god I'm different too all these people.' So immediately
there was a feeling of being different or inferior, a feeling that runs very deep.
Even in the seventh form, I realised that my class or team-mates did not see me as
the same. They saw me as a Maori, I was happy to be seen as Maori, but at the
same time it was recognition that I was different.
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There were not only the obvious differences - the way you look, the way you
speak, the way you dress - there were also differences that they never saw. I came
from a background, which I knew was very, very different to theirs. I was not
proud of our home, or rather it was a home that I would not want my Pakeha
friends to walk into. It was an old place with no running water inside. The tank
and the metal bath were outside. My Maori friends stayed because we understood
each other. The knowledge of where I had come from and how it differed so
drastically to the others around me was something that affected me. It made me
want to be quiet. Even today the difference is still there. Sometimes I think that a
colleague does not see me as a person, they see me as a Maori, They may say
something that tells me they are not treating me as just another colleague.

So there was a feeling of being different, but only once, that I can remember, was
I treated unfairly by a teacher. The French teacher - a quite intimidating fellow.
He asked me a question and got me to come up to him. In those days, we stuck
our pens in our socks. So I had four or five pens in my sock, when I went up to
him. He was saying very discouraging things about me, and then he drew
attention to the pens in my sock, and everybody laughed at what a silly thing it
was to do. I was very disturbed by that. I could not see any logical reason why he
had treated me like this, and so it made me very uncomfortable. I was too shy to
confront him, so I just wiped him off as a teacher to respect. At the time, I did not
consider this treatment occurred because I was Maori, but I was naive. I was the
only Maori in this top-stream class, and hence the only Maori taking French.

I learnt how to achieve through sport. My sporting achievement gave me a
realisation that I could do things and succeed. One of my sporting heroes was
Walter Ackroyd. He was two or three years older than me and lived down the
road. He was a magnificent athlete - very well built. He would do 50 press-ups
just for fun. I worked with him in the holidays packing wool, so I started doing
press ups, and before long I started to get a few muscles and get stronger. I
suppose he was a role model for me. He was older than I was, but he was a
friend.
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In the fifth form I was very ashamed because I was still in the third fifteen school
rugby team. WaIter said to me, "you should do better than the third fifteen." I did
not think I was going to make it playing rugby, but I did after moving from
flanker to fullback. I began to learn that sporting achievement would come if I
trained hard. So I trained very hard in the shot put - my goal was to beat
WaIters's record, which I did. I got in the gym team, not because I was a great
gymnast, but because I was a hard trainer. I trained for the cross-country race by
putting on old work-boots and running around and around the pa at Manutiike.
You name a sport - I was doing it!

I had a lot of encouragement and people to look up to, but nobody was providing
any stimulus for me to study. I look back now and say, "gee why didn't someone
help me." One of the teachers helped me with swimming. I used to stay with him
in the city to train for the swimming champs. Nobody was taking me aside and
saying, "hey you've got brains, this is how to use them," though.

The idea of going to university, even though I didn't know what it was,
represented some achievement possibility. It seemed to be a logical progression
. from school. There were people who had succeeded before me. Louis Moeau, for
example, was a few years older than I, and lived across the road. When I was a
third former Louis was a prefect, so he was a fantastic guy for me to be follow.
My own people also had high expectations. I was very lucky to have the love and
support of my family, although they knew nothing about what I was doing. Dad
used to embarrass me so much when we would walk down the street. He would
be skiting away about his boy.

When I came to PE school here in Dunedin, I still did not understand how to take
my sporting ethos and apply it to schoolwork. I failed a couple of papers in my
first year. I passed them in special exams, but the experience of failure really
woke me up. In the back of my mind, I knew that all the previous Maori students
had failed to graduate from PE School. Yet, I still performed below my ability,
because I did not have the background of wanting to achieve academically. When
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I got interested in a subject I studied and excelled, but that was seldom. I was just
going through the motions to get a diploma and become a high school teacher.

I found it very difficult coming down here and leaving home. I was still very
naive. I was not even sure if the train was going the right way or where I was
when I got off at Lyttleton. When I arrived I can still remember standing up on
Clyde St by Arana Hall, thinking I do not know any whiinau here. Unlike
Gisborne, when I walked around Dunedin there were no brown faces. I felt a
sense of aloneness, just as I had in my third form' class. I was still aware of
differences between my peers and myself. I was the only Maori in my year.
Consequently, that first year I went home at Easter, in May, August, and
Christmas.

When you grow up in a community that has such a rich culture, and you leave it,
there is a great sense of loss. One of my mates from Gisbome felt the same when
he went to Massey University. He started to do agriculture but left because he
found it too hard. I remember saying to him, "why did you do that man, why
didn't you just go with it?" - "Oh it was just too tough." He ended up doing
accountancy because he could do it from Gisborne. I think it was the connection
between my studies and sport that helped me continue. That was the driving
force.

There were not many Maori at Otago University. I was in Arana Hall and went to
Teachers College with Ef1J Potaka-Dewes. About 10 or 11 of us formed the
Maori club here. Mason Durie was one of the leading lights, along with the
Matthews Brothers - really lively and entertaining guys. There were many young
Maori of my time who were popular and looked up to and did well. I think the
difficulties came from within myself. I could not help but see that I was different.
I just knew that these people did not really understand who I was and where I
came from.

We had Maori content in our courses, probably more than we have now. There
were stick games and poi. I taught the odd action song, waiata and haka,
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including 'Opoko.' Only at a superficial level, however, because I knew little of
the meanings behind the songs and actions. I was cognisant of the idea that as
teachers we 'must present a subject with passion, care and depth for it to gain a
student's respect, and I wasn't sure if I could provide that with my limited

r
]

knowledge.

There was a time, after Muru Walters stopped teaching the

Miioritanga course, that there was little to no Maori content taught at all.

Physical Education Curriculum.
With.regard to Maori physical activity and the PE curriculum, students must come
out with a meaningful understanding of physical activity from a Maori
perspective, otherwise we are just dropping containers on a ship. Some ideas will
be chucked overboard and some will remain with no real point. What is the point
of learning the poi without giving any understanding of the intended use of the

poi? The Maori physical activity aspectin curricula should make people stand
back and say, 'wow, this stuff is really powerful and unique.' The alternative way
is to say we are Maori, you have to do this stuff, go and do it. There is a lot of
that occurring these days. I cannot support that. "It has to have merit. We have to
get people who no their stuff, working on a model of physical activity, figuring
out what we want and why.

School teaching was an important part of my life. I taught at a big co-educational
school, Avondale College, in Auckland. It was a fulfilling time, as it wasn't hard
for me to gain respect from the boys because I was a rugby player and reasonably
good at various sports.

I tried to be the best and fairest teacher I could.

Nevertheless, after a year of teaching I felt it was not enough. I could have settled
for being a teacher, but I am not that way. It was limiting in the sense that I could
not see myself remaining as a teacher for the following forty years. I wanted to
achieve other things.

After I left teaching, I wanted to stay in the field of PE and movement. The only
way to do that was to become a lecturer. The only way to be a lecturer was to
gain a higher qualification overseas. I decided to get stuck in because my wife
and I had made all these sacrifices to leave New Zealand. We had a test and I
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topped the class - it was like being 16 and finding out, 'hey I am good at sports if I
put my mind to it.' I had my first scholastic milestone - the first evidence that I
could really use my brain.

As a Maori, I believe I was unfair to myself. I lacked intellectual confidence right
up until I was 27 years old. It comes from knowing that you are different, you are
not as good, and you don't have the things others have.

Although I had

reasonable achievements through school and university, never at any time did I
think I was intelligent. Following that milestone, I began to gain confidence in
my own intellectual ability. I did not think there was a change in my intellect - I
just realised that if I worked hard then I could achieve high standards. My parents
were lovely and loved me, but they did not know how to give me guidance
regarding a Pakeha education. My Dad was uneducated in Pakeha things, but he
was very, very smart. He had a way of thinking that allowed him to fix anything,
from watches to lawn mowers, cars, trucks and tractors.

Stereotypes and bias
People throughout my whole life have not been in tune with who I am and where I
am from. It is not a criticism - it was just the way it was, and still is. I accept that
people may hold opinions and viewpoints that are not true, and that people have
stereotyped me without knowing me. It has been like an emotional tight-wire. On
the one hand I felt like responding one way, on the other hand I realised that that
was probably not the best way to react. I had to learn to let things slide by.
Earlier on; I would confront neoole who treated me this way. Like a fullback, if
.L

.L

_

you come at me, then you will get a reaction from me.

I remember a few incidents that have happened in Dunedin. I walked into a shop
and a guy said to me, "hey chief." I did not like this because of the way he said it.
So I told him off. I said how would you like me to call you keha - or white
maggot. Afterwards I felt sorry for him because he just had not thought, and he
looked so embarrassed. But I also thought that it might make him think before he
addresses people in the future.

In another incidence, again in a shop, this

Australian shopkeeper talked to me in a rough way, as if I was a rough Maori
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type. 1 did not see anything nice in his behaviour so I told him, "my name is
Williams," and that I expected him to remember my it.

Another episode, which was nice in a way, occurred when my Dad came to visit
us when he was in his seventies. Dad was very dark, very Maori looking. There
were very few Maori in Dunedin at that time, let alone somebody as dark as he
was. So when we walked around town he was quite conspicuous. Dad and I were
standing on the corner at the Octagon waiting for the lights to change. There was
a tall Pakeha boy standing next to us and Dad started talking to him like he would
with anybody he knew in Gisborne: "hows the day," etc. He wanted to share the
feeling of being alive. This boy looked down at this funny looking man who he
did not know, and I could see the confusion on his face. He sort of stuttered and
tried to make polite conversation. My father did not notice anything funny
because that is the way he was. What I saw, though, was a Pakeha boy thinking,
"why is this funny man talking to me?" rather than going into a natural dialogue.
I did not want this boy thinking, "what a funny old man." That man was my Dad.
It was only nice in the sense that my father was beautifully unaware of being
treated differently.

At a social occasion during a PENZ31 conference associated with the
Commonwealth Games, a former masters student of Otago PE School had had a
few drinks and broke into a haka, and others joined in. I could not take it. I got
so upset at this guy doing this stupid bloody haka, I had to go outside and cry.

Our culture deserves more meaning than that. He was boozed and made the
wrong judgement. I can see myself holding on to a tree crying. I was that
frustrated.

Not so long ago another episode occurred at the PE reunion." I was meeting with
myoId classmates, the class of 1959.

Most of them were quite astounded that I

had become the Dean of the School. One lady said to me, "how did you do this?
We always thought you were lazy." I was polite in my reply, but I was offended.
I do not like be called lazy because lam not - I never have been. Back then my
31
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energies went into my band, rugby and other pursuits, such as working to payoff
a sports-car. I realised that this lady's bias was coming out. She did not know
about the rest of my life, yet she was happy to form a perception of me.

These episodes may seem fairly trivial, but they touch you and they disturb you.
It was there and always will be, but I had to come to terms with it. Over the years,
I have moved away from my initial confrontational approach, probably because I
began to see that although such a reaction may mean something at the time, the
problem was not going to be resolved right there and then. It is far deeper than
that. Now I see it is better to use my energy in other ways. I now deflect such
occurrences and try to turn the person around using a courteous rather than a
confrontational approach.

Some will be receptive, but if their minds are

shutdown, then nothing will work. Most of the time people will see what they
want to see, even if the perception is misguided. It is very difficult to change a
perception, but that is not my responsibility. You just have to get on with it and
ensure your actions are fair so that nobody can point the finger at you.

Strength from the past for energy in the future
I am still learning. There is a neat book where people give essays and ideas about
concepts like hau, for instance. A simple word but it has such depth. One of the
essays explains how people have the wrong idea of hauhau. I also learnt for the
first time, the deeper meaning behind the hongi. I used to think it was just about
pressing noses, but no, there is a valid reason. The exchange of breath, of the life-

force between people;

I recently went to a play by Witi Ihimaera called Woman Far Walking. Ihimaera
comes from Te Karaka, which is about 20 miles from Manutuke. In this play,
they started doing the haka, Ka Panapana, which was one of the haka I had learnt
in the youth club. The haka and waiata I had learnt back in Manutiike started
coming back to me, things that I had not done in 40-50 years. The old words were
coming out of me, and I was able to join in. I had 'Ka Panapana' back in 5
minutes. It is all there deep within me. You can see how it gives me confidence,
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The University of Otago Schoolof PhysicalEducation recently held theircentenary.
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because the emotions it evokes in me are so strong. Kei te mohio ki rota enei

iihuatanga i taku manawa"

In the martial arts, there is the concept chi, which essentially means the union of
energy and strength. People talk about mana, which I see as the way a person
presents this energy. Mana is related, therefore, to the understanding and respect
that a person has for their past. It allows people to speak with their being, to bring
the strength of who they are to the fore, rather than using superficial words. Mana
is a flow of energy that makes things happen.

I saw a news item on television about a Maori man who had killed somebody.
His sisters had warned the police repeatedly that he was going to kill. The camera
showed him as police took him from a van. He looked at the camera and I saw
this amazing energy coming out of him. The amount of energy he was emitting
really impressed me. I thought, 'gee if only he could harness that energy and
channel it in the right direction.' What a sad waste!

I also see the energy as mauri a sense of having energy from the past, from my

tiipuna, my whdnau, my Mum and Dad. Although they are not here any more, the
energy is still there. I see myself as deficient in many ways, yet I know I have
that strength from the past. The taonga, I have. The greenstone my mother gave
me is always there.
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Kei te mohio ki rota enei ahuatanga i taku manawa: I know it is there in my heart.
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CHAPTER 7

NGA WHAKAARO ME NGA WAIARO MO TE KAUPAPA HAOURA:

A MAORI PHILOSOPHY
OF HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION

What are the issues and problems facing those seeking to integrate tikanga Mtiori
into mainstream curricula? Indeed, why should Maori remain in State education,
given its historical record and the continued disproportionate failure of Maori
within its walls? These questions frame the conclusion of this thesis. While Maori
remain in State education,' Maori researchers have a responsibility to challenge the
existing power structures of mainstream education. The reality of which will be the
integration of tikanga Miiori into state curricula. Yet, it is not as simple as putting
random, non-kaupapa Miiori content in the curriculum. Curriculum writers have
failed in the past because kaupapa Miiori did not underpin the content and
ultimately because Maori were given no decision-making power. This discussion
suggests Maori must be given the power to decide what tikanga Miiori
appropriately represents their vision for development of Maori culture. Drawing on
research conducted here, I put forth Ngii Whakaaro me Ngii Waiaro mo te Kaupapa

Hauora, a functional Maori philosophy of health and physical education.

Issues surrounding ]\faoii in State education
Maori are weary of attempting to convince Pakeha of the relevance of tikanga
Mdori to contemporary society, and ultimately of placing their children in racist

institutions. Vercoe (1998) recommends Maori have a greater input into how
structural mechanisms are organised, otherwise "it may be a waste of time sending

I By far the majority of Maori are located in State education. A majorreason for this is the lack of Wharekura
(schools).
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[our] children to school ... [because it] remains [our] ideological and cultural
enemy ... follow[ing] a Eurocentric idealism which discriminates against all other
cultures" (p. 24). While I do not fully agree with Vercoe's summation, one must
question the assumptions of those Maori who persist in placing their children in
racist institutions. But I also recognise the lack of Kura Kaupapa Miiori and

Wharekura and, indeed, the existing Kura are constantly turning children away
because their rolls are full. One point that Maori researchers do agree on is that
Maori will continue to fail in an education system that only promotes the cultural
capital of Pakeha and treats tikanga Miiori as historical artifacts.

Recently, at a conference in Wellington, Associate Minister for Education, Tariana
Turia asked why Maori should continue to support an education system that has
constantly failed them. Maori students are still far more likely to fail than Pakeha
students. As explained in Chapters 3 and 4, the Self's representation of the Maori
Other as apathetic, lazy and unintelligent, allows Pakeha to blame Maori for this
failure. Maori, on the other hand, blame the education system for ineptitude.

Ms Turia's challenge is not groundbreaking. The Kohanga Reo and Kura Kaupapa

Mdori Movements, which began over 20 years ago, was born out of the realisation
by Maori parents that mainstream education was failing their children. Likewise,
many of the kaumiitua and pakeke I spoke to in this thesis denounced the
effectiveness of Pakeha epistemologies in training Maori, One pakeke, who works
with violent Maori men, suggests that one of his roles is to inform Pakeha of their
ineffectiveness in healing Maori and his group's services.

Similarly, one of the kaumiitua believes the scarcity of Maori in mainstream
physical activity environments reflects its inability to cater for Maori. He offers the
Te Papa Takaro

0

Te Arawa - the Te Arawa sport's weekend - as a contrast to

stereotypes of the lazy Maori. He poses the question why this event achieves
astounding levels of participation while the numbers of Maori in mainstream events
are close to nil? "The actual activity is not the problem because Maori people are
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not adverse to progress like many people like to think. The problem is the process.
If it is seen as a do-gooder, evangelical, 'we know what is best for you,' type of
scheme - then it is not going to work.

Maori just will not click with some

professional saying, 'hey I know best for you, I've read this study and it says
this ... ' - they will not buy into that. They will be told to bugger off. If it is
governmental or Pakeha imposed then it will be resisted, regardless of whether it is
good or not. There is such a long history of only bad things coming out of Pakeha
initiatives, that Maori are becoming increasingly cautious of getting burnt. If the
philosophy of the programme is Maori centered, however, the results will be a lot
different. ,,2

Vercoe (1998) suggests, that "a new determination to become self-sufficient is
gathering momentum" (p. 53) among Maori. Essentially, many Maori are taking it
upon themselves to educate themselves and their children, including the kaumdtua
and pakeke in the present research. Kura Kaupapa are effective because they teach
Maori about who they are and demonstrate that tikanga Miiori is relevant to modern
society. "Gone are the days for me of trying to convince Pakeha about Maori
issues. Now I am about working with my people" said one pakeke. Similarly, a

kaumdtua describes Pai Oranga (a marae based health programme), Te Kiihanga

Reo, and Kura Kaupapa Miiori as ''brilliant examples of what can be achieved
when the process is altered to suit Maori, If you look at programmes that have been
successful, they have the commonality of being Maori initiated, defined, designed
and developed." According to this kaumtitua, the success of the programmes rests
on whakawhanaungatanga. Symbolic or real family relationships are "critical to
Maori society; the potential to utilise the strength of the people; the importance of

whakapapa; the interconnectedness of people; the reason why you are here today.

2

The reader is reminded that these are not direct quotes from kaumiitua and pakeke, but reconstructions. Moreover,the
korero presented in the discussion have at times been changedto allow for brevity and flow. However, I believe in all
cases that I have retained the meaning constructed in the discussions. Thus, when I employ quotation marks around a
passage, it is to delineate that it is the referred to person's ideas that are being discussed. I have retained large sections
from the discussions as part of the normaltext, as opposedto the standard practiceof blocking such quotes, because I
believe the interviewees,to a large degree,created my perspective, and therefore,the discussion is complicit with the
representationbeing outlined,rather than being subsidiary quotes to supportmy truth claims.
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The whakapapa between us has allowed you to bypass a process that somebody
without the whakapapa would have had to go through."

While most Maori educationalists are fully cognisant of the benefits of having
Maori in Maori learning environments, Stokes (1992) wonders how young urbanlooking Maori might learn appropriate cultural values so that they also "feel
Maori?" (p. 15). Similarly, drawing on my personal experience, I query what will
become of those Maori who experienced State education and emerged into
adulthood with only a rudimentary understanding of their culture and language? Do
they just lose out?

Importantly, the attitudes of Pakeha children must also change because it is they
who will hold power in the future. Fundamentally, Maori must decolonise or
interrupt the flow of false consciousness that produced Pakeha constructions of
themselves and of Maori: "the Western subject is constituted not only through a
repression of the non-Western Other, but also through a marginalisation of its own
Otherness" (Niranjana, 1992,p.171).

While Maori parents persist in leaving their children in State education, and

Kiihanga Reo and Kura Kaupapa Miiori remain unavailable to many Maori, and
while the ideological control of Pakeha children through education continues to
limit Maori, there is essentially only one option - change the structure of State
education so that it becomes truly bicultural. The following korero is devoted to
describing the dilemmas facing both Maori and Pakeha in creating a truly bicultural
State education, and particularly physical education.

With the majority of Maori continuing to be schooled in State education, questions
need to be asked about the services offered to Maori, In an age of user pays, State
schools must be held accountable for their failure to educate one culturally distinct
group. Certainly it can no longer be held that Maori are culturally unable to sustain
themselves in modem society (which, I have no doubt, many Pakeha still believe)
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and thus there failure reflects a failure of State education to provide culturally
diverse curricula. Overt racism may be absent from current policy and curricula but
the legacies of racism remain. Racism still finds expression in institutional and
individual presentation and representation of Maori and tikanga Miiori:

The racist discourse becomes silent but is nevertheless embodied (or
institutionalised) in the continuation of exclusionary practices ... a once
present discourse is now absent and that justified or set in motion
exclusionary practices which therefore institutionalise that discourse ... one
assesses not the consequences of actions but the history of discourse in order
to demonstrate that prior to the silence, a racist discourse was present. (Miles,
1989, p. 85)

Maori are no longer offered limited curriculum options but they are still chandelled
into physical vocations through the failure. of the education system to intellectually
stimulate them.

In the following kiirero I outline four steps towards a bicultural physical education,

a)

physical educators must admit that they do not share an inclusive historical
relationship with Maori

b)

Maori need to be given decision-making power at all levels of policy and
curricula development

c)

Maori content should be underpinned by authentic Maori philosophies, and

d)

the viability of policy change will only occur if teachers of physical education
are decolonised through appropriate training or retraining.

As I have stated elsewhere, physical educationalists must firstly realize the
ineffectiveness of curricula presented to Maori thus far. The delusions that began
with, and have continued to surround, Philip Smithells have allowed physical
educationalists to dupe themselves into believing they, above any other educational
group, have enjoyed an empathetic relationship with Maori.

This is utter

fabrication and ultimately based on stereotypes of Maori as a physical people.
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. Indeed, Smithells himself helped perpetuate this stereotype by referring to korikori
as 'Maori Rhythm.'

As the kaumiitua and pakeke in this thesis attest, physical education has never been
perceived by Maori to be any different than other subjects regarding the content of
tikanga Miiori. Another pakeke remembers well, that physical education "was

horrible." "All we did was netball or rugby, athletics, or running around a field.
That's all." Later at a Hawkes Bay Boarding School, she found "there was no
appreciation for Maori beliefs. We would tell the teachers that we had our period,
but they would say, 'well I do not care; technology has made tampax so you can go
swimming.' There was no recognition of the significance of menstruation to the
Maori culture. And so if you refused to swim you were sent to the Principal's
office."

Similarly, another pakeke found that Maori philosophies were given little or no
credence in State physical education curricula.

At primary school she was

introduced to just one aspect of tikanga Miiori - a stick-song game. "The teacher
did not tell us it was a Maori game, however. I can remember running home with
my sister highly excited because I got the prize for having 'rhythm.'

In my

intermediate and college years all we learnt was poi. And that was the extent of the
curriculum." When this pakeke was sixteen it was through her own initiative that
she finally learnt any substantial tikanga Miiori. "Mum had joined the local kapa
haka group, so I asked if I could go along. I went to a weekend hui at the marae,

loved it and learnt heaps." When she entered OUSPE she found Maori were mere
statistics and that the cultural perspective was absent. For instance, students were
presented with physiological 'facts' including those purporting 'darker' people are
naturally better athletes.

Some 30 years earlier, yet another kaumtitua recalls his experiences of tikanga

Miiori within OUSPE as limited and highly dependent on student involvement and
the 'presence of a Maori lecturer. "We had some Maori content in our courses.
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There were stick games and poi - I taught the odd action song, waiata and haka.
There was a time after Muru WaIters stopped teaching the Mdoritanga course that
there was little to no Maori content taught at all."

But it is critical that physical educationalists stop justifying the inclusion of tikanga
Miiori based on a history of exclusionary practices. Describing a history of

inclusion inherently suggests that existing structures are conducive to the delivery
of tikanga Miiori and simply have to be ratified and tweaked to improve. This
serves to justify the continuance of similarly tokenistic practices.

The second step physical educationalists have to tackle, is comprehend what
biculturalism really means. In Chapter 4, I discussed the development of the 2001
Health and Physical Education Curriculum (HPEC) and its false portrayal as a
bicultural document. But what is authentic biculturalism? If physical educators are
going to lead State education in tikanga Miiori inclusion, as they have so often
claimed, then the first step is to locate Maori at all levels of policy development and
curricula writing.

As I outlined regarding the HPEC, the use of Maori as

informants at the initial stages of curricula writing, while subsequently changing
Maori philosophies to replicate Western models, did not produce a genuine
bicultural policy.

A bicultural curricula will only emerge when there is a'

partnership in decision-making and representation of concepts.

I have an overwhelming sense of unease that a backlash against the renaissance of

tikanga Miiori and Maori activism is simmering. Part of this unease is based on the
constant barrage of ignorant and half-cocked complaints regarding the Treaty of
Waitangi. Many Pakeha view the Treaty as an archaic document that Maori are
using to hold Pakeha to ransom. But, as Glynn (1998) outlines, "Maori have long
regarded it as a charter for power-sharing in the decision making process" (p. 3).
The pertinence of the Treaty to this discussion is what it signifies for State
education. Glynn (1998) highlights Article 2(a) as implying that the Crown
recognise the right of Maori to continue to define, protect, promote and control all
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of their treasures and resources, including pedagogy and epistemology. Hence,
Article 2 (a) addresses issues of curriculum development, teaching methods and
educational research. In other words, if Maori students are to be serviced by State
education then they have the right to make joint decisions about the schooling of
their children. Likewise, the Treaty is a stepping-stone to challenge State education
for promoting the dominant culture over others and, in doing, perpetuating Maori
under- achievement and impoverishment.

State education policy and curricula pay lip-service to the sharing of power but
ultimately fail to produce tangible results.

For example, a document may

pronounce "all attempts will' be made to ensure we obligate the Treaty of
Waitangi," but what is needed, as with any functional policy, are specific statements
that ensure Maori are put into decision-making positions. Take the ten-point plan
for Maori education released by the Ministry of Education in 1997, for example. It
reads: "the New Zealand curriculum [should] recognise, value and reflect Maori
experiences, cultural tradition and history, with the quality of its delivery
contributing to the enhancement of Maori educational achievement" (p. 31). Such a
statement derives from article 2(a) of the Treaty, but is not followed up with any
concrete delivery plan.

Besides tikanga Miiori is reflected as tradition and

historical and experiences and, therefore, irrelevant to future developments.

Not surprisingly, Smith (1990) suggests that educational institutions "actively
protect the accepted cultural capital of the dominant group and maintain their
privileged position of power and control" (p. 187) ~ Equally, Bernstein (1971)
argues that educationalists demonstrate "strong boundary maintenance" when
attempts are made to "institutionalise new forms of knowledge" (p. 56). In the
present case, State education continues to halt any real changes to policy while
preserving the status quo behind empowering rhetoric.

The third step towards bicultural physical education is tied to both steps one and.
two, that is, the promotion of tikanga Miiori that is actually tikanga Miiori, instead
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of the tokenistic and watered down fodder that graces,for example,the Te Reo Kori
curricula. Thus far, Maori culture has been acceptable in mainstream education as
long as it is not overly threatening or challenging. I would rather see no Maori
content in the curriculum than commodified/sanitised representations of tikanga
Miiori.

While Te Reo Kori may benefit Pakeha (which is questionable), it

ultimately misrepresents Maori culture as overly simple and, therefore, primitive
and irrelevant to modern society.

Likewise, I question what affect the

misrepresentation of Maori concepts in the HPEC will have on the perception of
tikanga Miiori for the students who encounter teachers who incorporate its

definitions into their pedagogy. The principal writers have commodified Maori
concepts by applying them to a non-Maori model and non-Maori definitions. The
HPEC is a classic example of the dominant group defining, describing and taking
ownership of another's culture.

It is imperative that we halt the genealogical representation of the 'physical Maori'
in physical education discourse. The representation of Maori as a physical people
was reinforced by Philip Smithells' coinage of the phrase 'Maori Rhythm.' The
notion of Maori Rhythm still remains in the ideas of physical education
commentators such as Ralph Walker (1995) who proposed Te Reo Kori be about
"mastery of basic Maori movement, not about performance of treasured taonga"
(1995, p. 22), and George Salter (1999) who advocates that, "the basic movement

patterns and skills should be the foundation of our work, rather than the attempted
rigid duplication of traditional cultural performance" (p. 20). As I have already
discussed in Chapter 4, Walker and Salter's prepositions are no advancement on
Smithells' belief in the inherent movement value of Maori rhythm.

Physical education based on 'basic movement patterns' could philosophically
derive from generic child-centered/problem solving approaches, but these certainly
are not particular to Maori, The performance of basic movement patterns will not
be respected or valued while they are left in a cultural vacuum. If physical practices
are not shown to branch from a philosophy, then the student has every right in
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asking - why are we doing this, and how is this relevant to me? One pakeke
illustrates this point, describing the teaching of Te Reo Kori to tertiary students as
complicit in confirming prejudice towards tikanga Mtiori. "Real damage can be
done to students' perceptions when you teach Maori culture through naughts and
crosses, and use rolled up magazines as sticks.

Students give the common

complaint that they aren't going to be teachers so they don't know why they have to
learn Te Reo Kori, but this is a smokescreen to hide their growing aversion to
things Maori." My experience tells me that if tikanga Miiori is not presented as
complex and challenging to students, this merely adds to the mounting evidence
that tikanga Miiori has no relevance to them.

Moreover, she argues that Maori content must be grounded in meaning for it to be
accepted. "Kids will not take anything on board if there is no substance. If it is just
a change of words from English to Maori, the exercise is pointless. For example, a
Maori teacher taught a group of boys the haka, Ka Mate, giving the meaning behind
each word. It was the first time the boys had been told what the haka was about,
even though they had heard it all their lives. By the end of the lesson the boys were
performing it with a lot more passion and conviction." Similarly, a kaumiitua
asserts, "students must come out with a meaningful understanding of physical
activity from a Maori perspective. Otherwise we are just dropping containers on a
ship - some will be chucked overboard and some will remain, but with no real point.
What is the point of learning the poi without giving any understanding of the
intended use of the poi?"

The fourth step towards bicultural physical education is crucial to any progress
physical education can make in this area. If teachers and potential teachers are not
decolonised then the previous three steps become null and void. Policy will only
inform practice if the administers of practice adhere to the programme. Essentially,
teachers will not effectively teach tikanga Miiori if they believe it to be primitive
and savage. One pakeke describes a recent experience with the head of a secondary
school physical education department. She illustrates the resistance many physical
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educators have to tikanga Miiori. "Like most physeders she was conservative and
had a 'level playing field' philosophy.

She thought everyone had the same

opportunities and, therefore, should be treated equally. She believed people from
tough backgrounds simply had to 'train harder to win the race,' and used this as a
reason to resent Te Reo Kori. She thought Maori should not gain preferential
treatment by having their culture as part of the general curriculum. The resentment
also came from her lack of knowledge. Without knowledge she felt threatened.
She was used to controlling others through her superior knowledge, not vice versa.
It was disconcerting that one person could have such a negative effect on the
student's beliefs about Maori physical activity."

These observations depict, firstly, the protection of cultural capital by the dominant
group. Secondly, that many Pakeha are resistant to tikanga Miio ri through
ignorance, and thirdly, that negative attitudes towards tikanga Miiori are often born
out of paranoia, .stemming from beliefs that the dominant culture is under threat
when other cultures are included in mainstream institutions.

One kaumdtua

reinforces this point: "there are a lot of people out there that think the movement we
are part of is about hating Pakeha people because it is presented through the media
in a bad light. They see us as land grabbers or as militants - 'Maori want this,
Maori want that.'"

Bhabha (1968) believes such paranoia derives from the

coloniser's inwardly outward gaze upon the Other, contending that "there is a
narcissistic demand for colonial objects and when the narcissistic demand is
refused, paranoia occurs: the coloniser perceives that the colonised hates him"
(cited Sarup, 1996, p. 161). Pakeha perceive Maori refusal to accept subservience
as threatening their accumulation of cultural capital, and they disguise their
paranoia behind slogans such as 'one New Zealand for all New Zealanders,' which
are merely reactions to Maori' assertiveness.

It is small-minded to think that Maori are the only victims of colonisation. Pakeha
have been deceived into believing that tikanga Mtiori has nothing to offer them
because it is savage and primitive. The tendency to set two cultures as "permanent
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and natural antipodes," Nandy (1983) notes, produces "the naive belief that the
resulting cultural poverty has hurt the [Other] more than the [Self]" (p. 74).

I

question who has actually forsaken the most through colonisation, Pakeha or
Maori? Yes, Maori have been impoverished economically and culturally, but Maori
are increasingly becoming bicultural. Pakeha, on the other hand, continue to be
culturally impoverished, most refusing, for instance, to follow the European
multilingual trend. The attitudes of Pakeha must be deconstructed so that they
realise their Othemess. It is the same people on talk-back radio who in one breath
criticise the system for their own demise while in the next bleat about the greed of
Maori, Many New Zealanders are unhappy with the continued progress towards
individualistic greed and the general lack of empathy for fellow people that
successive right-wing governments have promoted. Yet, Maori notions such as

mana tangata and whanaungatanga are ignored or perhaps deliberately kept from
the ideologically controlled Pakeha masses.

Those Pakeha teachers who believe the stereotypical representations of Maori as
physical, unintelligent and savage, have a false consciousness that needs to be
decolonised, not only so they can enjoy a more culturally enriching life but, more
importantly, so their students can. It is at the tertiary level that one pakeke believes
perceptions have to change. "If it does not start there it is not going to start
anywhere. Once people become teachers it is too late. Even though the head of
department at the Hamilton school attended a lot of Te Reo Kori workshops, she
still resisted the idea of bicultural education."

The decolonisation of Pakeha through learning tikanga Miiori is a crucial step
towards enriching Maori lives, as one pakeke points out: "if they want to step out of
their safety zones and turn up to places like Mokoia - I think that is awesome. To
me it means one less ignorant person we have to deal with. If the mahi is going to
help people understand and be more aware of our culture, then that will forward our
purpose."
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Ngii Whakaaro me Ngii Waiaro

mo le Kaupapa Hauora

With the above dilemmas facing the integration of tikanga Maori into State physical
education in mind, I propose Ngii Whakaaro me Ngi: Waiaro mii te Kaupapa

Hauora a Maori philosophy of health and physical education, Before I outline Ngii
Whakaaro me Ngii Waiaro mo te Kaupapa Hauora however, it must be stressed
that this korero is not an attempt to draft a master narrative for Maori physical
activity. Rather it is "deliberately reflexive about its own truth claims, and draws
attention to the discursive construction of its own theoretical position and
[knowledge construction]" (Parker, 1992, p. 68).

On the other hand, the ensuing discussion does attempt to construct functional
knowledge by drawing together themes that emerged from Chapter 6: Nga
Uiuitanga, with my own knowledge and the knowledge of others. The structure of
the discussion to follow is based upon Durie's (1998) notion of Maori health. In
Durie's book, Whaiora, he outlines the tapa wha model of Maori health, which
includes taha wairua, taha whiinau, taha hinengaro, and taha tinana. This notion
draws an analogy between relates the four walls of a house and the four dimensions
of Maori health. I explicitly extend the four wall analogy to include taha whenua,
suggesting it is an inherent component to each of the four dimensions. That is, the
walls have no grounding and will simply collapse without whenua. In describing
the emergent themes, I have also constantly asked how might physical education
curriculum writers and practitioners employ these themes to reinterpret existing and
inform future curricula and practice?

I openly acknowledge that the selection of themes and individual highlights reflect
my predisposition to create knowledge that could be useful to Maori, In a sense, I
am taking the middle ground of postmodern thought. While I reject the notion of
totalising thought, whether it be Maori or Western, and veer away from those forms
of postmodernisrn that lean towards nihilism, I do want to construct functional
knowledge that will be benefit Maori, Simply, the following is my own analysis of
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a Maori philosophy of physical activity and stems from the knowledge I have learnt
as teina in the research process.

So what should Te Reo Kori, for example have included? Throughout the late
1980s and '90s, mainstream physical educators have searched to give Te Reo Kori a
new meaning and to redefine its content. Two of the foremost commentators, Ralph
Walker and George Salter, recommend a minimalist approach that inadvertently
reasons philosophies surrounding Maori movement are not relevant in mainstream
curricula. Walker (1995) proposes that Te Reo Kori should be about "mastery of
basic Maori movement, not about performance of treasured taonga" (Walker, 1995,
p.22). Salter (1999) advocates that, "the basic movement patterns and skills should
be the foundation of our work, rather than the attempted rigid duplication of
traditional cultural performance" (p. 20). Indeed, Te Reo Kori should not aim to
perform treasured taonga. But why is anything that is deeper then mere words
considered to be "treasured taonga?" Such a belief is complicit with the notion that
the only value of tikanga Miiori is as an ancient artifact; that anything worthy in
Maori culture should be locked away in a museum as the treasures of primitive
man. New Zealanders must begin to appreciate tikanga Miiori as a vibrant and
functional culture, rather than thinking of it as merely a fossil to be protected.

Moreover, Walker and Salters' advice does not call for any contextualisation of the
"basic movement patterns" and, therefore, imply that Maori physical practices lack
rationale and philosophy. The Maori physical activities will not be respected or
valued while they are left in a cultural vacuum. If physical practices are not shown
to branch from a philosophy, then students have every right to question the
relevance? When a student asks, why do we have to go for a run? - teachers can
answer in many ways depending upon their philosophy: "because it will help you to
concentrate in maths later," or "because it will keep you healthy." Students may
not accept the philosophy, but at least they have something to build upon, or
compare with their own beliefs. Teachers who fall silent when students ask, why
they have to do Te Reo Kori?, ultimately undermine the subject. Walker and
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Salters' propositions are no advancement over Smithells' appreciation of Maori
rhythm for its supposed inherent movement value. Before students accept Te Reo
Kori as valid, teachers must inform them 'why.'

New Zealand physical educators who view themselves as enlightened and as
sharing a close relationship with Maori, present a misleading picture. Physical
educators need to realise that our acceptance of tikanga Miiori has been based upon
our own assumptions about what is valuable and that this exists within a Westem
framework. Physical educators should not deceive themselves into believing they
have an inclusive history with Maori. Rather, they should work towards including

tikanga Miiori in our curriculum, starting at the philosophical and epistemological
levels.

Young (1990) believes that "those who evoke the nativist position through a
nostalgia for a lost or repressed culture, idealise the possibility of that lost origin
being recoverable in all its former plenitude." They do not allow for the fact that
"the figure of the lost origin, the 'Other' that the coloniser has repressed, has itself
been constructed in terms of the coloniser's own self image" (p. 166).
Consequently, it must be stressed that this korero is not an attempt to hark back to a
past glory, an era prior to colonisation, to reconstruct a fragmented past. It is an
attempt to create new knowledge that rejects encumbering notions of Maori
'traditional' knowledge. Most certainly this knowledge is not a traditional artifact,
useful only for informing the Self about its savage past; it is contemporary
knowledge propagating new modes of thought applicable to contemporary society.

Importantly, this kiirero accepts the notion that Pakeha are a major influence in
New Zealand. Hence, if this knowledge is to be viable it must acknowledge rather
than totally reject Pakeha thought. Although I am outlining alternative thought, that
is Maori knowledge, I reject the 'us and them' mentality.

Hence, I agree with

Nandy who suggests that Indigenous people should try "to capture the differentia of
the West within its own cultural domain, not merely on the basis of the West as
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politically intrusive or as culturally inferior, but as a subculture meaningful in itself
and important" (Nandy, 1983, p. 76). I believe it is crucial to look forward, as
opposed to longing back for the pre-colonial past. Those who refute Maori or
Western culture only limit themselves. Maori should view themselves as fortunate
in having access to two cultures (despite the often repressive nature of the other
culture), just as Pakeha who revel in Maori culture should also feel privileged.

Finally, it is also crucial to realise that this discussion derives from a postmodern
perspective that is not prescriptive but is suggestive. In other words, I ask readers
to open their minds to the possibility of change rather than directing them to
change. Spirituality, for example, is complicit with the philosophy to be outlined,
but I am fully cognisant that spirituality is an individual preference. The spiritual
views expressed below are those of individuals and it is the readers' task to
reinterpret these views to align with their own. Rather than the reader admonishing
the ideas based on their lack of knowledge about tikanga Maori they should analyse
and attempt to appreciate the central themes being suggested.

A Miiori Philosophy

A Maori philosophy of wellbeing is essentially holistic. By holistic I mean noncompartmentalised in that the various philosophical dimensions of Maori health are
discursive. Both Maori and postmodern perspectives of health and education
criticize "standard methods and ideas" as well as those concepts of Western
disciplines that we accept as normal: "the postmodern turn comprises border
crossings that traverse standard academic domains and boundaries" (Best &
Kellner, 1997, p. 19).

A holistic philosophy rejects the modernist scientific

epistemology where everything is broken into purposeful and definable constructs.
I believe the positivist philosophical search for detached and particular truths
contributes to a narrowly focused society and fosters micro as opposed to macro
thought. Micro perspectives limit the people's outlooks within a discursive world.
The epistemology of Western education is one example. It divides philosophy into
distinct subjects, each defined by set and specific criteria. Dividing philosophy
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fractures intelligence and discourages the search for holistic links; intellectual work
. is so specialized that it is often irrelevant to social life.

At its most fundamental philosophical level there is no single Maori philosophy of
physical activity. The Maori notion of physical activity that I recognise' is multifaceted in nature. It crosses between what I have come to refer to from discussions
with kaumiitua and pakeke involved in this work as the 'cornerstones' of wellbeing,
that is, whenua, whiinau, hinengaro, tinana, wairua, and mauri. In a literal sense,
tinana means the physical or bodily aspect, but the physical aspect is not separable

from the other components within its holistic framework. A person's hinengaro,
tinana, and wairua could be classified as personal constructs that form a person's
mauri or the life principle radiated by a person. In turn, these constructs are

regulated by each other and are affected by their location within the broader notions
of whenua and whanau.

The kaumdtua and pakeke suggests that programmes based on a Maori philosophy
provide an atmosphere that has a balance between the physical, spiritual, social, and
emotional realms. In this case the student achieves a balanced perspective by
understanding several realms. Thus any notion of Maori physical education should
consist of exploring the wairua, hinengaro and tinana through the physical.
Similarly, physical fitness is a measure of physical, mental and spiritual fitness, as
opposed to merely a matter of physical conditioning.

Holistic education can be termed in an alternative way: the education of everyday
life. People gain tacit knowledge or understanding through living, and a Maori
philosophy of health embraces that reality. The mental and physical wellbeing of
people should stem from everyday activities where the process of being alive is
more important then the process of staying alive and where a day's activity with
whiinau and friends are more spiritually and physically uplifting than a

3 The

following discussion stems from my perspective and its limitations, as opposed to a master narrative. From here
on in, however, for brevity sake I will talk about "a Maoriphilosophy," and the reader should refer to this meaning as
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artificial/cosmetic search for beauty and health through individual slog.. Gathering

kai moana or gardening should be seen as activities that take care of the spiritual
and mental aspects of a person, along 'with the physical needs of food and exercise.

In the following quote, one pakeke briefly outlines part of the ceremonial process
for taiaha, whilst presenting a good example of how a holistic scheme is effective:
"the mahi enables people to get in contact with themselves at the spiritual and
emotional levels.

Like any other taonga, taiaha involves learning spiritual

processes. From the outset, there is a spiritual connection with taiaha. A karakia is
given before you enter the bush to pick the tree; a karakia is held to acknowledge
the tree, and then again when the taiaha is carved.

Because of the spiritual

processes involved, when it comes time to perform the taiaha it is easy for people
to access a different level of being . You believe in the spirituality of your
ancestors. You believe the weapon you are holding is a representation of an
ancestor. It is like being one - you are .able to feel a unity with the past, and
everybody and everything that surrounds you."

In physical education circles, I often hear the catch phrase 'sport is a reflection of
society.' Speakers intend this to mean that people learn about their society through
physical activity. For example, the break down of sporting teams into specialised
units (especially in the United States) reflects the encroachment of the assembly
line into the workforce, and the resultant mass production. Physical activity within
a Maori philosophy contains broadly similar notions of ideological control.
However, the philosophy is not repressive; ultimately it is a method of learning
about one's culture and values: "Maori pastimes such as kite flying, canoe racing
and hand games, in addition to being fun, also have important cultural ... and
spiritual meaning" (Matunga, 1995, pI9). Games and physical activities have
therefore, direct or indirect functions for a society. The physical education of
children, for example, involves the preparation of the child for adulthood and it

stemming from my perspective.
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serves as a training ground for skills needed in adulthood, such as creativity and
independent thought.
Mauri
Mauri is a person's life principle that is apparent through their display of emotions.

From my perception, mauri is that essential quality within a person that is expelled
through feelings, and in turn gives that person an aura. And here I perceive its
interrelationship with mana, whereby people constantly or at different times or
contexts, have an indescribable air. One pakeke described mauri by saying:
"Where does the mauri come from? It comes from inside. It allows us to become
angry. It can be fierce. It can be gentle. It can be very learned or outspoken."

The portrayal of mauri through emotions reflects an individual's balance. If one of
the cornerstones is out of synchronisation, then the individual will display
emotional imbalance. That is not to say however, that anger, for example, is never
shown; rather, all emotions have their appropriate outlets. In other words, to
display an emotion in an inappropriate context is to demonstrate an imbalance in the
mauri. Conversely, to mediate the peaks and troughs of the outer world is to bring

a sense of calm. As another pakeke 'What is the wind that blows here? It is a
northeasterly, it flattens the ocean like glass:

The ultimate goal and biggest

challenge for people is to strive for balance between themselves and the fluctuating
world.

Hauora emanates from a balanced mauri; hauora is to be level, to be healthy.

Specifically, hauora is a concurrent state of health between tinana, hinengaro , and
wairua, and inherent in this health is the foundations of whiinau and whenua.

Furthermore, the balance required to achieve hauora will change as the external
state of the world changes or as different challenges arise.

And so hauora

paradoxically demands a dynamic creativity to remain balanced wi thin the
continuous flux of the world.
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Alternatively, imbalance brings sickness within each of the cornerstones of
wellbeing. One pakeke makes this clear in -her discussion of whiinau: "the holistic
health of a person affects the wellbeing of the whanau. When I begin a workshop, I
emphasise the importance of the participant's wellness to the welfare of their
whdnau. I often give the example of a person having a migraine and having to deal

with the demands of their children. Unwell people, regardless of whether the
source is physical, spiritual, or mental, do not cope well with stressful situations.
People need to be healthy to be good parents - they need to look after themselves
before they can look after anyone else."

The mauri of the child is innocent and pure, and thus different to the altered and
particular mauri of an adult. One pakeke believes that the consumer ethics of
today's society corrupts the mauri of children. Moreover, poor parental guidance
with respect to creative play is corrupting: "the worst way parents corrupt a child's

mauri is by not teaching them to think for themselves. Children have the attitude
of, 'why should I be outside exploring and playing, when I've got a bedroom full of
toys, or I can watch TV?'"

Parents often want their children to be creative, but

prevent them exploring the natural world, usually through fear of danger. This

pakeke claims he has heard too often the words "oh no, you can't do that," "you
won't be able to do it," or "you might get hurt." In this way parents breed fear in
their children. Rather, parents should be saying, "Kei te pai, kei te pai, mahi ana.

Kaua e tangi. Mahi ano, Maku e awhi" Physical activity should teach children
independence and be structured around problem-solving so that children learn to be
creative: "in today's society many things are done without a purpose. The toys are
brought because they are the latest fad, rather than being brought because they are
educational."

Wairua
The notion of mauri as life-principle is indelibly interconnected with wairua - the
idea of a soul. Wairua encompasses a spiritual dimension but does not prescribe
what that dimension should be. It could be likened to postmodern religion, where
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wairua is not a denomination, but the critical belief in a spiritual force. Wairua

accepts that people can be spiritually moved in different ways.
Some believe wairua is the most essential determinant of wellbeing because it
requires the capacity of esoteric thought while being able to "understand the links
between the human situation and the environment" (Durie, 1998,p. 70). Sickness is
regarded as largely stemming from a displaced wairua. In other words, the other
cornerstones all feed into, and are duly affected by, wairua: "if your wairua is pai
you should be well" one pakeke reported.

From this perspective, wairua is .the most sacred of things as it is the universal gift
of the soul, given by whoever created us. More explicitly, wairua is the entity that
links us all together - a common soul found in every natural object. People have
their individual wairua, but it stems from an all-encompassing body of wairua,
including the wairua of ancestors, of other people, and the wairua of the natural
environment, such as animals, trees, awa, maunga, roto, moana. Each object and
creature, whether organic or inorganic, contains the common essence of wairua.
Furthermore, the commonality of wairua allows for whakapapa to exist between
each entity, and in turn enables people to form substantiating links to the physical
environment.

Because of the unbreakable bonds between the physical, spiritual and mental, the
use of physical activity in a Maori philosophy has common links with Chinese
philosophies. As one pakeke points out, the underpinnings of Darwinism and Maori
spiritual wellbeing relate in many ways. A key to both philosophies is the
commonality of physical energy between every entity. In the words of another
kaumdtua, energy is omnipresent but only a few know how to control it: "I saw a

news item on the television about a Maori man who killed somebody. He looked at
the camera and I saw this amazing energy coming out of him - if only he could have
harnessed that energy and channeled it in the right direction." For this kaumatua,
energy, or more accurately the control and balance of energy, is reflected in the
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mana of a person: "Mana is related to the understanding and respect that a person
has for their past. It allows people to speak with their being - to bring the strength
of who they are to the fore, a flow of energy that can effect change." He also links
the notion of energy to mauri: "I see it as mauri or a sense of having energy from
the past, from my tiipuna, my whiinau - my mum and dad. Although they are not
here any more, the energy is still there - I know I have that strength from the past."

Another pakeke believes universal energy can be accessed via meditation, that is, by
getting in tune with the pahupahu - the beating of the earth or the natural power of
the earth. If one can tap into the energy of the universe, then one has no limits.
While its mechanics restrict· the physical strength of the body, there are no
limitations on the spiritual plain. The majority of kaumdtua and pakeke concurred
with this perspective and had their own stories of seemingly impossible feats. One

pakeke, for example, recalled watching a kaumtitua demonstrating his ability to
ground himself while others who were physically strong tried to move him from
that spot. The kaumiitua was then able to lighten himself so that four men were
able to lift him up with one finger each.

Similarly, another kaumiitua describes the exercises taught in Whare Taua as being
about controlling the physical through the spiritual: "the idea wasn't to throw the
rock but rather to pick up the rock, and make it throw itself. At one particular pii,
there is a rock that warriors used to train with by picking it up and carrying it to the
top of a ridge. If you saw the rock and the steepness of the ridge, you would not
believe it was possible, but people concentrated more on the power of the mind than
the power of the body."

Tiipuna were also renowned for their incredible feats of endurance and stamina.
Waka crews paddled from dawn till dusk and runners covered unfathomable
distances: "when I was a kid, waka-ama races were held for three or four days, from
our home near Whitianga up to Tokomaru, then from Tokomaru down to Mahia,
and from Mahia back to Uawa". He also tells of his tiipuna who, over a matter of
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months, returned more than a hundred of his fallen whiinaunga from a battle: "he
carried two people home, dropped them off, and then ran all the way back [at least
50 miles] to pick up another two and so on."

Yet, these should not be read as remembrances of a golden or antiquated past.
Maori are taking journeys into the spiritual realm in contemporary society, as one

pakeke outlines: "a journey is like dreaming while being awake - you are in the
subconscious. Workshops can be scary for those who have not experienced a
spiritual journey before, but all I do is teach people a physical exercise. Whatever
happens on a spiritual level comes from the individual. The mahi may initiate a
journey but after that, it is up to each person to continue on whichever pathway they
choose."

Oruorua Whakaoriori is a Maori art form likened to the Chinese martial art of Tai
Chi. For one pakeke, oruorua whakaoriori is an exercise that interconnects the
cornerstones - it is an internal massage, that is, a massage of the mauri and wairua.
The physical exercise is a means of connecting with the spiritual world, a pathway
to access the intangible.

One can, for example, solve problems by gaining

enlightenment from the spiritual world: "when the wairua became really, really
strong, we were able to do things like going out to Whakaari in our minds."

Breathing is the physical and spiritual reality of a Maori philosophy of wellbeing.
Breath is an immensely powerful entity because it gives life and, at the esoteric
level, is the very essence of who we are. It is important for the reader to realise the
importance of breath from a Maori perspective; it is not the mere exchange of air. It
is the way that the internal being connects with the mauri of the universe; where the
act of breathing is akin to participating in the mauri. One kaumdtua explains the

hongi, for example: "people think it is just about pressing noses. But no, there is a
valid reason - the exchange of breath - of the life-force between people."
Furthermore, to breathe is also to partake in breathing with ancestors: 'te ha a koro

ma a kui ma' - literally, 'the breath of life that comes from forbearers' , and an
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acknowledgement that good health is closely linked to a positive awareness of
ancestors and their role in shaping the family" (Durie, 1998, p. 74).

Hti refers to the ability to, firstly, control breathing and subsequently, healing
through the art of breath, where breathing exercises promote mental and physical
wellbeing. Basically, good breathing encourages good circulation, and in turn
creates mental aptitude: "Most of us are guilty of not breathing properly. Tu kaha

te totara encourages us to breathe correctly. We ask people to breathe deep into
.their puku and then to push all that air out. When people are angry or upset they
hold bad energies in their stomach. The deep breathing allows for the expulsion of
bad energies" according to one pakeke .

Physical activity from a Maori perspective is likely, therefore, to include breathing
exercises, as a function of the activity itself, especially for youth. One pakeke
elaborates on this point: "one of the most important things to teach children is how
to breathe properly, not verbally but rather through the activities or games.
Activities such as swimming, diving, skipping, leaping, running, and jumping, teach
people how to breathe effectively. Children who skip well for example, breathe in
through the nose and out through the mouth and consequently can skip for much
longer." Moreover, the importance of breath can whakapapa back to the narrative
of creation, where ihu is pure and waha is impure. In other words, people should
breath in pure air from the nose and expel impure air out the mouth.

When guiding children, tacit understanding is often crucial to instilling the desired
outcome. Some aspects of miitauranga work at the tacit level because speech
demeans the process. Learning the importance of the art of breath, for instance, is
inexplicable - the spirituality of breath can not be explained. Two of the pakeke
outline the importance of learning the art of breathing naturally. Indeed, many
activities including swimming are mere functions of learning how to breathe
properly. One kaumdtua explains: "breathing is important, although I wasn't told
this; it was something I realised along the way. So when I went diving for kai
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moana, I was 'taught to expand my breathing capacity." The singing of songs and

the incantation of chants and karakia are also methods of breath control, a point
made well by one: "children use to recite a particular karakia that I know. It was
used as a game to teach children how to control their breath. The idea was to recite
it in full without drawing a breath. The trick was to draw it out as opposed to
rushing through it.,,4

The concentration on breath in exercise physiology and the subsequent construction
of notions such as V0 2 max, contrasts with the Maori notion of breathing that
emphasizes the importance of spirituality and whiinau. Of course, most rationalists
would dismiss such ideas as hocus pocus. From my perspective the differences
between breath, as a cultural and a scientific concept, highlights the narrow and
misdirected emphasis of modernist society. Where modernist science has broken
down breath to infinitesimal detail in the search for a truth based on the logic of
gaining a millisecond advantage for an elite athlete, a Maori notion of breath
constructs the Self within the wider universe in an attempt to make the person
understand their relationship with their past, present and future.

Whenua

Running parallel to the idea that wairua and mauri inform, and in turn are affected
by physical activity, is the notion that whenua nurtures, sustains and supports Maori
health. The notion of a universal energy that permeates every existing substance
emphasises the role non-human entities play in the wellbeing of Maori, As one
pakeke outlines, "the whenua is where we come from and it is where we return.

Through the mahi we make a connection with the circulation of energy that flows
between whenua, trees and sky. We might be doing ID matua kore, for example,
and some people will feel as if they are planted within Papatiuinuku"

4

But mdtauranga Miiori also containsexplicit tactics of learning. Indeed miitauranga Miiori is largelybased on an
oral tradition. This requires reinforcement becauseof the common misrepresentation of Maori as practical people
rather than intellectuals.
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People are not only connected to whenua through the flow of energy. Whenua is
the nurturer of every living thing, and therefore, is the sustainer of mauri and
wairua. Moreover, the material and esoteric link with land affords everybody the

privilege of being able to whakapapa with whenua, that is, to make connections to
whenua through historical and spiritual links. A person simply needs to visit a

place where their tiipuna have been rooted to feel a strong sense of wairua; just as
my sister was overcome with emotion when she visited the small village of our
tiipuna from Scotland; just as I felt an instant ease, grounding, and spiritual

connection when I went to my marae, Te Whetu

0

te Rangi for the first time (a

result of interviewing a pakeke). Another pakeke captures these thoughts: "Mokoia
Island is a good place to hold the camps because the spiritual aspects of the mahi
are easily accessible there. For a start, Mokoia is Te Arawa papatii and so most Te
Arawa tribes have a strong connection with the island. The Island is a source of
rich history and physical landmarks - you can hear korero about a rock that you are
sitting next to, for instance. Besides, the place is charged with a vibrant energy, It
is easy to feel that your tipuna are present - guiding you."

Consistent with the interrelationship between physical activity and whenua is the
replication of nature through physical activity. Thought is never divorced from
nature - things that surround us are from Papatiuinuku and, therefore, are part ofus.
To enter the physical realm is to also enter the whenua. The moves associated with
mau taiaha, for example, are often based around natural phenomena, and in

particular, movements of animals that range from the frenzied attack of a shark to
the cheeky flits of the fantail states oue kaumatua. The human act is not disjointed
from nature it is part of the surrounding environment.

Rather than exercising for its own sake, exercise contains cultural learning. For
instance, during one taiaha wiinanga that I participated in, we went for a bush walk
during which a kaumiitua told us stories about the natural fauna, the names of
plants, why they were named as such, their spiritual significance, their medicinal
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qualities, and so forth. The exercise, therefore, contained a whakapapa to the
natural environment.

Physical activity providers could encourage their clientele to acknowledge links
they have with turangawaewae and the surrounding environment, especially if they
are visiting another area. This could occur at the most basic level. For example, a
visiting party could gain an understanding of a town's historical, social and
economic influences, thus turning the town into a living organism. Similarly,
groups could employ marae that offer their services. At this level, it will be usually
essential that at least one kaumiitua is present in the visiting party, to enact the
necessary kawa, and importantly, to explain the significance of each process.

Whiinau
Taha whiinau establishes the importance of whanaungatanga or relationships to the

wellbeing of the individual. While links through blood are intensely important to
tikanga Maori, whanaungatanga acknowledges the importance of strong and

healthy relationships in general. Thus, whdnau can be taken in the literal or
symbolic sense, where whanaungatanga is the feeling of giving and receiving
emotional and spiritual support. The whiinau is the place where one can gain selfrespect, self-identity, and mana.

Physical activity can play a role in constructing or nurturing whanaungatanga.
Building whiinau ties, or enhancing relationships, should be one of the objectives of
physical education. Matunga (1995) suggests physical activity can be focused on
strengthening family ties and acknowledging the roles, responsibilities and
contributions of-different members. One pakeke describes inter-hapu and iwi sports
competitions as a critical means of communal life: "they were major sporting and
cultural events, especially when another iwi was visiting. They helped keep 'The
Valley' alive because they were a means of promoting communal sharing, and a
medium for simply getting together. When the communal sharing stopped the
community went down hill."
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Similarly, another pakeke outlines the emphasis on whanau through physical
activity that he experienced growing up: "in my teens, the Maori youth club in
Manutiike was the center of my cultural world. We would all go off in buses and
cars up the coast, or to Rotorua, for cultural and sports competition. One of the
club's encounters was against Ruatoria, In the rugby game there was an All Black,
Tamati Reedy, playing for Ruatoria, and in our team there was Tom a kaumatua
and an ex-All Black. So there was a fantastic mix. Here'I was, a young 17 year old
playing against an icon whilst playing alongside a kaumdtua. I was subconsciously
learning that things were achievable - that it was not beyond me to achieve.
Although I did not realise it then, the club gave me a strong identity of being
Maori." Here, he recognises the crucial link between identity and exposure to
healthy role models. In this sense, lack of access to a whiinau environment can
mean being divorced from the guidance of culturally similar people. For teenagers
especially, guidance from people outside ones culture may be well intentioned, but
ultimately it may be impotent.

It is highly likely that the break down of the whdnau system that occurred when
young families moved to cities from rural areas to cities, destroyed the learning and
nurturing potential of inter-hapil/iwi sporting fixtures. Yet, the notion of whanau
remains strong and whanaungatanga can still be fostered in a physical environment.
For instance, the Ngati TIpene project in Pukekohe formed a health and fitness
center on the marae, and is a superb example of how whiinau centered physical
activity, employing contemporary notions of fitness, can be successful states one
kaumiitua. The program demonstrates that it is not the activity per se that is

important, rather it is the process - the activity is the mere tool for creating

whanaungatanga.

Another pakeke gives a further example, that of Tai-Bo: "my wife, and I started
doing it at a gym, but we were the only Maori. Then one of my whanaunga decided
to start Tai-Bo at our marae-based sports club. In the first class there were 40 - 50
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Maori present. Why? Because it was whiinau based. I have got five children - how
many gyms can you take your kids to? On the marae, you are able to because it is a
whdnau friendly environment, where kids are just part of the scene, and are able to

get into the activity as well. We had koroua in their' 60s doing it with us.
Children, teenagers, parents and grandparents - very fit people through to very unfit
people. It was good just being there doing it together."

Another pakeke also sees the need for Maori to strive, although she does not
consider individual success as 'un-Maori.' "we need to (re)teach young Maori that
it is okay to personally strive and aim high. Some Maori do not believe this is a
part of their culture, but I believe it is. We have just been led to think it is not.
Concepts like whakaiti and whakamii; while they are good concepts in themselves,
have been, in some cases, transformed to meaning not striving for goals, or not
being individualistic." Maori culture needs to diverge from the belief that a
community ethos prescribes a tall poppy syndrome: communities may be more
important than individuals, but the creativity and uniqueness of individuals is what
makes communities.

Community leadership can nurture creativity and growth. An important tool to
promote individual talent is tuakana and teina. This involves an elder or more
accomplished peer honing the skills of a younger peer. There is an implicit benefit
to both learner and teacher in the process. Simply, the elder peer benefits from the
process of mentoring another, while the younger peer gains from the relationship
through gaining knowledge from a more experienced person. The teina is expected
to contribute to the learning environment, however. The relationship is viewed as a
two-way process, where both parties can inform each other. Such an epistemology
opposes the dominant Western styles of learning where the teacher is represented as
the all-knower and the learner as an empty vessel.

Tikanga Mdori opposes individuality when individual desire takes precedence over

the community to the extent that individual avarice is more important than the
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protection of future generations. In the words of one pakeke "the attitude of, 'what
can I get out of life, with scant regard for others and the environment' is
unacceptable to tikanga Miiori.

Maori have a responsibility to ensure that

Papatiidnuku is sustained for the next generation to come."

Beliefs in the

protection of the community and the natural environment do not, however, mean
the rejection of individuality and creative thought.

Hinengaro
Hinengaro is "the capacity to communicate, to think and to feel" (Durie, 1998, p.
69). Hinengaro is sometimes referred to as the mental aspect of Maori health and

thus relates to the individual's state of mental wellbeing. But hinengaro is different
to Western bourgeois notions of mental stability which are defined by the
constraints of normality. Rather hinengaro is a holistic concept of mental wellbeing,
or the ability to think and feel in a balanced manner, and is affected by mauri,
wairua, whenua, whiinau, and tinana? Moreover, thoughts and feelings are derived

from the same space, and thus no deliberation is without emotion. The self is
always personal and thus can never be objective. This is not to say that Maori base
their thinking on primal urges. Rather Maori thought is not only concerned with the
good of the individual but also the environment and the past, present and future
family. Nor is it to say that Maori can never be rational. Conversely, it is to say
that Maori rationality is located in the rationality of hauora.

Hinengaro is especially coherent with the notion of wairua because it can be multi-

personal, multi-mattered, and multi-spaced. Thoughts and feelings are discursive in
that they can concurrently run through a number of whiinau members, or they can
flow through natural objects, such as the trees, sky and earth, and they can
interchange between the spiritual and physical realms. Maori mental wellbeing
therefore, is less about the individual state, and more about the individual's
discontinuity with the four other cornerstones.

According to Durie (1998),

is possible that hinegaro has come to mean mentalhealth in Pakeha terms, because of the salience of Maori mental
health problems.

5 It
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"explanations are sought from searching outwards rather than inwards; and poor
health is typically regarded as a manifestation of a breakdown in harmony between
the individual and the wider environment" (p. 71).
Whatumanawa, the healthy expression of emotion, is closely related to hinengaro

(and therefore hauora) because it is the product of a healthy mental state.
Whatumanawa is especially important to our tdne, who typically suppress their

emotions, or at times vent them through violence. I believe Maori men have had a
tendency to repress whatumanawa because, firstly, they are part of the silent Other
- the self-denying noble savage, whose intellectual and creative expression has
been stifled by stereotypes of physicality and practical mindedness, And, secondly,
ttine are an integrated entity within the Self, in this case the stoic, unemotional New

Zealand male. Paradoxically, repression of emotion (or what is commonly referred
to as 'being staunch') is not a part of tikanga Miiori. On the contrary, to suppress
one's emotions is to repress one's wairua and mauri, and to damage one's hauora
and, ultimately,one's whiinau,
Maori need to shake the shackles of representations of the Other and realise that
they are part of a loving and caring culture,where whiinau protection is the ultimate
aim of life. Child abuse, wife beating and rape are not tikanga Miiori; they are in
part products of colonisation and the break down of Maori culture. Abuse and
violence within the Maori home are universal products of degradation and
depression (both economically and culturally), yet it is Maori culture that is covertly
blamed for the abuse. Contemporary representations of Maori violence and
savagery (i.e., current affairs programmes and news items that accentuate the
cultural aspects of individual Maori who commit violent crime) are mutations of
anthropological and traveller representations that showed Maori living in an
uncivilised state; today uncivilised Maori are destroying themselves and their
culture. The so-called 'white backlash' to Tino Rangatiratanga, is merely a
reaction to the growing threat of Maori culture, which is increasingly seen as a
viable alternative to the dominance of Pakeha culture. The failure of Pakeha culture
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to .nurture leaders who are creative, caring and community oriented, has raised the
possibility that tikanga Miiori may become the real civiliser. As a result, the early
uncivilised and warlike representations of Maori have mutated to mean culturally
self-destructive. In short, Maori culture is portrayed as unsustainable because it is
self-hating.

Inherently related to expression through violence is the repression of creativity.
Misrepresentations of tikanga Miiori as an encumbered culture have helped squeeze
the wairua from taha hinengaro. Wairua, in this sense, means the creative spirit.
The flux of the world necessitates that thoughts and feelings constantly move or
change, as one pakeke expounds: "learning what is new in the changing
environment is critical to life itself. Consequently, in many tauparapara handed
down from generation to generation, the main theme is Te Ao Hurihuri, Te Ao

Miirama" Understanding or the world of light coexists with the world of change or
the world of creativity. In other words, creativity is an essential component of

tikanga Miiori. This is in direct contrast with traditional representations of Maori as
the stifled Other.

Of course, creativity is a key ingredient in every cultural transformation. But one
needs to understand the philosophy that informs new cultural practices. Modernist
philosophy conceptualises creativity as uniquely disrupting, where individuals and
groups have the foresight to change and challenge thought, or to change and
challenge the balance and structure of the world. The status quo is constantly
challenged to arrive at a better society. Or in Foucauldian terms, creativity is
merely the ability to transform the power/knowledge construct to effect the desired
world. Often the price of striving towards that better world is ironically the
suppression of individualism. Examples include the mass production and herd
conformity of capitalism, Stalinism and the killing of citizens in the name of
agricultural and in industrial modernisation, and Nazism where extermination based
on biological determinants attempted to achieve a better and more pure society.
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History has shown creativity based on modernist progress towards a better society
has ultimately lead to conformity, death and destruction.

The philosophy of transformation espoused by Te Ao Hurihuri and Te Ao Miirama
is radically different to that promoted by modernist thought. The search for a better
society is replaced by the desire for balance in a world constantly in flux. This is
not to say that Te Ao Hurihuri is merely reactive to a changing environment
(although it can be); pure reaction will not ensure balance. There must also be
proactive creativity within the bounds of tikanga. In other words, culture changes
within certain cultural constraints. The core elements of tikanga Miiori will remain,
but the context of use may change. Proactive creativity demands an understanding
of one's culture as a thriving and vital entity; the past is crucial for it allows one to
step into the future, not to be encumbered in the past. For example, whakapapa is
crucial to the links Maori make between each other, but the concept of chiefly
lineage is outdated and limiting. Maori need to demonstrate the personal qualities
that demarcate them as leaders, rather than thrusting leadership or mana upon
people because of ariki status.

The desire for balance is not a rejection of progress. The idea of progress is simply
a modernist reconstruction of the notion of change. Inherent in the notion of Te Ao

Hurihuri is change in the name of balance and progress towards a specific state of
being rather than progress for the sake of progress which, as I have noted above,
often leads to evil and destruction.

T.e Ao Hurihuri does not oppose technology or

change, but rejects anything that endangers whiinau or whenua. One pakeke notes
that "a Maori philosophy attempts to create change but not at the cost of destroying
people or the environment. The protection of the environment and humankind
comes back to balance. If we damage nature for our own personal benefit, then that
action is going to come back and hurt us." he appreciates that the preservation of

wairua through balance is needed for the protection of one's self, and future
generations, from the wrath of a damaged world. This brings us back to the
importance of cultural indoctrination through whtinau, Here past, present and
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future generations share the belief that they are kaitiaki, or caretakers of the
environment for generations to come, as opposed to owners.

One pakeke suggests that Maori need to face the questions of what is traditional,
what are imposed colonial limitations and what is not tikanga Miiori. I too believe
these are crucial issues for Maori, Maori need to analyze those representations of
traditional tikanga Miiori that hinder the reestablishment of a creative and vigorous
culture and lock our culture in an antiquated past. Maori must realise that tradition
and culture are two different things. For one, there is no such thing as tradition,
merely people who are constrained by the past. Culture, on the other hand, is the
retaining of values and beliefs that guide change in the future. One pakeke offers a
pertinent example: "my uncle was creative in his teachings of patu and kapa haka.
Part of that creativity was pushing the barriers in terms of performance. For
example, he looked for movements in old photographs and film. He would then try
and incorporate old moves with new ones. In some footage, he saw women with
their arms up fully exposed as if they were men performing patu.

And so he

incorporated this into our performance. Whilst we got marked down for breaching
tradition, there was justification in its inclusion from the old photographs and film.
And so he was able to challenge that convention." Here her uncle rightfully
deconstructs tradition as not only wanting its carryover into the present, but also
any trace of its presence in the past.

As with everything else, physical- activity should reflect change and creativity.
Norms and procedure may constrain physical activity but they can also spark
individual creativity. One pakeke explains: "like everybody who has gone through
a camp on Mokoia Island, my father taught me the basic kawa of 109 moves. The
teachings give people a solid grounding in the processes of taiaha. Yet, these
moves become thousands when combined in different variations. Therefore, out of
conformity comes personal expression, as people hone their skills towards their
own individual physique and mindset. It is up to each person to discover the
relevance of that kawa for them - some might be more into the physical side, and
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others more into the spiritual realm. The most affirmative thing for me about my
father's mahi is that it gives an individual an empowering tool for them to create a
healthy identity."

Tinana
Tinana is like all other dimensions of Maori health in that it has an implicit union
with the other cornerstones. Tinana is the most basic cog in the holistic wheel of
wellbeing which makes it, to some degree, convertible to universal notions of
physical health where the fundamental ideas of good food and exercise are
recognised as being important to wellbeing. Analysis of tinana is critical because

Maori constitute the least physically healthy population in New Zealand. Central to
overcoming this problem is the deconstruction of representations of Maori as lazy
and self-destructive.

Tikanga Miiori is not an inherently unwell or self-incapacitating culture - quite the
opposite in fact. "Inactivity," one kaumiitua notes, "is definitely not part of our
culture. One just need look at the abundance of our whakatauki that frown upon
inactivity to realise this. For instance, 'marry a man with calluses on his hands'.
Another is 'don't die like the tarakihi, die like a shark.' Also, 'where were you
when the shining cuckoo. sung its song?'"

The obvious work ethic in such

statements, accompanied by a vast knowledge of the nutritional value of different
plants, meant that Maori were an extremely healthy people. One kaumiitua, a
historian who has worked at the University of Auckland and Te Papa (the National
Museum), reminds us that most of the physical descriptions of Maori in early
colonial times referred to Maori as "remarkable specimens." Initially, those
representations were consistent with the Self's constructions of Maori at the time,
that is, of savages close to, but ultimately burdened by, the natural world. Later
however, the Self blamed Maori culture for intellectual and economic failure and
converted the image of savage culture into one of apathy, ambivalence and laziness.
Such representations were reinforced by the products of cultural degradation,
particularly unhealthy lifestyles and distended body-shapes.
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Longevity is a good example of the representation of Maori as a lesser race. While
the Other outlived the Self, the vitality or cultural dominance of the latter was
undermined. Longevity and savage culture had to be represented as bipolar because
one of the justifications for the civilising mission was the provision of modern
medicines and health care, to help the savage sustain a better and longer life. This
was regardless of Indigenous culture's successful methods for maintaining health,
and regardless of the near destruction of these cultures by introduced diseases. If
the savage was leading a longer life than the Self, then what precisely was the point
of civilisation? "What the historians have you believe," says one pakeke, "is that
prior to the English arriving, Maori only lived to the ripe old age of 20 to 30.
Accordingly, it was only following contact with English that we started living over
the age of 30. But the stories told to me were of old people living into their lOOs.
My grandmother's mother'lived to 115. The old man was over 90. It is easy to
figure out approximate ages by looking at whakapapa. For instance, you might see
the name of an ancestor through five or six generations." He insists that "the old
people's philosophy on life helped them lead a long healthy life. Miitauranga
Miiori included philosophies on longevity, and this in turn led to certain

preventative care activities."
Furthermore he argued that tikanga Miiori emphasises good nutrition. Maori knew
the most nutritional plants to eat - the mamaku and the kawakawa. Consequently,
there are many stories about the health giving roles of these two plants. The
attitude to foods that are he reka must change,however, if Maori are to be healthier,
as such an attitude does not bode well for Maori with the easy access to fat in
contemporary society. One pakeke explains that the scarcity of fat in the preEuropean diet led to a cultural ingraining of the importance of fat. Foods rich in fat,
such as the mutton-bird, were held by Maori as delicacies simply because fatty
foods were virtually non-existent. Furthermore, mana was afforded to tangata
whenua who could provide their guests with the fattest and/or the most luxurious

foods. One pakeke explains that "when the various birds or seafood were at their
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fattest our old people, considered them to be delicacies. They were he reka - they
were fat. For thousands of years Maori were physiologically and culturally geared'
towards the reverence of fat. In a mere 20 years since it has been unfashionable to
eat fatty foods, Maori have been expected to change something that is embedded in
them."

Among Maori, food is more than nutrition, it is a "leveler", that removes all
"vestige[s] of sacredness or distance" between people (Durie, 1998, p. 71).
Moreover, to serve the fattest; rarest, or largest foods bestowed mana on the hapii or
whiinau. There are clear cultural inconsistencies here. For example, the Italian

passion for unhealthy pasta is represented as a celebration of the richness of life and
consequently draws minimal adverse comment. By contrast, Maori reverence for
luxurious foods is represented as consistent with a self-destructive culture. Maori
need to change their attitudes to fat nonetheless.

In the physical realm of health, the concern should not be with Maori culture, but
rather the breaking down of false constructions of Maori. As one pakeke puts it, "if
people acknowledge that inactivity was not a part of Maori culture, they must also
recognise that colonisation has led to it." Similarly, when I asked a friend why he
filled out 'European' on his unemployment form, he replied, "because
- unemployment is part of my European side - there was no unemployment before
colonisation, was there?" Of course, his comments are tongue and cheek, but a
serious concept lies behind them; Maori culture is too often blamed for the'
degenerate behaviors of individual Maori, while the effects of colonization are too
often dismissed.

In conclusion, the following description of a Maori physical activity sums up the
Maori philosophy of health education employing a physical context. Most of this
description stems from my korero with one of the kaumiitua.
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The taiaha teaches personal responsibility, it is about taking ownership of one's
actions and understanding that those actions will ultimately affect whenua and

whanau, The taiaha is a great teaching tool because it is basic and truthful; it can
be the "mouth of truth." People come into life with different talents and abilities.
These talents can either be used by an individual to find balance, or misused for
personal pursuits that will eventually return to hurt the person and the wider
context. When a person starts learning taiaha they are often learning more about
themselves than the craft: "if you see it as merely a weapon of war then you really
don't have an understanding of what it is. Taiaha can be a vehicle for learning and
a platform for understanding - it can be about embracing the concepts of mana

tangata and mana whenua, yet at the same time understanding these collective
concepts on a personal level."

Taiaha could be framed as a traditional activity, but traditional in what sense? Is
taiaha limited by kawa - yes; does it constrict creativity and exploration - no! As
one pakeke has already outlined, there is no limit to the moves that can be
performed in mau taiaha. The kaumiitua concurs, giving the example of three
brothers from Rotorua who are exponents in the same school of mau taiaha
training: "their taiaha styles are likened to three different birds.

One of the

brother's forms resembles the Piwakawaka- it is very cheeky and flighty. The
second style resembles the kotuku - it is very gentle. The third brother's technique
is likened to a very vicious and aggressive bird. Each style comes from the same

kawa, but they are extremely different - their beauty stems from their individual
expression."
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Glossary of Miiori Terms in the Context of this Thesis

1

atua

gods

iihei

a method of holding the spear against the collar
bone as a weapon; a set movement which leads to
all the striking techniques of weapons

awa

river

awhi

help

ariki

chief, chiefly staus or descent

aruhe

edible fernroot

ha

art of breathing

haka

traditional performing art (chanted with action)

haka pohiri

welcome song to visitors

hapii

Indigenous sub-tribe of people

hau

wind, air breathe

hauora

spirit of life, health and wellbeing

he reka

sweet, tasty

hei-tama tii-tama

a hand game for dexterity, hand and eye
coordination

hikoi

to walk, to march

hinengaro

seat of thoughts and emotions, mind

Hinetitama

Dawn Goddess

hongi

the pressing of noses to indicate the sharing of
breathe and life-force when two people meet

hui

meeting, gathering of people

Hui whakataetae

organised competitions

ihu

nose

ika

fish

10 matua kore

the parentless one
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ID

Supreme Being

iwi

Indigenous tribe of people

kai

food

kaiako

teacher

kai moana

food from the sea

kaitiaki

guardian, caretaker

kanikani

to dance

kanohi ki te kanohi

face to face

kapa haka

Maori performing culture group, singing, dancing
and theatrical performance often based around
tribal dependencies

kapua

cloud

karaka

type of tree Indigenous to New Zealand

karakia

spiritual recitation

karanga

call of welcome

kaumdtua

elder, repository of Maori knowledge

kaupapa

theme, theory, concept

Kaupapa Miiori

Maori ideology

Kaupapa Mtiori Theory

Theory developed from Maori ideology stemming
from the Maori language and Maori customary lore

kawa

protocol

kawakawa

native shrub with large leaves used often as a
medicine

kina

sea urchin

kiore

native rat to New Zealand

koauau

a flute usually played with the nose

kokiri

see morere

korari

the middle of the toitoi flax

korero

to speak
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kbrero Miiori

to speak in the medium of the Maori language

koro

grandfather

koroua

old man, male ancestor such as grandfather

koru

spiral

kotaha

sling for throwing stones

kiituku

a bird referred to in English as the white heron

kuia

old woman, female ancestor such as grandmother

,kumara

sweet potato

kiitai

type of shellfish known as mussel in English

kutu

headlice

mahi

work

mdkutu

bewitch, spell

mamae

to feel pain, hurt or distress

mamaku

native tree fern - the frond of the tree is edible

mamau

to wrestle with

mana

status

mana atua

power from the gods

mana motuhake

autonomy, separate identity, separate tribal
sovereignty

mana tangata

individual status and right and collective status and
right of people; the preservation of people

mana whenua

the status and control of the land
heart

miingere

lazy

manu

bird

manupakau

kites

manu tukutuku

kite flying of particular make

marae teka, marae toro
teka, papa pere

names for carefully prepared ground and venue
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Mdori

the Indigenous people of Aotearoa

Miioritanga

a term coined in the 1970s to describe Maori
culture

marae or marae-dtea

enclosed space in front of a meeting house but
often used to refer to the land and buildings that a
Maori affiliates with genealogically

mdtdtaki

challenge or to inspect

matimati

fingers, or counting game using fingers

miitauranga Miiori

Maori knowledge

maunga

. mountain

mauri

life-force,life-principle

mau taiaha

the art of long staff weapons usage

mekemeke

punch,box

mere

a short flat weapon of stone for hand-to-hand
fighting

mimi

urine or to pass bodily fluids

moana

large body of water such as the ocean or a large
lake

morere

to swing; where many ropes are attached to an
erected pole overlooking a decline (eg often used
to swing off into a river). Also called moari or
kokiri

Moriori

Indigenous people of the Chatham Islands

moteatea

a lament

mu piinihi

Spanish draughts

mu torere

a tactical game similar to the European game of
draughts an eight pronged star and counters are
used

mu/papa mu

Hawaiian term for stone on which the checker like
game korane was played

ngangahu

similar to pukana, performed by both sexes

ngeri

rhythmic chant with actions
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noa

free from tapu

oruorua whakaoriori

to move about, a physical activity focusing on
moving in harmony, similar to Tai Chi

pa

used in reference to a community of people living
around a marae

Pakeha

the non-Maori partner and co-signatory, white New
Zealanders of Te Tiriti 0 Waitangi

pakeke

adult

papatu

central

Papatiuinuku

Mother Earth

patu

club used as a weapon

peruperu

dance accompanied by song

ptwakawakaltirairaka

a bird known in English as a fantail

pohatu

rock, stone

poi

ball on end of string, used in dance

piitaka tiikiri

a humming top

potete

the closing of the eyes at different times in a dance,
performed by women only

pukana

dilating of the eyes, performed by both sexes

pukepuke

a type of game using a spinning top

puku

abdomen

rakau

often used to refer to weapons, but can mean stick
or piece of wood

Rangidtea

a name of a place located in ancient Hawaiiki

Ranginui

the Sky Father

romiromilmirimiri

to massage

rongod

.herbal medicine

ruirui

to sprinkle

ruriruri

type of ditty generally of an amorous kind
accompanied by gestures

taha hinengaro

mentality and intellectuality
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taha Mdori

Maori aspect

taiaha

a weapon of hard wood having one end carved in
the shape of a tongue with a face on each side and
adorned with a fillet of hair or feathers, the other
being a flat smooth blade

takakau

unlevened bread

tamariki

children

tiine

man or husband

Ttine Mdhuta

God of the Forest

Tangaroa

God of the Ocean

tangi

to weep, cry

tangihanga

Maori funeral process

tao

type of spear

taonga

treasure, prized possession or article

taparahi

a vigorous, ceremonial haka

tapu

prohibited, sacred

tarakihi

a type of fish (smaller than a shark) commonly
found in coastal off the North Island

taua

hostile expedition or army

tauihu

prow of a canoe

tauparapara

incantation associated with specific events such as
speech making or for moving a canoe on a portage

taurapa

stern of a canoe

tautoko

support

Tdwhirimdtea

God of the Wind, Rain and other elements

Te Ao Hurihuri

the changing world

Te Ao Miirama

the world of light and enlightenment

teina

younger sibling

teka

dart

Te Kingitanga

The King Movement
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Te Kiihanga Reo

the education of children based on Maori ideology
for the early childhood years

Te Kura Kaupapa Miiori

the education of children based on Maori ideology
for the primary school years

Te Reo Kori

offshoot of Taha Mdori curriculum initiative
relating specifically to Physical Education

te reo Miiori

the Maori language

te reo Miiori me nga

Maori language and customary lore

tikanga Miiori
Te Whai Waewae a Miiui

See whai, sometimes referred to as cats cradle
which is a string game

teka

dart

tikanga Miiori

Maori customary lore

tinana

body, the physical well-being of a person

Tino Rangatiratanga

self determination

ti rdkau

a game in which wooden rods were thrown by the
players from one to another in time to the words of
a song

ti ringa

a counting game using the fingers

tipao

a game, used by East Coast Maori to refer to a
sling for stone throwing

tipunaitupuna

ancestors

titi torea

type of game using sticks

tohi

to perform a ceremony over a newborn infant in
connection with the removal of the navel string

tohu

sign or signal

tohunga

a considered expert gifted with specific knowledge
in a particular field or number of fields

tuakana

older sibling of same sex

Tu kaha te tiitara

a physical movement likened to the stance of a
tiitara tree

tiirangawaewae

stamping ground, place where people 'belong and
affiliate to through geneological ties
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tutukai

a game played with a number of small pebbles

uu« ngiirahu

type of haka used with weapons

tipoko

head

utu

repayment, revenge, compensation for injury

waewae

feet or foot movements and techniques associated
with the art of weaponry

wahine

woman or wife

waiata

song

waiata-ii-ringa

action song

wairua

the spiritual essence of a person and of a people
. and of all things animate and inanimate

waha

mouth

waka

canoe

wakaama

canoe racing

Wananga

intensive meeting around a central theme

wero

a challenge

whai

string-games

whaikorero

speech of formal welcome

whakaiti

to humble oneself

whakaherengaru

surf sports

whakamd

to be shy or ashamed

whakapapa

genealogy

whakatauki

proverb

whakatii waewae

haka performed by Ngai Tilhoe as part of their
welcoming rituals using weapons.

whdnau

extended family

whanaungatanga

the nurturing, caring, sharing and well-being of
people, kinship

whdngai

to foster a child or name given to child who has
been fostered
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whare

house, habitation

Wharekura

the education of children based on Maori ideology
for the secondary school years

Whare tapere

house in which the members of the hapii met for
amusement

Whare

m TaualWhare

School of Martial Arts and Weaponry

Taua
Whare Wananga

house of learning

whenua

land

whetero

protruding of the tongue, performed by men only

wI

wiri

. type of game
to shake, to quiver
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APPENDICES

Brendan Hoko
ph. (03) 479-7369 (wk)
471-2234(hm)
025544770
email bhoko@pooka.otago.ac.nz

Tena koe
Here is the write up of the interview. I would like to thank you again for being part of this
research.
I have changed the layout of the words into something that is easily read and understandable
to all. I hope you feel the words are still your own however, if not, please feel free to amend
as necessary. That is we can discuss if you would like to add anything to elaborate or clarify.
Could you please write anything about yourself that you think is appropriate to accompany
the text. I would like to put some substance behind the person who's knowledge is being
given rather than "subject 1 or subject 4". As you can see I have already tried, but this may
not be appropriate.
Once you have read the interview could you contact me by phone or email and we can have
another korero to elaborate or change any of the material if you so desire. I will provide you
with your own final copy once this is completed.
Once again, I really appreciate your input into this research.
Naku noa

na
Brendan

Te 6 0 Hurae 1999

Tena koe
Tenei ahau e mihi atu nei, e tuhi atu nei ki a koe ki te whakamohio atu i nga mahi
rangahau a tetahi akonga 0 Te Whare Wananga nei mo tana Tohu Kairangi. Ko tana
hiahia kia whakaurua nga ahuatanga Maori ki rota i nga mahi whakapakari tinana mo
nga tamariki, mokopuna i roto i nga kura 0 Aotearoa nei kia ora ana hoki nga tikanga
tuku iho a nga tipuna. Kua ngaro aturatou ki te po, engari, ko tana tumanako kia ora
ai a ratou tikanga e pa ana ki te whakapakari i nga tinana 0 nga tamariki, mokopuna.
No Ngati Pilkenga ia, a, he mokopuna na Mokopapaki. Ko Brendon James Hoko tona
ingoa, a, i tipu ake ia i Opotiki, Ka mutu tana wa i te kura, ka nuku mai ia ki tenei
whare wananga whakauru ai ki tana Tohu Paetahi mo te mahi whakapakari tinana.
Ka oti tena, ka nuku ia ki Kanata whakaoti ai i tana Tohu Paerua ki reira. Ka marena
ia ki reira, a, ka hoki mai ia ki Aotearoa me tana whanau, Tokorua a raua tamariki. I
tana hokinga mai ki Aotearoa, ka whakaako ia i Te Kura Tuarua Opotiki, I reira ka
manukanuka ia mo te ahua 0 te marautanga whakapakari tinana i roto i nga kura.
Koia nei te take i hoki mai ai ia ki konei ki te whakatutuki i tana Tohu Kairangi.
Kei raro iho nei nga whakamarama a Brendon mo te ahua 0 tana kaupapa rangahau
rno tana Tohu Kairangi. Ko te hiahia ka watea koe ki te awhina, ki te tautoko i tana
rangahau i te kaupapa nei.
A year and a half ago I began to question the Maori content and lack of Maori content
in the University of Otago School of Physical Education. Indeed at a 1998 School of
Physical Education staff meeting I endeavoured to convince staff to incorporate a
Maori paper into the curriculum, suggesting that the School was obligated under the
Treaty of Waitangi to incorporate more Maori content. The paper was quelled due to,
what I perceive to be Institutional Racism. That is, the dominant group of staff
members actively protected their privileged position of power by upholding the
existing curriculum.
Not long after this meeting I was given a copy of the 1997 New Zealand Health and
Physical Education Curriculum Draft. The Draft has since then been accepted for
implementation into New Zealand primary and secondary schools in 2001. I was
disconcerted at the way Maori concepts had been defined within the draft. For
example, hauora is defined as "total well-being", poi as "ball on a string", and taiaha
as "a single pointed spear". It was obvious to me that Maori had not defined these
concepts.
Pakeha have in the past defined Maori concepts of physical activity and continue to
do so within the future Health and Physical Education Curriculum. If Maori concepts
are to be included in state curriculum then they should be defined from a Maori
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perspective. For we do not want our Moko who are educated in the state system to
grow up believing taiaha is "a single pointed spear". There is a wealth of Maori
knowledge that has been ignored by physical education curriculum writers, and
consequently Maori and Pakeha children alike have been kept from attaining this
knowledge. I am hoping proponents/experts of Maori physical activities, such as
yourself, will agree to be a part of a series of interviews. It is hoped for the
aforementioned reasons that Maori perspectives of physical activity will come to the
fore.
I am aware that a lot of research 'on' Maori in the past has harmed Maori, and so I
have put in place procedures that I believe safeguard the knowledge you will
hopefully share. I view you as the tuakana in the research relationship in that you will
drive the interview. What you see as important to be written and or not written will
take precedence. I will have input and questions but it is the questions you see as
important that will be the focus. The meanings developed from the interviews will be
published only when you are happy with what is presented.
Following an initial interview, I will try to put what you have said into written form. I
will then return this to you and you can amend it as you see fit. Subsequent to this it
is hoped to hold a series of informal interviews within which we discuss how to best
portrait what has been said. Within these sessions you will have the ultimate decision
making regarding what will be left in the text, taken out, elaborated upon, and deemphasised. It will be your right to emit any information that you do not see fit for
publishing, at any stage.
It is hoped to hold the initial interviews between July 1999 and October 1999.
Subsequently, I would like to meet again to discuss amendments. It is hoped the later
meetings will occur in between December 1999 and March 2000. A difficulty I
foresee occurring is arranging suitable times to meet, as I live in Dunedin and most of
you live in the North Island. The following is my timetable for the next few months:
•
•
•
•
•
•

July ---7 Interviewing Negotiable (flying to Auckland in late July).
August 1 - 13 ---7 Attending World Indigenous Peoples Conference (Hila,
Hawai'i).
Late August --7 Interviewing Negotiable.
September - November ---7 Interviewing Negotiable.
December - January --7 Returning home (Opotiki) Interviewing Negotiable.
January - March ---7 interviewing negotiable.

Heoi ana taku atu ki a koe mo te tangata nei. Ki te watea koe ki te whakatakoto i OU
whakaaro mo te kaupapa nei, kei whea mail
Naku noa

na Professor Tania Ka 'ai
Te Ihorei 0 Te Tumu

